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1. 0  INTRODUCTION  
 
Perhaps Computer is the most powerful and versatile tool created by human beings. In today’s scenario, 

computer plays a major role in almost every aspect of life and influences our lives in one way or the 

other. Today, you can hardly find any area which is not influenced by computer. In this unit, you will 

learn about the basic concepts of information, and definition, types, classification and uses of computers. 

A computer may be defined as a device that can operate upon information or data. The information is 

processed based on a set of instructions provided to generate the output. The increasing popularity of the 

computer has proved that it is a powerful and useful tool. The size, shape, cost and performance of 

computers have changed over the years, but the basic logical structure has not. A user of the computer can 

simultaneously play games while a Word document is being printed. You will learn about the history of 

computers and the various generations of its evolution. You will also learn about the classification of 

computers, such as PCs, laptops, PDAs, etc., and also get to know about micro, mini, mainframe and 

supercomputers.. 
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 OBJECTIVES 

 
After going through this unit, you will be able to: 
 

�  Discuss the basic concept of information  
 

�  Define a computer system  
 

�  Explain the history of computers  
 

�  Describe the advantages as well as disadvantages of computers  
 

�  Understand about the various generations of the computer’s evolution  
 

�  Discuss the significance of discrete components and integrated circuits  
 

�  Explain the classification of computers  
 

�  Understand the different applications of computers  

 

1. 2  INFORMATION  CONCEPT  AND  PROCESSING  
 
The word "data" is the plural of datum, which means fact, observation, assumption or occurrence. 
More precisely, data are representations of facts pertaining to people, things, ideas and events. Data 
are represented by symbols such as letters of the alphabets, numerals or other special symbols. Data 
refers to the basic facts and entities such as names and numbers. Examples of data are dates, weights, 
prices, costs, numbers of items sold, employee names, product names, addresses, tax codes, 
registration marks, etc. Data is collected, stored and processed in such a way as to come to specific 
conclusions.  
 
Information can be defined as “data that has been transformed into a meaningful and useful form for 
specific purposes”. In some cases data may not require any processing before constituting 
information. However, generally, data is not useful unless it is subjected to a process through which 
it is manipulated and organised, its contents analyzed and evaluated. Only then data becomes 
information. There is no hard and fast rule for determining when data becomes information. A set of 
letters and numbers may be meaningful to one person, but may have no meaning to another. 
Information is identified and defined by its users. For example, when you purchase something in a 
departmental store, a number of data items are put together, such as your name, address articles you 
bought, the number of items purchased, the price, the tax and the amount you paid. Separately, these 
are all data items but if you put these items together, they represent information about a business 
transaction. 

Information is that which informs, i.e., an answer to a question, as well as that from which 

knowledge and data can be derived (as data represents values attributed to parameters, and 

knowledge signifies understanding of real things or abstract concepts). At its most fundamental, 

information is any propagation of cause and effect within a system. Information is conveyed either as 

the content of a message or through direct or indirect observation of something. That which is 

perceived can be construed as a message in its own right, and in that sense, information is always 

conveyed as the content of a message. 
 

Information can be encoded into various forms for transmission and interpretation (for example, 

information may be encoded into signs, and transmitted via signals). It can also be encrypted for safe storage 

and communication. Information resolves uncertainty. Thus, the concept of information becomes closely 

related to notions of constraint, communication, control, data, form, education, knowledge, meaning, 
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understanding, mental stimuli, pattern, perception, representation and entropy. 
 
Information processing is the act of handling or manipulating data in some fashion. Regardless of the 
activities involved in it, processing tries to assign meaning to data. Thus, the ultimate goal of 
processing is to transform data into information. Information processing is the process through which 
facts and figures are collected, assigned meaning, communicated to others and retained for future 
use. Hence we can define information processing as a series of actions or operations that converts 
data into useful information. We use the term 'information processing system' to include the 
resources that are used to accomplish the processing of data. 

 
 
1.2.1 Need for Information 
 
Information need is the motivation for the people to think and seek information, but it is a complex 

concept that divides researchers. Information need traditionally denotes the start state for someone 

seeking information. This involves all sorts of information seeking (purposive information 

behaviour) and the broader still human information behaviour (which also includes non-purposive 

information behaviour) (Wilson, 1999).There are two perspectives on information need for 

information search: a computer science perspective and an information science perspective. 

Information search system design is dominated by a computer science perspective where the user’s 

information need is to find an answer, the form of which is known by the user beforehand; the query 

to the information system is not so much a question as a demand to obtain this specific form of 

answer. The user then takes away the answer, which is the system output. 
 

The computer science perspective comes, in its most basic form, from an engineering tradition of 

humans turning on a machine, getting it to work with an appropriate human command input, then taking 

away the machine output. In this perspective, it is easy for the user to formulate the demand for answer-

based information into a query-command to the system (Nicolaisen, 2009). The information seeking 

perspective takes the larger and contrary view, that the user often needs information to fill out a 

conceptualization of a problem or idea. The user very much wants this information. The user from this 

perspective does not know the answer he/she is searching for and therefore finds it difficult to formulate a 

query to the system. The query, as a formulation of the user’s information need, must in a certain sense 

open the door to information flow, which is controlled by, in general terms, what the user already knows, 

thinks, and believes, and the neurological architecture of the reasoning part of the brain. The computer 

science perspective conceptualizes the user’s information need as the input into the information system 

which produces the answer output. Information science conceptualizes the user’s information need as a 

gap in understanding that opens the door to let in information from the textual environment—an 

information system, for example  

 
1.2.2 Quality of Information 
 
Information Quality (IQ) is emerging as a key issue for information systems researchers and 

practitioners. The information system is often defined as "a system, whether automated or manual, that 

comprises people, machines, and/or methods organized to collect, process, transmit, and disseminate 

data that represent user information". Information system quality aims at the evaluation of its main 

components, i.e. system quality, data quality, information quality as well as model quality and method 

quality. Ongoing research encompasses theoretical aspects including quality definition and/or quality 

models. These theoretical contributions lead to methods, approaches and tools for quality 

measurement and/or improvement. Most approaches focus on specific environments, such as web site 

quality, data warehouse quality, ontologies quality, etc.  

Information Quality (IQ) is a term to describe the quality of the content of information systems. It is often 
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pragmatically defined as: ‘The fitness for use of the information provided’. ‘Information quality’ is a measure 

of the value which the information provides to the user of that information. ‘Quality’ is often perceived as 

subjective and the quality of information can then vary among users and among uses of the information. 

Nevertheless, a high degree of quality increases its objectivity or at least the inter-subjectivity. Accuracy can 

be seen as just one element of IQ but, depending upon how it is defined, can also be seen as encompassing 

many other dimensions of quality. 
  
The following are the various quality metrics: 
 

�  Authority/Verifiability: Authority refers to the expertise or recognized official status of a 

source. Consider the reputation of the author and publisher. When working with legal or 

government information, consider whether the source is the official provider of the 

information. Verifiability refers to the ability of a reader to verify the validity of the 

information irrespective of how authoritative the source is. To verify the facts is part of the 

duty of care of the journalistic deontology, as well as, where possible, to provide the sources of 

information so that they can be verified  
 

�  Scope of Coverage: Scope of coverage refers to the extent to which a source explores a 
topic. Consider time periods, geography or jurisdiction and coverage of related or narrower 
topics.  

 

�  Composition and Organization: Composition and organization has to do with the ability 
of the information source to present its particular message in a coherent, logically 
sequential manner.  

 

�  Objectivity: Objectivity is the bias or opinion expressed when a writer interprets or 
analyses facts. Consider the use of persuasive language, the source’s presentation of other 
viewpoints, its reason for providing the information and advertising.  

 

�  Integrity: It includes:  
 

o Adherence to moral and ethical principles and soundness of moral character.  
o The state of being whole, entire, or undiminished. 

�   Comprehensiveness: It includes: 
 

o Comprehending mentally and having an extensive mental grasp.  
 

o Covering or providing broad protection against loss.  
 

�  Validity: Validity of some information has to do with the degree of obvious truthfulness 
which the information carries  

 
�  Uniqueness: As much as ‘uniqueness’ of a given piece of information is intuitive in 

meaning, it also significantly implies not only the originating point of the information but 
also the manner in which it is presented and thus the perception which it conjures. The 
essence of any piece of information we process consists to a large extent of those two 
elements.  

 

�  Timeliness: Timeliness refers to information that is current at the time of publication.  
 

�  Reproducibility: Means that documented methods are capable of being used on the same 
data set to achieve a consistent result.  

 

1.2.3 Value of Information  
 

The value of information is a very slippery concept as information does not have any universal value. 
Its value is related to the person who uses it, when he uses it and for what he uses it. Any assessment 
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of the value of information is therefore related to the value of the decision-making supported by such 
information.  

For example consider two persons lost in the Sahara desert. One person has an adequate supply 
of drinking water (more than he could desire) and another has exhausted his supply. If one were 
to approach these two individuals with information about a drinking water well in the 
surrounding, such information will obviously have greater value for the one who has exhausted 
his water supply. For the one who is thirsty, this information is the most valuable piece of 
information for him at that point of time as it will determine if he will survive. If by chance the 
information reaches this thirsty person late and he dies of thirst, then the value of the same 
information becomes zero. So we can see that the same information can have different value for 
different people at different points in time. Hence, it will be fair to conclude that value of 
information is relative. There is no absolute value of information.  However, the normal 
mathematical and economical explanation of value of information suggests that if an event occurs whose 

1.3  WHAT  IS  A  COMPUTER? 

 
Computers have undergone great transformation over the past decade; however, the basic logical 
structure remains the same. A computer primarily constitutes of three integral components, viz. 
input devices, Central Processing Unit (CPU) and output devices. The CPU constitutes of the 
main memory, the arithmetic logic unit and the control unit. 
 

Apart from these three basic components, computers have secondary storage devices 
known as auxiliary storage or backing storage that store data and instructions on a long-term 
basis. 
 

The following are the primary functions of a computer: 
 

�  Inputting: The process in which the user puts in a set of commands to process data 
into the computer system.  

 

�  Storing: The process of recording data and information so that it can be retrieved for 
use, whenever required.  

 

�  Processing: This process implies performing arithmetic or logical operations on data 
to convert them into useful information. Arithmetic operations include addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division, and logical operations include comparisons, 
such as equal to, less than and greater than, etc.  

 

�  Outputting: This is the process of providing results to the user. These can be in the 
form of visual display and/or printed reports.  

 

�  Controlling: This refers to directing the sequence and the manner in which all the 
previous functions are carried out.  

 
A detailed description of the components that perform these tasks is as follows. 

 
1.  Input  Unit 
 
Programs and data are required to be present in a computer system before any operation can be 

performed. A program denotes the set of instructions which the computer has to carry out and data is the 

information on which these instructions are to operate. If the task is to rearrange a list of telephone 

subscribers in alphabetical order, the sequence of instructions that will guide the computer through this 

operation is the program, while the list of names to be sorted is the data. 
 

The Input Unit is responsible for transferring data and instructions from the external environment 
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into the computer system. Instructions and data enter the input unit through the particular input device 

used (keyboard, scanner, card reader, etc.) 

 
These instructions and data are then converted into binary codes (computer-acceptable form) and 
sent to the computer system for further processing. 
 
2.  Central  Processing  Unit 
 
The central processing unit is known as the brain of the computer. It is a blend of the control unit, the 
ALU and the primary memory that are described as follows: 
 

�  Main Memory (Primary Storage): The main memory or the primary storage of the computer 
system is responsible for storing all the instructions and data. The data is then transferred to the 
Arithmetic Logical Unit (ALU) for processing. After this, the final output is again stored back 
in the primary storage, until it is further sent to the output device.  

 

The primary storage also temporarily stores any intermediate result generated by the ALU. So 
data and instructions move frequently between the ALU and the primary storage before the 

processing is complete. It should be noted that no processing occurs within the primary 
storage.  

 

�  Arithmetic Logic Unit: In addition to the basic four arithmetic operations, viz. addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division, the ALU also performs logic comparison operations 

including equal to, lesser than or greater than.  
 

�  Control Unit: The function of the control unit is to ensure that according to the stored instructions, the 

right operation is done on the right data at the right time. The control unit receives instructions and 

commands from the programs in the primary memory, processes them and ensures that the commands 

are executed in the desired order by all the other units of the computer system. In effect, the control unit 

is comparable to the central nervous system of the human body.  
 

3. Output  Unit  
 
Computers understand, process data and return the output in a binary form. The basic function of the output 

unit is to convert these results into a human-readable form before providing the output through various output 

devices, such as terminals and printers. 
 
Secondary Storage 
 
The storage capacity of the primary memory of the computer is limited. Often, it is necessary to 
store large amounts of data. So, additional memory, called secondary storage or auxiliary 
memory, is used in most computer systems. 
 

Secondary storage is storage other than the primary storage. These are peripheral devices 
connected to and controlled by the computer to allow permanent storage of data and programs. 
Usually, hardware devices like magnetic tapes and magnetic disks fall in this category. 
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Block Diagram of Computer 

 
1.3.1 Characteristics of Computers 
 
The major characteristics of computers are the following: 
 

�  Speed: A powerful computer is capable of executing about 3 million calculations per 
second.   

  
 
 

�  Accuracy: A computer’s accuracy is consistently high; if there are errors, they are due to 
errors in instructions given by the programmer.  

 
�  Reliability: The output generated by the computer is very reliable as long as the data is 

reliable.  
 

�  Memory/Storage Capacity: The computer can store large volumes of data and makes the 
retrieval of data an easy task.  

 

�  Versatility: The computer can accomplish many different things. It can accept information through 

various input-output devices, perform arithmetic and logic operations, generate a variety of outputs 

in a variety of forms, etc.  
 

�  Automation: Once the instructions are fed into computer it works automatically without 
any human intervention.  

 

�  Diligence: A computer will never fail to perform its task due to distraction or laziness.  
 

�  Convenience: Computers are usually easy to access, and allow people to find information 
easily that without a computer would be very difficult.  

 

�  Flexibility: Computers can be used for entertainment, for business, by people who hold different 
ideals or who have varied goals. Almost anyone can use a computer, and computers can be used to 
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assist with almost any goal.  
 

1.3.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Computers  
 
The increasing popularity of the computer has proved that it is a powerful and useful tool. Its 
usefulness is due to its following features: 
 

�  Speed: Computers are very fast. They can process millions of instructions every second. 
The speed is related to the amount of data it processes and the time it takes to complete the 
processing task.  

 

�  Storage: Computers can store vast amounts of information in the form of files, which can be 
recalled at any time. These files help in easy and speedy retrieval of information. This type of 

storage is known as electronic storage system.  
 

�  Accuracy: In addition to being fast, computers are also accurate. The degree of accuracy 
for a particular computer depends upon its design. Most errors in computers are not of a 
technical nature and are human. Usually, programmers are responsible for these errors.  

 

�  Diligence: Computers can perform any complicated task accurately without making any error. 
Computers do not suffer from carelessness, boredom or tiredness. Moreover, their efficiency 
does not decrease with age.  

 

�  Versatility: Computers perform various tasks depending upon the instructions given to 
them and their hardware characteristics. They are capable of performing any task, provided 
the task is reduced to a series of logical steps. A computer can be used to prepare a Word 
document and in between called to search for another document that is stored in its 
memory. It can perform both tasks simultaneously.   

  
�  No IQ: Computers do not have their own intelligence and their IQ (Intelligence Quotient) 

is zero. Hence, the user can and has to decide what tasks a computer should perform.  
 

�  No Feelings: Computers have no feelings because they are machines. They cannot make 
judgements as they process on the basis of a set of instructions, called programs, provided 
by the users.  

 
Though computers can do better than human beings in terms of accuracy, speed and memory, 
there are certain disadvantages of computer systems as they depend on human beings for their 
operations and functions. The following are some of the disadvantages of computers: 
 

�  They depend on human beings who program them for efficient, accurate and fast 
functioning.  

 

�  Computers do not have their own intelligence and thus, cannot think intelligently or work 
independently like human beings.  

 

�  They follow instructions given by programs or by users.  
 

�  They can neither take decisions nor can correct wrong instructions.  
 

�  Programmers or users maintain and update them.  
 

�  As with many other modern appliances, computers also need electric power to run.  
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

1. What are the three important parts of a computer system?  
 

2. Give three advantages of using computers.  
3. Discuss the Characteristics of Computers. 
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1. 4  HISTORY  OF  COMPUTERS  
 
The first mechanical adding machine was invented by Blaise Pascal in 1642. Later, in 1671, Baron 

Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz of Germany invented the first calculator. Around this time, Herman 

Hollerith developed the concept of punched cards, which were extensively used as an input medium in 

mechanical adding machines. 
 

Charles Babbage, a 19th century professor at Cambridge University, is considered the 
father of the modern digital computer. During this period, mathematical and statistical tables 
were prepared by a group of clerks. However, utmost care and precaution could not eliminate 
human errors. 
 

In 1842, Babbage came up with a new idea of the Analytical Engine, which was meant to be 

completely automatic. This machine was capable of performing basic arithmetic functions. However, 

these machines were difficult to manufacture because the precision required to manufacture them was not 

available at that time. 
 
The following is a brief description of the various generations of computers. 

�  Mark I Computer (1937–44): This was the first fully automatic calculating machine 
designed by Howard A. Aiken, the design of which was based on the technique of 
punching card machinery. In this technique, both mechanical and electronic components 
were used.  

 
�  Atanasoff-Berry Computer (1939–42): This computer was developed by Dr John 

Atanasoff to solve certain mathematical equations. It used forty-five vacuum tubes for 
internal logic and capacitors for storage.  

 

�  ENIAC (1943–46): The Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC) was the 
first electronic computer developed for military requirements and was used for many years 
to solve ballistic problems.  

 

�  EDVAC (1946–52): One of the drawbacks of ENIAC was that its programs were wired on 

boards, which made it difficult to change them. To overcome the drawbacks of ENIAC, the 

Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer (EDVAC) was designed. The basic idea 

behind this concept was that sequences of instructions could be stored in the memory of the 

computer for automatically directing the flow of operations.  
 

�  EDSAC (1947–49): Professor Maurice Wilkes developed the Electronic Delay Storage 
Automatic Calculator (EDSAC), by which addition and multiplication operations could be 
accomplished.  

 

�  UNIVAC I (1951): The Universal Automatic Computer (UNIVAC) was the first digital 
computer to be installed in the Census Bureau in 1951 and was used continuously for 10 
years. In 1952, International Business Machines (IBM) introduced the 701 commercial 
computers. These computers could be used for scientific and business purposes.  

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

4. When and by whomwas the first mechanical adding machine invented ?  
 

5. Who is considered as the father of modern digital computer? 
6. Discuss the History of Computers.  
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1. 5  GENERATIONS  OF  COMPUTER  
 
The history of computer development can be divided into different phases which are often referred to as 

generations of computing devices. ‘Generation’ in computer terminology is a ‘step’ in technology. Each 

generation of computers is characterized by a major technological development that fundamentally changes the 

way computers operate, resulting in increasingly smaller, cheaper, more powerful, efficient and reliable 

devices with decreasing energy consumption and lesser generation of heat. 
 

Originally, the term ‘generation’ was used to distinguish between varying hardware 
technologies, but nowadays, it includes both hardware and software. 
 

The following are the characteristics of each generation of computers: 
 
1.  First-Generation (1940–1956): Vacuum Tubes 
 
The first computers used vacuum tubes in their electronic circuits and magnetic drums for 
memory. A vacuum tube was a delicate glass device that used filaments as a source of electrons 
and could control and amplify electronic signals. Figure 1.1 displays a vacuum tube. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1.1  A Vacuum Tube 

 
These computers could perform computations in milliseconds but were enormous in size, 

occupying almost an entire room. They were very expensive to operate and in addition to using a 
great deal of electricity, generated a lot of heat resulting in malfunctioning. 
 

First-generation computers relied on machine language (binary-coded programs) to perform 

operations and could solve only one problem at a time. Input was based on punch cards and paper tape, 

and output was displayed on printouts. 
 

Early computers like ENIAC, EDVAC, UNIVAC I all can be classified as first-generation 
computers. 
 
2.  Second-Generation (1956–1963): Transistors 
 
Transistors developed in 1947 replaced vacuum tubes in the second-generation computers. The 
transistor was far superior compared to vacuum tube, making computers smaller, faster, cheaper, 
more energy-efficient and more reliable than their first-generation predecessors. Although 
transistors also generated a great deal of heat that could damage the computer, it was a great 
improvement over the vacuum tube. Second-generation computers still relied on punched cards 
for input and printouts for output. 
 

The cryptic binary machine language was followed by the symbolic or assembly language 
that allowed programmers to specify instructions in words. High-level programming languages 
like COBOL and FORTRAN were also being developed at this time. 
 

These were also the first computers that stored their instructions in the memory, which advanced from 

magnetic drum to magnetic core technology. The first computers of this generation were specifically 
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developed for the atomic energy industry. 

 

 

3.  Third-Generation  (1964–1971):  Integrated  Circuits  
Transistors were clearly an improvement over the vacuum tube but still generated a lot of 
heat resulting in computer damage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
     Fig. 1.2  An IC Chip 
 

The development of integrated circuit (refer Figure 1.2) by Jack Kilby in 1958, an 
engineer with Texas Instruments, was the greatest achievement of the third-generation of 
computers. 
 

Instead of punched cards and printouts, users interacted with third-generation computers 

through devices like keyboards and monitors. They also interfaced with an operating system 
that allowed the device to run many different applications at one time with a central program 

that monitored the memory. 
 

Now, the computers became accessible to the masses because they were substantially 
smaller and cheaper than their predecessors. 
 
4.  Fourth-Generation (1971–Present): Microprocessors 
 
Large Scale Integration (LSI) were developed which could fit hundreds of components 
onto a single chip. By 1980s, Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) squeezed thousands of 
components onto a single chip. Ultra Large Scale Integration (ULSI) increased that number 
to millions. 
 

The ability to fit so much processing capability in an area so small, helped to reduce 
the size and price of the computers. It also increased its power, efficiency and reliability. 
 

Initially, the IC technology was used only for constructing the processor, but it was 
soon discovered that the same technology could also be used for the construction of 
memory. The first memory chip was constructed in 1970 and could hold 256 bits. Figure 
1.2 displays an IC chip. 
 

As more and more components were fabricated on a single chip, fewer and fewer chips were 

needed to construct the processor. The Intel 4004 chip, developed in 1971, located all the 

components of the computer—from Central Processing Unit and Memory to Input/output 

controls—on a single chip. This was the first microprocessor. Figure 1.3 displays the intel Pentium 

microprocessor chip. 
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Fig. 1.3  The Intel Pentium Microprocessor Chip 

 
IBM introduced its first computer in 1981 for the home users, and in 1984 Apple 

introduced the Macintosh. Microprocessors also advanced from the realm of desktop computers 
to advanced technologies and many areas of life as more, and more everyday devices began to 
use microprocessors. 
 

As computers increased in computing power, it was possible to connect them together to 
form networks, which eventually led to the development of the Internet. Fourth-generation 
computers also marked the development of GUIs, the mouse and various handheld devices. 
 
5.  Fifth-Generation  (Present  and  Beyond):  Artificial  Intelligence 
 
The fifth-generation computers are being developed using the technology of artificial intelligence; 

for instance, voice recognition systems. Parallel processing and supercomputers have lead to the 

further development of artificial intelligence. In the future, quantum computation and molecular 

technology will tremendously transform computers. The fifth-generation aims at creating devices that 

respond to input in natural language and are capable of learning, and self organization. 
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Table 1.1 provides a list of various computer generations. 
 

Table 1.1  Generation of Computers 
 

Generation Time Hardware Software Features Examples 
 

       

I 1942- Vacuum Tubes Machine High-speed electronic switching ENIAC, 
 

 1955  Language device; memory type was EDVAC, 
 

   (Binary electromagnetic; bulky in size; EDSAC, 
 

   Language) generated a large amount of heat; UNIVAC I 
 

    frequent technical faults; required  
 

    constant maintenance; used for  
 

    scientific purposes; air-conditioning  
 

    required  
 

       

II 1955- Transistors High-level Better electronic switching devices Livermore 
 

 1964  languages than vacuum tubes; made of Atomic 
 

    germanium semiconductors; Research 
 

   FORTRAN, memory type was magnetic cores; Computer 
 

   

powerful and more reliable; easy to (LARC),  

   
COBOL,  

   handle; much smaller than vacuum IBM  

   

ALGOL,  

     

   tubes; generated less heat as  
 

      

   SNOBOL compared to vacuum tubes; used for  
 

    business and industries for  
 

    commercial data processing; air-  
 

    conditioning required  
 

       

III 1964- Integrated High-level ICs were smaller than transistors; Mainframe, 
 

 1975 Circuits (ICs) languages consumed less power; dissipated less Minicomputers 
 

  made up of  heat as compared to transistors;  
 

  transistors, PL/1, more reliable and faster than earlier  
 

  

resistors and generations; capable of performing   

  
PASCAL,  

 

  capacitors fixed on about 1 million instructions per  
 

    
 

  single silicon chip BASIC, second; large storage capacity; used  
 

  

VISUAL   

   for both scientific and commercial  
 

   

BASIC, C, C++,   

   purposes; air-conditioning required  
 

   

C#, Java   

     
 

      
 

IV 1975- Microprocessor Advanced Java Microprocessor had control on Personal 
 

 1989 made up of Large (J2EE, JDO, logical instructions and memory; Computers 
 

  Scale Integration JavaBeans), semiconductor memories; personal (PCs), 
 

  Circuits (LSI) and PHP, HTML, computers were assembled; used in LAN, 
 

  Very Large Scale XML, SQL LAN and WAN to connect multiple WAN,  

  

Integration  

computers at a time; used graphical  

   
CSCW  

  Circuits (VLSI)  user interface; smaller, more reliable  

    
 

    and cheaper than third-generation  
 

    computers; larger primary and  
 

    secondary storage memories; had  
 

    Computer Supported Cooperative  
 

    Working (CSCW); air-conditioning  
 

    not required  
 

       

V 1989- Ultra Scale Large Artificial PCs were assembled – portable and Portable PCs, 
 

 Present Integration (USLI), Intelligence, non-portable, powerful desktop PCs Palmtop 
 

  Optical Disks PROLOG, and workstations; less prone to Computers, 
 

     

   OPS5, hardware failure; user-friendly Laptop 
 

   

features – Internet, e-mailing; air-   

   
Mercury  

 

   conditioning not required  
 

     
 

       

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

5. What development was seen in the fourth generation microcomputers?  
 

6. Discuss  generation of  computers with example.  

 

1. 6  DISCRETE  COMPONENTS  
 
An elementary electronic device is constructed as a single unit. Before the advent of integrated circuits (chips), 

all transistors, resistors, capacitors and diodes were discrete. Discrete components are widely used in 

amplifiers and other electronic products that  
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use large amounts of current. On a circuit board, they are intermingled with the chips, and there 
is hardly any electronic product that does not have at least one or two discrete resistors or 
capacitors (refer Figure 1.4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.4  Discrete Components used in a Computer 
 
Integrated  Circuits 
 
An integrated circuit or monolithic integrated circuit (also referred to as an IC, achip, or a 
microchip) is a set of electronic circuits on one small plate (‘chip’) ofsemiconductor material, 
normally silicon. This can be made much smaller than adiscrete circuit made from independent 
components. ICs can be made very compact, having up to several billion transistors and other 
electronic components in an area the size of a fingernail. The width of each conducting line in a 
circuit can be made smaller and smaller as the technology advances; in 2008 it dropped below 
100 nanometres, and now is tens of nanometres. 
 

ICs were made possible by experimental discoveries showing that semiconductor devices 

could perform the functions of vacuum tubes and by mid-20th-century technology advancements in 

semiconductor device fabrication. The integration of large numbers of tiny transistors into a small 

chip was an enormous improvement over the manual assembly of circuits using discrete electronic 

components. The integrated circuit’s mass production capability, reliability and building-block 

approach to circuit design ensured the rapid adoption of standardized integrated circuits in place of 

designs using discrete transistors. 
 

ICs have two main advantages over discrete circuits: cost and performance. Cost is low 

because the chips, with all their components, are printed as a unit by photolithography rather than 

being constructed one transistor at a time. Furthermore, packaged ICs use much less material than 

discrete circuits. Performance is high because the IC’s components switch quickly and consume little 

power (compared to their discrete counterparts) as a result of the small size and close proximity of 

the components. As of 2012, typical chip areas range from a few square millimetres to around 450 

mm2, with up to 9 million transistors per mm2.Integrated circuits are used in virtually all electronic 

equipment today and have revolutionized the world of electronics. Computers, mobile phones, and 

other digitalhome appliances are now inextricable parts of the structure of modern societies, made 

possible by the low cost of integrated circuits. 
 
Advances  in  Integrated  Circuits 
 
Among the most advanced integrated circuits are the microprocessors or ‘cores’, which control 

everything from computers and cellular phones to digital microwave ovens. Digital memory chips and 

Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are examples of other families of integrated circuits that 

are important to the modern information society. ICs have consistently migrated to smaller feature sizes 

over the years, allowing more circuitry to be packed on each chip. This increased capacity per unit area 

can be used to decrease cost or increase functionality—for example, Moore’s law which, in its modern 
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interpretation, states that the number of transistors in an integrated circuit doubles every two years. In 

general, as the feature size shrinks, almost everything improves—the cost per unit and the switching 

power consumption go down, and the speed goes up. However, ICs with nanometrescale devices are not 

without their problems, principal among which is leakage current, although innovations in highdielectrics 

aim to solve these problems. Since these speed and power consumption gains are apparent to the end user, 

there is fierce competition among the manufacturers to use finer geometries. 

 

1.7  CLASSIFICATION  OF  COMPUTERS 

 
Computers can be classified on the basis of their size, processing speed and cost. The various 
types of computers are: 
 
1.7.1 Analog Computers 
 
These types of computers are involved in industrial process controls and measure physical quantities, 

like pressure, temperature, etc. These computers do not use binary digits but use electrical signals to 

provide output with electrical resistance, voltage, etc. The memory of these computers is not much 

and they can be used only for specific calculations but their speed is more than digital computers. 
 

These electrical properties allow calculations to be performed in real time or even faster at 
the speed of light. The main mathematical operations it applies include summation, inversion, 
exponentiation, logarithm, integration, differentiation , multiplication and division. 
 
1.7.2 Digital Computers 
 
These types of computers are primarily involved in data processing and problem-solving for 
specific programs. In digital computers, data is stored as digits (numbers) and processes. Letters, 
words, symbols and complete texts are digitally represented, i.e., using only two digits 0 and 1. 
Digital computers have a lot of memory for storing data. 
 

Digital computers constitute input-output devices, main memory, control unit and arithmetic logic unit. 

Data is processed with logical circuits, also known as digital circuits. All the circuits processing data inside a 

computer function in an extremely synchronized mode; which is further controlled using a steady oscillator 

acting as the computer’s ‘clock’. Hence, the digital computers operate on very high speed and are able to 

perform trillions of logical or arithmetic operations per second to provide quick solution to problems, 

which is not possible for a human being to do manually. 
 
1.7.3 Hybrid Computers 
 
Hybrid computers are a mixture of digital and analog computers. A hybrid computer uses the 
best characteristics of digital and analog computers. It helps the user to process both continuous 
and discrete data. Hybrid computers are generally used for weather forecasting and industrial 
process control. 
 

The digital component basically functions as a controller to provide logical operations, whereas the 

analog component provides solutions of differential equations. Remember that the hybrid computers are 

different from hybrid systems. The hybrid system is a digital computer equipped with an analog-to-digital 

converter for input and a digital-to-analog converter for output. The term ‘hybrid computer’ represents a 

combination of different digital technologies to process specific applications with the help of various 

specific processor technologies. 
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1.7.4 General Purpose Computers 
 
Workstations are high-end, general-purpose computers designed to meet the computing needs of 
engineers, architects and other professionals who need computers with greater processing power, 
larger storage and better graphic display facilities. These are commonly used for Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) and for multimedia applications such as creating special audio-visual 
effects for television programmes and movies. A workstation looks like a PC and can be used by 
only one person at a time. The characteristics of a workstation, which are often used to 
differentiate it from a PC, are as follows: 
 

�  Display Facility: Most workstations have a large-screen monitor (21 inches or more) capable 
of displaying high-resolution graphics as compared to PCs, which have a small-screen monitor 
(19 inches or less).  

 

�  Storage Capacity: Workstations have a larger main memory than PCs, which have only a 
few hundred MB of main memory. The hard disk capacity of workstations is also more 
than that of PCs.  

 

�  Processing Power: The processing power of workstations is several times greater than that 
of PCs.  

 

�  Operating System: PCs can run any of the five major operating systems— MS-DOS, MS-
Windows, Windows-NT, Linux and UNIX—but all workstations generally run the UNIX 
operating system or a variation of it, such as AIX (used in IBM workstations), Solaris 
(used in SUN workstations) and HPUX (used in HP workstations).  

 

�  Processor Design: PCs normally use CPUs based on the Complex Instruction Set Computer 
(CISC) technology, whereas workstation CPUs are based on the Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer (RISC) technology.   

  
1.7.5 Special Purpose Computer 
 
A special purpose computer is a digital or an analog computer specifically designed to perform desired 

specific task. These are high-performance computing systems with special hardware architecture, which 

is dedicated to solve a specific problem. This is performed with the help of specially programmed FPGA 

chips or custom VLSI chips. They are used for special applications, for example, astrophysics 

computations, GRAPE-6 (for astrophysics and molecular dynamics), Hydra (for playing chess), 

MDGRAPE-3 (for protein structure computations), etc. 
 
1.7.6 Micro, Mini, Mainframe and Supercomputers 
 
These are as follows: 
 
(i)  Microcomputers 
 
Microcomputers are developed from advanced computer technology. They are commonly used at home, 

classroom and in the workplace. Microcomputers are called home computers, personal computers, 

laptops, personal digital assistants, etc. They are powerful and easy to operate. In recent years, computers 

were made portable and affordable. The major characteristics of a microcomputer are as follows: 
 

�  Microcomputers are capable of performing data processing jobs and solving numerical programs. 
Microcomputers work rapidly like minicomputers.  

 

�  Microcomputers have reasonable memory capacity which can be measured in megabytes.  
 

�  Microcomputers are reasonably priced. Varieties of microcomputers are available in the 
market which can be as per the requirement of smaller business companies and educational 
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institutions.  
 

�  Processing speed of microcomputers is measured in megahertz. A microcomputer running 
at 90MHz works approximately at 90 MIPS.  

 

�  Microcomputers have drives for floppy disk, compact disk and hard disks.  
 

�  Only one user can operate a microcomputer at a time.  
 

�  Microcomputers are usually dedicated to one job. Millions of people use microcomputers 
to increase their personal productivity.  

 

�  Useful accessory tools, such as clock, calendar, calculator, daily schedule reminders, 
scratch pads, etc., are available in a microcomputer.  

 

�  Laptop computers, also called notebook computers are microcomputers. They use the 
battery power source. Laptop computers have a keyboard, mouse, floppy disc drive, CD 
drive, hard disk drive and monitor. Laptop computers are expensive in comparison to 
personal computers.  

 

(ii) Minicomputers  
 
Minicomputers are a cheaper version of mainframe computers. The processing power and cost of a 

minicomputer are less than that of the mainframe. The minicomputers have big memory sizes and faster 

processing speed compared to the microcomputer.  
 
Minicomputers are also called workgroup systems because they are well suited to the 
requirements of the minor workgroups within an organization. The major characteristics of a 
minicomputer are as follows: 
 

�   Minicomputers have great problem solving capabilities. 
 

�  Minicomputers have reasonable memory capacity which can be measured in megabytes or 
gigabytes.  

 

�  Minicomputers have quick processing speeds and operating systems facilitated with 
multitasking and network capabilities.  

 

�  Minicomputers have drives for floppy disk, magnetic tape, compact disk, hard disks, etc.  
 

�  Minicomputers can serve as network servers.  
 

�  Minicomputers are used as a substitute of one mainframe by big organizations.  
 

(iii) Mainframe Computers  
 
Mainframe computers are generally used for handling the needs of information processing of 
organizations like banks, insurance companies, hospitals and railways. This type of system is 
placed in a central location with several user terminals connected to it. The user terminals act as 
access stations and may be located in the same building (refer Figure 1.5). 
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Fig. 1.5  Mainframe Computer 

 
Mainframe computers are bigger and more expensive than workstations. They look like a 

row of large file cabinets and need a large room with closely monitored humidity and 
temperature levels. A mainframe system of lower configuration is often referred to as a 
minicomputer system. The various components of a mainframe computer are as follows: 
 

• Host, Front-End and Back-End Computers: A mainframe system consists of several computers, 

such as a host computer that carries out most of the computations and has direct control over all 

other computers. The front-end portion is used for handling communications to and from all 

the user terminals connected to the mainframe computer. The back-end portion is used to 

handle data input/output operations. The host computer and other computers are located in 
the systems room, to which entry is restricted to system administrators and maintenance 

staff only. 
 

�  Consoles: Console terminals are directly connected to the host computer and are mainly 
used by the system administrator to perform certain administrative tasks like installing new 
software on the system, taking system backups and changing the configuration of the 
system.  

 

�  Storage Devices: A mainframe computer has several magnetic disk drives directly connected to 

the back-end computer. The host computer, via the back-end computer gets all data from these 

magnetic disks. In addition, a mainframe computer also has a few tape drives and a magnetic tape 

library (located in the systems room) for restoration and backup of data. The tape drives are present 

in the users’ room, so that users’ tapes can be used for input and output.  
 

�  User Terminals: User terminals are used to access the required stations, which may be 
present at different locations. Since, mainframe computers support multiprogramming with 
time-sharing, they can run different operating systems for multiple users at the same time.  

 

�  Output Devices: A mainframe computer has several output devices like printers and 
plotters, connected to the back-end computer, so that these devices can be used for taking 
outputs by the users.  

 

(iv) Supercomputers  
 
Supercomputers are the most powerful and expensive computers available today. They are 
mainly used for processing scientific applications that involve tasks with highly complex 
calculations and for solving problems with mechanical physics, such as weather forecasting and 
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climate research systems, nuclear weapon simulation and simulation of automated aircrafts. 
Supercomputers are mainly used by military organizations, major research and development 
centres, universities and chemical laboratories. 
 

Supercomputers use multiprocessing and parallel processing technologies to solve 
complex problems quickly. They use multiprocessors, which help the user to divide a complex 
problem into smaller problems. A parallel program is written in a manner that can break up the 
original problem into smaller modules. Supercomputers also support multiprogramming, which 
allows simultaneous access to the computer by multiple users. Some of the manufacturers of 
supercomputers are IBM, Silicon Graphics, Fujitsu and Intel. 
 
1.7.7 Personal Computers 
 
A PC is a small single-user microprocessor-based computer that sits on your desktop and is generally 

used at homes, offices, and schools. As the name implies, PCs were mainly designed to meet the personal 

computing needs of individuals. Personal computers are used for preparing normal text documents, 

spreadsheets with predefined calculations and business analysis charts, database management systems, 

accounting systems, and also for designing office stationary, banners, bills and handouts. 
 

The configuration varies from one PC to another depending on its usage. However, it consists of a CPU 

or system unit, a monitor, a keyboard and a mouse. It has a main circuit board or motherboard (consisting of 

the CPU and the memory), hard disk storage, floppy disk drive, CD-ROM drive and some special add-on cards 

(like Network Interface Card) and ports for connecting peripheral devices like printers. 
 

PCs are available in two models—desktop and tower. In the desktop model, the monitor is 
positioned on top of the system unit, whereas in the tower model the system unit is designed to stand 
by the side of the monitor or even on the floor to save desktop space. Due to this feature, the tower 

model is more popular. 
 

Some popular operating systems for PCs are MS-DOS, MS-Windows, Windows-NT, Linux and 

UNIX. Most of these operating systems can perform many functions at the same time which eases 

operation and saves time when a user has to switch between two or more applications while performing a 

job. Some leading PC manufacturers are IBM, Apple, Compaq, Dell, Toshiba and Siemens. 
 
Types of Personal Computers 
 
Different types of personal computers are as follows: 
 
1.  Notebook/Laptop  Computers 
 
Notebook computers are battery-operated personal computers. Smaller than the size of a briefcase, these are 

portable computers and can be used in places like libraries, in meetings or even while travelling. Popularly 

known as laptop computers, or simply laptops. Notebook computers are usually more expensive as compared 

to desktop computers though they have almost the same functions, but since, they are sleeker and portable they 

have a complex design and are more difficult to manufacture. These computers have large storage space and 

other peripherals, such as serial port, PC card, modem or network interface card, CD-ROM drive and printer. 

They can also be connected to a network to download data from other computers or to the Internet. A notebook 

computer has a keyboard, a flat screen with Liquid Crystal Color (LCD) display (refer Figure 1.6) and can also 

have a trackball and a pointing stick. 
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    Fig. 1.6  A Laptop Computer 

 

A notebook computer uses the MS-DOS or WINDOWS operating system. The data processing capability 
of a notebook computer is as good as an ordinary PC because both use the same type of processor, such as 
an Intel Pentium processor. However, a notebook computer generally has lesser hard disk storage than a 
PC.  
2.  Tablet PC 
 
Tablet PC is a mobile computer that looks like a notebook or a small writing slate but uses a stylus pen or your 

finger tip to write on the touch screen. It saves whatever you scribble on the screen with the pen, in the same 

way as you have written it. The same picture can than be converted to text with the help of a HR (hand 

recognition) software. 
 
3.  PDA 
 
A Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) is a small, palm sized, handheld computer which has a small 
colour touch screen with audio and video features. They are nowadays used as smart phones, 
Web enabled palmtop computers, portable media players or gaming devices. 
 

Most PDAs today typically have a touch screen for data entry, a data storage /memory 
card, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or an infrared connectivity and can be used to access the Internet and 
other networks. 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

7. Discuss the different types of computers.  
 

8. Discussclassification of Computers.  
 

9. What is difference between a  tablet PC and a PDA?  

 

1. 8  USES  OF  COMPUTERS  
 
Information Technology (or IT as it is popularly called) has changed our life in many ways. Like 
electricity, IT has impacted all parts of life and, in fact, its usage is so universal that it is difficult 
for today’s generation to lived without computers. It is used in different industries to achieve the 
following function: 
 

(i) Decreasing the cost of operations by increasing operational efficiency and staff 
productivity.  

 
(ii) Improving revenues by helping management in informed decision-making and focusing on 

priority areas.  
 

(iii) Improving customer satisfaction by providing better, faster and value-added services.  
 

IT has opened up several allied industries and employment opportunities which never 
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existed before like Business Process Outsourcing or BPO or Web-enabled services (medical 
transcription, call centres, etc.). The Internet has brought the world closer. 
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1.  Railways 
 
The railway industry is the backbone of the country’s economy. So, for better economic growth, the rail 

network has to be effective, efficient and timely. In the case of the Indian Railways, which is one of the largest 

rail networks of the world, it has to manage 11,000 trains every day covering around 108,706 kms, connecting 

6,853 stations and a 1.54 million workforce. Since it was very difficult and complex to manage and operate on 

such a large scale, Indian Railways decided to go for computerization to simplify their operations and have a 

better control over the management. Some of the major IT initiatives taken by Indian Railways are as follows: 
 

�  All India centralized reservation system provides the facility for the passenger to book 
tickets from any destination and is one of the most successful examples of computerization 
in the country.  

 

�  IRCTC is an online railway ticket booking portal which enables the passenger to book railway 

tickets for any destination in India from anywhere in the world. It also provides very useful 

information like computerized reservation-related enquiries about booking status, train schedule 

and trains between pairs of stations. Booking a railway ticket is now easy with an option to print 

your tickets from your printer or get it couriered within twenty-four hours. Apart from this, the 

railway timetables, network maps and freight charges are also available on the Indian Railways 

Website.  
 

�  Indian Railways has also launched the online computerized system for unreserved 
passengers. This service caters to almost 14 to 15 million people travelling with unreserved 
tickets. These unreserved tickets being available from locations other than boarding 
stations reduce the long queues and chaos at the railway station ticket counters.  

 

�  Indian Railways has also started a pilot project for issuing periodical season tickets 
through ATMs (Automated Teller Machines) and another pilot project for buying tickets 
through smart cards.  

 

�  The Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS) has also been introduced to update passengers 
with railway inquiry and other related information. This national enquiry system is capable of 
providing train running positions in a real-time system through the IVRS and other output 
devices.  

 

2. Airlines  
 
The airline business is one of the largest users of computers. Computers have been deployed in 
almost all aspects of the airline business for increasing revenues, reducing cost and enhancing 
customer satisfaction. 
 

Imagine the trouble airline companies will have booking air tickets across thousands of booking 

counters spread all over the world without computerized booking systems and interconnectivity of these 

systems. The airline industry is using a vast Web-based online system that can be accessed by anyone from 

anywhere in the world. Some of the major IT initiatives taken by the airline industry are as follows: 

�  Online Ticket Booking Through the Internet: Almost all the airline companies, may it 
be domestic or international, sell air tickets online. Air tickets can be booked online by 
paying through credit cards and e-tickets can be printed on your printer.  

 
�  Flight and Seat Availability Information: Flight and seat availability information, along with 

the cost of the ticket, is now easily available online with an option to compare it with other 

available airlines, making it easier to choose the airlines according to the time and price that 

best suits an individual. The facility of choosing the seat position and the meals (vegetarian or 

non-vegetarian) if offered, is also available. Yatra.com, makemytrip.com and travelguru.com 

are a few Websites available for online booking other than the official Website of each airline.  
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�  Last Minute Deals and Auctions: To recover the lost revenue opportunity on unsold 
seats, most airlines have started bidding for last minute tickets in online auction. Several 
specific airline ticket auctions sites like razorfinish.com are also available. This option is 
beneficial both for the passenger as well as the airline company, since the airline company 
gets some revenue on unbooked seats and the passenger gets a good deal by paying much 
less than the regular price.  

 
All these facilities would not have been possible for airline companies without the use of 

computers. 
 
3.  Banking 
 
In the 1960s, with the increasing workload, rise in the customer database and bank branches coming up 

all over, it was getting extremely difficult for banks to fight the competition in providing good customer 

service. With the increasing number of branches, banks had to simply recruit more manpower to cope up 

with the additional workload which meant more operational cost and cost was the main basis for 

competition. To reduce this operational cost, banks computerized all the customer accounts. However, 

computerization meant reduction in back office operational cost only, and banks still needed manpower as 

customer relation officers for the front office. To deal with this problem, banks played a smart move by 

introducing the Automated Teller Machines (ATMs). With the introduction of the ATMs, customer 

interaction with the bank staff was drastically reduced and customers had the privilege of 24×7 banking. 

This meant they could take advantage of certain banking facilities round the clock like depositing and 

withdrawing cash, checking available balances, requesting for statements and requesting for cheque books 

and drafts without even entering the bank. 
 

Today the banking industry has come a long way since, then. It is now one of the largest 
users of IT. Some of the major IT initiatives taken by the banking industry are as follows: 
 

• Back Office Computerization: Not only international banks, but also national banks today run on 
a fully integrated online system where all back office operations like account transaction 
postings, bank reconciliation, cheque clearings and other back office banking operations are 
fully computerized. 

 
�  Front Office Computerization: With the introduction of the computerized systems, all banks today are 

in a position to provide certain facilities likes instant      
bank account statement, electronic fund transfer, direct debit facility etc., to their 
customers. 

 
�  Automatic Teller Machines: ATMs are a wonderful invention that enabled customers to do 

their regular bank transactions without visiting their bank branch, instead, visiting their nearest 

bank ATM which are much more in number and easily accessible. All these transactions, such 

as withdrawing cash, checking account balance and viewing the bank statement are possible on 

swiping the card and clicking a button on the computerized machine installed at many 

locations easily accessible to the customer. ATMs drastically reduced infrastructure and 

operational costs and enabled the banks to provide a hassle free and a better service 24×7.     
    

�  Internet Banking: Almost all banks today have an extremely user-friendly Website for e-

banking, where the customer can carry out the typical banking transactions, such as making 

request for cash and cheque pickup, cash delivery, generating account statements, requests for 

cheque books and drafts online without the hassle of physically visiting the bank. The 

innovative use of Internet banking enables convenient, cost-effective, easy and quick banking 

for the customer and hassle-free operation for the banks.  
 

�  Credit Card Operations: Credit cards provide one with the facility of cashless purchases with an 
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added advantage of credit from the bank at a certain percentage charged as interest. The customer 

simply swipes his credit card at the time of clearing the bill at the merchant’s Point of Sale (POS) 

machine that instantly connects with the bank’s database through the telephone line and 

authenticates the customer for credit, simultaneously authorizing the merchant to carry on the 

transaction and receive the payment from the bank. The customer gets the advantage of not 

carrying huge sums of money for shopping and the banks earn money on every transaction from 

the merchant and interest from the customer on the credit given to the customer.  
 

All these operations would not have been possible without the use of IT.  
 

4. Insurance  
 
The insurance industry also involves substantial paperwork, such as maintaining policyholder 
databases, clearing insurance claims filed, maintaining survey and investigation reports, 
premium payment receipts, premium overdue, list of policies lapsed, and so on. 
 

Today, with the increasing number of insurance policyholders, it will be very difficult for an 

insurance company to function without the use of computers. With the help of these computerized 

systems, insurance companies are able to provide quicker and more efficient service to its customers. The 

computerized database system also has an option to get information about the customers’ financial, 

economic and demographic details enabling the insurance company to minimize risk and 

maximize profits. 
 
5.  Financial  Accounting 
 
In most cases, computerization of business organizations started with the computerization of 
financial accounting systems. 
 

Computerization of accounts made life much more easier for accountants as they no longer 
had to maintain manual books, filled vouchers, update registers, maintain long ledgers and then 
spend days cross-checking the manual entries. Now they can concentrate more on analysing 
information. 
 

Features like ledger database, automatic calculation, figures tally systems, checks and validations, 

automatic posting of entries from the voucher to the profit and loss account, and the balance sheet, 

inventory systems, invoicing, creation of challans and purchase orders, creation of relevant reports, 

interconnectivity between users at different geographical locations and many more, make the 

computerized accounting systems an error-free, time saving and a fairly simple system to use. 
 

According to the difficulty of the operation and size of the organization, various ready-
made financial accounting software are available in the market. Tally, EX and Busy are financial 
accounting software which are good enough for most small-and medium-scale organizations. 
 

On the other hand, larger organizations with offices in multiple locations and multiple operations 

use Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software like ORACLE Financials, BAAN and SAP. Though 

ERP software cost millions of rupees and are comparatively much more difficult to implement, they 

provide an excellent platform for ensuring that the company’s system and procedures are consistently 

followed at multiple locations at the same time. Since, ERP software provide complete integrated 

solutions for all functions of business such as financial accounting, payroll management and inventory 

control, they make it easy for the companies with office at multiple locations to consolidate disparate 

information at a centralized place, thus enabling the top management to get effective real-time 

management information. 
 
6.  Inventory  Control 
 
Most large manufacturing units usually need a variety of raw material for production. Manually 
managing such a large number of raw materials and then keeping track of the finished products is 
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not an easy task. IT plays a useful role here; a computerized inventory management system 
provides the facility of specifying the right amount of inventory in hand and determines the time 
at which, and the amount of inventory required. 
 

The computerized inventory control system maintains a date-wise list of all items along with the 

maximum, minimum, reorder and inventory in hand and automatically up-dates the list according to the 

available material. The computerized inventory control system is also capable of preparing many other useful 

MIS reports, such as aging analysis, goods movement analysis, slow and fast moving stock report, 

valuation report and it assists the storekeeper and accountants. 
 

ERP software like ORACLE Financials, BAAN, SAP are some examples of sophisticated 
inventory control packages which can also generate purchase orders automatically whenever the 
minimum level of stocks is reached, provide automatic posting of accounting entries as soon as 
any purchase or sale is carried out and generate analytical reports which (itemize) show the 
previous and future trends in inventory consumption. 
 

Many organizations nowadays have inventory control systems connected through the Internet or 

the intranet whereby the request for purchase or the purchase order is instantly delivered to the 

department or the vendor through e-mails, the moment they receive an order or request for an item which 

is out of or low in stock. 
 

Some interesting IT-based innovations used to simplify and improve inventory 
management are as follows: 
 

�  Barcode Readers: Barcodes are a series of black and white parallel and adjacent bars with 
spaces which represent a string of characters. Bar coding is a quick and easy method for 
automatically reading barcodes from the products identifying their batch numbers, 
manufacturing and expiry dates, etc., without having to manually read and type it in the 
computer to generate bills and track inventory.  

 

�  Handheld Terminals (HHTs): HHTs are microprocessor-based simple devices used to 
communicate with any type of microprocessor-based device. HHTs’ standard input device 
is basically a calculator-like device with a small LCD display output. It is a compact, easy 
to use device designed for collecting data from large warehouses.  

 

7. Hotel Management  
 
The hotel industry is an important aspect of tourism, which in turn is an source of revenue for any 

country, especially India. The use of IT in the sector has revolutionized both the hotel and tourism 

industries. Over the Internet, one can get information about tourist spots, hotel locations, room 

availability and price details as well as pictures of hotels and locations. IT can play a crucial role for 

the hotel industry because of its potential of creating customer relationships and the flow of 

information between the industry and its customers. 
 

Information technology is widely used in the hotel industry; some common instances of 
use of IT in hotel management are as follows: 
 

• Computerized Records: A hotel can track and record all the interactions between a guest and the 

hotel, from the booking of the room to the check-in and all transactions, such as meals, drinks and 

services provided during their stay. This data can be used to calculate bills and receipts or to help 

identify particular client types in order to cater to their needs better in future. The data regarding 

room bookings can be used in a larger hotel management system to track the number of guests in 

the hotel at a particular time and can also be used in an online booking facility. 
 

�  Online Booking: Data regarding room availability can be used by the hotel in an online booking 
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system on the hotel’s Website. This allows a potential guest   
to see the availability of different types of rooms as well as the pricing schemes of the 
hotel. The user can then book a room using this system which will automatically update 
the hotel management system once the booking is confirmed. The hotel staff will be made 
aware of the bookings and can make preparations for the guest’s arrival. 

 
8.  Education 
 
In a traditional teaching model, a teacher would present the study material through verbal 

presentation, the use of a black or white board to write and illustrate. There would generally be a text 

book to accompany this material which the students and teacher alike could refer to. Information 

technology has the potential to enhance and complement traditional teaching methods by providing 

additional tools to a teacher to display and explain ideas to their students and providing students with 

innovative but practical learning tools to help study. 
 

For a teacher, the presentation of study material can be enhanced through multimedia 

presentations where a slide show, animation, video with sound is projected for the students to view. 

This makes the material more interesting and accessible than if it was merely presented verbally and 

through a textbook. Furthermore, concepts and ideas presented in a visual format like these as well as 

verbally are more easily understood and retained longer by students. 
 
Some interesting developments and uses of IT in education are as follows: 
 

�  Computer-Based Training (CBT): Advanced educational institutions can conduct classroom sessions 

using computer-based training or CBT. Each student will sit at a computer terminal which operates 

software that presents course material in interactive sessions. It includes refreshers and quizzes of the 

material presented to reinforce the students’ understanding. The benefits of such learning software are 

that the student can learn at their own pace, and it allows the student to explore and discover ideas and 

concepts within the material.  
 

�  Internet: The Internet is a huge source of academic information; a student can use the Web to help his 

research and study from textbooks and libraries. Search engines allow students to locate relevant and 

accurate material for study.  
 

�  Distance Learning: IT applications, such as e-mail, videoconferencing, Web-based study has 

made distance learning available to many students who are not able to study on location at a 

university. The students receive and submit assignments, get course material, course information 

over the Internet and are able to contact their tutors through videoconference or e-mails.  
 

Note that it is important to understand that information technology is not a replacement for 
real teaching or learning but a tool to improve these things. 
 
9.  Telephone  Exchanges 
 
In its early stages after invention by Alexander Graham Bell, the telephone system worked on a 

‘point-to-point’ basis. That is, all telephones had to be directly connected by telephone wire in order 

to make a call. This system was adequate when the number of phone users was very few and the 

scale of the ‘telephone network’ was very small but the consequences of using this system on a larger 

scale became apparent very quickly. A ‘point-to-point’ telephone network was unworkable for the 

following reasons: the difficulty of connecting individual phones on a larger network without a 

centralized system to control this activity and the telephone wire requirements increased as the 

network grew. 
 

The solution to both these problems was the telephone exchange. A telephone user would be 

connected directly to their local telephone exchange (as would all other telephone users) where the 
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operator would connect a user to his desired destination by physically connecting the incoming 

caller’s wire to the destination user’s telephone wire—known as switching. This process was by no 

means perfect because as the telephone network grew, the number of exchanges increased and the 

number of connections at each exchange grew. The whole telephone network required a lot of labor 

and the process of connecting calls was prone to errors due to the large number of connections at 

each exchange. 
 

The telephone network in its conceptual operation has not changed much since it was first introduced; a 

telephone user picks up the phone at one end and makes a connection to a user at the other. The complexity, 

efficiency and reliability of the network has been increased a lot through evolution and developments in 

technology used in its implementation. Now telephone exchanges are automated and computerized not only for 

switching calls but also for passing information to a user regarding the status of their call. They can switch and 

connect many calls at a time with no delays or mistakes. Thus, human beings are no longer required to perform 

the function of connecting calls. 
 

Computerization and digitization of telephone exchanges have allowed integration of other 
systems into the telephone network making a variety of services and functionality available to 
users. These include the following:  

�  Call waiting  
 

�  Caller identification information  
 

�  Digital answer phones  
 

�  Automated billing  
 

�  Customer information services  
 

10. Mobile Phones  
 
In this era of technology, using IT tools of communication has become an important aspect of all types of 

business and personal communication. Until a few years ago, a majority of the population in developing 

nations remained disconnected from the outside world primarily due to demographics and economic factors. 

This was especially true in less populated areas where landlines or any other wired modes of communication 

were never installed due to the low benefit over cost ratio. Even the maintenance of these 

telephone cables across difficult regions poses a huge challenge to network providers. 
 

The perfect solution for providing connectivity is a mobile phone. It works on the fundamental concept 

of a radio. Increased coverage can be provided while keeping cost and power expenditure at a minimum by 

dividing coverage area into cells. Each cell contains a base station within its area of coverage. The base station 

hosts an antenna and other radio equipment which wirelessly connects with the mobile phones located in its 

proximity. Mobility beyond the coverage of a cell is achieved by allowing inter-cell communication and 

transfer of connection from one cell to another. 
 

Mobile technology has made great advances over a short period, starting from the first-generation 

mobile phones, such as the Motorola, using which the subscriber could only make or receive phone calls, 

down to the latest multipurpose sophisticated mobile phones which can be used to send/receive SMSs, 

browse the Internet, make calendar entries or watch TV, etc. With the addition of these features, the cost-

effectiveness and the efficiency of mobile technology has further improved, thus increasing the popularity 

of mobile services by making them more affordable. Another reason for the rapid acceptance of mobile 

phones in our society is due to the vast functions they offer, such as video recording, music, radio, office 

document editing, GPS, etc., all integrated into a pocket size device. 
 

Some of the popular functions of mobile phones which are based on IT are as follows: 
 

�  Short Messaging Service (SMS): Messages containing plain text can be exchanged between 
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any two mobile devices for exchanging information. SMSs are limited by the number of 
characters each message can contain.  

 

�  Address Book: It is an electronic medium for storing contact information inside the mobile 
phone. An address book can contain fields such as full name, phone number, e-mail, fax 
number, and other information.  

 

�  Calendar Schedules or to-do Lists: A mobile phone user can fix reminders for upcoming events 

by putting notes and other relevant information against a particular day and date. A to-do list is a 

basic text file which stores brief information about unfinished tasks in the chronological order.  
 

�  Send or Receive E-Mail: Mobile phones using WAP, GPRS, EDGE or 3G can send and 
receive e-mails from the Internet by combining mobile phone features to network services. By 
using the on board memory, a user can not only send and receive e-mail but also store them for 
offline viewing.  

 

11. Video Games  
 
Tools of information technology have been instrumental in the development of video game consoles and titles. 

By integrating customized computer parts on a dedicated platform, video game consoles can perform complex 

vector/3D calculations and display rich graphics at high speeds. Popular gaming consoles, such as the Sony 

PS3 use graphic cards similar to the ones developed and used in personal computers, such as 

NVIDIA. In addition, memory modules (RAM) designed on the architecture of PC-DDR2/DDR3 

are also custom fabricated to handle high memory bandwidth requirement of these consoles. 
 

Video game developers who program and design video games use IT tools such as tablets or high 

resolution monitors for input to develop game engines using high-level languages, such as Java, C/C++, 

etc. All modern games, such as Need for Speed, Crysis, Halo have been completely designed and created 

using computer software. The game playing experience has also been changed drastically from single 

player to multiplayer mode using networking technology, such as the Internet or LAN using which 

gamers can now connect with each other by using network links between computers or gaming consoles. 

In addition to this, video game players can now put their pictures on the face of a game character by using 

cameras attached to computers or game consoles. The game controller of a Nintendo Wii interacts with 

the game through motion-sensing technology, allowing the gamers to use the controller in an innovative 

and intuitive manner; for example, in a tennis game, the game controller can be used like a tennis racket. 
 
12.  Information Kiosks 
 
Traditional methods of distributing general information to the public by organizations or government 

departments are through paper media (information sheets or pamphlets) or through direct interaction 

with a person at a station, such as an information desk. While these methods are by no means 

ineffective as information sources, they pose certain problems. Printing large amounts of paper media 

can be wasteful and expensive especially if the material to be printed changes or there are a large 

number of unique information sheets to be provided. 
 

Forward thinking organizations and governments have introduced another tool for information 

distribution: the computerized information kiosk. This is essentially a computer terminal with a limited 

input device containing information that a user can easily request and have displayed on the screen, 

printed, or sometimes played as an audio. Usually, the input to the kiosk is done via its display which is a 

touch screen interface. A user will navigate the kiosk’s available information using the touch screen. 

Some important uses of information kiosks are as follows: 
 

�  Public Access Information Kiosks: In a public area, such as a town centre, a kiosk can provide 

interactive maps of the area, information regarding travel schedules, tourist information on places 
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to see in the town, and so on. This information can also be printed. In a shopping mall, a similar 

kiosk may provide information about shop locations, opening and closing times, parking locations, 

etc. These types of kiosks would be located in centralized, busy areas of a town where such 

information would be most in demand. Similarly, an information kiosk in a mall would be located 

in the lobby or hallway. These kiosks are often networked or connected to the Internet so that the 

information can be updated readily and up-to-date services are provided.  

�  Special Purpose Information Kiosks: In government departments, public companies, such as 

utility providers and large organizations that require a large amount of customer interaction, the use 

of information kiosks can help reduce employee costs and help automate certain aspects of 

information management; for example, simple front office tasks, such as lodging complaints, 

enquiring about application status, requesting information about services, paying of bills can be 

processed by an information kiosk designed for these purposes. To allow these processes, the kiosk 

will generally have more than the standard input devices, often a keyboard and mouse and possibly 

a device to read a credit or debit card for payment of bills or services. This kiosk allows the people 

at the front office duty to focus their time on more complex issues and ultimately increase 

efficiency and customer satisfaction.  
 

13. Special Effects in Movies  
 
Movies are a source of entertainment for the masses. They use actors, sets, special effects, sound 
and other elements to make an appealing video clip for the audience. Special effects in movies 
use computer-aided technology to present objects which are absent at the time of filming or in 
reality. Directors use special effects to visualize their imagination for the audience to see. 
 

It should be noted that not all movies use special effects for production. The need for special 
effects can be judged by considering the following points: 
 

(i) Cost: If it is expensive to shoot a certain scene in reality with real objects and action, then 
it is recommended to be shot using special effects, wherein a computer adds additional 
effects.  

 
(ii) Unrealistic: When a scene has to be filmed with unrealistic or physically impossible elements, 

like dinosaurs, flying human beings, etc., then computer-aided special effects are generally 

added to create such elements.  
 

Some of the most popular techniques used for creating special effects are as follows: 
 

�  Digital Compositing: It is also known as the ‘blue screen’ process. In this technique, an actor 

performs in front of a large blue colored screen. After his performance, a team of digital experts 

changes the blue background and other objects in the scene with the kind of things they were 

looking for in it.  
 

�  Time Slicing: In this movie-making technique, many cameras are placed around the object 
to be filmed. All the cameras take a picture of this object at the same time. When these 
pictures are played in slow motion from the beginning to end, a special effect such as the 
one used to create the fighting scenes in Matrix is created.  

�  Computer-Generated Imaging (CGI): CGI is used to create special effects in cases where 

real-life shooting is not possible, or other factors such as economic, geographic, make it 

difficult to film. At such times CGI can be used to create anything from a flying house to a 

battle between 20,000 people like in The Lord of the Rings. Without CGI the creation of such 

scenes would either become impossible or too expensive to develop.  
 

14. Weather  Forecasting  
 
Predicting the condition or state of the atmosphere after a period of time and over a certain region(s) 
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is known as weather forecasting. The professionals involved in the study and prediction of weather 
are called meteorologists. The atmosphere depends on various factors, such as temperature, humidity, 

wind speed, etc. 
 

With the development in IT, weather forecasting has become a science. Weather 
forecasting requires processing and analysing huge amounts of data quickly. This makes it 
suitable for the application of IT. The volume of data to be processed and the complexity of 
calculations that must be made in order to forecast weather with a certain degree of accuracy can 
be gauged by the fact that this task can only be performed by supercomputers which work at very 
high speeds and can process huge amounts of data very quickly. 
 

The software and hardware tools provided by IT help in making accurate weather forecasts over 

longer time intervals. Large amounts of data are collected by weather balloons, satellites, sensors and 

radar instruments and fed into computers with huge processing power and data storage capacity for 

quantitative analysis and weather modelling. Some examples of software used in this process would be 

Digital Atmosphere, Forecast Laboratory and RAOB. Accurate assessments of weather conditions over a 

period of three to six days can be made using hydrological forecasts and warnings of extreme events can 

be issued five to ten days in advance. 
 

There is still a huge scope for development in the field of weather forecasting and IT is 
helping it by developing better software for computer modelling, building and designing weather 
monitoring sensors. Software is also being developed for data collection, analysis and growing 
channels of weather forecasting services and making systems with huge computing power and 
storage space available. The screened displays of a weather forecasting is made by using 
software named METLAB (refer Figure 1.7). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.7  A Screenshot of a Weather Forecast 
 

Remote Sensing  
The retrieval of data and information regarding an object or phenomenon without 

coming into physical contact with it is known as remote sensing. The devices used 

for recording such data are known as sensors, and depending upon the method of 

retrieval there can be either recording or real-time sensors. The technique of remote 

sensing determines if it is active remote sensing or passive remote sensing. 
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In active remote sensing, artificial radiation focuses over a particular region 
of interest and the reflected rays are detected by the sensors to collect data and 
relevant information. An example of active remote sensing is radar technology. 

 
Passive remote sensing only detects natural radiations of an object or 

that reflected from its surrounding area. Remote sensors do not emit radiation 
for measuring values of the object. A remote camera set up to observe wildlife 
and natural phenomenon is a good example of passive remote sensing. 

 
With the help of IT remote sensors, computer systems and software 

were developed to monitor and collect geographic or spatially referenced data. 
Figure 1.8 shows the process of remote sensing. 

 
The various applications of IT in the field of remote sensing are as follows: 

 
(i) Software: Embedded software are used to process data from remote sensors and 

turn it into relevant information. They also control the functions of a remote sensor 

by judging the data returned from it. Image enhancement and grouping 

applications, for example, help in clearing interference from raw images (captured 

images from camera with minimally processed data and huge detail) and can be 

used to transform multiple images into one high-resolution continuous image.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   Fig. 1.8  The Process of Remote Sensing 

 
(ii) Hardware: IT helps in designing customized hardware components for the purpose of 

remote sensing. The capabilities of a sensor can be optimized if they are redesigned for 
each application.  

 
(iii) Telecommunication: Advancements in the communication between the sensor and the 

base station have helped in increasing the remote distance. Global environmental mapping, 
for example, would not have been possible without worldwide telecommunication.  

 
15. E-Commerce  
 
E-commerce is the exchange of goods and services involving financial transaction over an 
electronic medium by utilizing information and communication technologies, such as Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI), Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), online shopping portal, etc. 
 

An e-commerce system replaces almost all the paperwork in an organization with cheap and more 

efficient electronic exchange of data which is reliable and secure. The general way of doing business in e-
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commerce and traditional commerce is the same—a buyer and seller indulge in swapping products and/or 

services for money. Instead of shops and stores, mail order catalogue or telephone, e-commerce is 

conducted over a network, such as the Internet. IT tools such as networking, software development, data 

mining, data warehousing and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) have provided sellers a way to 

conduct business without the need of building physical infrastructure, printing advertisement pamphlets 

or recruiting a large number of staff. Additionally, automation of billing and tracking systems has further 

cut labor costs and time. For distribution of digital content, the distribution channels and delivery time 

have been minimized as they can readily be downloaded after payment through online payment gateways. 

Due to the World Wide Web, sellers are not restricted to local markets. They can target customers across 

the world and provide the same quality of service irrespective of distance and country. 

E-commerce, by a combination of facilitates, such as online payment gateways, customer 
analysis and report generation, advertisement channels and security coded access to goods and 
services, provides a sales and distribution channel which is extremely customer-friendly. 
 

The Internet revolution and availability of cheap computers and Internet bandwidth have 
been the main reasons for the proliferation of e-commerce as a viable alternative to the ‘brick-
and-mortar’ businesses. 
 

‘Brick and mortar’ is a term used since the development of e-commerce to refer to a 
traditional model of a business that is based at a commercial address made up of brick and 
mortar. Before the advent of the Internet and e-commerce, a commercial address or shop front 
was required for any business that wanted to sell goods directly to the public. 
 

A brick and mortar business can offer some features that an e-commerce business cannot. 
They are as follows: 
 

�  Customer Security: Many people feel more comfortable buying goods or services from a 
business in the real world rather than a virtual business where the customer cannot visit in 
person.  

 

�  Increased Customer Relations: A business operating at a commercial address with sales 
staff can offer a more personal experience to the customer, increasing satisfaction and the 
possibility of repeat business.  

 

�  Many Businesses Simply Require a Physical Location in Order to Provide Services: 
Such businesses could include healthcare services or motor vehicle repair shops.  

 
A brick and mortar business also has disadvantages compared to businesses that operate 

only online. These are as follows: 
 

�  Increased Cost: The cost of setting up and running a brick and mortar business is far more 
than those in e-commerce. The basic reason behind this is the cost of operating in a 
commercial property. Property cost, maintenance charges, tax, insurance and employees 
are all costs that e-commerce can avoid but a brick and mortar business cannot.  

 

�  Smaller Customer Base: A brick and mortar business with no online presence has a 
customer base that is limited by geography and local population. An online store has no 
such limitations.  

 
Therefore, many brick and mortar businesses now recognize the potential for business 

expansion through e-commerce and so simultaneously run online and shop front operations. In that 

case, there is no competition amd both business can harmoniously coexist and complement each 

other. So for every example of ‘pure’ online stores (like e-bay.com and Amazon.com) which sell 

only on the Web, there are many examples of standard businesses using the online business to 

complement its brick and mortar operation (like HP and Sony). 
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16.  Web  Publishing 
 
Traditionally, when we talk about the term publishing then printers, paper, distribution, expensive 

infrastructure and static content comes to mind. The drawbacks of these are that they require a huge amount of 

investment, the productivity is low as a lot of manual and machine work is involved, the content published 

cannot be changed easily and the scope of marketing the product is very limited. All these drawbacks have 

been overcome by the development of Web publishing. 
 

Web publishing involves putting content on the World Wide Web and includes all the support 

arrangements required for it. It includes custom Web designs for Web development, Website hosting and e-

commerce. Originally, Web publishing simply meant putting selected content on paper into HTML over a 

Website for public access; this is also known as ipaper. This method of publishing is not widely used any more 

as professional Web publishers now use modern software such as content management systems for rearranging 

the structure of a Website and modifying its content. 
 

The most important tool of information technology used in the process of Web publishing is 

the World Wide Web. This makes content available twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, to 

anybody in the world who is connected to the Internet. The only requirement for publishing and 

viewing the content online is a computer or a handheld device which has an Internet connection and a 

Web browser. The scope of Web publishing in terms of penetration is very high, with an estimated 

1.5 billion Internet users worldwide, as of 2007. The relatively low cost of buying a domain name 

and hosting a Website is another major driver behind the large amount of online data available over 

Websites. 
 
17.  Management Information Systems 
 
Management Information Systems (MIS) consist of people, technology and procedures to collect, 
process, store and disseminate data and information required by a business organization for 
planning, controlling, monitoring, decision making and other functions of management. 
 

Some of the most commonly used applications of management information systems are 
accounting, financial management, production planning and control, sales and marketing, human 
resource management, project management, etc. 
 

The two most important components of an MIS system are database management system and 

software which allows users to work on these databases for performing various business functions like 

sales, accounting, etc. The first component is typically covered by a Relational Database Management 

Systems, also called a RDBMS, and the second by Enterprise Resource Planning, also called ERP. 
 

Although MIS systems need not always be based on standard ERP software since 
businesses can use custom-built MIS software to serve one or more specific areas of a business, 
such as inventory control or human resource management. However, the use of standard 
Commercial off-the-Shelf (COTS) packages, such as ERP packages, are increasing. 

Before the advent of computers and computerized MIS, it was very difficult to manage huge 

databases of customers, suppliers, shareholders, etc. Since these databases could not be maintained and 

managed properly, the data therein could not be analysed easily. This meant that managers had to make 

decisions on either partial data or rely more on ‘hunch’ or ‘gut feel’ rather than on facts and figures. 
 

Nowadays, large RDBMSs like Oracle and Ingress, along with ERP packages (which are 

sophisticated MIS packages covering the entire gamut of functions of an organization) like Oracle, SAP 

and Baan and my-SQL help organizations to manage vast databases more efficiently, accurately, quickly 

and easily as compared to past methods of manual data base management. The use of these sophisticated 

databases and packages has meant that managers can now be better informed and base their decisions on 

factual analysis rather than timates. While nobody can still deny the role of ‘gut-feel’ and intuitive 
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decision-making, these tools, when supported by hard facts and figures, provide the basis for making 

better decisions. 
 

The use of the Internet and Web-based management information systems have made MIS 
simpler and faster, making it possible to get data and information instantly at the click of a 
mouse from anywhere across the globe. 
 
18.  Decision  Support  Systems 
 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) is a computerized information system that supports organizational and 

business decision-making tasks. It is basically an interactive computer software developed to enable 

decision makers to compile information from basic data, documents, knowledge and business models to 

enhance the ability to make decisions. A DSS may present information graphically and may support or be 

complemented by an Artificial Intelligence (AI) or expert system. 
 
A DS application mainly collects and presents the following information: 
 

�  Inventory of all present information assets like data warehouses, data marts, etc.  
 

�  Comparison of periodic data, e.g., inventory for this month with past months.  
 

�  Projected data based on assumptions, e.g., projected sales figures based on sales 
assumptions.  

 

�  Consequences of different decision alternatives based on past experience.  
 

19. Medical  
 
IT has completely transformed the way modern medical systems work—from storing 
information about a patient’s history to developing new ways of diagnosing patients and 
educating students in medicine. IT has become such an integral part of the modern medical 
system that nowadays it is inconceivable to think how this industry worked without it. 
 

Developments in medicine due to IT have offered important benefits to patients and healthcare systems. 

Research in hi-tech medicine, such as genetic research, DNA modification, hospital infrastructure, rapid 

ambulance services, etc., have been facilitated by IT. Medical scientists can now use computers to check the 

effectiveness of a drug against a disease by modelling their genetic structure on computer-based software 

and using high-speed processors to support the process (refer Figure 1.9). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.9  Use of IT in Medical Science 
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The storage and rapid access to electronic medical records and its instant transmission over the 

Internet in large amounts is called teleconsulting where practitioners share patients’ data across the 

world to diagnose patients cooperatively without experiencing their medical history. 

Videoconferencing between surgeons allows the sharing of expertise so that complicated procedures 

can be carried out by sharing knowledge in real time. This allows doctors to develop expertise 

without the need for supervising surgeons to travel. Operations can be performed in areas in which 

they would not ordinarily be accessible, potentially saving or improving many lives, with the help of 

IT. 
 

Medical images are sometimes so complicated that they cannot be effectively analysed 
without using computers. They can not only improve the image quality but also adapt images to 
fit in accordance to the doctor’s desire. 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

10. Give three fields where computer technology is being used.  
 

11. What benefits have been provided to the consumer making use of the telephone 
network?  

 

1. 9  SUMMARY  
 
�  Data refers to the basic facts and entities such as names and numbers. Examples of data are dates, 

weights, prices, costs, numbers of items sold, employee names, product names, addresses, tax codes, 

registration marks, etc.  
�  Data is collected, stored and processed in such as way as to come to specific conclusions. 
 
�  Information is that which informs, i.e., an answer to a question, as well as that from which 

knowledge and data can be derived (as data represents values attributed to parameters, and 
knowledge signifies understanding of real things or abstract concepts). 

 
�  Information processing is the change (processing) of information in any manner detectable by an 

observer. In other words, it is a process that describes everything that happens (changes) in the 

universe, from the falling of a rock (a change in position) to the printing of a text file from a digital 

computer system.  
 

�  Information need is the motivation for the people to think and seek information, but it is a complex 
concept that divides researchers. Information need traditionally denotes the start state for someone 

seeking information.  
 

�  Information Quality (IQ) is a term to describe the quality of the content of information systems. It 
is often pragmatically defined as: ‘The fitness for use of the information provided’. ‘Information 
quality’ is a measure of the value which the information provides to the user of that information.  

 

�  Value-Of-Information (VOI) methods determine the worth of acquiring extra information to help 
the decision-maker. From the perspective of decision analysis, acquiring extra information is only 
useful if it has a significant probability of changing the decision-maker’s preferred strategy.  

 

�  Computer primarily constitutes of three integral components, viz. input devices, Central Processing 
Unit (CPU) and output devices. The CPU constitutes of the main memory, the arithmetic logic unit and 

the control unit.  
 

�  The Input Unit is responsible for transferring data and instructions from the external 
environment into the computer system. Instructions and data enter the input unit through the 
particular input device used (keyboard, scanner, card reader, etc.).  
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�  The central processing unit is known as the brain of the computer. It is a blend of the control 
unit, the ALU and the primary memory.  

 

�  Thebasic function of the output unit is to convert these results into a human-readableform 
before providing the output through various output devices, such as terminalsand printers.  

 

�  The first mechanical adding machine was invented by Blaise Pascal in 1642. Later, in 1671, 
Baron Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz of Germany invented the first calculator.  

 

�  Charles Babbage, a 19th century professor at Cambridge University, is considered the father of 
the modern digital computer.  

 

�  The history of computer development can be divided into different phases which are often referred to as 

generations of computing devices. ‘Generation’ in   
computer terminology is a ‘step’ in technology. 

�  Each generation of computers is characterized by a major technological development that 

fundamentally changes the way computers operate, resulting in increasingly smaller, cheaper, more 

powerful, efficient and reliable devices with decreasing energy consumption and lesser generation of 

heat.  
 
�  Analog computers are involved in industrial process controls and measure physical quantities, 

like pressure, temperature, etc.  
 

�  Digital computers are primarily involved in data processing and problem solving for specific 
programs. In digital computers, data is stored as digits (numbers) and processes.  

 

�  Hybrid computers are a mixture of digital and analog computers. A hybrid computer uses the best 
characteristics of digital and analog computers. It helps the user to process both continuous and 
discrete data.  

 

�  Workstations are high-end, general-purpose computers designed to meet the computing needs 
of engineers, architects and other professionals who need computers with greater processing 
power, larger storage and better graphic display facilities.  

 

�  Microcomputers are developed from advanced computer technology. They are commonly used 
at home, classroom and in the workplace. Microcomputers are called home computers, 
personal computers, laptops, personal digital assistants, etc.  

 

�  Minicomputers are a cheaper version of mainframe computers. The processing power and cost of a 
minicomputer are less than that of the mainframe.  

 

�  Mainframe computers are generally used for handling the needs of information processing of 
organizations like banks, insurance companies, hospitals and railways. This type of system is 
placed in a central location with several user terminals connected to it.  

 

�  A PC is a small single-user microprocessor-based computer that sits on your desktop and is 
generally used at homes, offices, and schools. PCs were mainly designed to meet the personal 
computing needs of individuals.  

 

�  Information Technology (or IT as it is popularly called) has changed our life in many ways. 
Like electricity, IT has impacted all parts of life and, in fact, its usage is so universal that it is 
difficult for today’s generation to lived without computers.  

 

�  IRCTC is an online railway ticket booking portal which enables the passenger to book railway tickets for 
any destination in India from anywhere in the world.  

 

�  The airline business is one of the largest users of computers. Computers have been deployed in 
almost all aspects of the airline business for increasing revenues, reducing cost and enhancing 
customer satisfaction.  
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�  To reduce this operational cost, banks computerized all the customeraccounts. However, computerization 

meant reduction in back office operational cost only, and banks still needed manpower as customer 
relation officers for the front office. 

 
�  The use of IT in the sector has revolutionized both the hotel and tourism industries. Over the Internet, one 

can get information about tourist spots, hotel locations,   
room availability and price details as well as pictures of hotels and locations. 

 
�  E-commerce is the exchange of goods and services involving financial transaction over an 

electronic medium by utilizing information and communication technologies, such as 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), online shopping 
portal, etc.  

 

1.10  KEY  TERMS 

 
�  Inputting: It is the process wherein the user feeds in the set of commands or instructions 

to process data into the computer system  
 

�  Storing: The process of recording data and information so that it can be retrieved for use 
whenever required  

 

�  Processing: Performing arithmetic or logical operations on data to convert them into 
useful information  

 

�  Outputting: The process of providing results to the user which in the form of visual 
display and/or printed reports  

 

�  Controlling: Directing the sequence and the manner in which all these previous tasks are 
carried out  

 

�  Hybrid computers: Hybrid computers are the combination of digital and analog 
computers and uses the best features of both  

 

�  Tablet PC: Tablet PC is a mobile computer that looks like a notebook or a small writing 
slate but uses a stylus pen or your finger tip to write on the touch screen  

 

�  PDA: A Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) is a small, palm sized, hand-held computer which has a 
small color touch screen with audio and video features  

 
 
     

 
 

1. What is a computer?  
 

2. Name the stages of evolution of computers.  
 

3. What is a digital computer?  
 

4. What are supercomputers?  
 

5. Why does an organization use computers?  
  

6. Briefly describe the various generations of the computer.  
 

7. What is the difference between an analog and a hybrid computer? 
Explain in brief.  

 
8. Why is airline considered as the largest users of the computer 

  
 

 1.11  Questions 
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technology? For what purpose do they use computers?  
 

9. Describe the use of computer technology in the field of mobile phones.  
 

10. What is MIS? Explain briefly.  

 

1.12  FURTHER  READING 

 
ITL Education Solutions Limited. 2011. Introduction to Computer Science, 

2nd edition. United Kingdom: Pearson. 
 

Jaiswal, A. 2003. Fundamentals  of  Computer and  Information  Technology. 
New Delhi: Dreamtech Press. 
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UNIT 2   FUNCTIONING OF A COMPUTER 
 
Structure 
 

2.0  Introduction   
2.1 Unit Objectives   
2.2 Block Diagram of a Computer   
2.3 Components of a Digital Computer   

2.3.1 CPU;  2.3.2 Memory; 2.3.3 Processors Used in PCs   
2.4 Input Devices   
2.5 Output Devices   
2.6 Number systems   
2.7 Data Representation Using Codes    
2.8 Decimal Number System   
2.9 Binary Number System   

2.10 Decimal to Binary Conversion   
2.10.1 Double-Dabble Method;  2.10.2 Decimal Fraction to Binary   
2.10.3 Binary to Decimal Conversion   

2.11 Concept of Instruction   
2.11.1 Examples of Instructions in Assembly Language   

2.12 Summary   
2.13 Key Terms    
2.14 Questions   
2.15 Further Reading  

 

2. 0  INTRODUCTION  

 
In this unit, you will learn about digital computers and its various components. Input devices are used in 

order to transfer data to the memory of the computer. The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is responsible for 

calculations, to which this data from the memory is stored. You will learn about the different input as well 

as output devices used. Input devices can be of various types such as keyboard, mouse, scanners, 

Webcams, touch screen monitors, etc. It is significant for computers to connect with the external world, 

i.e., receive and send data and information. An electromechanical device that accepts data from the 

computer and translates it into a form that can be understood by the external world is known as an output 

device. 
 

You will also learn about the storage dev ices—both primary and secondary and their uses. 
Storage devices are of varied categories such as hard disks, floppy disks, Compact Disks (CDs), 
etc. 
 

In this unit, you will learn about number systems and binarycodes. In mathematics, a ‘number system’ 

is a set of numbers together with one or more operations, such as addition or multiplication. You will learn 

about the binary numeral system or base-2 number system that represents numeric values using two 

symbols, 0 and 1  
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2.1  UNIT  OBJECTIVES 
 
After going through this unit, you will be able to: 
 

�  Explain the various components of digital computers  
 

�  Explain the use of different input devices  
 

�  Describe various output devices with their uses  
 

�  Describe number systems  
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2.2 BLOCK  DIAGRAM  OF A  COMPUTER  
 
The size, shape, cost and performance of computers have changed over the years. However, the 
basic logical structure remains the same (refer Figure 2.1). A computer system has three essential 
parts: 
 

�  Input device.  
 

�  CPU (consisting of the main memory, the arithmetic logic unit and the control unit).  
 

�  Output device.  
 

In addition to these basic parts, computers also use secondary storage devices (also called 
auxiliary storage or backing storage), used for storing data and instructions on a long term basis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Central Processing Unit) 
 

Fig. 2.1  Schematic Representation of a Computer System 
 

Inputting, storing, processing, outputting and controlling are the basic operations that help 
convert raw data into relevant information. 
Basic Design  and Components of a Computer 
 
Personal computers are microcomputers that are commonly used for commercial data processing, 
Desktop Publishing (DTP), engineering applications and so on. Figure 2.2 shows a personal 
computer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Fig. 2.2  Personal Computer 
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A personal computer comprises a Hard Disk Drive (HDD), Random Access Memory (RAM), 
processor, a keyboard, a Floppy Disk Drive (FDD), a mouse, a CD drive, a colour monitor and Read 

Only Memory (ROM). The RAM, ROM, microprocessor and other circuits are connected on the 
motherboard 

 

2.3  COMPONENTS  OF  A  DIGITAL  COMPUTER 

 
In order to transfer data to the memory of the computer input devices are used. The Arithmetic 
Logic Unit (ALU) is responsible for calculations, to which this data from the memory is stored. 
Once the calculations are done, the data is transferred back to the memory. The memory is 
responsible for storing data, according to which different functions are carried out. This memory 
is also known as the main memory or the Immediate Access Store (IAS). 
 

The control unit is responsible for controlling various computer operations, which involves 

accepting instructions, interpreting and processing of this information in the correct parts of the computer. 

It is the main function of the control unit to make sure that the instructions are correctly followed and all 

operations are done exactly according to the correct instructions at the correct time. This process leads to 

outcomes that are stored in memory. Figure 2.3 displays a computer system. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 2.3  A Computer System 

 
(i)  Motherboard 

 
The main PCB (Printed Circuit Board) is sometimes alternatively known as a 
logical board or a main board of a Personal Computer. In fact, any complex 
electronic system is known as a motherboard. It includes a flat fibreglass 
platform which hosts the CPU (Central Processing Unit), the main electronic 
components, device controller chips, main memory slots, slots for attaching 
the storage devices and other subsystems. Figure 2.4 displays a motherboard. 
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Fig. 2.4  A Motherboard 

 
(ii) Sockets and  Ports  

 
�                       

                                                                                                                                                                                    

    

Main Power Socket: The top part of the rear of the computer locates the main power cable 
socket, which supplies power from the electric mains to the computer system. This socket is the 
part of the main power supply unit of the computer.     

 

 

�  Monitor Power Socket: The socket that supplies the power from the computer system to the 

computer monitor is located below the main power cable socket. However, you might not find this 

socket in all computers and you can plug in the monitor directly in main power supply.     
 
�  PS/2 Mouse Port: Next you will find a small, round, green-colored port with seven holes and 

a small logo of the mouse printed next to it. This is where your PS/2 Mouse will be plugged in.     
    

�  PS/2 Keyboard Port: Right next to it you will find another similar purple-colored port with 
the keyboard logo printed next to it. This is where your PS/2 keyboard will be plugged in.     

    

�  Fan Housings: You will notice two fan housings at the back of your computer. One fan housing is 
a part of the power supply unit and the other will be somewhere below it to cool off the heat 
generated by the CPU.     

    

�  Serial Ports: It is a 9-pin connector normally used to attach the old serial port mouse, hand-held scanners, 

modems, joysticks, game pads and other such devices.     
    

�  Parallel Port: It is a 25-pin connector used to attach parallel port printers, modems, external 
hard disk drives, etc.     

    

�  Audio Jacks: There are three audio jacks in your computer system. One jack is used for 
connecting your speakers or headphones, the second is used to connect the microphone and the 
third to connect to another audio device, such as a music system.     

    

�  LAN Port: The LAN port is where the RJ45 connector of your LAN cable is plugged in to 
connect your computer to other computers or the Internet.     
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�  USB Ports: The USB port is designed to connect multiple peripheral devices in a single 
standardized interface and has a plug and play option that allows devices to be connected and 
disconnected without having to restart or turning off the computer. It has replaced many serial 

and parallel port devices such as mouse, printers, modems, joysticks, game pads, scanners, 
digital cameras, and other such devices.     

    

�  VGA Port: This is a 15-pin connector that connects the signal cable of the monitor to the 
computer.     

 
Figure 2.5 displays monitor and CPU power cables and sockets.  

 
 

 
 

  
Monitor Cable  

Cable Socket 
 
 

 
Mouse Cable  

Cable Socket 
 
 
 
 

Keyboard Cable 
Cable Socket  

 
 

 
 

 
Monitor Power Cable 

 
Cabl e Socket 

 
Fig. 2.5  Monitor and CPU Power Cable and Sockets 

 
Figure 2.6 displays a LAN cable and a printer cable and its socket. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LAN Cable 
 
 
 
 
 

Cable 
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Printer Cable and Socket 
 

Fig. 2.6  LAN Cable and Printer Cable with Socket 

 

2.3.1 CPU 
 
The primary function of the computer is to execute programs. The programs or the set of instructions are stored 

in the computer's main memory and are executed by the CPU. The CPU processes the set of instructions along 

with any calculations and comparisons to complete the task. Additionally, the CPU controls and activates 

various other functions of the computer system. It also activates the peripherals to perform input and output 

functions. Figure 2.7 displays major components of the CPU. 

 
Memory Unit 

 
 

Control Unit 
 
 

Arithmetic Logic 
Unit (ALU) 

 
Fig. 2.7  Major Components of a CPU 

 

2.3.2 Memory 
 
Storage and retrieval of instructions and data in a computer system is the responsibility of the 

memory. In order to store data and instructions, the CPU constitutes many registers, though these are 

capable of storing very few bytes. All computers need storage space for temporarily storing 

instruction and data during the execution of the program as the CPU can process data at a speed that 

is much faster than the speed at which data can be transferred from disks to registers. This could lead 

to the CPU remaining free most of the time if the data was located in secondary storage including 

magnetic tapes and disks. The primary or the main memory is the temporary storage located in the 

computer hardware. Secondary storage or auxiliary memory constitutes devices that can give backup 

storage, such as magnetic tapes and disks. The memory is classified as follows: 
 

(i) Internal Processor Memory: A small set of high-speed registers placed inside a processor 
and used for storing temporary data while processing.  

 
(ii) Primary Storage Memory: The main memory of the computer which communicates 

directly with the processor. This memory is large in size and fast, but not as fast as the 
internal memory of the processor. It comprises a couple of integrated chips mounted on a 
printed circuit board plugged directly on the motherboard. Random Access Memory 
(RAM) is an example of primary storage memory.  

 
(iii) Secondary Storage Memory: This stores all the system software and application programs and is 

basically used for data backups. It is much larger in size and slower than primary storage memory. 

Hard disk drives, floppy disk drives and flash drives are a few examples of secondary storage 

memory.  
(iv) Memory Capacity: Capacity, in computers, refers to the number of bytes that it can store in its main 

memory. This is usually stated in terms of Kilobytes (KB) which is 1024 bytes or Megabytes (MB) 

which is equal to 1024 KB (10,48,576 bytes). The rapidly increasing memory capacity of computer 

systems has resulted in defining the capacity in terms of Gigabytes (GB) which is 1024 MB 

(1,07,37,41,824 bytes). Thus a computer system having a memory of 256 MB is capable of storing (256 

× 1024 × 1024) 26,84,35,456 bytes or characters.  
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2.3.3 Processors Used in PCs  
 
The most significant part of the computer is the central processing unit or the CPU. The CPU is mostly a 

microprocessor-based chip located on a single or sometimes a multiple printed circuit boards and is an 

internal component of the system. It is directly connected to the motherboard; however, the compatibility 

of the mother board and the CPU depends on the specific series of the latter. Due to the tremendous 

amount of heat generated by the CPU, it contains a heat sink and a cooling fan. 
 

Popular microprocessors include Intel and AMD, which manufacture IBM-compatible 
CPUs. 
 

The brands of CPUs listed are not the only differentiating factors, between different processors. There 

are various technical aspects to these processors which allow us to differentiate between CPUs of different 

power, speed and processing capability. Accordingly, each of these manufacturers sells numerous product 

lines offering CPUs of different architecture, speed, price range, etc. The following are the most common 

aspects of modern CPUs that enable us to judge their quality or performance: 
 

�  32 or 64-Bit Architecture: A bit is the smallest unit of data that a computer processes. 32 
or 64-bit architecture refers to the number of bits that the CPU can process at a time.  

 

�  Clock Rate: The speed at which the CPU performs basic operations, measured in Hertz (Hz) or in 
modern computers Megahertz – MHz or Gigahertz – GHz.  

 

�  Number of Cores: CPUs with more than one core are essentially multiple CPUs running in 

parallel to enable more than one operation to be performed simultaneously. Current ranges of 

CPUs offer up to eight cores. Currently, the Dual core (i.e., two cores) CPU is most commonly 

used for standard desktops and laptops and Quad core (i.e., four cores) is popular for entry level 

servers.  
 

�  Additional Technology or Instruction Sets: These refer to unique features that a particular 
CPU or range of CPUs offer to provide additional processing power or reduced running 
temperature. These range from Intel’s MMX, SSE3 and HT to AMD’s 3DNOW and Cool n 
Quiet.  

 
These technical factors are the basic way to judge how a CPU will perform. It is important to 

consider multiple factors when looking at a CPU rather than just the clock speed or any one specification 

on its own. It is easy for a single-core processor to run music videos, Internet applications or games 

individually, but when multiple applications are run together, it starts to slow down. A system running on 

a dual-core processor would be able to multitask better then a single-core processor, while it is very 

easy for an 8-core processor to run all these applications plus a lot more without showing any signs 

of slowing down. However, Intel's 4-core processors are actually two dual-core processors combined 

in a single processor, whereas AMD's 4-core processors are actually four processors built in a single 

chip. 
 

A combination of the above-mentioned specifications, along with the operating systems 
that the processor supports and the specific purpose for which the computer is to be used, are the 
factors to be considered when deciding which CPU is the most suitable for your needs. 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

1. Which component of the computer is responsible for controlling different computer 
operations?  

 
2. Name at least three ports of the motherboard along with their functions.  
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2.4 INPUT  DEVICES  
 
It is significant for computers to connect with the external world, i.e., receive and send data and 
information. 

Computers have an input-output subsystem, referred to as I/O subsystem, which provides an 

efficient mode of communication between the central system and the outside world. Programs and 

data must be entered into the computer memory for processing, and results obtained from 

computations must be displayed or recorded for the user’s benefit. This data must first be stored in 

the computer’s memory after converting it into machine-readable form. The data will then be 

processed (average marks calculated) and sent from the memory to the output unit, which will 

present the data in a form that can be read by users. 
 

The I/O devices that provide a means of communication between the computer and the outside 

world are known as peripheral devices. This is because they surround the CPU and the memory of a 

computer system. While input devices are used to enter data from the outside world into the primary 

storage, output devices are used to provide the processed results from primary storage to users. 
 

Input devices are used to transfer user data and instructions to the computer. The most commonly used 

input devices can be classified into the following categories: 
 

�  Keyboard devices (general and special purpose, key-to-tape, key-to-disk, key-to-diskette).  
 

�  Point-and-draw devices (mouse, trackball, joystick, light pen, touch screen).  
 

�  Scanning devices (optical mark recognition, magnetic ink character recognition, optical 
barcode reader, digitizer, electronic-card reader).  

 

�  Voice recognition devices.  
 

�  Vision-input devices (Webcam, video camera).  
 
1.  Keyboard Devices 
 
Keyboard devices allow input into the computer system by pressing a set of keys mounted on a 
board, connected to the computer system. Keyboard devices are typically classified as general-
purpose keyboards and special-purpose keyboards. 
 
(i)  General-Purpose Keyboard 
 
The most popular keyboard used today is the 101-key with a traditional QWERTY layout, with an 

alphanumeric keypad, 12 function keys, a variety of special function keys, numeric keypad, and dedicated 

cursor control keys. It is so called because the arrangement of its alphanumeric keys in the upper-left row (as 

seen in the Figure 2.8). 
 

Function Keys Numeric Keypad 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       

       

       

       
       

Shift Key Space Bar Enter Key  

QWERTY Keyboard Cursor Movement Keys 
 

Fig. 2.8  QWERTY Keyboard Layout 
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�  Alphanumeric Keypad: This contains keys for the English alphabets, 0 to 9 numbers, 

special characters like * + – / [ ], etc.  
 

�  12 Function Keys: These are keys labelled F1, F2 ... F12 and are a set of user- programmable 

function keys. The actual function assigned to a function key differs from one software package to 

another. These keys are also called soft keys since their functionality can be defined by the 

software.  
 

�  Special Function Keys: Special functions are assigned to each of these keys. The enter key, for 
example, is used to send the keyed-in data into the memory.  

 

�  Numeric Keypad: This consists of keys with numbers (0 to 9) and mathematical operators (+ 
– * /) defined on them. It is usually located on the right side of the keyboard and supports 
quick entry of numerical data.  

 

�  Cursor Control Keys: They are defined by the arrow keys used to move the cursor in the 
direction indicated by the arrow (top, down, left, right).  

 
Another popular key arrangement, called Dvorak system, was designed for easy learning 

and use. It was designed with the most common consonants in one part and all the vowels on the 
other part of the middle row of the keyboard. This key arrangement made the users use alternate 
keystrokes back and forth between both the hands. This keyboard was never commonly used. 

 
(ii)  Special-Purpose  Keyboard  
These have special-purpose keyboards to enable faster data entry and can be seen at the Automatic Teller 

Machines or the ATMs where the keyboard is required for limited functionality (support for some 

financial transactions) by the customers. These keyboards are specifically designed for special types of 

applications only. 
 
(iii)  Key-to-Tape,  Key-to-Disk,  Key-to-Diskette  
Used for data entry only; these processor-based workstations normally have a keyboard and a 
small monitor. The function of the processor is to check the accuracy of the data when it is being 
entered. 
 

The screen displays data as it is being entered. These facilities are very useful and desirable 
during mass data entry and are therefore becoming very popular in data processing centers. 
 
2. Point-and-Draw Devices  
The keyboard facilitates input of data only in text form. While working with display-based packages, we 

usually point to a display area and select an option from the screen (fundamentals of GUI applications). For 

such cases, the sheer user-friendliness of input devices that can rapidly point to a particular option displayed on 

screen and support its selection resulted in the advent of various point-and-draw devices. 
 
(i)  Mouse 
 
A mouse is a small input device used to move the cursor on a computer screen to give 
instructions to the computer and to run programs and applications. It can be used to select menu 
commands, move icons, size windows, start programs, close windows, etc. Nowadays, the mouse 
is the most important device in the functioning of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) of almost all 
computer systems. Figure 2.9 displays an optical mouse. 
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Fig. 2.9  Optical Mouse 
You can click a mouse button, i.e., press and release the left mouse button, to select an item. You can 

right click, i.e., press and release the right mouse button to display a list of commands. You can double 

click, i.e., quickly press the left mouse button twice without any time gap between the press of the 

buttons, to open a program or a document. You can also drag and drop, i.e., place the cursor over an item 

on the screen and then press and hold down the left mouse button. Holding down the button, move the 

cursor to where you want to place the item and then release the button. 

 
(ii)  Touch Screen 
 
A touch screen is probably one of the simplest and most intuitive of all input devices. It uses optical 

sensors in or near the computer screen that can detect the touch of a finger on the screen. Once the 

user touches a particular screen position, sensors communicate the position to the computer. This is 

then interpreted by the computer to understand the user’s choice for input. The most common usage 

of touch screens is in information kiosks where users can receive information at the touch of a 

screen. Figure 2.10 displays a touch screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.10  A Touch Screen 

 

(iii)  Touch Pads 
 
Input devices that are touch sensitive and take user input to manage onscreen pointer and other functions 

are known as touch pads. The touch pad enables the user to interact with the screen through the use of 

fingers that are dragged across the pad in various positions. The touch pad is used in place of the mouse 

which is an external peripheral device. Touch pads are usually present in notebooks and laptops as they 

provide convenience and space. Touch pads are touch as well as pressure sensitive and respond to finger 

drag and tapping combinations. In addition to the normal functions of a mouse, a user can also perform 

the scroll function by moving the finger at certain points, (the top and bottom corners of the right side of 

the pad). Touch pads are more convenient than a mouse as they put less pressure on the wrist and hand. 

The functionality of a touch pad is not limited by the manufacturer’s user interface. They can be user 

programmed to recognize a combination of finger and tap moments to perform new actions as an input 

device. Touch pads have shown steady growth in market demand and user acceptability over all phases of 

their development cycles. Their growth is further expected to continue in the same way as the demand for 

touch-sensitive portable devices with more functionality and better appearance is on the rise. Figure 2.11 

displays a touch pad. 
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Fig. 2.11  A Touch Pad 

 

(iv)  Light Pen 
 
A light pen is a small input device used to select and display objects on a screen. It functions with a 

light sensor and has a lens on the tip of a pen-shaped device. The light receptor is activated by 

pointing the light pen towards the display screen and it then locates the position of the pen with the 

help of a scanning beam application to directly draw on screen. Figure 2.12 displays a light pen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.12  A Light Pen being used to Display Objects on Screen 

 

(v)  Trackball 
 
A trackball is a pointing device that is much like an inverted mouse. It consists of a ball inset in a 
small external box or adjacent to, and in the same unit, as the keyboard of some portable computers. 
Figure 2.13 displays a trackball. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.13  A Trackbal
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It is more convenient and requires much less space than the mouse, since here the whole device 
is not moved (as in the case of a mouse). Trackball comes in various shapes but supports the 
same functionality. Typical shapes used are a ball, a square and a button (typically seen in 
laptops). 
 
(vi)  Joystick 
 
A joystick is a vertical stick that moves the graphic cursor in the direction the stick is moved. It 
consists of a spherical ball, which moves within a socket and has a stick mounted on it. The user 
moves the ball with the help of the stick that can be moved left or right, forward or backward, to 
move and position the cursor in the desired location. Joysticks typically have a button on top that 
is used to select the option pointed by the cursor. Figure 2.14 displays a joystick. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.14  A Joystick 

 
Video games, training simulators and control panels of robots are some common activities 

where joysticks are used. 
 
3. Scanning Devices 
 
Scanning devices are input devices used for direct data entry from the source document into the 

computer system. With the help of the scanner you can capture your images and documents and 

convert it into digital formats for easy storage on your computer. The scanner comprises of two 

major components, the first component lights up the page in order to capture the optical image and 

the second component converts that captured image into a digital format for viewing and storing it on 

your computer system. Figure 2.15 displays a hand-held scanner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.15  A Hand-held Scanner  
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There are two types of scanners, contact and laser. Both illuminate the image first to 

calculate the reflected light and determine the value of the captured image. Hand-held contact 

scanners make contact as they are brushed over the printed matter to be read. Laser-based 

scanners are more versatile and can read data passed near the scanning area. Figure 2.16 displays 

a flat-bed scanner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.16  A Flat-bed Scanner 

 
Hand-held scanners are used where the information to be scanned or the volume of documents to be 

scanned is very low. They are much cheaper as compared to the flat-bed scanners. Capturing information 

using scanners reduces the possibility of human error typically seen during large data entry. The reduction 

in human intervention improves the accuracy of data and provides for timeliness of the information 

processed. 
 

Source data automation is the recent development for data input technologies. Source 
data automation does not require any manual data entry; rather, it captures the data as a 
derivative of the routine business activity. 
 
(i)  Optical Mark  Recognition  (OMR) 
 
The OMR devices can scan marks from a computer-readable paper. Such devices are used by 
universities and institutes to mark test sheets where the candidate selects and marks the 
correct answer from multiple choices given on a special sheet of paper. These marksheets are 
not required to be evaluated manually as they are fed in the OMR and the data is then 
transferred to the computer system for further evaluation. Figure 2.17 displays an OMR 
sheet. 

 
 Answer Sheet  

1. a b c d 

2. a b c d 

3. a b c d 

4. a b c d 

 
Page 1 of 4 

 
Fig. 2.17  Sheet Read by an OMR Device 

 
The actual technique used by an OMR device once again involves focussing a light on 

the page being scanned, thereby detecting the reflected light pattern for the marks. Pencil 
marks made by the user reflect the light determining which responses are marked. 
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(ii)  Magnetic Ink Character Recognition  (MICR) 
 
Magnetic ink character recognition is like an optical mark recognition device and is used 
only in the banking industry. MICR devices scan cheque numbers directly from the cheque 
leaflets and then automatically feed them in the computer systems for further use, doing the 
job quickly, accurately and efficiently. Figure 2.18 displays magnetic ink characters on a 
bank cheque. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.18  A Bank Cheque using MICR Technology 

 
Banks using MICR technology print cheque books on special types of paper. The 

necessary details of the bank (like the bank’s identification code, relevant account number 
and cheque number) are pre-printed on the cheques using an ink that contains iron oxide 
particles that can be magnetized. 
 

MICR readers are used to read and sort cheques and deposits. An MICR reader-sorter 
reads the data on the cheques and sorts the cheques for distribution to other banks and 
customers or for further processing. 
 
(iii)  Optical  Bar  Code  Reader  (OBR) 
 
Data coded in the form of small vertical lines forms the basis of bar coding. Alphanumeric 
data is represented using adjacent vertical lines called bar codes. These are of varying widths 
and the spacing between them are used to uniquely identify books, merchandise in stores, 
postal packages, etc. Figure 2.19 shows a bar code used on a book for its unique 
identification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.19(a)  An Example of a Bar Code Fig. 2.19(b)  A Bar Code Reader 
 

A bar code reader uses laser beam technology. The laser beam is moved across the pattern of bars 

in a bar code. These bars reflect the beam in different ways. The reflected beam is then sensed by a light-

sensitive detector, which then converts the light patterns into electrical pulses, thereby transmitting them to 

logic circuits for further conversion to alphanumeric value. Bar code devices are available as hand-held 
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devices. 
 
(iv)  Digitizer 
 
Digitizers are used to convert drawings or pictures and maps into a digital format for storage into the 

computer. A digitizer consists of a digitizing or graphics tablet, which is a pressure-sensitive tablet, 

and a pen with the same X and Y coordinates as on the screen. Some digitizing tablets also use a 

crosshair device instead of a pen. The movement of the pen or crosshair is reproduced simultaneously 

on the display screen. When the pen is moved on the tablet, the cursor on the computer screen moves 

simultaneously to the corresponding position on the screen (X and Y coordinates). This allows the 

user to draw sketches directly or input existing sketched drawings easily. Digitizers are commonly 

used by architects and engineers as a tool for Computer-Aided Designing (CAD). Figure 2.20 

displays a digitizing tablet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.20  A Digitizing Tablet 

 
 
 
(v)  Electronic-Card Reader 
 
Card readers are devices that also allow direct data input into a computer system. The electronic-card 

reader is connected to a computer system and reads the data encoded on an electronic card and 

transfers it to the computer system for further processing. Electronic cards are plastic cards with data 

encoded on them and meant for a specific application. A popular example of electronic cards are the 

plastic cards issued by banks to their customers for use in ATMs. Electronic cards are also used by 

many organizations for controlling access of various types of employees to physically secured areas. 

Figure 2.21 displays an access card security system. 
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Fig. 2.21  An Access Card Security System 

 
Based how the data is encoded, electronic cards may be either magnetic strip cards or 

smart cards. Magnetic strip cards have a magnetic strip on the back of the card. Data stored on 

magnetic strips cannot be read with the naked eye, a useful way to maintain confidential data. 

Smart cards, going a stage further, have a built-in microprocessor chip where data can be 

permanently stored. They also possess some processing capability making them suitable for a 

variety of applications. To gain access, for example, an employee inserts a card or badge in the 

reader. This device reads and checks the authorization code before permitting the individual to 

enter a secured area. Since smart cards can hold more information as compared to magnetic strip 

cards, they are gaining popularity. 
 
4.  Voice  Recognition  Devices 
 
Voice recognition devices consist of a microphone attached to the computer system. A user speaks into the 

microphone to input data. The spoken words are then converted into electrical signals (this is in the analog 

form). A digital-to-analog converter then converts the analog form to digital form (0s and 1s) that can be 

interpreted by the computer. The digitized version is then matched with the existing pre-created dictionary 

to perform the necessary action. Voice recognition devices have limited usage today because they have 

several problems. Not only do they require the ability to recognize who is speaking, but also what is 

being said (the message). This difficulty arises primarily because people speak with different accents 

and different tones and pitches. The computer requires a large vocabulary to be able to interpret what 

is being said. Thus, voice recognition systems are successful in a limited domain. 
 
5.  Vision-Input  Devices 
 
Vision input devices allow data input in the form of images. It mostly consists of a digital 
camera, which focuses on the object whose picture is to be taken. The camera creates the 
image of the object in digital format, which can then be stored within the computer. 
 

The speech recognition system digitizes the voice input and this system similarly 
compares the digitized images to be interpreted to the pre-recorded digitized images of the 
database of your computer system. After finding the right match, it sends it for further 
processing or pre-defined action. 
 
(i)  Web Camera 
 
A Web camera is a video capturing device attached to the computer system, mostly using a 
USB port used for video conferencing, video security, as a control input device. Figure 2.22 
displays a Web camera. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.22  A Web Camera 
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

3. What are the categories in which the input devices are classified?  
 

4. What are scanning devices?  

 

2. 5  OUTPUT  DEVICES  
 
An electromechanical device that accepts data from the computer and translates it into a form 
that can be understood by the external world is known as an output device. The processed 
data, stored in the memory of the computer, is sent to an output unit, which then transforms 
the internal representation of data into a form that can be read by the users. 

Normally, the output is produced on a display unit like a computer monitor or can be 
printed through a printer on paper. At times, speech outputs and mechanical outputs are also 
used for some specific applications. 
 

Output produced on display units or speech output that cannot be touched is referred to 
as softcopy output while output produced on paper or material that can be touched is known 
as hardcopy output. A wide range of output devices are available today and can be broadly 
classified as follows: 
 

�  Display devices (monitors, multimedia projectors)  
 

�  Speakers  
 

�  Printers (dot matrix, inkjet, laser)  
 

�  Plotters (flatbed, drum)  
 

1. Display  Devices  
 
A display device is the most essential peripheral of a computer system. Initially, alphanumeric 

display terminals were used that formed a 7×5 or 9×7 array of dots to display text characters 

only. As a result of the increasing demand and use of graphics and GUIs, graphic display units 

were introduced. These graphic display units are based on series of dots known as pixels used to 

display images. Every single dot displayed on the screen can be addressed uniquely and directly. 
 

Since each dot can be addressed as a separate unit, it provides greater flexibility for drawing 

pictures. Display screen technology may be of the following categories: 
 

(i) Cathode Ray Tube (CRT): The CRT consist of an electron gun with an electron beam 

controlled with electromagnetic fields and a phosphate-coated glass display screen structured 

into a grid of small dots known as pixels. The image is created with the electron beam 

produced by the electron gun, which is thrown on the phosphor coat displayed by the 

electromagnetic field.  
 

(ii) Liquid Crystal Display (LCD): Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) was first introduced in 
the 1970s in digital clocks and watches, and is now widely being used in computer 
display units. The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) was replaced with the Liquid Crystal 
Display (LCD) making it slimmer and more compact. However, the image quality and 
the image color capability got comparatively poorer.  

 
The main advantage of LCD is its low energy consumption. It finds its most common 

usage in portable devices where size and energy consumption are of main importance. 
 

(i) Projection Display: Projection display technology is characterized by replacing the 
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personal size screen with large screens upon which the images are projected. It is 
attached to the computer system and the magnified display of the computer system is 
projected on a large screen.  

(ii) Monitors: Monitors use a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) to display information. It 
resembles a television screen and is similar to it in other respects as displayed in Figure 
2.23.  

 
The monitor is connected to a keyboard for manual input of characters. The screen displays 

information as it is keyed in, enabling a visual check of the input before it is transferred to the 
computer. It is also used to display the output from the computer and hence serves as both an 
input and an output device. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.23  A CRT Monitor 

 
The monitor is the most commonly used input/output device today and is also known 

as a soft copy terminal. A printing device is usually required to provide a hard copy of the 
output. 
 
2. Multimedia Projectors 
 
A multimedia projector is an output device which is used to project information from the 

computer onto a large screen so that it can be viewed by a large group of people. Prior to this, the 

standard mode of making presentations was to make transparencies and project them using an 

overhead projector. This was a tedious and time-consuming activity, since for every change in 

the subject matter a new transparency had to be prepared. And of course, since electronic cut, 

copy and paste was not possible, this meant additional work. 
 

A multimedia projector can directly be plugged into a computer system and the 
information projected on a large screen thereby making it possible to present information to a 
large audience. The presenter can also use a pointer to emphasize specific areas of interest in 
the presentation. 
 

LCD flat screens connected to the computer systems for projecting the LCD image 
using an overhead multimedia projector are widely used today. 
 
Speakers 
 
Speakers are used to produce music or speech from programs, a speaker port (a port is a 
connector in your computer wherein you can connect an external device) allows connection 
of a speaker to a computer. Speakers can be built into the computer or can be attached 
separately. Figure 2.24 displays speakers. 
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Fig. 2.24  Speakers 

 
3.  Printers 
 
Printers are used for generating output printed on paper. There is a huge range of 
commercially available printers today (estimated to be 1500 different types). These 
printers can be classified into categories based on the following: 
 

�  Printing technology  
 

�  Printing speed  
 

�  Printing quality  
 

(i) Printing Technology: Printers can be classified as impact or non-impact 

printers, based on the technology they use for producing output. Impact printers work on the 

mechanism similar to a manual typewriter where the printer head strikes on the paper and 

leaves the impression through an inked ribbon. Dot matrix printers and character printers fall 

under this category. Non-impact printers use chemicals, inks, toners, heat or electric signals 

to print on the paper and they do not physically touch the paper while printing.  
 

(ii) Printing Speed: The number of characters printed in a unit of time 

reflects the printing speed. Based on speed, these may be classified as character printer (prints 

one character at a time), line printers (prints one line at a time), and page printers (print the 

entire page at a time). Printer speed is measured in terms of characters-per-second or cps for a 

character printer, lines-per-minute or lpm for a line printer, and pages-per-minute or ppm for 

a page printer.  
 

(iii) Printing Quality: The quality determined by the resolution of printing and is 

characterized by the number of dots that can be printed per linear inch, horizontally or vertically. 

It is measured in terms of dots-per-inch or dpi. Printers can be classified as near-letter-quality or 

NLQ, letter-quality or LQ, near-typeset-quality or NTQ and typeset-quality or TQ, based on their 

printing quality. NLQ printers have resolutions of about 300 dpi, LQ of about 600 dpi, NTQ of 

about 1200 dpi and TQ of about 2000 dpi. NLQ and LQ printers are used for ordinary printing in 

day-to-day activities, while NTQ and TQ printers are used to produce top-quality printing, 

typically required in the publishing industry.  
 
The different types of printers are as follows: 
 
(i)  Dot Matrix 

 
Dot matrix printers are the most widely used impact printers in personal 
computing.  
These printers use a print head consisting of a series of small metal pins that 
strike on  

a paper through an inked ribbon, leaving an impression on the paper through the ink transferred. 

Characters thus produced are in a matrix format. The shape of each character, i.e., the dot pattern, is 

obtained from information held electronically. Figure 2.25 displays characters formed using dots and 

dot matrix printer. 
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Fig. 2.25(a)  Characters Formed using Dots Fig. 2.25(b)  Dot Matrix Printer 
 

The speed, versatility and ruggedness, combined with low cost, tend to make such 
printers particularly attractive in the personal computer market. Typical printing speeds in 
case of dot matrix printers range between 40–1000 characters per second (cps). In spite of all 
these features in dot matrix printer technology, the low print quality gives it a major 
disadvantage. 
 
(ii)  Inkjet 
 
Inkjet printers are based on the use of a series of nozzles for propelling droplets of printing ink 

directly on almost any size of paper. They, therefore, fall under the category of non-impact 

printers. The print head of an inkjet printer consists of a number of tiny nozzles that can be 

selectively heated up in a few microseconds by an IC register. When this happens, the ink near it 

vaporizes and is ejected through the nozzle to make a dot on the paper placed in front of the print 

head. The character is printed by selectively heating the appropriate set of nozzles as the print 

head moves horizontally. Figure 2.26 displays an inkjet printer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.26  An Inkjet Printer 
 
(iii)  Laser 
 
Laser printers work on the same printing technology as photocopiers, using static electricity 
and heat to print with a high quality powder substance known as toner. Figure 2.27 displays a 
laser printer. 
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Fig. 2.27  A Laser Printer 
 
Laser printers are capable of converting computer output into print, page by page. Since 

characters are formed by very tiny ink particles, they can produce very high quality images (text 

and graphics). They generally offer a wide variety of character fonts, and are silent and fast in 

use. Laser printers are faster in printing speed than other printers discussed above. Laser printers 

can print from 10 pages to 100 pages per minute, depending upon the make/model. Laser is high 

quality, high speed, high volume and non-impact technology that works on almost any kind of 

paper. Even though this technology is more expensive than inkjet printers, it is preferred because 

of its unmatched features, such as high quality, high-speed printing and noiseless and easy-to-use 

operations. 
 
4.  Plotters 
 
Plotters are used to make line illustrations on paper. They are capable of producing charts, 

drawings, graphics, maps and so on. A plotter is much like a printer but is designed to print 

graphs instead of alphanumeric characters. Based on the technology used, there are mainly two 

type of plotters: pen plotters and electrostatic plotters. Pen plotters, also known as flatbed 

plotters, draw images with multicolored pens attached to a mechanical arm. Electrostatic plotters, 

also known as drum plotters, work on the same technology as laser printers. 
 
Flatbed plotters and drums are the most commonly used plotters. 
 
(i)  Flatbed  Plotters 
 
Flatbed plotters have a flat base like a drawing board on which the paper is laid [as shown in Figure 

2.28(a)]. One or more arms, each of them carrying an ink pen, moves across the paper to draw. The 

arm movement is controlled by a microprocessor (chip). The arm can move in two directions, one 

parallel to the plotter and the other perpendicular to it (called the x and y directions). With this kind of 

movement, it can move very precisely to any point on the paper placed below. 
 
The computer sends the commands to the plotter which are translated into x  
and y movements. The arm moves in very small steps to produce continuous and  
smooth graphics. The size of the plot in a flatbed plotter is limited only by the size of the plotter’s bed. 

The advantage of flatbed plotters is that the user can easily control the graphics. He can manually pick up 

the arm anytime during the production of graphics and place it on any position on the paper to alter the 

position of graphics to his choice. 
 

However, flatbed plotters occupy a large amount of space. 
 
(ii)  Drum  Plotters 
 
Drum plotters move the paper with the help of a drum revolver during printing [as shown in 
Figure 2.28(b)]. The arm carrying a pen moves only in one direction, perpendicular to the 
direction of the motion of the paper. It means that while printing, the plotter pens print on 
one axis of the paper and the cylindrical drum moves the paper on the other axis. With this 
printing technology, the plotter has an advantage to print on unlimited length of paper but on 
a limited width. Drum plotters are compact and lightweight compared to flatbed plotters. 
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This is one of the advantages of such plotters. 
 

The disadvantage of drum plotters, however, is that the user cannot freely control the graphics 

when they are being created. Plotters are more expensive when compared to printers. Typical 

application areas for plotters include Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) applications, such as 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM), architectural drawing 

and map drawing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.28(a)  Top View of a Flatbed Plotter Fig. 2.28(b)  A Drum Plotter 

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

5. How is an output derived in computer?  
 

6. How does a laser printer work?  

 

2. 6  NUMBER  SYSTEMS  

 
There are four systems of arithmetic, which are often used in digital systems. These systems 
are: 
 

1. Decimal  
 

2. Binary  
 

3. Hexadecimal  
 

4. Octal  
 
(Refer 2.9 for details) 
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2.7  DATA  REPRESENTATION  USING  CODES 

 
Code is a symbolic representation of discrete information, which may be presented in the form of 

numbers, letters or physical quantities. The symbols used are the binary digits 0 and 1, which are 

arranged according to the rules of codes. These codes are used to communicate information to a 

digital computer and to retrieve messages from it. A code is used to enable an operator to feed data 

into a computer directly, in the form of decimal numbers, alphabets and special characters. The 

computer converts these data into binary codes and after computation, transforms the data into its 

original format, such as decimal numbers, alphabets and special characters. 
 

When numbers, letters, or words are represented by a special group of symbols, this is called 

encoding and the group of symbols is called a code. In Morse code, a series of dots and dashes 

represent alphabet, numerals and special characters. 
 
 
Alphanumeric Codes 
 
Binary data is not the only data handled by the computer. We also need to process 
alphanumeric data like alphabets (upper and lower case), digits (0 to 9) (refer Table 2.4) and 
special characters like +, –, *, /, ( , ), space or blank, etc. These also must be internally 
represented as bits. 
 
 

Table 2.4  Data Representation in Bits 
 

Decimal Number Binary Equivalent 
  

0 0000 
  

1 0001 
  

2 0010 
  

3 0011 
  

4 0100 
  

5 0101 
  

6 0110 
  

7 0111 
  

8 1000 
  

9 1001 
  

 
BCD 
 
Binary coded decimal (BCD) is a system of writing numerals that assigns a four-

digit binarycode to each digit 0 through 9 in a decimal (base-10) numeral. The four-bit BCD 

code for any particular single base-10 digit is its representation in binary notation, as 

follows: 

0 = 0000 

1 = 0001 

2 = 0010 

3 = 0011 

4 = 0100 

5 = 0101 

6 = 0110 

7 = 0111 
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8 = 1000 

9 = 1001 

Numbers larger than 9, having two or more digits in the decimal system, are expressed digit 

by digit. For example, the BCD rendition of the base-10 number 1895 is 

0001 1000 1001 0101 

The binary equivalents of 1, 8, 9, and 5, always in a four-digit format, go from left to right. 

The BCD representation of a number is not the same, in general, as its simple binary 

representation. In binary form, for example, the decimal quantity 1895 appears as 

11101100111 

Other bit patterns are sometimes used in BCD format to represent special characters 

relevant to a particular system, such as sign (positive or negative), error condition, or 

overflow condition. 

The BCD system offers relative ease of conversion between machine-readable and human-

readable numerals. As compared to the simple binary system, however, BCD increases the 

circuit complexity. The BCD system is not as widely used today as it was a few decades ago, 

although some systems still employ BCD in financial applications. 

 
EBCDIC 
 
A major drawback of the BCD code is that only sixty four distinct characters can be represented by it. 

Since this proved insufficient for representing many special characters (28 plus), uppercase letters (26), 

lowercase letters (26) and decimal numbers (10), the BCD code was extended from a 6-bit to an 8-bit 

code. The additional two bits function as zone bits, thus expanding the zone bits to four. The code that 

results is known as the Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC). It was developed 

by IBM and is used in many computers, particularly the majority of IBM models. It allows 28 or 256 

characters to be represented. This takes care of the character requirement along with a large quantity of 

non-printable and printable control characters (movement of the cursor on the screen, vertical spacing on 

printer, etc.). 

 
Since EBCDIC is an 8-bit code, it is possible to divide it into two groups of 4 bits each. 

One hexadecimal digit represents each group. Thus, computers using the EBCDIC for 
internal representation of characters can use the hexadecimal number system as a notation for 
memory dump. 
 
ASCII 
 
A computer code that is very widely used for data interchange is called the ‘American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange’ or ASCII. Several computer manufacturers have 
adopted it as their computers’ internal code. This code uses 7 digits to represent 128 
characters. Now an advanced ASCII is used with 8-bit character representation code allowing 
for 256 different characters. This representation is being used in Micro Computers. 
 

We will now study the encoding method. Table 2.5 presents the bit combinations that 
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are required for each character. 
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    Table 2.5 Bit Combinations for Each Character    
                  

 00 01 02  03 04 05 06 07 08 09 0A 0B 0C 0D 0E 0F 

00 NUL SOH STX ETX EOT ENQ ACK BEL BS TAB LF VT FF CR SO SI 

10 DLE DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4 NAK SYN ETB CAN EM SUB ESC FS GS RS US 

20 ! "  # $ % & ‘ ( ) * + , - . / 

30 0 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; < = > ? 

40 @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O 

50 P Q R  S T U V W X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _ 

60 ' a b  c d e f g h i j k l m n o 
70 p q r  s t u v w x y z { | } ~ DEL 

                  

 
Thus, the text string ‘Hello.’ is coded in ASCII using hexadecimal digits as follows:  

H e l l o . 

48 65 6C 6C 6F 2E 
 

The byte sequence 48 65 6C 6C 6F 2E represents the string. 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

7. What are digits?  
 

8. What is known as base or radix?  
 

9. Why is code used?  
 

10. How is BCD or 8421 code produced?  
 

11. Name the invalid code groups of excess-3 code.  
 

12. Why is grey code not suitable for arithmetic operations?  

 

 

2.8  DECIMAL  NUMBER  SYSTEM 

 
The number system which utilizes ten distinct digits, i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 is 
known as the decimal number system. It represents numbers in terms of groups of ten, as 
shown in Figure 2.29. 
 

We would be forced to stop at 9 or to invent more symbols if it were not for the use of 
positional notation. It is necessary to learn only ten basic numbers and the positional notational 
system in order to count any desired figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.29  Decimal Position Values as Powers of 10 

 
Decimal number system has a base or radix of 10. Each of the ten decimal digits 0 through 9 

has a place value or weight depending on its position. The weights are units, tens, hundreds, and so 

on. The same can be written as the power of its base as [100, 101, 102, 103...], etc. Thus, the number 
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1993 represents quantity equal to 1000 + 900 + 90 + 3. Actually, this should be written as {1 × 103 + 

9 × 102 + 9 × 101 + 3 × 100}. Hence, 1993 is the sum of all digits multiplied by their weights. Each 

position has a value ten times greater than the position to its right. 

 

2.9  BINARY  NUMBER  SYSTEM 

 
A number system that uses only two digits, 0 and 1, is called the binary number system. The 
binary number system is also called a base two system. The two symbols, 0 and 1, are known 
as bits (binary digits). 
 

The binary system groups numbers by twos and by powers of two, shown in Figure 2.30. 
The word binary comes from a Latin word meaning two at a time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.30  Binary Position Values as a Power of 2 
 

The weight or place value of each position can be expressed in terms of 2, and as 20, 

21, 22, etc. The least significant digit has a weight of 20 (= 1). The second position to the left 

of the least significant digit is multiplied by 21 (= 2). The third position has weight equal to 

22 (= 4). Thus, the weights are in the ascending powers of 2 or 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, etc. 
 

The numeral 10two (one, zero, base two) stands for two, the base of the system. 

 
In binary counting, single digits are used for none and one. Two-digit numbers  

are used for 10two and 11two [2 and 3 in decimal numerals]. For the next counting number, 100two (4 

in decimal numerals) three digits are necessary. After 111two (7 in  
decimal numerals) four digit numerals are used until 1111two (15 in decimal numerals) is 
reached, and so on. In a binary numeral, every position has a value two times the value of the 
position to its right. 
 

A binary number with 4 bits is called a nibble and a binary number with eight bits is 
known as a byte. 
 
Why is a Binary Number System Used? 
 
Binary number system is used in digital computers because all electrical and electronic circuits can be 

made to respond to the two states concept. For instance, a switch can be either opened or closed, only 

two possible states exist. A transistor can be made to operate either in cut-off or saturation; a 

magnetic tape can be either magnetized or non-magnetized; a signal can be either HIGH or LOW; a 

punched tape can have a hole or no hole. In all these cases, each device is operated in any one of the 

two possible states and the intermediate condition does not exist. Thus, 0 can represent one of the 

states and 1 can represent the other. Hence, binary numbers are convenient to use in analysing or 

designing digital circuits. 
 
Binary  Fractions 
 
A binary fraction can be represented by a series of 1s and 0s to the right of a binary point. 

The weights of digit positions to the right of the binary point are given by 2–1, 2–2, 2–3, and 
so on. 
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Mixed Numbers 
 
Mixed numbers contain both integer and fractional parts. The weights of mixed numbers  
are 

2
3
 2

2
     2

1
 . 2

–1
    2

–2
   2

–3
, etc. 

↑ 
 

Binary point 

 

2.10  DECIMAL  TO  BINARY  CONVERSION 

 
There are several methods for converting a decimal number into a binary number. The first 
method is simply to subtract values of powers of 2, which can be subtracted from the decimal 
number until nothing remains. The value of highest power of 2 is subtracted first, then the 
second highest, and so on. 
 

This is a laborious method for converting numbers. It is convenient for small numbers and can 
be performed mentally, but is less used for larger numbers. 
 
2.10.1 Double-Dabble Method 
 
A popular method known as double-dabble method, also known as divide-by-two method, is used to 
convert a large decimal number into its binary equivalent. In this 
 
 
   method, the decimal number is repeatedly divided by 2 and the remainder after each  

   
 

   division is used to indicate the coefficient of the binary number to be formed. Note that 
 

   the binary number derived is written from the bottom up.  
 

 
 
 2.10.2 Decimal Fraction to Binary 

   
 

    
 

   Conversion of decimal fraction to binary fractions may be accomplished by using 
 

   several techniques. Again, the most obvious method is to subtract the highest value of 
 

   negative power of 2, which may be subtracted from the decimal fraction. Then, the 
 

   next highest value of negative power of 2 is subtracted from the remainder of the first 
 

   subtraction, and this process is continued until there is no remainder or till the desired 
 

   precision is obtained.    
 

   A much simpler method of converting longer decimal fractions to binary consists 
 

   of repeatedly multiplying by 2 and recording any carriers in the integer position. 
 

   

 

 

 

 

2.10.3 Binary to Decimal Conversion   
 

   A binary number can be converted into a decimal number by multiplying the binary 
 

   1 or 0 by the weight corresponding to its position and adding all the values. 
 

   Table 2.6 lists the binary numbers from 0000 to 10000. Table 2.7 lists the 
 

   powers of 2 and their decimal equivalents and the number of K. The abbreviation K 
 

   stands for 210 = 1024. Therefore, 1K = 1024, 2K = 2048, 3K = 3072, 4K = 4096, 
 

   and so on. Many personal computers have 64K memories, this means that computers 
 

   can store up to 65,536 bytes in the memory section.   
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   Table 2.6 Binary Numbers Table 2.7  Powers of 2 
 

          

          
 

   Decimal Binary   Powers  of  2 Equivalent Abbreviation 
 

          
 

  0 0   2
0
 1  

 

  1 01   2
1
 2  

 

  2 10   2
2
 4  

 

  3 11   2
3
 8  

 

  4 100   2
4
 16  

 

  5 101   2
5
 32  

 

  6 110   2
6
 64  

 

  7 111   2
7
 128  

 

  8 1000   28 256  
 

  9 1001   29 512  
 

  10 1010   210 1024 1K 
 

  11 1011   211 2048 2K 
 

  12 1100   212 4096 4K 
 

  13 1101   213 8192 8K 
 

  14 1110   214 16384 16K 
 

  15 1111   215 32768 32K 
 

  16 10000   216 65536 64K 
 

          
  

 

 

The number system that we use in our day-to-day life is the decimal number system. 

Decimal number system has base 10 as it uses 10 digits from 0 to 9. In decimal number 

system, the successive positions to the left of the decimal point represent units, tens, 

hundreds, thousands and so on. 

Each position represents a specific power of the base (10). For example, the decimal number 

1234 consists of the digit 4 in the units position, 3 in the tens position, 2 in the hundreds 

position, and 1 in the thousands position, and its value can be written as 

(1x1000)+ (2x100)+ (3x10)+ (4xl) 

(1x103)+ (2x102)+ (3x101)+ (4xl00) 

1000 + 200 + 30 + 4 

1234 

As a computer programmer or an IT professional, you should understand the following 

number systems which are frequently used in computers. 
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S.N. Number System and Description 

1 Binary Number System 

Base 2. Digits used : 0, 1 

2 Octal Number System 

Base 8. Digits used : 0 to 7 

3 Hexa Decimal Number System 

Base 16. Digits used : 0 to 9, Letters used : A- F 

Binary Number System 

Characteristics of binary number system are as follows: 

• Uses two digits, 0 and 1. 

• Also called base 2 number system 

• Each position in a binary number represents a 0 power of the base (2). Example 20 

• Last position in a binary number represents a x power of the base (2). Example 

2x where x represents the last position - 1. 

Example 

Binary Number : 101012 

Calculating Decimal Equivalent: 

Step Binary Number Decimal Number 

Step 1 101012 ((1 x 24) + (0 x 23) + (1 x 22) + (0 x 21) + (1 x 20))10 

Step 2 101012 (16 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 1)10 

Step 3 101012 2110 
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Note : 101012 is normally written as 10101. 

Octal Number System 

Characteristics of octal number system are as follows: 

• Uses eight digits, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7. 

• Also called base 8 number system 

• Each position in an octal number represents a 0 power of the base (8). Example 80 

• Last position in an octal number represents a x power of the base (8). Example 

8x where x represents the last position - 1. 

Example 

Octal Number : 125708 

Calculating Decimal Equivalent: 

Step Octal Number Decimal Number 

Step 1 125708 ((1 x 84) + (2 x 83) + (5 x 82) + (7 x 81) + (0 x 80))10 

Step 2 125708 (4096 + 1024 + 320 + 56 + 0)10 

Step 3 125708 549610 

Note : 125708 is normally written as 12570. 

Hexadecimal Number System 

Characteristics of hexadecimal number system are as follows: 

• Uses 10 digits and 6 letters, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F. 

• Letters represents numbers starting from 10. A = 10. B = 11, C = 12, D = 13, E = 14, 

F = 15. 

• Also called base 16 number system 

• Each position in a hexadecimal number represents a 0 power of the base (16). 

Example 160 
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• Last position in a hexadecimal number represents a x power of the base (16). 

Example 16x where x represents the last position - 1. 

Example 

Hexadecimal Number : 19FDE16 

Calculating Decimal Equivalent: 

Step Binary Number Decimal Number 

Step 1 19FDE16 ((1 x 164) + (9 x 163) + (F x 162) + (D x 161) + (E x 160))10 

Step 2 19FDE16 ((1 x 164) + (9 x 163) + (15 x 162) + (13 x 161) + (14 x 
160))10 

Step 3 19FDE16 (65536+ 36864 + 3840 + 208 + 14)10 

Step 4 19FDE16 10646210 

Note : 19FDE16 is normally written as 19FDE. 

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

13. What is the base or radix of the decimal number system?  
 

14. What is known as ‘base two system’?  
 

15. Why is the binary number system used?  
 

16. Why is the double-dabble method used?  
 

17. How is a binary number is converted into a decimal number?  

 

1. CONCEPT  OF  INSTRUCTION  
 
An instruction is a single operation of a processor defined by the processor instruction set. The size or 

length of an instruction varies widely, from as little as 4-bits in some microcontrollers to many as 

multiples of bytes in some Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) systems. Most modern processors used in 

personal computers, mainframes, and supercomputers have instruction sizes between 16 and 64 bits. In 

some architectures, especially reduced instruction set computers, instructions are of fixed length, typically 

corresponding with that architecture’s word size.On traditional architectures, an instruction includes an 

opcode specifying the operation to be performed, such as ‘add contents of memory to register’, and zero or 

more operand specifiers, which may specify registers, memory locations, or literal data. The operand 

specifiers may have addressing modes determining their meaning or may be in fixed fields.In VLIW 

architectures, which include many microcode architectures, multiple simultaneous operations and 
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operands are specified in a single instruction. 
 
2.11.1 Examples of Instructions in Assembly Language 
 
The following are some examples of assembly-level language instructions. 
 
Transfer Instructions: They are used to move the contents of the operators. Each instruction 
can be used with different modes of addressing. 
 
Purpose: Data transfer between memory cells, registers and the accumulator. 
 
Syntax:MOV Destiny, Source 
 

Where Destiny is the place where the data will be moved and Source is the place where 
the data is. 
 

Example: 
 

MOV AX,0006h 
 

MOV BX,AX 
 

MOV AX,4C00h 
 

INT 21H 
 

This small program moves the value of 0006H to the AX register, then it moves the content of AX 

(0006h) to the BX register, and lastly it moves the 4C00h value to the AX register to end the execution 

with the 4C option of the 21h interruption. 

 

Loading Instructions 
 
They are specific register instructions. They are used to load bytes or chains of bytes onto a 
register. 
 
Purpose: To load chains of a byte or a word into the accumulator. 
 
Syntax:LODS 
 

This instruction takes the chain found on the address specified by SI, loads it to the AL 
(or AX) register and adds or subtracts , depending on the state of DF, to SI if it is a bytes 
transfer or if it is a words transfer. 
 
Stack Instructions 
 
These instructions allow the use of the stack to store or retrieve data. 
 

�  POP: This instruction transfers the last value stored on the stack to the destiny operator, it then 

increases by 2 the SP register. This increase is due to the fact that the stack grows from the 

highest memory segment address to the lowest, and the stack only works with words, 2 bytes, 

so then by increasing by two the SP register, in reality two are being subtracted from the real 

size of the stack.  
 

Purpose: It recovers a piece of information from the stack 

Syntax:POP destiny  
 

�  POPF: This command transfers bits of the word stored on the higher part of the stack 
to the flag register.  

 

Purpose: It extracts the flags stored on the stack  
 

Syntax:POPF  
 

�  PUSH:The PUSH instruction decreases by two the value of SP and then transfers the content 
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of the source operator to the new resulting address on the recently modified register. The 

decrease on the address is due to the fact that when adding values to the stack, this one grows 

from the greater to the smaller segment address, therefore by subtracting 2 from the SP register 

what we do is to increase the size of the stack by two bytes, which is the only quantity of 

information the stack can handle on each input and output of information.  
 

Purpose: It places a word on the stack. 

Syntax:PUSH source  
 

�  PUSHF: This command decreases by 2 the value of the SP register and then the 
content of the flag register is transferred to the stack, on the address indicated by SP.  

 

Purpose: It places the value of the flags on the stack.  
 

Syntax:PUSHF  
 
Arithmetic  Instructions 
 
They are used to perform arithmetic operations on the operators. 
�  ADC:It carries out the addition of two operators and adds one to the result in case the CF 

flag is activated, this is in case there is carried. The result is stored on the destiny operator.  
 

Purpose: Cartage addition. Syntax:ADC destiny, 

source  
 
�  ADD:It adds the two operators and stores the result on the destiny operator. Purpose: 

Addition of the operators.  
 

Syntax:ADD destiny, source  
 

�  DIV:The divider can be a byte or a word and it is the operator which is given the instruction. If the 

divider is 8 bits, the 16 bits AX register is taken as dividend and if the divider is 16 bits the even 

DX: AX register will be taken as dividend, taking the DX high word and AX as the low. If the 

divider was a byte then the quotient will be stored on the AL register and the residue on AH, if it 

was a word then the quotient is stored on AX and the residue on DX.  
 

Purpose: Division without sign. Syntax:DIV 

source  
 

�  IDIV: It basically consists on the same as the DIV instruction, and the only difference is 
that this one performs the operation with sign. For its results it used the same registers as 
the DIV instruction.  

 

Purpose: Division with sign. Syntax:IDIV 

source  
 

�  MUL:The assembler assumes that the multiplicand will be of the same size as the multiplier, 

therefore it multiplies the value stored on the register given as operator by the one found to be 

contained in AH if the multiplier is 8 bits or by AX if the multiplier is 16 bits. When a 

multiplication is done with 8 bit values, the result is stored on the AX register and when the 

multiplication is with 16 bit values the result is stored on the even DX: AX register.  
 

Purpose: Multiplication with sign. Syntax:MUL 

source  
 

�  IMUL:This command does the same as the one before, only that this one does take into 
account the signs of the numbers being multiplied. The results are kept in the same 
registers that the MOV instruction uses.  
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Purpose: Multiplication of two whole numbers with sign. 

Syntax:IMUL source  
 

�  SBB:This instruction subtracts the operators and subtracts one to the result if CF is activated. The 
source operator is always subtracted from the destiny. This kind of subtraction is used when one is 

working with 32 bits quantities.  
 

Purpose: Subtraction with cartage.  
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Syntax:SBB destiny, source 

 
�  SUB:It subtracts the source operator from the destiny. Purpose: 

Subtraction.  
 

Syntax:SUB destiny, source  

 

2.12  SUMMARY 

 
�  The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is responsible for calculations, to which this data from 

the memory is stored.  
 

�  The memory is responsible for storing data, according to which different functions are 
carried out. This memory is also known as the main memory or the Immediate Access 
Store (IAS).  

 

�  The control unit is responsible for controlling various computer operations, which involves 
accepting instructions, interpreting and processing of this information in the correct parts 
of the computer.  

 

�  The main PCB (Printed Circuit Board) is sometimes alternatively known as a logical board 
or a main board of a Personal Computer.  

 

�  The primary function of the computer is executing programs. The programs or the set of 
instructions are stored in the computer’s main memory and are executed by the CPU.  

 

�  Storage and retrieval of instructions and data in a computer system is the responsibility of the 

memory. In order to store data and instructions, the CPU constitutes many registers, though these 

are capable of storing very few bytes.  
 

�  The most significant part of the computer is the central processing unit or the CPU. The 
CPU is mostly a microprocessor-based chip located on a single or sometimes a multiple 
printed circuit boards and is an internal component of the system.  

 

�  The keyboard facilitates input of data only in text form. While working with display-based 
packages, we usually point to a display area and select an option from the screen 
(fundamentals of GUI applications).  

 

�  A mouse is a small input device used to move the cursor on a computer screen to give 
instructions to the computer and to run programs and applications. It can be used to select 
menu commands, move icons, size windows, start programs, close windows, etc.  

 

• A touch screen is probably one of the simplest and most intuitive of all input devices. It 
uses optical sensors in or near the computer screen that can detect the touch of a finger on 
the screen.  

• A light pen is a small input device used to select and display objects on a screen. It functions with a 
light sensor and has a lens on the tip of a pen-shaped device.  

• The light receptor is activated by pointing the light pen towards the display screen and it 
then locates the position of the pen with the help of a scanning beam application to directly 
draw on screen. 

 
�  The four number systems used in digital systems are decimal, binary, octal and 

hexadecimal.  
 

�  The decimal number system contains the numbers 0 to 9, whereas the binary system 
contains two numbers, 0 and 1.  
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�  The base or radix of a number system is defined as the number of different digits which 
can occur in each position in the number system.  

 

�  Binary number system is used in digital systems. The octal and hexadecimal number 
systems are also used in digital systems and computers have efficient ways of representing 
binary quantities.  

 

�  1’s complement of a binary number is derived by changing 1s to 0s and 0s to 1s.  
 

�  The hexadecimal number system uses sixteen symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, 
E and F.  

 

�  BCD code for a decimal number is formed by converting each digit of the decimal into its 
four-bit binary equivalent.  

 

�  The main feature of the Gray code is the single bit change going from one number in the 
sequence to the next.  

 

�  An error in a digital system is the corruption of data from its correct value to some other 
value.  

 

�  A system that uses an error-detecting code will generate, transmit and store only code 
words.  

 

�  The concept of distance is used to detect errors.  

 

2.13  KEY  TERMS 

 
�  Mouse: A small input device used to move the cursor on a computer screen to give instructions to 

the computer and to run programs and applications.  
 

�  Touch pads: The input devices that are touch sensitive and take user input to manage 
onscreen pointer and other functions.  

 

�  Light pen: A small input device used to select and display objects on a screen.  
 

�  Trackball: A pointing device that is like an inverted mouse.  
 

�  Scanning devices: Input devices used for direct data entry from the source document into 
the computer system.  

 

�  Web camera: A video capturing device attached to the computer system, mostly using a 
USB port used for video conferencing, video Security, as a control input device.  

 
�  Decimal number system: The number system that utilizes ten distinct digits, i.e., 0, 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. It is a base 10 system  
 

�  Binary number system: A number system that uses only two digits, 0 and 1 known as bits 
or binary digits. It has a base 2 system   

�  Nibble: A binary number with 4 bits  
 

�  Octal number system: A number system that uses eight digits, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. It 
has base 8  

 

�  2421 code:  This is a weighted code and its weights are 2, 4, 2 and 1  
 

�  Alphanumeric codes: Codes that represent alphabetic characters (letters), punctuation 
marks and other special characters  

 

�  EBDIC code: An eight-bit code in which the decimal digits are represented by the 8421 
BCD code preceded by 1111  
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�  Even-parity code: A code in which the total number of 1s in a valid (n + 1) bit code word 
is even  

 

�  Counting in hexadecimal: Each digit is incremented from 0 to F in hexadecimal counting  

  

 

2.14  QUESTIONS  
 
Short-Answer Questions 
 

1. What are the classification of memory?  
 

2. What are touch pads? Describe their functioning.  
 

3. What are the basic criteria for classifying printers?  
 

4. What are the different types of number systems?  
 

5. What are mixed numbers?  
 

6. What is the advantage of using binary number system?  
 

7. What is EBCDIC code?  
 

8. Define an error in a digital system.  
 

9. Define the term encoding.  
 
Long-Answer Questions 
 

1. Why is memory required in the computer? Explain in brief.  
 

2. Briefly describe the functioning of a laser printer with help of examples.  
 

1. How do you perform addition and subtraction using 1’s and 2’s complement? Illustrate 
with examples.  

 
2. Explain in detail the method of detecting errors in an n-bit code.  

 
3. What is a Hamming code? Explain the Hamming code method of detecting and correcting 

errors in code words.  

 

2.16  FURTHER  READING 

 
ITL Education Solutions Limited. 2011. Introduction to Computer Science, 2nd edition. United 

Kingdom: Pearson. 
 
Jaiswal, A. 2003. Fundamentals of Computer and Information Technology. New Delhi: 

Dreamtech Press. 
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UNIT 3   MEMORY SYSTEM AND I/O DEVICES 
 
Structure 
 

3.0 Introduction   
3.1 Unit Objectives   
3.2 Computer Memory   

3.2.1 Memory Hierarchy   
3.3 Types of Storage Devices   
3.4 Magnetic Storage Devices   
3.5 Organization of Data on a Magnetic Disk   
3.6 Disk Devices   

3.6.1 Diskettes   
3.6.2 Hard Disks   

3.7 Tape Drives   
3.8 Measuring Drive Performance   
3.9 Optical and Solid State Storage Devices   

3.9.1 Compact Disk (CD)   
3.9.2 CD-ROM   
3.9.3 Compact Disk-Recordable (CD-R)   
3.9.4 The CD-Rewritable (CD-RW)   

3.10 Current Trends in Memory    
3.11 Summary   
3.12 Key Terms    
3.13 Questions   
3.14 Further Reading  

 

3. 0  INTRODUCTION  
 
In this unit, you will learn about the basic concept of computer memory and its significance. It is not enough to 

just know how data is processed in a computer system. Even before data can be processed, the system needs 

the data to be available to it at all times. In this unit, we will discuss how data is stored in a computer. You will 

learn about the different types of storage devices available, such as SRAM, DRAM, ROM and cache memory. 

Further, the unit will explain certain types of magnetic storage devices, such as magnetic tapes and magnetic 

disks; as well as disk devices like floppy disks and hard disks. You will also learn how data is organized on a 

magnetic disk. 
 

 
Finally, in this unit, you will learn about optical and solid storage devices. The Compact 

Disk (CD) was invented by James Russell. A CD is a small, portable and easy to use device 
made of molded polymer. It is used record, store, play back audio, video, text, graphics, etc. in a 
digital form. You will also learn about devices like zip drives, USBs, iPAD, set-top-box, etc. 

 

3.1  UNIT  OBJECTIVES 
 
After going through this unit, you will be able to:  

�  Explain the significance of memory hierarchy  
 

�  Identify the several types of storage devices  
 

�  Explain the significance of magnetic storage devices  
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�  Describe the organization of data on a magnetic disk  
 

�  Discuss the various types of disk devices  
 

�  Understand the use of tape drives  
 

�  Measure the performance of drives  
 

�  Explain various optical and solid storage devices  

 

3. 2  COMPUTER  MEMORY  
 
An electronic circuitry that allows data to be stored and retrieved when required is known as 
memory. The memory unit is known as the main memory. It directly interacts with the CPU. 
Storage devices are called auxiliary memory and these devices provide backup storage. 
 

The memory is an integral part of any computer system. It is a storage device. It stores sets 
of instructions, i.e., programs, data and the intermediate results of computations. It is classified 
into two categories called main (or primary) memory and auxiliary (or secondary) memory. As 
already explained, the memory unit is known as the main or primary memory. 
 

The computer memory is classified according to the following key characteristics: 
 

(i) Location  
 

�  CPU  
 

�  Internal memory (main memory)  
 

�  External memory (secondary memory)  
 

(ii) Access Method  
 

�  Sequential access  
 

�  Direct access  
 

�  Random access  
 

(iii) Performance  
 

�  Access time  
 

�  Cycle time  
 

• Transfer rate  
(iv) Physical Type  

 
�  Semiconductor  

 

�  Magnetic surface  
 

(v) Physical Characteristics   
�  Volatile/non-volatile  

 

�  Erasable/non-erasable  
 

(vi) Capacity  
 

�  Internal  
 

�  External  
 

�  Addressable unit  
 

(vii) Unit of transfer  
 

�  Word  
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�  Block  
 

3.2.1 Memory Hierarchy  
 
Memory hierarchy consists of the total memory system of any computer. Memory components 
range from the higher capacity, slow auxiliary memory to a relatively fast main memory and to 
cache memory that can be accessed by the high speed processing logic. 
 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the memory hierarchy. Memory hierarchy starts with a small, expensive 
and relatively fast unit called the cache, followed by a larger, less expensive and relatively slow main 
memory unit. Cache and main memory are built using solid state semiconductor material, 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) transistors. The solid state memory is 
followed by larger, less expensive and far slower magnetic memories that consist of the (hard) disk 
and the tape. The objective behind designing a memory hierarchy is to have a memory system that 
performs as if it consists entirely of the fastest unit and whose cost is determined by the cost of the 
slowest unit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.1  Structure of Memory Hierarchy 

 
Table 3.1 summarizes the access type, capacity, latency and bandwidth of registers and different types 

of memory. The term random access refers to the fact that any access to any memory location takes the same 

fixed amount of time regardless of the actual memory location and the sequence of accesses that take place. 

For example, if a write operation to memory location 100 takes 15 ns and if this read is followed by a write 

operation to memory location 3000, then the write operation will take 15 ns. This is to be compared to 

sequential access in which if access to location 100 takes 15 ns and if a consecutive access to location 101 

takes 20 ns, then it is expected that an access to location 300 may take 1000 ns. This is because the memory 

has to cycle through locations 100 to 300 with each location requiring 5ns. 
 

Table 3.1  Access Type, Capacity, Latency and Bandwidth for Registers and Memory 
 

Registers and Access Type Capacity Latency Bandwidth 
Memory     

     

CPU Register Random 64-1024 Bytes 1-10ns System 
    Clock Rate 
     

Cache Memory Random 8-512 KB 15-20ns 10-20 MB/s 
     

Main Memory Random 16-512 MB 30-50ns 1-2 MB/s 
     

Disk Memory Direct 1-20 GB 10-30ns 1-2 MB/s 
     

Tape Memory Sequential 1-20 GB 30-10000ns 1-2 MB/s 
     

 
The efficiency of a memory hierarchy depends on the principle of moving information into the fast 

memory and accessing it many times before replacing it with new information. This principle is useful 

due to a well known phenomenon known as the ‘locality of reference’, i.e., within a given period of time 
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programs tend to reference relatively confined area of memory repeatedly. The two forms of locality are 

known as spatial locality and temporal locality. Spatial locality refers to the phenomenon that when a 

given address has been referenced, it is most likely that addresses near it will be referenced within a short 

period of time, for example consecutive instruction in a straight line program. Temporal locality, on the 

other hand, refers to the phenomenon that once a particular memory item has been referenced, it is most 

likely that it will be referenced again within a short period of time, for example an instruction in a 

program loop. The sequence of events that takes place when the processor makes a request for an item is 

as follows: 
 

�  First, the item is processed in the first memory level of the memory hierarchy. The 
probability of finding the requested item in the first level is called the hit ratio and 

generally represented as h1.  
 

�  Second, the probability of not finding (missing) the requested item in the first level of the memory 

hierarchy is called the miss ratio and represented as 1–h1.  
 

At the top of this hierarchy is a CPU register which is accessed at full CPU speed. This provides 

local memory to the CPU. Next comes cache memory which is currently in the range of 32 KB to few 

MB. Next is the main memory with sizes currently ranging from 16 MB for entry level systems to few 

gigabytes at the higher end. Next come the magnetic disks, and finally we have magnetic and optical 

tapes. The memory, as we move down the hierarchy, mainly depends on the following three key 

parameters: 
 

�  Access time  
 

�  Storage capacity  
 

�  Cost  
 
Access Time 
 
CPU registers are the CPU’s local memory and are accessed in nanoseconds. The access time of 
the cache memory is a multiple of that of CPU registers. The main memory’s access time is 
typically a few tens of nanoseconds. 
 

Then there is a big gap as the disk access time is atleast 10 msec, and tapes and optical 
disks’ access time may be measured in seconds if the media is to be fetched and inserted into a 
drive. 
 
Storage  Capacity 
 
The storage capacity increases as we go down the hierarchy. CPU registers are good for 128 bytes. 
Cache memories are a few MB. The main memory is about 10 to 1000 MB. Magnetic disk capacities 
range from a few GB to tens of GB. The capacity of tapes and optical disks is limited as they are 

usually kept offline. 
 

Another way of viewing the memory hierarchy in computer system is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

The main memory is at the centre as it can communicate directly with the CPU and through the I/O 

processor with the auxiliary devices. The cache memory is located between the main memory and the 

CPU. Figure 3.2 also illustrates an interconnection between CPU and I/O processor. 
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Fig. 1.23  Memory Hierarchy System 

 
Cost 
 
The cache usually stores the program segments currently being executed in the CPU and temporary data 
frequently asked by the CPU in the current calculations. The I/processor manages data transfer between 
the auxiliary memory and the main memory. The auxiliary memory usually has a large storing capacity 
but low access rate as compared to the main memory and, hence, is relatively inexpensive. The cache is 
very small but has a very high access speed and is relatively expensive. 
 

The main objective of using a memory hierarchy is two fold; first, to achieve the highest 
possible average speed and, second, to bring down the total cost of the memory system. 

 

3.3  TYPES  OF  STORAGE  DEVICES 

 
The most common properties used for characterizing and evaluating the storage unit of the 
computer system are expressed below: 
 

1. Storage Capacity: Represents the size of the memory. It is the amount of data that can be 
stored in the storage unit. Primary storage units have less storage capacity as compared to 
secondary storage units. The capacity of internal memory and main memory can be 
expressed in terms of the number of words or bytes.The capacity of external or secondary 
storage, on the other hand, is measured in terms of bytes.  

 
2. Storage Cost: Cost is another key factor that is of prime concern in a memory system . It 

is usually expressed per bit. It is obvious that lower costs are desirable. It is worth noting 
that with the increase in the access time for memories , the cost decreases.  

 
3. Access Time: The time required to locate and retrieve the data from the storage unit. It is 

dependant on the physical characteristics and access mode used for that device.  
 

Primary storage units have faster access time as compared to secondary storage units.  
 

4. Access Mode: Memory comprises various locations. Access mode is the mode in which 
information is accessed from the memory. The user can access memory devices in any of 
the following ways:  

 
(a) Random Access Memory (RAM): This refers to the mode in which any memory location 

can be accessed in any order in the same amount of time. Ferrite and semiconductor 
memories, which usually constitute the primary storage or main memory are of this 
nature.  

 
(b) Sequential Access: Memories that can be accessed only in a pre-defined sequence are sequential 
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access memories. Here, since sequencing through other locations precedes the arrival at a desired 

location, the access time varies according to the location. Information on a sequential device can 

be retrieved in the same sequence in which it was stored. Songs stored on a cassette, that can be 

accessed only one by one, are an example of sequential access. Typically, magnetic tapes are 

sequential access memory.  

(c) Direct Access: Sometimes, the information is neither accessed randomly nor in 
sequence but something in between. In this type of access, a separate read/write head 
exists for each track, and on a track , you can access the information serially. This 
semi-random mode of access exists in magnetic disks.  

 
5. Permanence of Storage: If the storage unit can retain the data even after the power is turned 

off or interrupted, it is termed as non-volatile storage. And, if the data is lost once the power is 

turned off or interrupted, it is called volatile storage. It is obvious from these properties that the 

primary storage units of the computer systems are volatile, while the secondary storage units 

are non-volatile. A non-volatile storage is definitely more desirable and feasible for storage of 

large volumes of data.  
 
Static and Dynamic RAM 
 
The main memory is the central storage unit in a computer system. It is a relatively large and fast 

memory. It is used to store programs and data during computer operations. The principal technology used 

for the main memory is based on semiconductor-integrated circuits. There are two possible modes in 

which the integrated circuit RAM chips are available. These modes are: static and dynamic. 
 

The Static RAM (SRAM) stores binary information using clocked sequential circuits. The stored 

information remains valid only as long as power is applied to the unit. On the other hand, Dynamic RAM 

(DRAM) stores binary information in the form of electric charges that are applied to capacitors inside the 

chip. The stored charge on the capacitors tends to discharge with time and so must be periodically 

recharged by refreshing the dynamic memory. The dynamic RAM offers larger storage capacity and 

reduced power consumption. Therefore, large memories use dynamic RAM, while static RAM is mainly 

used for specialized applications. 
 

The different types of memory discussed above are both of the read/write type. What about a 

memory where only one of the operations is possible, e.g., if we allow only reading from the memory 

(cannot change the information in the memory)? The memory might have some major importance; like an 

important bit of the computer’s operating system which normally does not change can be stored in this 

kind of memory. Such a memory is called ROM (Read Only Memory). 
 
Read Only Memory (ROM) 
 
Most of the memory in a general-purpose computer is made of RAM integrated circuit chips, but a portion of 

the memory may be constructed using ROM chips. Originally, RAM was used to refer to random-access 

memory, but now we use the term read/ write memory to distinguish it from read-only memory (since, ROM is 

also random access). RAM is used for storing the bulk of the programs and data that are subject to change, 

while ROM is used to store programs that are permanently resident in the computer and do not change once the 

production of the computer is completed. 

Among other things, the ROM portion of the main memory is used for storing an initial 
program called the bootstrap loader, whose function is to get the computer software operating 
when power is turned on. Since, RAM is volatile, its contents are destroyed when power is 
turned off. The contents of ROM remain unchanged even after the power is turned off and on 
again. 
 

Read only memories can be manufacturer-programmed or user-programmed. When the data is 
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burnt into the circuitry of the computer by the manufacturer, it is called manufacturer-programmed 

ROM. For example, a personal computer manufacturer may store the boot program permanently in 

the ROM chip of the computers manufactured by it. Such chips are supplied by the manufacturer and 

are not modifiable by users. This is an inflexible process and requires mass production. Thus, a new 

kind of ROM , known as Programmable Read-only Memory (PROM), was designed. This is also 

non-volatile in nature. It can be written only once using some special equipment. The supplier or the 

customer can electrically perform the writing process in PROM. 
 

In both ROM and PROM, you can perform write operations only once and you cannot change 

whatever you have written. But what about the cases where you mostly read but also write a few times? 

Another type of memory chip called EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) was 

developed to take care of such situations. EPROMs are typically used by R&D personnel who experiment 

by changing micro-programs on the computer system to test their efficiency. 
 

Further, EPROM chips are of two types: EEPROMs (Electrically EPROM) in which high 
voltage electric pulses are used to erase stored information and UVEPROM (Ultra Violet 
EPROM) in which stored information is erased by exposing the chip for a while to ultraviolet 
light. 
 

Figure 3.3 summarizes the various types of Random Access Memories. 
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  Fig. 3.3  Types of Random Access Memories  
 

 
 
Cache Memory 
 
Cache memories are small, fast memories placed between the CPU and the main memory. They are faster 

than the main memory with access times closer to the speed of the CPU. Caches are fast, but very 

expensive. So, they are used only in small quantities. As an example, caches of size 64K, 128K are 

normally used in PC-386 and PC-486, which can have 1 to 8 MB of RAM or even more. Cache memories 

provide fast speed memory retrieval without compromising the size of the memory. 
 

If the memory is so small, would it be advantageous to increase the overall speed of 
memory? This can be answered with the help of a phenomenon known as locality of reference. 
Let us examine what this means. 
 

Locality of Reference: If we analyse a large number of typical programs,we would find that memory 

references at any given interval of time tend to be confined to a few localized areas in the memory. This 
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phenomenon is called the property of locality of reference. This is true because most of the programs typically 

contain iterative loops (like ‘for’ or ‘while’ loops). During the execution of such programs, the same set of 

instructions (within the loop) are executed many times. The CPU repeatedly refers to the set of instructions in 

the memory that constitute the loop. Every time a specific subroutine is called, its set of instructions is fetched 

from the memory. Thus loops and subroutines tend to localize the references to memory for fetching 

instructions. 
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Fig. 3.4  Functioning of the Cache Memory 

 
Figure 3.4 explains the functioning of the cache memory. 

 
Based on the locality of reference, we understand that the cache has a copy of certain portions 

of main memory. First, the memory read or write operation is checked with the cache, and in case of 

availability of desired data in the cache, it is used directly by the CPU. Otherwise, a block of words is 

read from main memory to cache and the word is then used by the CPU from cache. 
 
Secondary Storage Devices 
 
As discussed earlier, RAM is a volatile memory with limited storage capacity. The cost of RAM is also 

relatively higher as compared to secondary memory. Logic dictated that a relatively cheaper media, showing 

some sort of permanence of storage, be used. As a result, additional memory called external or 

auxiliary memory or secondary storage is used in most computers. 
 

The magnetic medium was found to be long lasting and fairly inexpensive, and, therefore, became an 

ideal choice for large storage requirements. The use of magnetic tapes and disks as storage media is very 

common. As optical technology is advancing, optical disks are turning out to be one of the major secondary 

storage devices. 

 

3.4  MAGNETIC  STORAGE  DEVICES 

 
Magnetic tapes are used for storing files of data that are sequentially accessed or not used very 
often and are stored off line. They are typically used as backup storage for archiving of data. 
 

In case of magnetic tapes, a tape (plastic ribbon usually 1/2 inch or 1/4 inch wide and 50 to 
2400 feet long) is wound on a spool and its other end is threaded manually on a take-up spool. 
The Beginning Of Tape (BOT) is indicated by a metal foil called a marker. When a write 
command is given, a block of data (records are usually grouped in blocks of two or more) is 
written on the tape. The next block is then written after a gap (called Inter Block Gap or IBG). A 
series of blocks are written in this manner. The End Of Tape (EOT) is indicated by an end-of-
tape marker which is a metal foil stuck in the tape. After the data is written, the tape is rewound 
and kept ready for reading. 
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The tape is read sequentially, i.e., data can be read in the order in which the data has been 

written. This implies that if the desired record is at the end of the tape, all the earlier records have to 

be read before it is reached. A typical example of a tape can be seen in a music cassette, where, to 

listen to the fifth song one must listen to, or traverse, the earlier four songs. The access time of 

information stored on tape is therefore very high as compared to that stored on a disk. 
 

The storage capacity of the tape depends on its data recording density and the length of the 
tape. The data recording density is the amount of data that can be stored or the number of bytes 
that can be stored per linear inch of tape. The data recording density is measured in BPI (Bytes 
Per Inch). 
 

Thus, 
 

Storage capacity of a tape = Data recording density × Length of tape 
 

It is worth noting that the actual storage capacity for storing user data, is much less owing 
to the file header labels, file trailer labels, BOT and EOT markers, and the use of IBGs. 
 

Some commonly used magnetic tapes are: 
 

�  1/2 inch tape reel.  
 

�  1/2 inch tape cartridge.  
 

�  1/4 inch streamer tape.  
 

• 4 mm DAT (Digital Audio Tape) – typical capacity of 4GB to 14 GB.  
 
Magnetic  Disks 
 
Magnetic disks are direct-access medium, and so are the most popular online secondary storage 
devices. Direct-access devices are also called random-access devices because information is 
literally available at random or in any order. There is direct access to any location on the device. 
Thus, approximately equal access time is required for each location. An example of this is a 
music CD where if you wish to listen to the fifth song, you can directly select the fifth track 
without having to fast forward the previous four. 
 

A magnetic disk refers to a circular plate made of metal or plastic and coated with 
magnetized material. Often both sides of the disk are used. Data is recorded on the disk in the 
form of magnetized and non-magnetized spots (not visible to the naked eye) representing 1s and 
0s. 
 
 
3. 5 ORGANIZATION OF DATA ON A MAGNETIC 

DISK  
 
Data is stored in concentric rings or tracks. Inter-track gaps are used to separate the adjacent 
tracks so that the interference of magnetic fields is minimized.Tracks are commonly divided into 
sections called sectors. In most systems, the minimum quantity of information that can be 
transferred is a sector. Usually 8 or more sectors per track are found. 
 

A track in a given sector near the circumference is longer than the track near the centre of 
the disk. If bits are recorded with equal density, some tracks would contain more bits than other 
tracks. To ensure that each sector can store equal amounts of data, some disks use variable 
recording density with higher density on tracks near the centre than on tracks near the 
circumference. 
 

Multiple disks are usually stacked and used together to create disk storage systems having large 
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capacities. In this case, multiple disks are fixed on a central shaft, one below the other, to form a disk pack. 

This is then mounted on a disk drive that has a motor to rotate this disk pack about its axis. The disk drive also 

has an access arm assembly with a separate read/write head for each surface of the disk pack. The access arms 

for all the disks surfaces move together. A disk system, is thus addressed by the disk number, the disk surface, 

the sector number and the track within the sector. 
 

Usually, the upper surface of the topmost disk and the lower surface of the bottom-most 
disk are not used since these are prone to getting scratched easily. For faster access of data from 
disk packs, a concept called cylinders is used. A set of corresponding tracks on all recording 
surfaces of the disk pack together form a cylinder. Thus, if there are 100 tracks on each disk 
surface, there are 100 cylinders in the disk pack. 
 

Cylinder-based organization provides for faster data access. The related records of the file can be stored 

on the same cylinder (on multiple disks of a disk pack) and subsequently with one movement of the access 

arm, all records on, say, cylinder 5 (fifth track of every recording surface) can be simultaneously 

read. The storage capacity of a disk system can be determined as follows: 
 

Storage capacity = Number of recording surfaces × Number of tracks per surface × 
Number of sectors per track × Number of bytes per sector 

 
Example: If a disk pack consists of 4 plates each having 2655 tracks having 125 sectors per 

track. Also, each sector can store 512 bytes, then, 
 

Storage capacity = 6 × 2655 × 125 × 512 = 1,01,95,20,000 bytes = 1 × 109 bytes 
approximately, or 1 GB or 1 Gigabyte 
 
Note: We have 6 recording surfaces since there are 4 disk plates. 
 

Access Time on Disks: As detailed earlier, the disk address is specified in terms of the surface 

number, track or cylinder number and the sector number. The read/write heads need to be first 

positioned on the track on which the data are to be recorded or from which data needs to be read. 

Information is always written from the beginning of a sector and can be read only from the beginning 

of the desired track. Thus, the disk access time depends on the following factors: 
 

�  Seek Time: The time taken for positioning the head on a specific track. The seek time 
would vary depending on the position of the access arms at the time the read/write 
command was received, i.e., if the access arm was positioned on the outermost track 
and the current read operation required it to be positioned on the fifth track, then the 
time taken to position the access arm on track 5 is the seek time. It is obvious from this 
example that moving from the outermost to the innermost track or vice versa would 
result in the maximum seek time. The average seek time in most systems is 10–100 
milliseconds.  

 

�  Latency Time: The time required by the desired sector to be positioned under the read/write 

head, i.e. the time required to spin the desired sector under the head is called latency. 

Latency is also known as rotational delay and varies depending on the distance of the 

desired sector from the initial position of the head on the specified track. The rotational 

speed of a disk is measured in rotations per minute (rpm) and can be anywhere between 300 

to 7,200 rpm. On an average, latency equals half the time required for a rotation by the disk.  
 

Besides these two times, the time taken to read a block of words (transfer rate) can also be taken into 

consideration. But this is usually very small as compared to seek and latency times, and disk access time is 

generally considered to be a sum of seek time and latency times. Further, since access times to disk are large, a 

sizeable portion of the data is read in a single go. This is the reason why disks are referenced in blocks. 
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3.6  DISK  DEVICES 

 
A disk drive is a peripheral device used to store and collect information. It can be removable or 
fixed, high capacity or low capacity, fast or slow speed, and magnetic or optical. 
 

Structurally, a drive is the object inside which a disk(s) is either permanently or 
temporarily stored. While a disk contains the media on which the data is stored, a drive contains 
the machinery and circuitry required for implementing the read / write operations on the disk. 
 

The disk looks literally like a flat circular disk. The computer writes information onto the disk, where it 

is stored in the same form as it is stored on a cassette tape. Disks, as such, are just magnetically coated rolls or 

circular disks which are divided into sectors and tracks. The data is accordingly stored and numbered with 

respect to the track and sector number on the disk. Only the structure of the media is different from one to 

another. Examples of removable disk drives are DVD, CD-ROM, floppy disk drive, etc. The examples of non-

removable disk drives include hard disk. 
 

The method of accessing data could be sequential access (magnetic tape drives) or random 
access (HDD, DVD), where the read/write head can directly go to any location on the disk and 
perform action. 
 
3.6.1  Diskettes 
 
Based on the size and packaging of the disks, they can be classified into two types – floppy disks and 

hard disks. Further, disks that are permanently attached to the unit assembly and cannot be removed 
by the occasional user are called hard disks. A drive using removable disks is called a floppy disk 
drive. 
 
Floppy Disks 
 
The disks used with a floppy disk drive are small removable disks made of plastic, and coated 
with magnetic recording material. There are two sizes commonly used, with diameters of 5.25 
and 3.5 inches. 
 

�  The 5.25 inch disk is a 5.25 inch diameter floppy disk. Earlier, such disks recorded data 
only on one side and were called Single Sided (SS) disks. Today both the surfaces are used 
for recording and are called Double Sided (DS) disks. These are available in two capacities 
– Double Density (DD), and High Density (HD), where density refers to the number of bits 
that can be stored per square inch area.  

 

• The 3.5 inch floppy disk is a disk of 3½ inch diameter. These record data on both sides and are 

therefore double sided disks. These disks come in three different capacities – double density, high 

density and very high density. These are smaller and can store more data than can the 5.25 inch 

disks. The storage capacity for any disk can be calculated as: 
 

Storage capacity = Number of recording surfaces × Number of tracks per surface × 
Number of sectors per track × Number of bytes per sector 

 
Thus, for a 3.5 inch high density disk which has 80 tracks, 18 sectors/ track, and 512 

bytes/sector, the disk storage capacity can be calculated as follows: 
 

2 × 80 × 18 × 512 = 14,74,560 bytes or 1.4 MB (approximately) 
 

Table 3.2 provides the necessary details and associated storage capacities of various kinds 
of floppy disks. 
 

Floppy disks were extensively used in personal computers as a medium for distributing 
software to computer users. Nowadays, CDs or DVDs are used for that purpose. 
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 Table 3.2 Storage Capacities of Floppy Disks 

 

      
 

Size No. of 
No. of No. of No. of 

Storage Capacity  

(diameter Recording Sectors/ Bytes/  

Tracks (approx)  

in inches) Surfaces Tracks Sector  

  
 

5.25 2 40 9 512 3,68,640 bytes or 
 

360kB  

     
 

      
 

5.25 2 80 15 512 12,28,800 bytes 
 

or 1.2 MB  

     
 

      
 

3.5 2 40 18 512 7,37,280 bytes or 
 

720 kB  

     
 

      
 

3.5 2 80 18 512 14,74,560 bytes 
 

or 1.4 MB  

     
 

      
 

3.5 2 80 36 512 29,49,120 or 
 

2.8 MB  

     
 

      
 

 
3.6.2 Hard Disks 
 
Unlike floppy disks, hard disks are made up of rigid metal. The sizes for the disk platters range 
between 1 to 14 inches in diameter. Depending on the way they are packaged, hard disks can be 
categorised as disk packs or Winchester disks. 
 

• Disk Packs consist of two or more hard disks mounted on a single central shaft. Because of this, all 

disks in a disk pack rotate at the same speed. It consists of separate read/write heads for each surface 

(excluding the upper surface of the topmost disk platter and the lower surface of the bottommost disk 

platter, as mentioned earlier). Disk packs are removable in the sense that they can be removed and kept 

offline when not in use (typically stored away in plastic cases). They have to be mounted on the disk 

drive before they can be used. Thus different disk packs can be mounted on the same disk drive at 

different instances, thereby providing virtually unlimited (modular) storage capacity.  

�  Winchester Disks also consist of two or more hard disk platters mounted on a single central shaft 

but are of the fixed type. The disk platters are sealed in a contamination-free container. Due to this 

fact, all the disk platters, including the upper surface of the topmost disk platter and the lower 

surface of the bottommost platter, are used for storing data. So, even though Winchester disks have 

limited storage capacity as opposed to disk packs, they can store larger amounts of data as 

compared to the same number of disk platters.  
 

Another kind of disk called the zip disk is very common today. This consists of a single hard disk 

platter encased in a plastic cartridge. Such a disk typically has a capacity of about 100 MB. The zip drive 

can further be fixed or portable. The fixed zip drive is permanently connected to the computer system 

while the portable ones can be carried around and connected to any computer system for the duration of 

its use. In both cases, however, the zip cartridge (the actual storage medium) is portable just like a floppy, 

albeit with a nearly 100 times larger storage capacity. 

 

3.7  TAPE  DRIVES 

 
A tape drive is a data storage device that reads and writes data on a magnetic tape. Magnetic tape data 

storage is typically used for offline, archival data storage. A tape drive provides sequential access storage, 

unlike a disk drive, which provides random access storage. A tape drive physically winds tape between 

reels to read any one particular piece of data. As a result, tape drives have very slow average seek times. 

For sequential access once the tape is positioned, however, tape drives can stream data very fast. 
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Typically, it is a device, like a tape recorder, that reads data from and writes it onto a tape. Tape drives 

can range in capacity from a few megabytes to hundreds of gigabytes of uncompressed data. 
 

Tape drives can be connected to a computer with SCSI (most common), Fibre Channel, SATA, 

USB, FireWire or other interfaces. Tape drives are used with autoloaders and tape libraries which 

automatically load, unload and store multiple tapes, increasing the volume of data which can be 

stored without manual intervention. Computer Output Microfilm or COM is a process for copying 

and printing data onto microfilm from electronic media found on personal, mini or mainframe 

computers. Characteristically, COM is a unique tape drive that is mostly used by organizations to 

store payroll, accounting, insurance, inventory or employee data. COM provides a sophisticated 

electronic records management tool that ensures proper retention of archival records, by decreasing 

any unauthorized destruction of records and increasing public access. 
 
Computer Output Microfilm (COM) 
 
COM refers to a process characterized by copying/printing data from media located on personal 

computers, mini or mainframe computers onto a microfilm. It comprises a high-speed recorder, which 

transfers digital data onto a microfilm applying laser technology, and a processor which develops the 

microfilm once exposed to the light source. 
 

A computer output microfilm device translates information normally held on magnetic tape 

into miniature images on a microfilm (also called microfiche–‘fiche’ pronounced as ‘fish’). The 

device displays information as characters on a CRT screen and then using photographic methods, 

records the display onto the film. Drawings and images can also be displayed along with narrative 

text. 
 

A special reader/printer can be subsequently used to view the processed film. The reader 

operates on a ‘back projection’ principle displaying one frame at a time on a translucent screen, 
typically about A4 size. The printer can then be used selectively to produce a hard copy of what is 

presented on screen. 

 

3.8  MEASURING  DRIVE  PERFORMANCE 

 
The performance of a disk is measured in terms of how fast it can read or write data. Over the 
years there have been changes in disk drive interface, rotation speeds, number of heads and 
cylinders and storage format, all of which have led to a decrease in data access time. 
 

The various types of disks currently available in the market are: 
 

1. IDE – Integrated Drive Electronics.  
 

2. EIDE – Enhanced Integrated Drive Electronics.  
 

3. SCSI – Small Computer System Interface.  
 

4. SATA I & II – Serial Advanced Technology Attachment.  
 

There are two standard methods for accessing and writing data on a disk – sequential 
access and random access. 
 

Sequential Access is when you read or write to the disk blocks in sequential or continuous order, that is, 

one block after another. Examples of where Sequential Access is used in computing or data storage would be 

the backing up of data onto tape drives or the process of writing data onto CDs and DVDs. Any storage 

medium based on magnetic tape, VHS, audio cassette etc., are read and written by Sequential Access. 
 

Random Access, as the name suggests, is performed when the hard drive head needs to 

read/write data from/at various locations on the disk. In this case, the disk heads move rapidly from 
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one place to another and the seek time to access data is increased because it involves mechanical 

operations. Most of the disk operations performed during routine computer work are random access. 

This is also the reason why random access time is more important while measuring disk performance 

than sequential access time. While data is written onto optical media sequentially, data on CDs and 

DVDs can be read randomly. 
 

For Random Access, the average seek time and average latency time are added to come up with the 
total time it takes for the disk to read and write data on it. 

 
The average seek time is the time it takes to move the head arm from one position to another, and 
average latency time is the time it takes for the required data block to come under the head for 
the read/write operations. The average latency time depends on the Rotations Per Minute (RPM) 
of the disk, which is the speed at which the magnetic or optical disk rotates. 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

1. How is the storage unit of a computer system evaluated?  
 

2. Why was the concept of auxiliary memory introduced?  
 

3. What are floppy disk drives?  
 

4. What do you mean by COM?  
 

5. On what factors does average latency time depends?  

 

3. 9  OPTICAL AND  SOLID  STATE  STORAGE  DEVICES  
 
The following sub-sections discuss about optical and solid state storage devices: 
 
3.9.1 Compact Disk (CD) 
 
The Compact Disk (CD) was invented by James Russell. A CD is a small, portable and easy to 
use device made of molded polymer. It is used record, store, play back audio, video, text, 
graphics, etc. in a digital form. It comes in the shape of circle. No other shape for CD is available 
in the market. The main feature of CD is that it is portable and hence it can be used in any type 
of portable and CD player devices. The other types of CD are popularly used as CD-ROM, CD-I, 
CD-RW, CD-RW XA, photo CD, video CD etc. 
 

CD is an optical storage medium that reads the recorded data by the arrangement of optical beams. 

For example, the process of storing audio data (having large amount of data) in digital formats is known 

as audio encoding because one second of audio information can store one million bits of data. Therefore, 

CD is quite capable to store one millions of data and it takes area as tiny as pinhead. A CD is 4.75" 

diameter and made up of polycarbonate plastic disc. It can contain approximately 74 minutes of audio 

information. The information is encoded into the CD in terms of lands and pits and is represented by 

binary highs and lows that are read as laser ‘reads’. The future of this disk is that it would be common 

medium of exchanging the data for audio, video and other applications. 
 
Compact Disk Interactive (CD-I) 
 
CD-I represents the name of interactive multimedia CD player, which is developed by Royal Philips 

Electronics (RPE) N.V. It is mainly useful for creating movies, game videos. A CD-I movie disk is 

also known as video CD holds approximately 70 minutes Video Home System (VHS) quality video. 

In 1990, Sony company launched a portable CD-I device with the 4" LCD monitor. 
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3.9.2 CD-ROM 
 
This is an optical medium of data storage. The current maximum capacity of a CD-ROM is 900MB with a 

maximum read/write access speed of 52X, (which means 10,350 Rotations Per Minute (RPM) and 

transfer rate of 7.62 Megabits per second (Mbps). The data is written with the help of a red infrared laser 

beam from an optical lens and the same laser of lower intensity is used to read data from the CD-ROM. 
 
3.9.3 Compact Disk-Recordable (CD-R) 
 
Write Once Read Many (WORM) storage has been working around since 1980s and is considered as 

a type of optical drive that can be written to and read from. When data is written to a WORM drive, 

physical marks are made on the media surface by a low-powered laser and since, these marks are 

permanent. They can not be erased, hence write once. The CD-R media manufacturers use media 

longevity to define tests and mathematical modeling techniques. The colour of the CD-R disc is 

related to the colour of the specific dye that was used in the recording layer. This base dye colour is 

modified when the reflective coating is recognized by either will be in gold colour or silver colour. 
 

The CD-R has a spiral track, which is preformed during manufacture, onto which data is written 

during the recording process. This ensures that the recorder follows the same spiral pattern as a 

conventional CD. It has also the same width of 0.6 microns and pitch of 1.6 microns as a conventional 

disc. Discs are written from the inside of the disc outward. The spiral track makes 22,188 revolutions 

around the CD, with roughly 600 track revolutions per millimetre. CD-R writes data to a disc by using its 

laser to physically burn pits into the organic dye. The CD-R is not strictly WORM. By mid-1998, drives 

were capable of writing at quad-speed and reading at twelve-speed, which is denoted as 4X/12X and were 

bundled with much improved CD mastering software. The CD-R format has not been free of 

compatibility issues. The surface of a CD-R is made to exactly match the 780nm laser of an ordinary CD-

ROM drive. However, CD-R’s real disadvantage is that the writing process is permanent. The media can 

not be erased and written to again in CD-R. 
 
3.9.4 The CD-Rewritable (CD-RW) 
 
CD-RW disk looks like CD-ROM and hence distinguishable from CD-R discs by their metallic gray 

color. It acts as CD-ROM in the time of reading data. It also allows data recording for thousands of times. 

Recording on a CD-RW is accomplished by local melting the recording material, which is then being 

cooled quickly enough to quench in its amorphous phase. The cooling rate is apparently a strong function 

of thermal properties of the layer and surrounding layers, in particularly and the thermal diffusivity is 

calculated by the following Equation 3.1: 
 
 

α = k 
 

    

Thermal diffusivity, (3.1) 

 
 

  
ρcp 

 

 
Where, 

 
�  k = The thermal conductivity (W/(m·K)).  

�  ρ  = The density (kg/m³).  
 

�  cp   = The specific heat capacity (J/(kg·K)).  
 

�  ρcp = The volumetric heat capacity (J/(m³·K)).  
 

In heat transfer analysis, thermal diffusivity is usually denoted by α. It is the thermal 
conductivity divided by density and specific heat capacity at constant pressure and has the SI 
unit of m²/s. 
 

A process of annealing is used, when material is heated slightly below its melting temperature. 
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Fast data erasure could be achieved if the annealing rate is very high and the temperature is slightly 
below its melting temperature. The following basic requirements for an effective erasable phase-

change material: 
 

�  This CD-RW has different refractive index for crystalline and amorphous phases for 
maintaining optical contrast,  

 

�  Low melting point (low laser power) and moderate thermal conductivity fast cooling and 
quenching must be with this CD-RW, and  

 

�  Rapid annealing below melting temperature single-pass erasure process is passed with CD-
RW.  

 
The structure of the CD-RW disk is similar to CD-R. It has the similar polycarbonate substrate 

layer, protective layer and reflective metal layer. It has two dielectric layers and a layer of phase-

changing metal alloy. The dielectric layers prevent overheating of the phase-changing layer during 

data recording process. The data marks called pits are formed inside the light-adsorbing phase-

changing film and have different optical properties and different light reflectance. 
 

To simplify the head positioning mechanism on a blank CD-RW, the laser beam of the servo 

mechanism can follow this groove during both data reading and writing. The CD-RW drive is different from 

the regular CD-ROM drive since its laser can operate on the different power levels. The highest level causes 

phase transitions in the recording material and is used for data recording. The medium level is used for 

annealing or erasuring. And, the lowest level of laser power is used for data reading that scans the pits and 

lands without damaging the disk surface. CD-RW uses Direct Over-Write (DOW) method when the new data 

are just written on top of the old data. The design of CD-RW itself makes them a perfect-writable storage, 

which is inexpensive and mobile. On the other hand, the distant future of CD-RW technology is not fair 

enough since new technology DVD-RAM gains momentum in the market. 

 

3.10  CURRENT  TRENDS  IN  MEMORY 

 
Various storage devices, such as input storage devices and output storage devices are used in computer 

peripherals. The input storage devices allow information on a computer to be retrieved anytime. Depending 

on the computer manufacturer, different internal storage devices are made with computers. Magnetic 

disks use a read-write head that give direct access to storage and the information can be skipped to get to 

the correct data. Redundant Array of Independent/Inexpensive Disks (RAID) uses a stripping method 

where data is stored on individual physical disks and information lost is retrieved by the individual disks. 

Magneto-optical disks use a laser beam to record information. Magnetic tape can be used on a computer 

internally or externally. Information from a magnetic tape is saved sequentially, so data is lost while the 

time of accessing certain files or records. The external storage output external hardware devices are used 

to save information from a computer. Optical disks use laser beams to record information on a CD or 

DVD. For example, Iomega zip drives compress data onto a disk. Virtual tape stores information on a 

tape cartridge. PCMCIA cards are used in digital camera or cellular phones. These cards can also be used 

to save or upload files to a computer. Songs and music files are also be stored on an iPod or MP3 music 

device. The latest storage devices, such as DVD-RW, zip disk, Blu-ray disk, HVD, USB, external HDD, 

pen drives and memory sticks, iPod, MPEG audio layer III, Set-Top-Box, etc. frequently used in 

networking era as follows: 
 
Digital  Versatile  Disc-Rewriteable  (DVD-RW) 
 
DVD-RW is like a DVD-R but can be erased and written to again. It can be erased so that new data can 

be added. DVD-RWs can hold 4.7GB of data and do not come in double-layered or double-sided versions 

like DVD-R does. Because of their large capacity and ability to be used multiple times, DVD-RW discs 
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are a great solution for frequent backups. To record data onto a DVD-RW disc, you will need a DVD 

burner that supports the DVD-RW format. DVD-RW disc brings increased functionality to the DVD-R 

format. These discs are rewritable up to 1,000 times. With this built-in versatility, you can store a 

combination of both digital video and digital audio files on the same disc. Some of the examples of 

rewritable media are 17344 DVD-RW 4×1pk w/Standard Jewel Cases, 17345 DVD-RW 4x5pk 

w/Standard Jewel Cases and 17346 DVD-RW 4x25pk Spindle. The features of DVD-RW are as follows: 
 

�  It has 4.7GB capacity that is equal to 2 hours of video.  
 

�  It has high-storage density, which is compatible with existing DVD video players and 
DVD-ROM drives.  

 

�  It holds seven times more data than a full size CD-R.  
 

�  It has outstanding picture quality and long archival life.  
 

�  It is capable in 2x and 4x recording speeds.  
 

�  It transfers data easily and useful for video recording or authoring.  
 

DVD-RW and DVD+RW formats are known as re-writable formats. The sister format of 
DVD-RW is known as DVD-R, which is essentially a record-once version of DVD-RW. 
DVD+RW’s sister format is called DVD+R. DVD-RW discs can be read with virtually any PC 
DVD-ROM drive and with most of the regular, stand-alone DVD players. 
 
ZIP Drives 
 
These are similar to disk drives but with thicker magnetic disks and a larger number of heads in the drive to 

read/write. The Zip drive was introduced mainly to overcome the limitations of the floppy drive and replace it 

with a higher capacity and faster medium. They are better than floppy disks but still slow in performance and 

with a high cost-to-storage ratio. The disk size ranges from 100MB to 750MB. Zip drives were popular for 

several years until the introduction of CD-ROMs and CD-Writers, which have now come to be widely 

accepted due to their cost, convenience and speed. 
 
Blu-Ray  Disk 
 
Another high-density optical storage media format is gaining popularity these days. It is mainly used 

for high-definition video and storing data. The storage capacity of a dual layer Blue-ray disc is 50 

GB, almost equal to storing data in six double-dual layer DVD or more than 10 single-layer DVD. 

With high storage capacity, Blu-ray disks can hold and play back large quantities of high-definition 

video and audio, as well as photos, data and other digital content. 
 
Holographic  Versatile  Disk  (HVD) 
 
A high density, mostly single sided, double layered optical disc which can hold up to 15GB on a single layer 

and 30GB on a dual layer disc. The read/write speed on an HD-DVD varies between 36 Mbps and 72 Mbps. 

These were primarily designed for the storage of high-definition videos and large volumes of data. The basic 

look and feel of an HD-DVD drive and disk is the same as that of a CD-ROM and DVD except that it uses a 

laser of different wavelength and the microscopic structure of storage on a disk is different. HVD uses a 

technology called collinear technology in which two laser rays (one blue-green and one red) are collimated 

into a single beam. The role of blue-green laser is to read the data encoded in the form of laser interference 

fringes from the holographic layer on the tap, while the red laser serves the purpose of a reference beam and 

read the servo information from the aluminium laser. 
 
Universal  Serial  Bus  (USB) 
 
USB is considered as high speed serial bus. Its data transfer rate is higher than that of a serial port. It supports 

interfaces such as monitors, keyboard, mouse, speaker, microphones, scanner, printer and modems. It allows 
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interfacing several devices to a single port in a daisy-chain. USB provides power lines along with data-lines. 

USB cable contains four wires collectively. Two of them are used to supply electrical power to peripherals, 

eliminating bulky power supply. The other two wires are used to send data and commands. USB uses three 

types of data transfer and they are isochronous or real time, interrupt driver and bulk-data transfer. USB is a set 

of connectivity which is developed by Intel. It is easily connected with other peripherals to the system unit. 

The configuration process takes place after plugging in the Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE) cables to the 

socket. USB is to be considered as most successful interconnection technology in the world of system unit. It 

can easily migrate to the mobile gadgets and other consumer electronics too. It avoids special types of interface 

cards and easily movable to the laptop. In the year of 1995, the USB was released. It operates at the speed of 

480 Mbps and portable. The various types of portable devices, such as handhelds, digital cameras, mobiles are 

connected to the system unit. For example, the images and pictures, music files, multimedia files are 

transferred from digital camera to a printer with the help of USB or wireless USB. The wired technology is 

enabled to the mobile lifestyle. It connects the power telephonic conversation and videoconferencing 

technique. In USB, four-wire cable is interfaced. Two of the wires are set for differential mode. The function 

of this mode is to transit and receive the information/data. The rest two wires are set for power supply. The 

source of power comes from the host. Hub is self-powered. Two different connectors are used with USB cable 

in which one end connector is attached for upstream communication, whereas other end connector is used for 

downstream communication. The USB cable length is available as 5 meters. 
 
Features of USB 
 
The following features are provided by USB: 
 

�  Once USB is connected with the computer system, it acts as a host in temporary basis.  
 

�  The host is connected with up to 127 devices by USB hubs.  
 

�  The USB cables run at least 5 meters and are connected with hub. The devices are 
connected in that way so that 6 cables (up to 30 meters) can work with the host.  

 

�  The USB 2.0 allows the maximum data speed at the rate of 480 MB/s.  
 

�  A USB cable is connected with two wires for power supply (+5 Volts) and the twisted pair 
of wires is connected with it to carry the data.  

 

�  The system unit supplies 500 milliamps of power supply (5 Volts).  
 

�  Mouse, known as low power device, gets the power supply directly from USB. But, hubs use 
own power supply that connects to the USB devices.  

 

�  The USB devices are to be considered as hot-swappable device in which it is plugged into the bus 
and can be unplugged if you do not want to work with it.  

 

�  The USB devices maintain ‘sleep’ or ‘hibernate’ status by the host while system unit enters 
into the power-saving mode.  

 

�  The USB cables are USB port connected with because they carry data and continuous 
power supply.  

 
Printers, joysticks, mouse, scanners, flight yokes, Webcams, digital cameras, data acquisition 

devices, speakers, telephones, video phones, modems, speakers, zip drives, etc. are considered to be as 

important USB devices. The USB host controller holds own specifications. They are known as Universal 

Host Controller Interface (UHCI), Open Host Controller Interface (OHCI – used by USB 1.1), Enhanced 

Host Controller Interface (EHCI – used by used by USB 2.0). 

The USB serial bus supports four-shielded wires in which two are used for power supply and 

other two are used for data signals (differential), i.e., D+ and D-pinout. The Data+ and Data- signals 

are transmitted for twisted pair cable. The D+ and D- are operated together for line high for 3.3 volts 
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and hence not required for simplex connections. The USB 3.0 is recently installed 4.8 GB/s. 
 
Pen Drives and Memory Sticks 
 
“A flash drive is a small, portable storage device which, unlike a hard drive or optical drive, has 

no moving parts. Most connect to the PC via a built-in USB port. Storage capacity ranges from 

as small as 16MB to as much as 64GB and more .Flash drives can be written and rewritten to an 

almost unlimited number of times, much like a standard hard drive.” —pcsupport.about.com 
 

A USB pen drives is normally removable and has lesser storage capacity than any other external 

storage device since it is much smaller than even a floppy disk and is more durable than other external 

storage device. It usually connects to the USB1.1 or USB2.0 ports. The common uses of Pen drive are 

described below: 
 

�  Pen drives are normally used to transport personal files, such as documents, pictures, 
video’s, music files, presentation etc.  

 

�  Secure storage of data, application and software files. With Pen drives being used in 
various secured and insecure environments, data security becomes an upmost issue. Data is 
encrypted with biometrics and encryption systems like On-The-Fly Encryption (OTFE) 
systems particularly FreeOTFE and Truecrypt are also used to encrypt large amounts of 
data. Secure USB drives are also used as hardware based encryption mechanism instead of 
software for encrypting data.  

 

�  Pen drives are used by system and network administrators, who utilize them for 
configuring software used for system maintenance, troubleshooting and for data recovery.  

 

�  Computer technicians happily use pen drives for data transfer and antivirus software to 
infected PC’s while PC maintenance. With the increasing size of the pen drives, they have 
also replaced driver and installer CD ROMS which were required after formatting of the 
PC.  

 

�  Pen drives are also used to transport and run applications that run on computer without 
installation. The U3 company works with pen drive manufacturers to develop customized 
window based applications which auto load a menu when plugged into a computer running 
Windows.  

 

�  Bootable pen drives also known as Live drives are used for booting PC’s and can be used 
at the time of system crash or virus cleaning.  

 

�  Pen drives can also be used for storing digital music files, which can be played on a 
compatible media player, home music system, car audio system or any other compatible 
device.  

 
�  Since pen drives are getting cheaper they are used for promotional and marketing purposes. At times 

they are given away for free or sold at less than manufacturing cost with company names and logos 

printed on them for promotional purposes.  
 
Memory Sticks 
 
“Memory Stick is a removable flash memory card format, launched by Sony in October 1998, and is also 

used in general to describe the whole family of Memory Sticks. In addition to the original memory stick, 

this family includes the Memory Stick PRO, a revision that allows greater maximum storage capacity and 

faster file transfer speeds; Memory Stick Duo, a small-form-factor version of the memory stick (including 

the PRO Duo); and the even smaller Memory Stick Micro (M2). In December 2006 Sony added the 

Memory Stick PRO-HG, a high speed variant of the PRO, to be used for high definition still and video 
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cameras.” – Wikipedia. 
 

Normally memory sticks are used for data storage & transportation of portable devices such a 

digital camera, PDA’s, Cell phones, Play Station Portable (PSP), which can be later accessed by a 

personal computer for retrieval and permanent storage of data. For example, with a memory stick a user 

can transfer photographs clicked on a digital camera to its computer through a memory stick reader. 
 
iPod 
 
An iPod is a portable device used for storing and playing audio files encoded by MP3 or Advance Audio 

Coding (AAC) compression algorithms. The original iPod came with a body of white Lucite and chrome in 

2001. Later, Apple released the iPod Mini, approximately one-third the size of the original iPod and encased in 

a variety of shiny metallic colors. All iPods came with distinctive white headphones. The larger iPod and the 

iPod Mini use an extremely small hard disk for storage. The Shuffle uses a flash memory. Unlike the memory 

found in computers, flash memory does not lose its contents when the power is turned off. As the prices and 

capacities of both hard disks and flash memory continue to fall, the storage capacity of all three models has 

increased over time. When connected to a Personal Computer (PC), Windows or Macintosh, the iPod 

communicates with a piece of Apple software called iTunes. The iPod and iTunes work together to 

synchronize the songs available on the iPod to those available on the PC. This happens automatically, without 

any intervention being required from the user. This is the reason why iPods grabbed the portable MP3 player 

market. In addition to playing MP3 audio files, the iPod plays AAC. AAC was developed by Dolby Labs as 

part of the MPEG-4 audio or video standard. While technically advanced as a compression algorithm, AAC’s 

principle is different from MP3 is its ability to support Digital Rights Management (DRM). DRM is a response 

to the type of song sharing first enabled by Websites like Napster. By encoding legally purchased songs with 

digital signatures, it increases the difficulty of sharing them inappropriately. Here, you get a new concept of 

digital signature. You must know what digital signature is. Digital Signature (DS) follows authentication 

mechanism. A code is attached with messages in DS. Primarily, the signature is generated by hashing the 

message and then later this message is encrypted with the sender’s private key. DS is based on public key 

encryption. A signature confirms that integrity and source of message is correct. National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) standard recognized the DSS standard that basically uses the Secure Hash Algorithm 

(SHA). Message authentication protects digital signature because in that mechanism messages are exchanged 

by the third-party. DS is analogous to manual signature. The characteristics of DS are as follows: 

�  It attaches date and time along with author of the signature.  
 

�  It authenticates the contents when signature was being completed.  
 

�  It solves the disputes using third-party.  
 

�  It ensures that message is not altered. The message can be electronic documents, such as e-
mail, text file, spreadsheet, etc.  

 
Inserting signatures immediately work with into working documents, for example autograph 

for iPhone also lets you email signatures or save them directly to your photo library for future use. 

You can change your signature color or line width using style options with the help of app and even 

include the date with the signature to save time. People using only the one computer can enable the 

auto-send feature. This will select the computer in the network used most often, eliminating the need 

to select from detected computers every time you wish to send a signature. To create and insert a 

digital signature, launch Autograph Helper on your Mac or PC, launch Autograph on iPhone or iPod 

touch and make sure the iPhone/iPod touch or computer receiving signature are on the same network. 

The iPods are designed by Apple computer and have distinctive styling and can hold anywhere from 

a few hundred to ten thousand songs. 
 

Apple has continued to develop the iPod, giving it a slimmer, sleeker exterior and also 
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expanding its capacity and capabilities. The user interface has also evolved as Apple seeks to find the 
most intuitive, user-friendly design. 
 
MPEG Audio Layer III (MP3) Music Device 
 
This storage device is especially used for storing the songs and music. If you want to jam to your favorite tunes 

while commuting to work, trekking across campus or working out, then MP3 player is essential for the user. A 

player that uses flash memory can store music on flash devices because it has distinct advantages the users can 

take it along with them when they are away from home. Many portable music players can do more than play 

music. Some players have a built-in voice recorder, Frequency Modulation (FM) recorder, etc. And some of 

the extra accessories, for example high-quality headphones, a belt clip or an armband can also be used with it. 

When you have hundreds of songs on your player, you really need an easy way to select your music by artist, 

album or genre. It is little bit critical if you want to find that one song or artist you really want to hear. A 

display also comes in handy when you look for your favorite radio station. FM radio lets you put your player 

on autopilot as you mountain bike, cycle or rollerblade. The price of a player will depend on its storage 

capacity, i.e., the More Megabytes (MB) of storage, it has the more music it can hold and the more it will cost. 

If you rip your own CDs, using a player with Windows Media Audio (WMA), it supports MP3 support too that 

gives you the most music per megabyte. 

An MP3 is a digital audio file compressed using a standard defined by the Motion Pictures Experts 

Group (MPEG). It is also known as MPEG-1, Layer 3 device. MP3s can use as little as 10 per cent of the 

storage required by the CD format. An MP3 player is a device for playing MP3 files. MP3 players come 

in many sizes and capacities. The smallest MP3 players use a type of memory known as flash. Unlike 

conventional memory, flash memory does not lose stored information when the power is turned off. Flash 

is very compact and uses very little power, allowing for extremely small designs with long battery life. 

The limitation of flash-based MP3 players is that they do not have a great deal of storage capacity. For 

larger storage needs, hard disk-based MP3 players were developed and this storage device can have 

storage capacities in the tens of thousands of songs, but controlled by the ultra compactness of flash-based 

players. Hard disk-based MP3 players are also generally more expensive than flash-based players. While 

not invented by Apple, it was Apple’s line of iPod MP3 players that popularized the devices. With their 

distinctive white headphones and Lucite and chrome styling, coupled with extreme ease of use, iPods 

soon dominated the portable MP3 player market. With the rise in popularity of MP3s as a format for 

storing music, a number of non-portable MP3 players appeared for the home market. Sometimes, it is 

referred to as digital hubs or ‘media centers’, these devices are a cross between a stereo component and a 

computer. With network connections, often wireless, they are able to access MP3s and other digital 

content stored on computers on the home network. With a full array of standard audio/visual connections, 

they are able to integrate with home entertainment systems. These devices come with remote controls and 

may use a television as a display screen for menus and playback information. A major advantage of these 

devices when used as MP3 players is that more than one device can access your MP3 files at the same 

time. All the music can be stored in one place. 
 
Set-Top-Box 
 
Set-Top-Box (STB) is fully integrated STB and considered as latest storage device in computer era. They have 

good processors, memory and optional large hard drives and hence retain good storage capacity. They are 

often used with high-speed connections. Features could include high-speed Internet access, iTV, digital video 

recording and gaming. These boxes provide an additional transport stream of data from the network operator to 

compliment the original stream that is being received by the subscriber via their original STB. These are 

capable of Video-on-Demand (VoD), E-commerce, Internet browsing, e-mail communications, chatting, etc. 

The VoD technology is used in many applications, for example, entertainment, e-commerce based 

applications, distance learning etc. It refers to a system in which users are allowed to choose and watch the 

audio or video content on demand. The video is delivered by the transmission of unicast stream as request sent 
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by clients. The throughput and bandwidth factors make VoD scalable. Using VoD mechanism it is always 

considered to check the files with VoD servers which are needed to deliver the data, open streams as per client 

requests. The client get listen two streams at a time in which one stream is used to deliver the data and other 

stream is used to send the data. VoD provides a broadband interactive service in which users can avail the 

various services, such as selecting and choosing remote, delivering the ordered content, such as TV program, 

multimedia applications, movies, sport event, music etc. It completely replaces the VCRs because it works as 

same as video player works, for example it provides STOP, PAUSE, FORWARD and REWIND services. For 

this, it frequently requires STB. The services collectively represent the virtual multimedia/video content shop. 

The characteristics of VoD can be considered as follows: 
 

�  Obtain more profit and revenue by registering more viewers.  
 

�  Obtain high broadband data network operator by offering the advanced multimedia 
services.  

 

�  Watch and order the selcted movie or multimedia content in-house.  
 

�  Possibility of remote accessing of all the services in terms of 24×7 timing.  
 
Digital STB converts signals into content and it can be displayed on a television screen. This solution 

can be easily used to create standalone streaming media products or Digital Video Recorder (DVR) 

systems. Similarly, this solution can also be used as a sub-system to add streaming media capability 

to various consumer products. With the addition of a HDD, this platform can be made to support 

DVR or Personal Video Recorder (PVR) functionality as well. Added system savings can be 

achieved by compressing content before storing. 

 

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

 
 

6. What is needed to record a DVD-RW?  
 

7. How much data can you store on Blu-ray disk? 
  

  
 

8. What are different communication transfer modes available for USB?  
 

9. What is the need of an external hard disk drive?  
 

10. What do you mean by set-top box?  
11. Discuss I/O Devices in details.  

 

3.12 SUMMARY  
 

�  The main memory is the central storage unit in a computer system. It is 
a relatively large and fast memory. It is used to store programs and data 
during computer operations.  

 

�  The Static RAM (SRAM) stores binary information using clocked 
sequential circuits. The stored information remains valid only as long as 
power is applied to the unit.  

 

�  Dynamic RAM (DRAM) stores binary information in the form of electric charges that are 
applied to capacitors inside the chip. The stored charge on the capacitors tends to discharge 
with time and so must be periodically recharged by refreshing the dynamic memory. The 
dynamic RAM offers larger storage capacity and reduced power consumption.  

 

�  Large memories use dynamic RAM, while static RAM is mainly used for specialized 
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applications.  
 

�  Most of the memory in a general-purpose computer is made of RAM integrated circuit 
chips, but a portion of the memory may be constructed using ROM chips.  

 

�  RAM is used for storing the bulk of the programs and data that are subject to change, 
while ROM is used to store programs that are permanently resident in the computer and do 
not change once the production of the computer is completed.  

 

�  Cache memories are small, fast memories placed between the CPU and the main memory. 
They are faster than the main memory with access times closer to the speed of the CPU. 
Caches are fast, but very expensive.  

 

�  Magnetic tapes are used for storing files of data that are sequentially accessed or not used 
very often and are stored off line. They are typically used as backup storage for archiving 
of data.  

 

�  Data is stored in concentric rings or tracks. Inter-track gaps are used to separate the adjacent tracks so 

that the interference of magnetic fields is minimized.  
 

�  Tracks are commonly divided into sections called sectors.  

�  A disk drive is a peripheral device used to store and collect information. It can be 
removable or fixed, high capacity or low capacity, fast or slow speed, and magnetic or 
optical.  

�  Optical disks are storage devices with huge storage capacities. They are a relatively new 
storage medium and use laser beam technology for writing and reading of data.  

�  The performance of a disk is measured in terms of how fast it can read or write data. Over 
the years there have been changes in disk drive interface, rotation speeds, number of heads 
and cylinders and storage format, all of which have led to a decrease in data access time.  

�  A CD is a small, portable and easy to use device made of molded polymer. It is used 
record, store, play back audio, video, text, graphics, etc. in a digital form. It comes in the 
shape of circle.  

�  CD-RW disk looks like CD-ROM and hence distinguishable from CD-R discs by their 
metallic gray color. It acts as CD-ROM in the time of reading data. It also allows data 
recording for thousands of times.  

�  DVD-RW is like a DVD-R but can be erased and written to again. It can be erased so that new data 
can be added. DVD-RWs can hold 4.7GB of data and do not come in double-layered or double-
sided versions like DVD-R does.  

�  ZIP Drives are similar to disk drives but with thicker magnetic disks and a larger number 
of heads in the drive to read/write.  

�  USB is considered as high-speed serial bus. Its data transfer rate is higher than that of a 
serial port. It supports interfaces such as monitors, keyboard, mouse, speaker, 
microphones, scanner, printer and modems.  

�  In control mode host uses this mode in which data is transferred in both directions to send 
and transfer the small amount of data.  

�  Interrupt Mode is hosted by querying devices in which host is used to transfer the data.  

�  Bulk Mode is used to get the features of data accuracy, disk drive storage.  

�  Isochronous Mode guarantees the timing of data delivery, for example USB audio peakers.  

�  The external hard disk drive is required for computer system if hard disk is not sufficient 
to store all the important data.  

�  A USB pen drives is normally removable and has lesser storage capacity than any other 
external storage device since it is much smaller than even a floppy disk and is more 
durable than other external storage device.  
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• An iPod is a portable device used for storing and playing audio files encoded by MP3 or Advance 
Audio Coding (AAC) compression algorithms.  

�  Set-Top-Box (STB) is fully integrated STB and considered as latest storage device in 
computer era. They have good processors, memory and optional large hard drives and 
hence retain good storage capacity.  

 

3.13 KEY  TERMS  
 

�  RAM: The mode that facilitates accessing a memory location in any order in the same 
amount of time  

 

�  SRAM: Storage of binary information using clocked sequential circuits  
 

�  DRAM: Storage of binary information in the form of electric charges that are applied to 
capacitors inside the chip  

 

�  ROM: Read-only memory, whose information cannot be changed  
 

�  Bootstrap loader: A program whose function is to get the computer software operating 
when the power is turned on  

 

�  Cache memory: Provides fast memory retrieval without loss of memory size  
 

�  Locality of reference: Memory reference confined to a few localized areas  
 

�  Magnetic storage devices: Devices that store data on a magnetized medium  
 

�  COM: A process characterized by copying/printing data from media located on PCs, mini 
or mainframe computers onto a microfilm  

 

 

3.14  QUESTIONS   
 
Short-Answer Questions 
 

1. What is seek time and access time?  
 

2. What are hard disks?  
 

3. What is ROM?  
 

4. What are the different types of CD.  
 

5. What are different types of communication transfer modes in USB?  
 

6. How to sort the issue in hard disk when we get the error-Drive not detected?  
 
Long-Answer Questions 
 

1. Discuss the functioning of the cache memory with the help of example.  
 

2. Distinguish between static and dynamic RAM.  
 

3. Explain the use of optical storage devices with suitable examples.  
 

4. How is drive performance measured? Describe in brief.  
 

5. What is a pen drive? Explain its various uses.  
 

6. Give rough estimate of how many songs can be stored in 128 MB, 256 MB and 1GB 
capacity storage devices.  

 
7. Describe all the technologies used in Set-top-box.  
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4. 0  INTRODUCTION  
 
In this unit, you will learn about computer software and its need. A computer cannot operate without any 

instructions and is based on a logical sequence of instructions in order to perform a function. These 

instructions are known as a ‘computer program’, and constitute the computer software. You will also 

learn about the various types of computer software along with their uses. You will learn about system 

software as well as application software. System software constitutes all the programs, languages and 

documentation provided by the manufacturer in the computer. These programs provide the user with 

an access to the system so that he can communicate with the computer and write or develop his own 

programs. On the other hand, users install specific software programs based on their requirements. 
 

A computer system consists of two major segments: The hardware and The software. The hardware 

implies all the machine equipments associated with the computing environment. The major components 

include the Central Processing Unit (CPU), the memory and the Input/Output (I/O) devices. The software 

is the group of instructions written in sequential order. It comprises of the system and application 

programs, such as compilers, text editors, word processors, spreadsheets, database systems, etc. An 

application program is developed by an application programmer in some programming language. The 

application programmers and the end users (users who interact with the application programs to solve 

their problems) are generally not concerned with the details of the computer hardware, and hence do not 

directly interact with it. Thus, to use the various hardware components, the application programs and the 

users need an intermediate layer that provides a convenient interface to use the system. This layer is 

referred to as an operating system. In a nutshell, an operating system ensures the smooth functioning and 

coordination among the various devices of hardware. 

 

4.1  UNIT  OBJECTIVES 
 
After going through this unit, you will be able to: 
 

�  Define computer software  
 

�  Explain the need of computer software  
 

�  Describe the various types of computer software  
 

�  Understand system and application software  
 

�  Understand the significance of an operating system  
 

�  Discuss the various functions of an operating system  
 

�  Discuss the evolution of operating systems  
 

�  Explain the various types of operating systems  
 

�  Analyse the operations performed by an operating system  
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4. 2  COMPUTER  SOFTWARE  AND  ITS  NEED  
 
A computer cannot operate without any instructions and is based on a logical sequence of instructions in 

order to perform a function. These instructions are known as a 'computer program', and constitute the 

computer software. The sequences of instructions are based on algorithms that provide the computer with 

instructions on how to perform a function. Thus, it is impossible for a computer to process without 

software, a term attributed to John W. Tukey in 1958. 
 

Different kinds of software designs have been developed for particular functions. Popular computer 

software include interpreter, assembler, compiler, operating systems, networking, word processing, 

accounting, presentation, graphics, computer games, etc. The computer software is responsible for 

converting the instructions in a program into a machine language facilitating their execution. 
 

Software engineers develop computer software depending on basic mathematical analysis and logical 

reasoning. Before implementation, the software undergoes a number of tests. Thus, the programming software 

allows you to develop the desired instruction sequences, whereas in the application software the instruction 

sequences are predefined. Computer software can function from only a few instructions to millions of 

instructions; for example, a word processor or a Web browser. Figure 4.1 shows how software interacts 

between user and computer system. 

 
Users 

 
 

 
Application Software 

 
 

 
Operating System Software 

 
 

 
Hardware System 

 
Fig. 4.1  Interaction of Software between User and a Computer System 

On the functional basis, software is categorized as follows: 
 

�  System Software: It helps in the proper functioning of computer hardware. It includes device 
drivers, operating systems, servers and utilities.  

 

�  Programming Software: It provides tools to help a programmer in writing computer 
programs and software using various programming languages. It includes compilers, 
debuggers, interpreters, linkers, text editors and an Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE).  

 

• Application Software: It helps the end users to complete one or more specific tasks. The 
specific applications include industrial automation, business software, computer games, 
telecommunications, databases, educational software, medical software and military 
software.  

 
CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

 
1. What is computer software?  
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2. What are the categories of software on functional basis?  

 
 

4.3  TYPES  OF  COMPUTER  SOFTWARE 

 
Today, software is a significant aspect of almost all fields including business, 

education, medicine, etc. The basic requirement for software is a distinct set of 

procedures. Thus, software can be used in any domain that can be described in 

logical and related steps and every software is developed with the aim of catering to a 

particular objective, such as data processing, information sharing, communication, 

etc. Software is based on the type of applications that are as follows: 
 

�  System Software: This type of software is involved managing and controlling 

the operations of a computer system. System software is a group of programs 

rather than one program and is responsible for using computer resources 

efficiently and effectively. Operating system, for example, is system software, 

which controls the hardware, manages memory and multitasking functions and 

acts as an interface between applications programs and the computer.  
 

�  Real-Time Software: This is based on observing, analysing and controlling real life 

events as they occur. Manually, a real-time system guarantees a response to an 

external event within a specified period of time. The real-time software, for instance, 

is used for navigation in which the computer must react to a steady flow of new 

information without interruption. Most defence organizations all over the world use 

real time software to control their military hardware.  
 

�  Business Software: This kind of software is functional in the domain of 

management and finance. The basic aspect of a business system comprises 

payroll, inventory, accounting and software that permits users to access 

relevant data from the database. These activities are usually performed with 

the help of specialized business software that facilitates efficient framework 

in the business operation and in management decisions.  
 

�  Engineering and Scientific Software: This software has developed as a 

significant tool used in the research and development of next generation 

technology. Applications, such as study of celestial bodies, study of 

undersurface activities and programming of orbital path for space shuttle, 

are heavily dependent on engineering and scientific software. This 

software is designed to perform precise calculations on complex numerical 

data that are obtained during real-time environment.  
 

• Artificial Intelligence (AI) Software: Certain problem-solving techniques are 
non-algorithmic in nature and primarily require this type of software. The 
solutions to such problems normally cannot be arrived at using computation or  

 
straightforward analysis. Such problems need particular problem-solving techniques 

including expert system, pattern recognition and game playing. Also, it constitutes 

various kinds of searching techniques, such as the application of heuristics. The 

function of (AI) is to add certain degree of intelligence into the mechanical hardware 

to have the desired work done in an agile manner. 
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�  Web-Based Software: This category of software performs the function of an 

interface between the user and the Internet. There are various forms in which data is 

available online, such as text, audio or video format, linked with hyperlinks. For the 

retrieval of Web pages from the Internet a Web browser is used, which is a Web-

based software. The software incorporates executable instructions written in special 

scripting languages, such as Common Gateway Interface (CGI) or Active Server 

Page (ASP). Apart from providing navigation on the Web, this software also supports 

additional features that are useful while surfing the Internet.  
 

�  Personal Computer (PC) Software: This software is primarily designed for 

personal use on a daily basis. The past few years have seen a marked increase in 

the personal computer software market from normal text editor to word processor 

and from simple paintbrush to advance image-editing software. This software is 

used mostly in almost every field, whether it is database management system, 

financial accounting package, or a multimedia based software. It has emerged as 

a versatile tool for daily life applications.  
 
Software can also be classified in terms of the relationship between software 

users or software purchasers and software development. 
 
�  Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS): This comprises the software without 

any committed user before it is put up for sale. The software users have less 

or no contact with the vendor during development. It is sold through retail 

stores or distributed electronically. This software includes commonly used 

programs, such as word processors, spreadsheets, games, income tax 

programs, as well as software development tools, such as, software testing 

tools and object modelling tools.  
 

�  Customized or Bespoke: This software is designed for a specific user, who is 

bound by some kind of formal contract. Software developed for an aircraft, for 

example, is usually done for a particular aircraft making company. They are not 

purchased ‘off-the-shelf’ like any word processing software.  
 

�  Customized COTS: In this classification, a user can enter into a contract with the 

software vendor to develop a COTS product for a special purpose, that is, software 

can be customized according to the needs of the user. Another growing trend is the 

development of COTS software components—the components that are purchased 

and used to develop new applications. The COTS software component vendors are 

essentially parts stores which are classified according to their application types. 

These types are listed as follows:  

 
�  Stand-Alone Software: A software that resides on a single computer and does not 

interact with any other software installed in a different computer.     
    

�  Embedded Software: A software that pertains to the part of unique application 
involving hardware like automobile controller.     

    

�  Real-Time Software: In this type of software the Operations are executed within 
very short time limits, often microseconds, e.g., radar software in air traffic control 
system.     

    

�  Network Software: In this type of software, software and its components interact 
across a network.     
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Fig. 4.2  Types of Customized COTS 

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

3. What is business software?  
 

4. Write the full form of COTS.  

 

4. 4  SYSTEM  SOFTWARE  
 
System Software constitutes all the programs, languages and documentation provided by the manufacturer in 

the computer. These programs provide the user with an access to the system so that he can communicate with 

the computer and write or develop his own programs. The software makes the machine user-friendly and 

makes an efficient use of the resources of the hardware. Systems software are permanent programs on a system 

and reduce the burden of the programmer as well as aid in maximum resource utilization. MS DOS or 

Microsoft Disk Operating System was one of the most widely used systems software for IBM compatible 

microcomputers. Windows and its different versions are popular examples of systems software. 

Systems software are installed permanently on a computer system used on a daily basis. 
 
4.4.1 Operating System 
 
An Operating System (OS) is the main control program for handling all other programs in a computer. 

The other programs, usually known as ‘application programs’, use the services provided by the OS 

through a well-defined Application Program Interface (API). Every computer necessarily requires some 

type of operating system that instructs the computer about operations and use other programs installed in 

the computer. The role of an OS in a computer is similar to the role of the manager in an office for the 

overall management of the college. 
 

Any computer system can be broadly classified in terms of four component dimensions: 
 

(i) Hardware  
 

(ii) Operating system  
 

(iii) Application programs (like MS Word, Games, Calculator)  
 

(iv) Users (people who work on the computer)  
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Figure 4.3 displays the various components of the computer system. 
 

User-1 User-2. . . . . . . . . . User-N 
   

Calculator Games MS Word 
 Application Programs  

 
OPERATING SYSTEM 

 
Hardware 

 
Fig. 4.3  Components of a Computer System 

 
4.4.2 Components of an Operating System 
 
An operating system has three primary components: 
 

1. Control Programs: As the name implies, these control and maintain the operations of a 

computer. There Initial Program Loader (IPL) is located in the form of firmware and is stored 

in the Read Only Memory (ROM) section of the Memory Unit. When the computer is switched 

on, the electronic chip is automatically activated and the IPL reads the Boot Sector Routine 

(BSR), which resides in the primary memory of the computer.  
 

2. System Service Programs: These support the control programs. Each of these is divided 
into three portions: Linkage Editor, Librarian and Input/Output control system.  

 
A linkage editor is an editor program that establishes a single module from many 

modules by resolving cross-references among the modules. 
3. Utility Programs: These programs run on the operating system in order to carry out various 

user related commands to manage the software linking the user and the operating system. In 

MS-DOS, for example, the utility programs are Fdisk, FORMAT, ATTRIB, BACKUP, FIND 
and others.  

 
Booting Process: In computing, a bootstrapping process called booting (booting up) starts the OS 

when the computer system is switched on. The first set of operations performed by the computer when 

switched on is called boot sequence. The main operating system for the computer is loaded by the 

bootloader. 
 

One can boot an operating system in two conditions: (i) Where there is a single OS installed and 
(ii) Where there are multiple OSs installed on the computer. 
 
Common Terminology 
Multitasking: A type of OS that permits multiple programs to be run simultaneously by the same 

computer. A user of the computer can simultaneously play games while a MSWord document is being 

printed (The user is simultaneously working with two different applications–Word and Games). 

Operating systems supporting multitasking include UNIX and the Windows range. 
 

Multithreading: A form of multitasking that permits multiple parts of a software program to be run 

simultaneously; for example, a user can perform a spell check on a Word document and simultaneously print 

another Word document. (User is working with two different components (Spell Check) and printing of the 

same application (MSWord). Operating systems supporting multitasking include UNIX and Windows. 
 

Multiprocessing: This concerns the use of multiple processors (more than one CPU) to simultaneously 

execute multiple programs. The inclusion of multiple CPUs in a single computer system improves the 

performance to a large extent. Multiprocessing involves simultaneous processing by a computer system having 

multiple CPUs, whereas multitasking involves simultaneous processing by a computer system with a single 

CPU. Operating systems supporting multiprocessing include UNIX and Windows NT. 
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Single User: This category of OS does not permit multiple users to use the computer and run 
programs at the same time. This assumes that at any given time only one user uses the system and 

runs only one program, i.e., it does not allow two users to concurrently work on the same program. 
MS DOS is an example. 
 

Multiuser: This class of OS permits multiple users to use the computer and run programs 
at the same time, e.g., UNIX, Linux, Windows NT. 
 
4.4.3 Functions of an Operating System 
 
The following are the primary functions of an OS: 
 

(i) Resource Management: Computer resources include main memory (RAM), storage devices 

(floppy disk and hard disk drives) and input and output devices (keyboard, mouse, monitor, 

printer). The OS is responsible for:  
 

• Allocating and deallocating memory space as needed by various application 
programs.  

�  Functioning as a secondary storage management. All application programs, compilers and loaders 
are stored in the secondary storage (hard disk).  

 

�  Dealing with input and output to and from other connected hardware devices such as 
printers, hard disks, modems and scanners.  

 
(ii) File Management: The OS is responsible for the creation and deletion of files/directories 

and the mapping of these files/directories on to the secondary storage.  
 

(iii) Security Management: The OS is responsible for protecting the resources and information of a 
computer system from destruction and misuse.  

 
(iv) Operating System Services: The OS is responsible for providing a set of services to 

programs and users of those programs. The main services include:  
 

�  Program execution: It loads the program requested by the user into the memory.  
 

�  Error detection: It generates messages to each application or user about the status of 
the operations that have been performed. It constantly detects and corrects errors 
generated by the system.  

 

�  Resource utilization: It ensures efficient utilization of the computer’s resources.  
 

4.4.4 Types of Operating Systems  
 
Popular OS include the following: 
 
1. UNIX 
 
Developed in 1969 by AT&T, UNIX is an operating system. UNIX reached an important stage 
in its development in 1973 when it was rewritten in the C programming language (also an AT&T 
development). 
 

As C is a high-level programming language, which means it is written in a form that is 
closer to human language than machine code. The following are certain facts concerning UNIX: 
 

�  The advantages that developing in C gave UNIX were portability and the need to make very little 

changes for the operating system to run on other computing platforms. This portability made UNIX 

widely used among the IT community, which consisted predominantly of higher education 

institutions, government agencies and the IT and telecommunication industries.  
 

�  Nowadays, the primary application of UNIX systems is for Internet or network servers. 
Commercial organizations also use UNIX for workstations and data servers. UNIX has been 
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used as bases for other operating systems; for example, the Mac OSX is based on a UNIX 
kernel.  

 

�  An operating system that conforms to industry standards of specifications can be called a UNIX 
system, operating systems that are modelled on UNIX but do not conform strictly to these 
standards by fault or design are known as  

 
UNIX-like systems. Initially, UNIX systems used Command Line Interface (CLI) for user 
interaction but now many distributions come with a Graphical User Interface (GUI). 

 
2. Linux 
 
Linux is an operating system that is similar to UNIX and was originally developed by Linus 
Torvalds, a student at the University of Helsinki. The following are certain facts about Linux: 
 

�  As the complete source code for Linux is open and available to everyone, it is referred to 
as Open Source. The user has the freedom to copy and change the program or distribute it.  

 

�  Technically, Linux is strictly an OS kernel (the kernel is the core of an operating system). The first 

Linux kernel was released to the public in 1991. It had no networking, ran on limited PC hardware and 

had little device driver support. Later versions of Linux come with a collection of software including 

GUI, server programs, networking suites and other utilities to make it a more complete OS.  
 

�  Generally, an organization will integrate software with the Linux kernel and release what is called a 

Linux Distribution. Examples of popular Linux distributions are Red Hat, Mandrake SuSE. These 

organizations are commercial ventures, selling their distributions and developing software for profit.  
 
Linux is primarily used as an OS for network and Internet servers. Recently, it has gained popularity as a 

desktop OS for general use since the wider inclusion of GUIs and office suite software in distributions. 

Linux also provides the following: 
 

�  Multi-Tasking/Multiuser: Linux allows multiple users to run multiple programs on the 
same system at the same time.  

 

�  Reliable: A highly reliable and stable OS, it can run for months, even years, without 
having to be rebooted.  

 

�  TCP/IP Networking Support: Linux supports most Internet protocols. TCP/ IP is built 
into the kernel itself. TCP/IP is the communication protocol that binds the Internet.  

 

�  High Level Security: It has many built-in security features to protect the system from 
unauthorized access. It stores passwords in encrypted form which cannot be decrypted.  
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3. Mac OS  
 
Mac OS is the operating system designed for the Apple range of personal computers, the Macintosh. 
Certain important facts about the MAC OS are as follows: 
 

• It was first released in 1984 with the original Macintosh computer and was the first OS to incorporate 

GUI. In fact, in contrast to the other operating systems available at the time which used a Command 

Line Interface (CLI), Mac OS was a pure GUI as it had no CLI at all. The philosophy behind this 

approach to operating system design was to make a system that was user friendly and intuitive where 

MS DOS and UNIX appeared complicated and challenging to use in comparison. 
 

�  Mac OS was originally very hardware-specific, only running on Apple computers using Motorola 

68,000 processors. When Apple started building computers   
using PowerPC processors and hardware, Mac OS was updated to run on these machines. This was 

the case since the original Mac OS, until Mac OS version 9 was released in 2000. All these 

versions of Mac OS were pure GUIs. 
 

�  The release of OSX (or Mac OS 10) was a significant change in the development of Apple operating 

systems. OSX was built on UNIX technology and introduced better memory management and 

multitasking capabilities in the OS. It also introduced a CLI for the first time. Previous Mac OS 

versions had problems with multiple applications causing them to crash while running simultaneously.  
 

�  OSX was originally developed to only run on PowerPC hardware, but since 2006 it has 
been able to run on Intel or x86 processors and had the following features:  

 
o It was the first GUI with focus on usability and simplicity in an operating system.  

 
o The intuitive interface and development of publishing and creative software since the 

first release of Mac OS has made Macintosh computers a favourite in the design and 
publishing industries.  

 
4. MS DOS  
 
Microsoft Disk Operating System (MS DOS) is a single-user task operating system built by 
Microsoft. Certain important facts about MS DOS are as follows: 
 

�  It was the most commonly used operating system for PCs in the 1980s and Microsoft’s 
first commercialized operating system offering.  

 

�  It was the same operating system that Microsoft developed for IBM’s personal computer 
as a Personal Computer Disk Operating System (PC DOS) and was based on the Intel 8086 
family of microprocessors.  

 

�  MS DOS uses CLI that requires knowledge of a large number of commands. With GUI based 

operating systems becoming popular, MS DOS lost its appeal quickly though it was the underlying 

basic operating system on which early versions of GUI-based Windows operating system ran.  
 

�  Even now Windows Operating Systems continue to use and support MS DOS within a 
Windows environment. MS DOS was initially released in 1981 and till now eight versions of it 
have been released. Today, Microsoft is mostly emphasizing on GUI-based Windows 
Operating Systems.  

 

5. IBM OS/2  
 
Operating System 2 or OS/2 was a joint effort by IBM and Microsoft for developing a successor to MS 

DOS and early versions of Microsoft Windows. After the huge success of Windows 3.1, Microsoft 

decided to part ways with IBM, which decided to develop the OS/2 operating system itself. Certain 

important facts about IBM OS/2 are as follows: 
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�  Introduced in 1987, this operating system for personal computers was intended to provide 
an alternative to Microsoft Windows for both enterprise and personal users. Though OS/2 
looks like Windows 3.1, it has features that are similar to UNIX, particularly the multi-
tasking feature and the ability to support multiple users.  

 
�  IBM released OS/2 version 3.0 in 1994 and named it OS/2 WARP in order to highlight its 

new features as well as to strengthen the brand value which was lost due to IBM and 
Microsoft's rivalry.  

 

�  OS/2 was the preferred operating system of various banks for their Automated Teller 
Machines (ATM) and railways for their Automated Ticket Vending Machines (ATVM).  

 

6. Windows 3.X  
 
The first version of Windows 3.0 was released by Microsoft in 1990. Certain important facts 
about Windows 3.X are as follows: 
 

�  It was a graphical interface-based package and not a complete operating system, because it 
required DOS to be installed first on the computer and only after that could it be loaded 
and used.  

 

�  With the launch of Windows 3.11, huge improvements in terms of usability and performance 
were seen because the user did not have to remember complex DOS commands, work on a 
single application at a time or suffer from the limited use of input devices such as a mouse or 
trackball.  

 

�  Some of the prominent features of Windows 3.0 and 3.11 are a supported GUI where programs 

could be executed just by double clicking on them and most of the system settings could be 

modified from one point called the Control Panel; it could perform most of the DOS housekeeping 

commands, such as creating, renaming and deleting directories, copying, moving, renaming, 

deleting files, formatting disks, etc.; multiple programs in different windows; interchange of data 

within different applications using a utility called clipboard; support for more options such as fax, 

drawings, graphical Internet browsing. Mixed text and graphical documents, etc.  
 

�  Most of the DOS applications could be executed from within the Windows environment 
and graphical interface was extended to those applications which were designed according 
to Windows.  

 

7. Windows 95  
 
Windows 95 was a graphical user interface released by Microsoft Corporation in 1995. It had 
significant improvements over the earlier version of an operating system distributed by 
Microsoft under the name of Windows 3.11. Certain features of Windows 95 are as follows: 

�  In addition to the complete change in the user interface, there were a number of important internal 

modifications made to the core of the operating system. Windows 95, also known as Windows 

version 4.0 during its development phase, was one of the most successful operating systems of that 

time.  
 

�  Windows 95 operated independently of MS-DOS rather than in conjunction with it and 
reduced the use of MS-DOS to only a boot loader for Windows 95. Internet Explorer 4.0 was 
included in the OEM service release 1 along with TCP/IP support for connecting to the 
Internet. The final service pack for Windows 95 also included Internet Explorer 5.5.  

 

�  Facilitates easy installation of hardware peripherals and software applications through plug 'n' play 
capabilities under which most devices did not require drivers for using them or can be plugged in 

without rebooting the system.  
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�  Hybrid compatibility: In terms of support to previous versions of applications and drivers based 

upon the 16-bit Windows 3.11 file system. Windows 95 was able to support 16-bit programs and 

100 per cent native support to DOS programs while managing 32-bit applications simultaneously.  
 

8. Windows 98  
 
Microsoft released the next version of Windows in 1998. Like its predecessor, Windows 98 
supported a hybrid 16/32 bit file access system and better graphical user interface. Certain important 
facts about Windows 98 are as follows: 
 

�  It is often referred to as an operating system that 'Works Better, Plays Better'. Code named 

'Memphis' during its development stage, Windows 98 integrated Internet Explorer into the user's 

desktop to allow its users get a global view of technologies over the World Wide Web and enable 

easy access to it.  
 

�  Multiple displays supported using several Visual Display Units (VDUs) simultaneously to 
increase the capacity of the desktop and support running of different programs on separate 
monitors. Help on an extensive and easy to use self-help system was provided in its 
interface.  

 

�  In Windows 98, new interfaces such as Universal Serial Bus, Digital Versatile Disk and Advanced 
Configuration and Power Interface were also supported.  

 

9. Windows 98 SE  
 
The Windows 98 SE (second edition) is an improved and enhanced version of Windows  
98. Certain important facts about Windows 98 SE are as follows:  
 

�  It includes new versions of Microsoft applications as compared to Windows 98, to improve user 
experience and stability of the operating system.  

 

�  Some of the new or improved elements of this operating system are: inclusion of Internet 

connection sharing, Windows Driver Model (WDM) for Modems, Wake on LAN, Internet 

Explorer 5.0, integrated support for DVD-ROM drivers, bug free Windows, Microsoft Plus!, 

support for Web TV and updates for other Microsoft programs, such as NetMeeting, MSN, 

Microsoft Wallet,  

Windows media player, etc. 
 

10. Windows Millennium Edition 
 
Windows ME was released on 14 September, 2000, targeted especially at home PC users. 
Certain important features of Windows ME are as follows: 
 

�  This OS was in continuation to Windows 98 with restricted access to real mode MS DOS shell to 

improve functionality. Among other changes, Windows ME incorporated was an improved look 

and feel to the user interface and a system restore option of going back to a previous state of the 

machine.  
 

�  The key features of this operating system were that it had upgraded version of Microsoft 
products such as Internet Explorer 5.5, Windows Media Player 7, System restore options, 
applications to easily connect with digital cameras and scanners, Windows Movie, Improved 
Generic support for USB interface and shell extension of ZIP files into the Windows Explorer.  

 

11. Windows NT  
 
Microsoft released this version of Windows in 1993. Certain important factors about Windows 
NT are as follows: 
 

�  It increased ease of use and simplified management.  
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�  It used the Windows 95 interface and included advanced network support, trouble-free and 

better access to the Internet and corporate intranets. With the intent of designing it as an 

operating system capable of supporting high-level language and at the same time processor 

independent and support a multiuser and multiprocessing environment, Windows NT had high 

acceptance in both the home user and professional user markets.  
 

�  It became the first Windows OS that combined support for high-end client/ server business 
applications.  

 

�  It included new features for performance, security, power of operating system, desktop 
scalability and dependability.  

 

�  It included support for multiprocessor (more than one CPU) architecture.  
 

�  Windows NT was geared towards business users and had a rich Application Programming 
Interface (API), which made it easier to run high-end engineering and scientific 
applications.  

 

�  It also supported full 32-bit system of prosors and memory addressing (technique of 
transferring data from Memory) unlike the previous versions of Windows which were 
16/32 bit hybrids.  

 

�  Various versions of Windows NT were released over the years, starting from Windows NT 
3.1 in 1993 to Windows NT 4.0 in 1996, after which product development was stopped by 
Microsoft.  

 

12. Windows 2000  
 
Microsoft released this version of Windows in 2000. It was an upgrade from Windows NT 4.0 and was 

designed with the aim of replacing Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows NT on all business desktops 

and laptops. Certain factors about Windows 2000 are as follows: 
 

�  This version was easy to use, Internet compatible and supported mobile computing. It made hardware 
installation much easier by including support for a   
range of new Plug and Play devices, including advanced networking and wireless products, 
infrared and USB devices. 

 
�  The main features of Microsoft Windows 2000 were: Dump capabilities, wherein the operating 

system gave its users the option of dumping either a part of the memory or the entire contents into 

a file on the hard drive which helped in saving critical information in case of a system failure; 

Microsoft Management Control to control the access to administrative tools and system settings, 

and Recovery Console, to support the distributed file system.  
 

13. Windows 2003  
 
Windows 2003 was released by Microsoft on 24 April, 2003. Certain important factors about 
Windows 2003 are as follows: 
 

�  This OS was designed and developed over various functional parts of Windows 2000 and 
Windows XP.  

 

�  It boasted better stability, compatibility and security than Windows 2000 and XP. It 
improved performance of the system by taking advantage of the recent hardware 
developments, redesigning the system interface and developing better services.  

 

�  Major updates of Microsoft in-house applications and services such as Networking, Web 
Server, Compatibility with Windows NT, etc., were released with this OS.  
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�  It provides support for 64-bit processors, Internet Information Services V6.0, a separate Web 

Edition of Windows 2003 specially designed as a Web server, tighter security measures over 

previous versions of Windows using built-in firewall; support of a hardware based monitoring 

system called 'watchdog timer' which could monitor the server for hang-ups and freezes; 

virtual disk services for offsite storage and support for multiple roles such as that of a Web 

server, print server and storage server.  
 

14. Windows XP  
 
Windows XP was first released on 25 October, 2001 and since then over 600 million copies have sold 

worldwide. It is a successor to both Windows 2000 and Windows ME and the first OS aimed at home 

users built on the Windows NT kernel and architecture. Certain important facts about Windows XP are as 

follows: 
 

• Owing to the integration of multiple technologies from various operating systems, it 
gained wide popularity among home and business desktop, notebooks and media centre 
users. As acknowledged by most Windows XP users as well as Microsoft Corporation, this 
version of Windows is the most stable and efficient OS released by Microsoft yet.  

�  Enhanced support to drivers for hardware devices connected to the computer using an improved 
version of Windows Image Acquisition (WIA). An option to revert back to driver changes has also 

been added in the control panel.  
 

�  CD-burning capabilities are integrated into the Windows XP OS. This technology is 
adopted from Roxio and does not require a third party software to be installed in order to 
burn CDs and DVDs.  

 
�  Simultaneous user login into the operating system enables multiuser switching between 

tasks and does not require one user to close all applications before letting another user log 
in.  

 

�  Remote assistance helps a Windows XP user take control of another Windows XP machine by using a 

network or the internet. This is very helpful in remotely fixing problems without being physically 

present around the machine.  
 

�  Improvement in Fonts using Clear Type technology made it easier and more attractive to 
work in Windows XP.  

 

�  Power Management functions are drastically improved and default standard changed to ACPI 

(Advance Configuration and Power Interface) from APM (Advanced Power Management). 

With ACPI, according to battery status processor speeds could be reduced or increased 

instantly, USB devices could be individually isolated and suspended to save power or screen 

brightness could be adjusted to increase battery life.  
 

�  This was the first OS from Microsoft which required product activation to fight piracy.  
 

15. Windows Vista  
 
The most recent in the line of Microsoft Windows personal computer operating system, Windows Vista, 

codenamed Longhorn, was developed to succeed Windows XP. Microsoft started the development of 

Windows Vista five months after releasing Windows XP and the work continued till November, 2006, 

when Microsoft announced its completion, ending the longest development cycle of an operating system. 

Since the original idea of building Longhorn from the code of Windows XP was scrapped, it was built on 

Windows 2003 SP1, with several developments including all new graphical interface named Windows 

Aero, refined and faster search capabilities, an array of new tools such as Windows DVD Maker, 

integrated Windows Media Centre in the Vista Home Premium and Vista Ultimate Editions, print, audio, 

display subsystems and redesigned networking. 
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The key features of Windows Vista (all versions) are stated below: 
 

�  Increased level of communication by the use of peer-to-peer technology between computers on a 

home network for simplifying the process of sharing files and digital media between the computers 

and the attached devices.  
 

• It includes the 3.0 version of the .NET Framework with the aim of making application 
writing significantly easier for software developers than with Windows API.  

�  Windows Aero, the new graphical interface of Windows Vista OS, is an aesthetically 
driven GUI with transparencies, live thumbnails and icons. The overall look and feel of the 
GUI is pleasing to the eye and convenient to work with.  

 
�  Instant Search is a new feature of Windows Vista which is significantly faster and returns 

better in-depth results for files and folders on desktop.  
 

�  Windows Sidebar is a panel where selected Windows gadgets are located. These gadgets 
update the user on various topics such as stock indexes, sports score, currency exchange 
rate, etc., and can be customized according to user requirements.  

 

�  Windows Internet Explorer 7 incorporates tabbed browsing, Anti-Phishing filtering and works in 
isolation from other applications using a protected mode.  

 

�  The Backup and Restore application provides the user with the ability to backup and restore 

application at schedule periodic intervals of files and folders present on their computers. Backups 

are stored on the basis of changes made to the data and incremented automatically to the existing 

backup. The option to completely backup all data on the PC is also available in selected editions of 

Windows Vista, wherein an image can be created on hard drives or DVDs. In case of a hardware or 

software failure, complete PC Restore can be easily performed and data loss can be prevented.  
 

�  Windows DVD Maker brings native support to Windows Movie Maker for creating 
custom DVDs based on user's content. Operations like designing title, menu, soundtrack, 
video, zoom and pan motion effects on slides or pictures can be easily performed.  

 

�  Windows Media Centre, which used to be a separate edition of Windows XP known as 
Windows XP Media Centre. Edition now comes integrated with Windows Vista in the Home 
Premium and Ultimate edition.  

 

�  Windows Mobility Centre is a panel for controlling that integrates the most appropriate 
information pertaining to mobile computing (sound, brightness, power scheme selection/ 
battery level, wireless network, presentation settings, screen orientation, etc.).  

 

16. Windows CE  
 
The Windows Embedded Compact (CE) is an operating system optimized for devices with minimum hardware 

resources, such as embedded devices and handhelds. It integrates advance and reliable real-time capabilities 

with Windows technology. The kernel of this OS is not just a trimmed down version of desktop Windows, but 

in fact, it is a brand new kernel which can run on less than a megabyte of memory. Besides, the advantage of 

performing on a minimum specification, it is also an OS which satisfies the prerequisites of a real-time 

operating system. Another distinct feature of Windows CE is that it was made available in a source code form 

to several hardware manufacturers so that they could modify the OS to adjust with their hardware and also to 

the general public. Since Windows CE was developed as a component based and embedded operating 

system, it has been used as a basis in the development of several mobile operating systems such as 

AutoPC, PocketPC, Windows Mobile, Smartphone, etc., and also embedded into games consoles such as 

Microsoft Xbox. 
 
Some of the key features of Windows CE are given below: 
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�  Connectivity with a wide array of options such as wireless communication, infrared, dial-
up networking or Ethernet network connections. With advance security encryption and 
continuous synchronization with personal computers and other handheld devices.  

 

�  Availability of business applications such as Excel, Word, Outlook, Power point, etc., on 
the move is a great advantage towards improving productivity and easier access to 
information.  

 

�  The option to connect to different types of printers and support for multiple modes of 
connection such as, serial port or infrared.  

 

�  New support for programming languages with ActiveX, DirectX, Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML), Java Virtual Machines(JVM), Visual Basic Script (VBS), etc.  

 

�  Easy to use GUI with a cascading Start menu, colour and greyscale screens, customization of 

command bars, support for international character set, ability to display VGA graphics using an 

external display, true type fonts, etc.  
 

�  Starting from Windows CE 5.0 onwards, the support for Voice Over Internet Protocol 
(VOIP) was also added.  

 

�  Besides smooth browsing using the integrated Internet Explorer, other features such as 
Remote Desktop, Web Services on Devices (WSDAPI), Windows media player updates, 
etc., are also available in Windows CE.  

 

17. Windows 8 
 

Windows8 is a personal computer operating system developed by Microsoft as part of the Windows NT family 

of operating systems. Development of Windows 8 started before the release of its predecessor, Windows 7, in 

2009. It was announced at CES 2011, and followed by the release of three pre-release versions from September 

2011 to May 2012. The operating system was released to manufacturing on 1 August 2012, and was released 

for general availability on 26 October 2012.[7] 

Windows 8 introduced major changes to the operating system's platform and user interface to improve its user 

experience on tablets, where Windows was now competing with mobile operating systems, 

including Android and iOS.[8] In particular, these changes included a touch-optimized Windows shell based on 

Microsoft's "Metro" design language, the Start screen (which displays programs and dynamically updated 

content on a grid of tiles), a new platform for developing apps with an emphasis on touchscreen input, 

integration with online services (including the ability to sync apps and settings between devices), andWindows 

Store, an online store for downloading and purchasing new software. Windows 8 added support for USB 

3.0,Advanced Format hard drives, near field communications, and cloud computing. Additional security 

features were introduced, such as built-in antivirus software. 

18. Windows 10 
 

Windows 10 is a personal computer operating system released by Microsoft as part of the Windows 

NT family of operating systems. It was officially unveiled in September 2014 following a brief demo 

at Build 2014. The first version of the operating system entered a public beta testing process in 

October 2014, leading up to its consumer release on July 29, 2015,[4] and its release to volume 

licensing on August 1, 2015. To encourage the adoption of Windows 10, Microsoft announced that 
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during its first year of availability, the operating system would be made available free of charge to 

users of genuine copies of eligible editions of Windows 7 or Windows 8.1. 

Windows 10 introduces what Microsoft described as a "universal" application architecture; expanding 

on Metro-style apps, these apps can be designed to run across multiple Microsoft product families 

with nearly identical code—including PCs,tablets, smartphones, embedded systems, Xbox 

One, Surface Hub and HoloLens. The Windows user interface was revised to handle transitions 

between a mouse-oriented interface and a touchscreen-optimized interface based on available input 

devices—particularly on 2-in-1 PCs; both interfaces include an updated Start menu that blends 

elements of Windows 7's traditional Start menu with the tiles of Windows 8. The first release of 

Windows 10 also introduces a virtual desktop system, a window and desktop management feature 

called Task View, the Microsoft Edge web browser, support for fingerprint and face recognition login, 

new security features for enterprise environments, and DirectX 12 and WDDM 2.0 to improve the 

operating system's graphics capabilities for games. 

 

. 

 
 

4.4.5 Loaders and Linkers  
 
A lot of system files have lengthy programs, separated into a number of smaller programs. These 
smaller programs are called modules. These programs (also called subroutines) are easy to 
develop, test, debug and maintain. Certain important features of linkers are as follows: 
 

�  A linker is a program that links small programs. These small programs are stored in a 
library file.  

 

�  The main function of a linker is to link subroutines with the main program. First, they link 
the machine code of the program so that a user's program could be compiled.  

 

�  The subprograms within the programs instruct the memory addresses where they stay at stack during 

program execution. The loader is also a program containing instructions that load machine codes of a 

program into the memory. The main function of the loader is to simply load the program into the 

memory. 
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Fig. 4.4  Linkers and Loaders 
 
Figure 4.5 shows that the source code can be changed to machine language 
processed by a compiler. 
 
The procedure is as follows: 
 

�  The compiler produces object code. The object code is the same as the machine language. 
In the end, the linker makes it executable programs. Linkers and loaders perform many 
different tasks, such as program loading, relocation and symbol resolution. The program 
loading copies a program image from the hard disk to the main memory.  

 

�  The program loading is used to allocate storage space or mapping virtual addresses to the 
disk pages. The relocation process assigns load addresses to different programs by 
merging all the sections into one section of the same types. The compilers and assemblers 
generate the object code for each module starting with address zero.  

 

�  The coding part and data section are arranged to point to the current runtime addresses. 
Linkers use symbol resolution. Symbol resolution is a program of multiple subprograms.  

 

�  Linkers resolve the reference either by noting the symbol's location or by patching the 
object code of caller. Basically, the loader loads the program and linker goes through 
symbol resolution where either of them can do the relocation process. Linking process is 
done at compile time, at load time and also at run time.  

• The application programs are run at run time. Linkers also use dynamic link library (DLL) 
files, if needed. The prime function of linker and loader is to bind the abstract names.  

•  
4.4.6 Compilers and Interpreters 
 
Programmers use several high level languages (source code) to write computer programs. A 
compiler is a piece of software (program or a set of programs) that translates a program written 
in a high-level language into a machine language that can be executed by a computer. During 
this translation process, the compiler also reports any errors that it detects. 
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If the target program happens to be an executable machine-language program, it can be directly 
called by the user to process inputs and produce outputs. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Interpreter is another language processor commonly used. An interpreter, instead of generating a 
target program as a translation, directly executes the operations specified in the source program on 
the inputs supplied by the programmer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A compiler is usually faster than an interpreter. However, compared to a compiler, an 
interpreter provides greater ability to detect errors, since the interpreter can execute the source 
program, statement by statement. 
 

In broader terms, a compiler takes input in some programming language and converts it 
into a form that can be executed by a processor. There are four main phases of a compiler 
processing, listed as follows: 

1. Lexical analysis  
 

2. Syntax analysis  
 

3. Code generation  
 

4. Linking  
 

Lexical analysis takes the input and converts it into a stream of ‘tokens’ that represent 
things like reserved words, numbers or symbols from the language in which the original program 
was written. 
 

Syntax analysis takes these tokens and does two things: 1. Verifies if the stream of tokens 
conforms to the rules of the programming language, and 2. Builds a tree structure that represents 
what the program is supposed to do. 
 

Machine code generated in this way is either an executable program or virtual code for 
virtual machines such as Java Virtual Machine (JVM). 
 

Linking takes the generated code and combines it with other compiled modules and/or run 
time libraries to produce a final executable file or ‘image’. 
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Note: An important thing to note here is that some compilers may also help in code optimization. 
 
So, in brief, a compiler: 
 

�  Uses a lot of time to analyse and process the system  
 

�  Provides an output in binary format  
 

�  Allows the computer hardware to interpret the resulting code  
 

�  Provides faster program execution  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And an interpreter: 
 

�  Spends relatively less time to analyse and process the system  
 

�  Produces an intermediate code that can be interpreted by another program  
 

�  Provides slower program execution  
 
In computer terminology, an interpreter can be defined as a program that directly translates and 
executes the source code. The translation may be into some efficient intermediate code before it 
is immediately executed. 
 
Example 1.1: A Java language processor combines compilation and interpretation. This unique 
structure is shown in the following figure. Here, the Java source program is first compiled into an 
intermediate form called bytecode. It is then interpreted by Java Virtual Machine (JVM). 
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The process of interpreting the code is slower than running the compiled code because the 

interpreter must analyse each statement in the program each time before it is executed, whereas 

running the compiled code performs the action within a fixed context determined by the compiler. 

This run-time analysis in the interpreter is known as ‘interpretive overhead’. Access to variables is 

also slower in an interpreter because the mapping of identifiers to storage locations must be done 

repeatedly at run time rather than at compile time. There are two different kinds of interpreters that 

support execution of programs. They are machine interpreters and language interpreters. 
 

(i) Machine interpreters: Machine interpreters are useful in simulating the execution 
process of a program compiled for a particular machine architecture. Java uses a 
bytecode interpreter to simulate the programs compiled for the JVM. There are 
programs available that simulate the execution of an MIPS program or a non-MIPS 
computer. An example of such a program is SPIM.  

(ii) Language interpreters: Language interpreters are used for simulating the effects 
of a program execution without compiling it to any particular instruction set (real or 
virtual). There are also instances when some IR form (perhaps an AST) is used to 
drive execution. You will find a number of capabilities in the interpreters which 
will not be found in compilers. These capabilities include:  

 
a. Modifying programs as they are executed. This feature provides a 

straightforward capability for an interactive form of debugging. Depending on 
the structure of the program, you may need to reparse or repeat the semantic 
analysis.  
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b. Supporting those languages where the variable type denotes dynamic changes. 
The changes are again examined continuously during the execution of the 
programs. Therefore, it is not necessary for the symbols to have a fixed type.  

 
c. Providing better diagnostics. The source text analysis gets intermixed with the 

program execution. This provides good diagnostics along with interactive 
debugging.  

 
d. Supporting machine independence. Most of the operations are performed within the 

interpreter. You can recompile the interpreter to move to a new machine. It is not only 

the compilers but various other programs that are required to create an executable target 

program. The diagram below explains the details of such programs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
You can divide a source program into modules that can be stored in separate files. A preprocessor 

can be entrusted the task of collecting the source program. The preprocessor can expand (the shorthand 

versions called) macros into source language statements. This modified source program can then be 

applied to a compiler for further processing. 
 

The output of a compiler can be an assembly-language program, since it is easier to generate 
and debug an assembly language program. After the output is received, the assembly language is 
processed by the assembler (program) which produces an output in the form of a machine code that 

can be relocated. 
 

Whenever a compiler is dealing with large programs, it usually compiles it in pieces. Therefore, you 

will always have to link the relocatable machine code with the other relocatable object and library files before 

the code is actually run on the machine. 
 

Use a linker to resolve issues with external memory addresses, such as when the code in 
one file refers to a location in another file. 
 
4.4.7 Assemblers 
 
An assembler is a type of computer program that interprets software programs written in assembly language 

into machine language, code and instructions that can be executed by a computer. An assembler enables 

software and application developers to access, operate and manage a computer’s hardware architecture and 

components. An assembler is sometimes referred to as the compiler of assembly language. It also provides the 
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services of an interpreter. An assembler primarily serves as the bridge between symbolically coded instructions 

written in assembly language and the computer processor, memory and other computational components. An 

assembler works by assembling and converting the source code of assembly language into object code or an 

object file that constitutes a stream of zeros and ones of machine code, which are directly executable by the 

processor. Assemblers are classified based on the number of times it takes them to read the source code before 

translating it; there are both single-pass and multi-pass assemblers. Moreover, some high-end assemblers 

provide enhanced functionality by enabling the use of control statements, data abstraction services and 

providing support for object-oriented programming structures. 
 
4.4.8 Editors 
 
An ‘editor’ is a tool used for creating and/or modifying text files. It allows the user to enter text, and to 

manipulate it in a variety of fashions. Text can be changed or moved around. Many have built-in spelling 

checkers and similar features. There are literally dozens of editors available, and no single one is the best. 
 

There are three major types of editors. The simplest is called the ‘line editor’. When using such an 

editor, the user cannot see what he/she is doing, mostly because the user can only edit one line at a time 

(hence the name). Such editors are severely limited in power, and therefore are quite unpopular. 

Nonetheless, there are two such editors available on most UNIX systems, called ‘ed’ and ‘ex’. 
 

The most common and most popular type of editor is called the screen-oriented editor, or display-

oriented editor. These are also sometimes referred to as ‘visual editors’. When using a visual editor, the user 

can see one screenful of text at a time.  

Some visual editors are combined with text formatters. These represent the third type of editors. 

When the image on the screen is exactly the same as it will look on paper, the editor is called ‘What You 

See Is What You Get’, or WYSIWYG. 
 

A text editor is a computer program that lets a user enter, change, store, and usually print text 

(characters and numbers, each encoded by the computer and its input and output devices, arranged to 

have meaning to users or to other programs). Typically, a text editor provides an ‘empty’ display screen 

(or ‘scrollable page’) with a fixed-line length and visible line numbers. There are several kinds of text 

editors. 
 
Examples of text editors 
 

�  Notepad, WordPad: Text editors included by Microsoft Windows.  
 

�  TextEdit: It is an Apple computer text editor.  
 

�  Emacs: It is text editor that can be used in all platforms. It is a very powerful text editor once 
all of its commands and options are understood.  

 

�  Vi and Vim: These are primarily used with Linux and are also available with multiple 
platforms.  

 

�  Word: It is word processor for Windows and Apple computers.  
 

�  Writer: It is text editor and word processor.  
 

�  Edit: It is an MS-DOS text editor.  
 

�  NEdit: It is an X Windows text editor.  
 

�  Pico: It is a UNIX and Linux or variant text editor.  
 

�  Notepad++: It is a free and powerful alternative to Windows Notepad.  
 

�  TextPad: It is the most popular shareware text editor.  
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

5. What is system software?  
 

6. Name the five types of operating systems.  

 

4. 5  APPLICATION  SOFTWARE  
 
Users install specific software programs based on their requirements; for instance, accounting 
software (like Tally) used in business organizations and designing software used by architects. 
All programs, languages and utility programs constitute software. With the help of these 
programs, users can design their own software based on individual preferences. Software 
programs aid in achieving efficient application of computer hardware and other resources. 
Various types of application software are discussed in Unit 4. 
 
1.  Licensed  Software 
 
Although there is a large availability of open source or free software online, not all software available in the 

market is free for use. Some software falls under the category of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS). 

COTS is a term used for software and hardware technology which is available to the general 

public for sale, license or lease. In other words, to use COTS software, you must pay its 

developer in one way or another. 
 

Most of the application software available in the market need a software license for use. 
 

Software is licensed in different categories. Some of these licenses are based on the 
number of unique users of the software while other licenses are based on the number of 
computers on which the software can be installed. A specific distinction between licenses would 
be an Organizational Software License, which grants an organization the right to distribute the 
software or application to a certain number of users or computers within the organization, and a 
Personal Software License which allows the purchaser of the application to use the software on 
his or her computer only. 
 
2.  Free  Domain  Software 
 
To understand this, let us distinguish between the commonly used terms Freeware and Free Domain 

software. The term ‘freeware’ has no clear accepted definition, but is commonly used for packages that 

permit redistribution but not modification. This means that their source code is not available. Free domain 

software is software that comes with permission for anyone to use, copy, and distribute, either verbatim or 

with modifications, either gratis or for a fee. In particular, this means that the source code must be 

available. Free domain software can be freely used, modified, and redistributed but with one restriction: 

the redistributed software must be distributed with the original terms of free use, modification and 

distribution. This is known as ‘copyleft’. Free software is a matter of freedom, not price. Free software 

may be packaged and distributed for a fee. The ‘Free’ here refers to the ability of reusing it — modified 

or unmodified, as a part of another software package. The concept of free software is the brainchild of 

Richard Stallman, head of the GNU project. The best known example of free software is Linux, an 

operating system that is proposed as an alternative to Windows or other proprietary operating systems. 

Debian is an example of a distributor of a Linux package. 
 

Free software should therefore not be confused with freeware, which is a term used for 
describing software that can be freely downloaded and used but which may contain restrictions 
for modification and reuse. 
 

A few types of application programs that are widely accepted these days, are: 
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1.  Word  Processing 
 
A word processor is an application program used for the production of any type of printable text 

document including composition, editing, formatting and printing. It takes the advantage of a Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) to present data in a required format. It can produce any arbitrary combination of 

images, graphics and text. Microsoft Word is the most widely used word processing system. 

Microsoft Word can be used for the simplest to the most complex word processing 

applications. Using Word, you can write letters and reports, prepare bills and invoices, prepare office 

stationery such as letterheads, envelopes and forms, design brochures, pamphlets, newsletters and 

magazines, etc. 
 
2.  Spreadsheet 
 
Excel is ideal for a task that needs a number of lists, tables, financial calculations, analysis and 

graphs. Excel is good for organizing different kinds of data, however it is numerical data that is best 

suited. Thus, Excel can be used when you not only need a tool for storing and managing data, but 

also analysing and querying it. In addition to providing simple database capabilities, Excel also 

allows you to create documents for the World Wide Web (WWW). 
 

The menus, toolbars and icons of MS Excel are very similar (though not the same) to MS Word. This is 

in keeping with Microsoft’s much hyped philosophy and strategy of offering users a totally integrated office 

suite pack. From the user’s point of view, this means less time spent in learning the second package once you 

know the first, and almost effortless and seamless exchange of data between various components. 
 
3.  Presentation  Graphics 
 
PowerPoint is a presentation tool that helps create eye-catching and effective presentations in a 
matter of minutes. A presentation comprises of individual slides arranged in a sequential manner. 
Normally, each slide covers a brief topic. Having once prepared a presentation, you can ask 
PowerPoint to generate hand-out material and speaker’s notes. Similarly, you have the option of 
either printing the slides—in case you want to use an overhead projector—or simply attach your 
computer to an LCD display panel that enlarges the picture several times and shows the output 
on a screen. 
 

You have three options for creating a new presentation: 
 

(i) Begin by working with a wizard (called the AutoContent Wizard) that helps you 
determine the theme, contents and organization of your presentation by using a 
predefined outline, or  

 
(ii) Start by picking out a PowerPoint Design Template which determines the presentation’s 

colour scheme, fonts and other design features, or  
 

(iii) Begin with a completely blank presentation with the colour scheme, fonts and other 
design features set to default values.  

 
If you decide to choose the third option, PowerPoint designers have provided a wide 

assortment of predefined slide formats and Clip Art graphics libraries. Through these predefined 
slide formats, you can quickly create slides based on standard layouts and attributes. 
 

PowerPoint shares a common look and feel with other MS Office components, and having 
once mastered Word and Excel, learning PowerPoint is almost like playing a game. And it is also 
easy to pick up data from Word and Excel directly into a PowerPoint presentation and vice versa. 
 
Database Management Software 
 
Nowadays, all large businesses require database management. When managing a large customer 
base, it is important to examine vital information like the busying pattern, cheap suppliers and the 
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number of orders being received. In order to efficiently manage all these functions, MS Access is 
required. 
 

As a first step, plan and create your database structure, identifying the required fields based on 

the type of data (numbers, alphanumeric, data, etc.), and the maximum width of each field. After 

determining the structure, you can create a table either in the design mode (which is customized) or 

you can use the table wizard and any of the predefined tables, with the required modifications. 
 

Creating the tables through the table wizard is much faster and easier than through the 
design mode. However, if you use wizards you are somewhat restricted with the predefined 
settings already available. 
 

Once you have created the table you can then use the form’s wizard to create user friendly 
and aesthetically pleasing layouts for data entry. Creating forms for data entry also ensures that 
the user inputs only the right kind of information and both data entry errors as well as typing 
work is minimized. 
 

Once the forms have been created and relevant data has been entered, using these you can 
then use the report wizard to generate any kind of report. Using reports, you can not only 
organize and present your data in a more meaningful manner, but you can also use various 
standard functions like subtotals, totals, sorting to summarize your data. 
 

Now to really fine-tune this Access application, you can create data access pages to enable 
people spread over a large geographical area to share and compile information using the Internet. 
 
4.5.1 Utility Software 
 
Utility software is system software designed to help analyse, configure, optimize or maintain a 

computer. Utility software usually focuses on how the computer infrastructure (including the 

computer hardware, operating system, software and data storage) operates. Utility software, along 

with operating system software, is a type of system software, distinguishing it from application 

software. 
 

Utility software helps to manage, maintain and control computer resources. Operating systems 

typically contain the necessary tools for this, but separate utility programs can provide improved functionality. 

Utility software is often somewhat technical and targeted at users with a solid knowledge of computers. If you 

use a computer mostly for e-mail, some Internet browsing and typing up a report, you may not have much need 

for these utilities. However, if you are an avid computer user, these utilities can help make sure your computer 

stays in tip-top shape. Examples of utility programs are antivirus software, backup software and disk tools. 

Antivirus software, as the name suggests, helps to protect a computer system from viruses and other harmful 

programs. A computer virus is a computer program that can cause damage to a computer’s software, 

hardware or data. It is referred to as a virus because it has the capability to replicate itself and 

hide inside other computer files. 
 

One of the most common ways to get a virus is to download a file from the Internet. Antivirus 

software scans your online activity to make sure you are not downloading infected files. New viruses are 

coming out all the time, so antivirus software needs to be updated very frequently.Backup software helps 

in the creation of a backup of the files on your computer. Most computer systems use a hard disk drive for 

storage. While these are generally very robust, they can fail or crash, resulting in costly data loss. Backup 

software helps you copy the most important files to another storage device, such as an external hard disk. 

You can also make an exact copy of your hard disk.Increasingly, backup software uses cloud storage to 

create backups. This typically means you pay a fee to use the storage space of a third party and use their 

backup software to manage which files are going to be backed up. 
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Disk tools include a range of different tools to manage hard disk drives and other storage devices. This 

includes utilities to scan the hard disks for any potential problems, disk cleaners to remove any unnecessary 

files, and disk defragmenters to re-organize file fragments on a hard disk drive to increase performance. Disk 

tools are important because a failure of a hard disk drive can have disastrous consequences. Keeping disks 

running efficiently is an important part of overall computer maintenance. 
 
4.5.2 Perverse Software 
 
Perverse software is a program which causes hindrances in other programs execution in such a 
way resulting in modification or complete destruction of data without the user’s intention or even 
sabotaging the operational system. Perverse Software is also known as malicious software or 
malware. It is a type of software that is designed to secretly access a computer system, without 
the owner’s consent, and damage the system. The impact can be as damaging as shutting down a 
business, pulling down computer network or significantly impacting regular use of individual 
computer systems etc. 
 

The damage done can vary from something as little as changing the author’s name in a document to 

full control of one’s machine without the ability to easily find out. Most malware requires the user to 

initiate its operation. For example, sending infectious attachments (it acts when users downloads them and 

runs the attachment) in e-mails, browsing a malicious Website that installs software after the user clicks 

ok on a pop-up, and from vulnerabilities in the operating system. Early infectious programs, such as the 

Internet Worm and MS DOS viruses, were written as experiments and were largely harmless or at most 

annoying. With the spread of broadband, the Internet access, malicious software has been designed for a 

profit, for forced advertising. Here the malware keeps track of user’s Web browsing, and pushes related 

advertisements. Perverse software is classified as follows: 
 

�  Time bomb: It is a simplest kind of piece of code/perverse software that is activated on a particular day 

,at particular time or under given conditions to initiate a fraud ,a disruption or some other sort of 

perverse activity, e.g. causing  

modifications or destructions of stored information. This software is activated by computer 
clock. 

 
�  Logic bomb: Software similar to time bomb but activated by a combination of events rather than 

by the computer clock on a particular day or at, a particular   
time. 

 
�  Trojan horse: Trojans are the programs that seem to do some harmless activity and actually do 

some malicious activity causing damage immediately like the wooden horse of Troy. For example, 

it may obtain a password or may modify records in protected files. It may render the system 

transparent to illicit users. Trojan Horse acts as a parasite. It generally does not damage the host 

system and the system can continue to function normally. Trojans normally do not infect other 

software in the system. For example, Christmas card, Bo Trojans, Netbus, Bo Trojan 2000, Sub 

Seven, Ska Trojan, etc.  
 

�  Worms: The concept of Worms was related to Trojan horses. An important characteristic of a 
worm program is that it can relocate, i.e., copy itself to another machine on network. Worm 
program can serve various purposes. They can help to sabotage systems but can also perform 
useful tasks. Some examples of worms are Existential Worm, Alarm Clock Worm, etc.  

 

�  Viruses: All the above concepts of perverse software, i.e., bombs, Trojan horses and auto 

relocatable program leads to the generation of a most dangerous perverse software called Computer 

Virus. Like biological viruses, a computer virus can be replicating in nature and can attach itself to 

a regularly used programs and make you feel that the host file is benign although it intends to do 

much more. Viruses are highly contagious in nature and cause considerable damage through an 
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information disorder/destruction.  
 

4.5.3 Open Source Software  
 
Open-Source Software (OSS) is computer software with its source code made available with a 

license in which the copyright holder provides the rights to study, change and distribute the software 

to anyone and for any purpose. Open-source software is developed in a collaborative public manner. 

Open-source software is the most prominent example of open-source development and often 

compared to (technically defined) user-generated content or (legally defined) open-content 

movements. The open-source model, or collaborative competition development from multiple 

independent sources, generates an increasingly diverse scope of design perspective than one 

company development alone can sustain long term. 
 
Difference  between  Open-Source  Softwares and  Other Softwares 
 
Some softwares have source code that cannot be modified by anyone but the person, team, or organization who 

created them and maintains exclusive control over them. These kinds of softwares are frequently called 

‘proprietary software’ or ‘closed source’ software, because their source code is the property of their original 

authors, who are the only ones legally allowed to copy or modify it. Microsoft Word and Adobe 

Photoshop are examples of proprietary software. In order to use proprietary software, computer 

users must agree (usually by signing a license displayed the first time they run this software) that 

they will not do anything with the software that the software’s authors have not expressly 

permitted. 
 

Open-source software is different. Its authors make its source code available to others who would 

like to view that code, copy it, learn from it, alter it, or share it. LibreOffice and the GNU Image 

Manipulation Program are examples of open source software. As they do with proprietary software, users 

must accept the terms of a license when they use open source software—but the legal terms of open 

source licenses differ dramatically from those of proprietary licenses. Open source software licenses 

promote collaboration and sharing because they allow other people to make modifications to source code 

and incorporate those changes into their own projects. Some open source licenses ensure that anyone who 

alters and then shares a program with others must also share that program’s source code without charging 

a licensing fee for it. In other words, computer programmers can access, view, and modify open source 

software whenever they like—as long as they let others do the same when they share their work. In fact, 

they could be violating the terms of some open source licenses if they do not do this. 
 

So as the Open Source Initiative explains, ‘Open source does not just mean access to the 
source code. It means that anyone should be able to modify the source code to suit his or her 
needs, and that no one should prevent others from doing the same.’ 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

7. What is meant by the term ‘freeware’?  
 

8. What are the uses of Microsoft Excel?  
 

9. Why is MS PowerPoint used?  

 

4. 6  OPERATING  SYSTEM  FUNCTIONS  
 
In simple terms, an operating system is defined as the most essential and indispensable program 
that is running at all times on the computer (usually called the kernel). It is a program that acts 
as an interface between the computer users and the computer hardware (see Figure 4.10). It 
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manages the computer hardware and controls, and coordinates the use of hardware among 
various application programs. An operating system also provides a platform on which the 
various computer resources, such as hardware, software and the data can be acceptably and 
efficiently run in order to perform basic tasks. 
 
 

End Users 
 
 

Application  
Programs 

 
Utilities 

 
Operating System 

 
Computer Hardware 

 
Fig. 4.10 Components of a Computer System 

 
Essentially, there are two basic objectives of an operating system: To provide convenience and 

efficiency to the user who is interacting with the hardware. An operating system is designed in such a way 

that it makes the computer system more convenient to use and allows the system to use its resources to 

achieve maximum efficiency thereby, aiding in the successful execution of desired function. Some 

operating systems are designed for convenience (for example, PC or Personal Computer operating 

systems), some for efficiency (for example, mainframe operating systems), and some for the combination 

of both. 
 

An operating system resembles the working pattern of a government. Just as a government does not 

perform any useful function by itself, but it provides an environment for the other programs so that they 

can do useful work with optimal performance. There are two viewpoints from which we can vividly 

understand the role of an operating system: the user point of view and the system point of view. 
 
4.6.1 User View 
 
In case of a stand-alone environment, where a single user sits in front of a personal computer, an 
operating system is designed basically for the ease of use and some attention is also paid to the 
system performance. However, since these systems are fabricated with the intention to facilitate 
the single user to monopolize the resources, there is no sharing of hardware and software among 
multiple users. Therefore, no attention is paid to resource utilization. 
 

In case of a networked environment, where multiple users share resources and may exchange 

information, an operating system is designed to make the optimal use of resources. In this case, an 

operating system ensures the efficient management of the available processor, time, memory and I/O 

devices, and no individual user tries to monopolize the system resources. In case, the various users are 

connected to a mainframe or a minicomputer via their terminals, no attention is paid to usability of 

individual systems. However, in case the users are connected to the servers via their workstations, a 

compromise between individual usability and resource utilization is made while designing an operating 

system.  

In case of handheld systems, the operating system is basically designed for individual usability 

and manoeuvrability as these systems are mostly stand-alone units for individual users. Finally, the 

computers which have little or no user view, such as embedded systems, the operating system for 

such systems is basically designed to ensure that these system will run without user intervention. 
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4.6.2 System View 
 
As discussed earlier, the computer system consists of many resources, such as CPU time, 
memory and I/O devices, which are required to solve a computing problem. It is the 
responsibility of operating system to provide a conducive environment for effective management 
of these resources and allocate them to various programs and users in a way such that the 
computer system can execute a progam in an efficient, and fair manner. Thus, from the system’s 
point of view, an operating system primarily acts as a resource allocator. 
 

An operating system also acts as a control program or an interface that manages the execution of user 

programs to avoid possible errors and improper use of computer system. It also monitors the performance of 

the I/O devices and their operations. 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

10. What are the two viewpoints from which we can understand the role of an operating 
system?  

 

4. 7  OPERATING  SYSTEM  STRUCTURE  
 
Though, internally the operating systems vary greatly in their framework as they are organized along 

many different lines, but still there are some features that are common in them. Without an operating 

system, a computer is merely a compendium of components. This section discusses some of these 

commonalities. One of the most rudimentary features of the operating systems is that they support 

multiprogramming, that is, the execution of several routines in an interleaved manner. 
 

Execution of a single job cannot keep the CPU and the I/O devices busy at all times 
because during its execution, it sometimes requires CPU and sometimes I/O devices but not both 
simultaneously. Hence, when the program is busy with CPU, the I/O devices have to wait and 
when the program is busy with I/O devices, the CPU remains idle. 
 

For example, consider two jobs P1 and P2 such that both of them require CPU time and I/O 

time alternatively. The serial execution of P1 and P2 is shown in Figure 1.6(a). The shaded boxes 
show the CPU activity of the jobs and white boxes show their I/O activity. It is clear from the 

figure that when P1 is busy in its I/O activity, the CPU is idle even if P2 is ready for execution. 
 

In case of multiprogrammed systems, the jobs are organized in such a way that the CPU always 
has one task to execute. This ensures maximum utilization of 
CPU’s time by reducing its idle time. The basic idea behind multiprogramming is that an operating system 

loads two or more computing applications into the memory from the job pool on the disk. The operating 

systems then pick up one job amongst them and start executing it. When job needs to perform some other 

activity, such as an I/O activity, an operating system simply picks up another job and starts executing it. When 

this job needs to perform some other activity, an operating system switches to the third job, and so on. When 

the I/O activity of the job is finished, it gets back to the CPU. Therefore, as long as there is at least one job to 

execute, the CPU will never remain idle. The memory layout for a multiprogrammed batch system is shown in 

Figure 4.11. 
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Fig 4.11  Memory Layout for a Multiprogrammed System 

 
Figure 4.12(b) shows the multiprogrammed execution of jobs P1 and P2; both are assumed to be 

in memory and waiting to get CPU time. Further assume that job P1 gets the CPU time first. 

When P1 needs to perform its I/O activity, the CPU starts executing P2. When P2 needs to 

perform I/O activity, the CPU again switches to P1, and so on. This type of execution of multiple 
processes is known as concurrent execution. 
 
 

 

 P1     P2 
 

(a) Serial Execution of P1 and P2 
 

P1 

 

P2 
 

             
 

 
P1  

P2  
P1  

P2  
P1  

P2  
 

       
  

(b)  Multiprogrammed  Execution  of  P1  and  P2 
 

Fig. 4.12  Serial and Multiprogrammed Execution 

 
Note that for simplicity we have considered the multiprogrammed execution of only two 

processes P1 and P2, but in general there are more than two processes that compete for system 

resources at any point of time. The number of processes competing to get the system resources in 
multiprogramming environment is known as degree of multiprogramming. In general, the higher 
the degree of multiprogramming, the better will be the resource utilization. 
 

In multiprogrammed systems, an operating system is responsible to make decisions on behalf of the 

users. When a job enters into the system, it is kept in the job pool on the disk which contains all those 

jobs that are waiting for the allocation of main memory. If the memory is not sufficient to accommodate 

all these jobs, then an operating system must select among them to be loaded into the main memory. 

Making this decision is known as job scheduling, which is discussed in Unit 3. To retain multiple jobs in 

the main memory at the same time, some kind of memory management is required, which is discussed in 

detail in Unit 4. Moreover, if multiple jobs in the main memory are ready for execution at the same time, 

the operating system must choose one of them to ensure authentic execution. 
 

The modus operandi of multiprogrammed systems intrinsically, permits an operating system to manage 
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multifarious tasks at the same time, but they limit the users to message across with the computer system. An 

extension of multiprogrammed systems is time-sharing systems (or multitasking) in which multiple users are 

allowed to interact with the system through their individual terminals where each user is designated a fixed 

time-slot to interact with the system. The user interacts with the system by giving instructions to an operating 

system or to a program using an input device, such as keyboard or a mouse, and then waits for the immediate 

response. The response time should be short—typically less than one second. The CPU in time-sharing 

systems switches so rapidly from one user to another that each user gets the impression that only he or she is 

working on the system, even though the system is being shared among multiple users. A typical time-sharing 

system is shown in Figure 4.13. 

 
CPU 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Terminal 1  Terminal 2  Terminal 3  Terminal n 

User 1  User 2  User 3  User n 
 

Fig. 4.13  Time-Sharing System 
 

The main advantage of time-sharing systems is that they provide a convenient environment in which the 

users can develop and execute their apparent programs concurrently. Here, the waiting time is almost nil as 

they provide quicker response time and allow users to debug their program interactively under the 

control of a debugging program. Moreover, the users are allowed to share the system resources 

among multiple users in such a way that each user gets an impression that he or she has all the 

resources at his disposal and the system can be exclusively accessed by the user for interactive 

purpose. 
 

The time-sharing systems are even more complex than multiprogrammed systems. Time-sharing 

provides a mechanism for parallel processing and concurrent execution, which requires precise and 

sophisticated scheduling of CPU. Most time-sharing systems take recourse to round robin scheduling 

algorithm in which each program is given a limited system-defined time slice for its execution. Assuming 

that this time slice gets over, and the program still requires CPU for its execution, it is interrupted by the 

operating system and is placed at the end of the queue of waiting programs to be executed. Memory 

management in time-sharing systems must provide isolation and protection of multiple programs residing 

simultaneously in the main memory. I/O management in time-sharing system must be so advanced and 

sophisticated that they can deal successfully with multiple users and devices. 
 

In spite of the fact that the concept of time-sharing was promulgated in early 1960s, but since it 

was quite overpriced and intricate to implement at that time, they were not very popular until the early 

1970s. However, these days, most of the systems are time sharing as it has remarkably improved the 

outturn of the process. 
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

11. Why can the execution of a single program not keep the CPU and I/O busy at all times?  
 

12. What is the basic idea behind multiprogramming?  
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4. 8  OPERATING  SYSTEM  OPERATIONS  
 
As discussed earlier, modern operating systems are interrupt driven. When there is management and 

coordination of activities to be performed, that is, no processes for execution, no I/O activities, and no 

user to whom to respond, an operating system will go into the dormant mode and sit idle. Whenever an 

event occurs, it is signalled by triggering an interrupt or a trap. For each type of interrupt, there exists a 

code segment in the operating system that specifies the actions to be taken. The part of the operating 

system called Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) executes the appropriate code segment to deal with the 

issued interrupt. 
 

In case of multi programmed environment, the computer resources are shared among several users 

simultaneously. Though the sharing of resources enhances the resource utilization, it also multiplies the 

complications. An error in one user program can adversely affect the execution of other programs. It may also 

happen that the erroneous program modifies another program, or data of another program, or the operating 

system itself. Without the protection against such type of errors, only one process must be 

allowed to execute at a given moment. 
 

However, for effective and improvized resource utilization, it is imperative to allow resource 

sharing among multiple programs simultaneously. Therefore, to cope up with such an environment, 

an operating system should be fabricated keeping in mind that an incorrect program does not 

adversely impact the execution of other programs, or an operating system itself. 
 
4.8.1  Dual-Mode Operation 
 
In order to ensure the proper functioning of the computer system, dual-mode operator requires an 

operating system and all other programs and their data to ensure that an incorrect program does not 

hamper the execution and, therefore, must be protected against such programs. To achieve this protection, 

two modes of operations, namely, user mode and monitor mode (also known as supervisor mode, 

system mode, kernel mode, or privileged mode) are provided for supporting. A mode bit is associated 

with the computer hardware to indicate the current mode of operation. The value ‘1’ indicates the user 

mode and ‘0’ indicates the monitor mode. When the mode bit is 1, it implies that the execution is being 

done on behalf of the user, and when it is 0, it implies that the execution is being done on behalf of an 

operating system. 
 

Originally, when the system begins to initialize (or booted), it is in monitor mode. Then, the operating 

system is loaded and the user processes are started in the user mode. When a trap or an interrupt occurs, the 

hardware switches from user mode to the monitor mode by changing the mode bit value to 0. Therefore, 

whenever an operating system has the control on the computer, it is in the monitor mode. Contrary to this, 

whenever the control needs to be passed to the user program, the hardware must switch the mode to the user 

mode before passing the control to the user program. 
 

User process      
 

      
user mode  

 

User process 
 

System call 
 

Return from  

   mode bit=1  

 

executing    

system call  
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Execute  

mode bit=0  

system call  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.14  Dual-Mode Operation 
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This dual mode of operation helps in protecting an operating system and the other programs, from malicious 

programs. To achieve this protection, some of the machine instructions that may cause harm are designated as 

privileged instructions. These privileged instructions are allowed to be executed only in the monitor mode. If 

an attempt is made to execute a privileged instruction in user mode, the hardware treats it as an illegal 

instruction and traps it to the operating system without executing it. The instruction used to switch from 

kernel mode to user mode is an example of a privileged instruction. 
 
Note: Recent operating systems, such as Windows 2000 and IBM OS/2 provide greater protection for an 
operating system by supporting privileged instructions. 
 
4.8.2  Timer 
 
When a process starts executing, then it is quite possible that it gets stuck in an infinite loop and never returns 

the control to the operating system. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent a user program from gaining the 

control of the system for an infinite time. For this, a timer is maintained, which interrupts the system after a 

specified period and checks the sequence of events. This period can be fixed or variable. A variable timer is 

usually implemented by a fixed-rate clock and a counter. 
 

It is the responsibility of an operating system to set the counter which is decremented with every 

clock tick. Whenever, the value of counter reaches 0, an interrupt occurs. In this way, the timer prevents a 

user program from running too long. Initially, when a program starts, a counter is initialized with the 

amount of time that a program is allowed to run. The value of counter is decremented by 1 with each 

clock tick and once it becomes negative, an operating system terminates the program for exceeding the 

assigned time limit. Note that the instructions that modify the operations of the timer are also designated 

as privileged instructions. 

 

4.9  OPERATING  SYSTEM  SERVICES 

 
Almost all the user programs need an instrumental environment in which they can execute the programs in a 

easy manner. In addition, they need a set of services using which the burden of programming reduces and it 

becomes easier to carry out a task. For instance, programmer should not be bothered about how memory is 

allocated to their programs, where their programs are loaded in memory during execution, how multiple 

programs are managed and executed, how their programs are organized in files to reside on disk, how I/O 

devices are supervised, etc. Providing this environment in which programs can be successfully executed and 

the set of services to user programs are the responsibilities of an operating system. One set of an operating-

system services provides functions to help the user. These services include the following. 
 
�  User Interface: Providing a User Interface (UI) to interact with users is essential job of an 

operating system. This interface is available in more than one form. One is command-line 

interface, in which users interact with the operating system by typing commands. Another is 

batch interface, in which several commands and directives to control those commands are 

collected into files and then they are executed. Another is Graphical User Interface (GUI), in 

which users interact with the system with a pointing device, such as a mouse to issue 

commands to the system.     

�  Program Execution: The system must allocate memory to the user programs, and then load these 

programs into memory so that they can be executed. The programs must be able to terminate either 

normally or abnormally.     

�  I/O Operations: Almost all the programs require I/O involving a file or an I/O device. For efficiency 

and protection, an operating system must provide a means to perform I/O instead of leaving it for users 

to handle I/O devices directly.     

�  File-System Manipulation: Often, programs need to manipulate files and directories, such 
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as creating a new file, writing contents to a file, deleting or searching a file by providing its 

name, etc. Some programs may also need to manage permissions for files or directories to 

allow or deny other programs requests to access these files or directories.     

�  Communication: A process executing in one computer may need to exchange information with 

the processes executing on the same computer or on a different computer connected via a computer 

network. The information is moved between processes with the help of an operating system.     

�  Error Detection: There is always a possibility of occurrence of error in the computer system. 

Error may occur in the CPU, memory, I/O devices, or in user program. Examples of errors 

include an attempt to access an illegal memory location, power failure, link failure on a 

network, too long use of CPU by a user program, etc. An operating system must be constantly 

aware of possible errors, and should take appropriate action in the event of occurrence of error 

to ensure correct and consistent computing.     
    

 As we know, multiple programs may be executed concurrently each of which may require 

multiple resources during their execution. Therefore, providing another set of services that helps 

allocating resources to programs in some order is necessary for an operating system. These services 

exist not for helping user instead to ensure the efficient and secure execution of programs.     
    

�  Resource Allocation: In case of multiprogramming, many programs execute concurrently, each of 

which require many different types of resources, such as CPU cycles, memory, I/O devices, etc. 

Therefore, in such an environment, an operating system must allocate resources to programs in a 

manner such that resources are utilized efficiently and no program should wait forever for other 

programs to complete their execution.  
 

�  Protection and Security: Protection involves ensuring controlled access to the system resources. In a 

multi-user or a networked computer system, the owner of information may want to protect information. 

When several processes execute concurrently, a process should not be allowed to interfere with other 

processes or with the operating system itself. Security involves protecting the system from unauthorized 

users. To provide security, each user should authenticate himself or herself to the system before accessing 

system resources. A common means of authenticating users is user-name/password mechanism.  

 
• Accounting: We may want to keep track of usage of system resources by each individual user. This 

information may be used for accounting so that users can be billed or for accumulating usage statistics, 

which is valuable for researchers.  

•  
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

13. List some services the operating system should provide to help users.  
 

14. Why is error detection important?  

 

4.10  USER-OPERATING  SYSTEM  INTERFACE 

 
Providing an interface to interact with the users is essential part of an operating system. Earlier 

operating systems provided users with the command-line interface or character-based interface. This 

interface enabled users to interact with an operating system by entering commands to which it 

responds. On the other hand, most operating systems, nowadays, provide Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) in addition to character-based interface. They are becoming more closely entwined on many 

systems. GUI enables users to interact with an operating system by clicking mouse buttons to shuffle 

things around. 
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4.10.1 Command-Line Interface 
 
As mentioned, this interface enables users to interact with an operating system by typing commands. 

These commands are then interpreted and executed in order to provide an association between the 

computer’s hardware and the software . The MS DOS is usually the required part of a computer system. 

Owing to its nature as an operating system , MS DOS provides command-line interface. Figure 4.15 

shows MS DOS command-line interface. Some operating systems provide more than one command-line 

interface, therefore, on such systems, command-line interfaces are called shells. For example, UNIX 

provides C shell, Bourne shell, Korn shell, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.15  MS DOS Command-Line Interface 
Generally, the commands that can be given perform some operations on a file, such as creation, 

deletion, printing, executing, and many more. These commands can be implemented in two ways. In 

the first method, the code to execute the commands could be included in the interface itself. Now, 

whenever a command is issued by the user, the interface jumps to a section of its code and makes the 

appropriate system call. Since the code for the commands is included in the interface itself, adding 

new commands require changing the interface. In addition, the size of interface increases with each 

new command. 
 

Alternatively, system programs can be developed that include the code for most 
commands. In this case, the interface has no idea about the command implementation; instead it 
just uses the command to locate the file and then load and executes it. The UNIX operating 
system follows this approach, therefore, a command in UNIX would search a file with that name, 
load it in memory and then executes it. For example, the command,  

cp file1.txt file2.txt 
 
interprets cp as the file name, searches it and load it in the memory for execution. The command cp 

creates a copy of a given file. In the above command, file1.txt and file2.txt are the name 
of the source and the destination files, and they are treated as parameters during execution of the 
command cp. It means a copy of file1.txt is created and named file2.txt. 
 

With this approach, the new commands can be added to the system easily by creating new 
system files. The names of the files will then serve the command name. Since adding new files 
do not require changing the interface, the size of the interface remains unchanged and small. 
 
4.10.2 Graphical User Interfaces 
 
In command-line interface, users interact by issuing certain commands. There is always a 
possibility of making a mistake. For example, opening a file might require the user to define the 
path where the file actually resides. Any mistake in defining the path name will result in non-
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implementation of the desired task and might prevent user to open the file. 
 

An alternative and more user friendly method to interface with the operating system is Graphical User 

Interface (GUI). GUI provides a rectangular area of scrzeen called Window in which files, programs, 

directories and system functions are represented as small images or symbols called icons. In addition, various 

Menus are provided which lists actions or commands to be performed by the user. Such capabilities enables 

users to configure and interact with operating system by moving mouse to position the mouse cursor and 

clicking on some icon or menu option and the computer carries out the appropriate task. Depending upon the 

position of mouse cursor and the button (left or right) clicked on the mouse, some actions that are commonly 

performed are as opening of a file, execution of a program, appearing of a menu, etc. 

UNIX, Apple Macintosh (Mac OS) and various versions of Microsoft Windows including 
version 1.0 are some examples of operating systems that provide GUI. Many operating systems 
provide users with both command-line interface and GUI, and it depends entirely upon the 
person’s individual discretion what system interface he will prefer to choose and work with. 
Many UNIX programmers prefer to use command-line interface because it is faster to work with 
and provides powerful capabilities, whereas, almost all Window users use GUI. GUI of 
Microsoft Windows 8 is shown in Figure 4.16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.16  GUI of Microsoft Windows 10 

 
 

4. 11 FEATURES OF A GOOD PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE  
 
The features of a good program are as follows: 
 

�  Efficiency: There are two aspects which are considered to estimate the efficiency of 
computer software as given below: 

 
o Response time or speed of execution  

 
o Main memory consumed to execute the program  

 
A program is efficient if its speed of execution is faster and at the same time it consumes 
lesser memory. 
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�  Correctness or integrity: This is a measure of accuracy of the results produced when 
executing the program.  

 

�  Degree of structured programming: This attribute measures to produce programs with clear 
flow and design along with hierarchical structure.  

 

• Degree of modularity  
1 Simplicity: This attribute measures the ease with which the program can be understood.  

 

2 Maintainability: This is a measure of ease of modifications of the program.  
 

3 The time taken to locate the module that contains error will be much shorter in modular 
structured programs. Since the functions are cohesive and there is lesser coupling between 
functions, the side effects of maintenance will also be minimal.  

 
�  Reusability: Reusability is facilitated by the modular design of the program. Each module 

is a good candidate for reusability in different programming projects.  
 

�  Ease of debugging: Small codes are easy to debug rather than large programs. The wrong 
understanding of the specifications of each module, will be avoided while developing and 
testing the program. Therefore, modular programming enhances ease of debugging.  

 

�  Enhanced understandability: Structured programming advocates adequate comment statements 

and documentation. It also advocates defining meaningful names for the functions as well as 

variables and constants. All these facilitate ease of understanding of the complete program.  
 
We have to develop an understandable and maintainable program. Some of the popular codes of 
good programming practices are as follows: 
 

�  Write only one statement per line  
 

�  Coin meaningful names for constants, variables and functions  
 

�  Use capitals for names of constants  
 

�  Divide programs into functions or classes as the case may be  
 

�  Each function and class defines one task  
 

�  Each function and class must have at least one comment statement  
 

�  Skip a line between functions and classes  
 

�  Skip a line after declaration statements in the main() function as well as each function  
 

�  Bring clarity by skipping lines wherever required  
 

�  Put only one brace on each line  
 

�  Align all opening braces and closing braces  
 

�  Indent as much as possible to bring out logical structure of the program  
 

�  Some of the program statements that could be indented are body of function, class, body of 
loop, body of if..elsestatements  

 

�  Indent each case in switch statement  
 

�  Indent an item within a struct/class declaration  
 
4.11.1 Selection of a Programming Language 
 
Modular programming is a good programming concept. Instead of writing one large program, it is better to 

divide it into a number of sub-tasks and code each one of them separately. Here, each function is coded as a 

separate module. This modularization has many advantages. One of them being the modules can be reused in 

other programs. The modules are tested individually and later integrated with other modules. 
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The use of iteration constructs, such as for,while, etc., is encouraged in modular 

programming. The module is designed in such a manner that it has one entry point and one exit 
point. Modular programming is a prerequisite not only for structured programming but also for 
object-oriented programming. 
 
Structured Programming Concept 
 
Two mathematicians CorradoBohm and Giuseppe Jacopini proved that any computer program 
could be written only with three program structures as: 
 

�  Sequences  
 

�  Decisions  
 

�  Loops  
 

This discovery is considered to be a precursor methodology for modern programming 
known as structured programming. Prof. EdsgerW.Dijkstra even advocated that the goto 
statement should be abolished from all high-level languages because of its ill effects on 
programs. The programs that include goto statements can cause innumerable problems, 

particularly during maintenance of the software. The program, which uses goto statement, is 
called spaghetti code – code that has no simple direct logical structure. 
 

Structured Programming is the name given to good programming practices. It is a preferred 

methodology for programming in procedure-oriented languages. Structured programming consists of 

guidelines for designing programs. Structured programming concepts were evolved to improve the quality 

of programs. 
 
Features of Structured Programming 
 
It is a philosophy of a concept that facilitates design of programs. They are easily 
understandable, modifiable and do not cause surprises. Some of the features of structured 
programming are given below. 
 

�  Flow of control in the program should be as simple as possible.  
 

�  The program should be constructed using independent modules or functions or sub 
routines.  

 

�  It uses only three types of logical structures as given below:  
 

o Sequences: Statements that are executed one after another  
 

o Decision: One of the two blocks of a program code is executed based on the outcome of testing 
a particular condition. Example is ‘if, else’ structure  

o Loops or iteration: One or more statements are executed repeatedly as long as a particular 
condition or a combination of conditions remains true.  

 
Object  Oriented  Programming 
 
High-level programming languages, such as FORTRAN, Pascal, BASIC, C and COBOL are known as 

function-oriented or procedure-oriented languages. They have been used for developing important and 

mission critical applications. In these languages, computer programs are organized as a sequence of 

instructions. In function-oriented programming, the emphasis is on procedures or instructions and data 

integrity does not get due importance. In large software projects, a number of programmers will be 

involved in programming. Each one will develop programs for some portion of the product. An 

inexperienced programmer might spoil the integrity of some data items inadvertently due to poor 

understanding. This is due to the inherent design of the function-oriented programming languages where 

data and function are not tied to each other closely. They are independent of each other causing major 
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problems while the software is put to use. 
 

The principle of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) is to combine both data and the associated 

functions into a single unit called a class. An object in programming means data. Data is, therefore, 

predominant in object oriented programming. However, in the object oriented paradigm, accessibility of data is 

restricted and therefore, accidental corruption of data is minimized or eliminated. Thus, OOP ensures integrity 

of data. C++, Java, C #, etc., are some languages which facilitate OOP. 
 

In both programming paradigms namely; structured programming using procedure oriented 
languages and object oriented programming, the following two approaches are possible:  

�  Top-down approach  
 

�  Bottom-up approach  
 
Top-Down  Approach 
 
The program is constructed and frequently designed using top-down design methodology. 
 

The top-down design model involves designing the overall program structure first, 
followed by designing individual functions. 
 
Bottom-Up Approach 
 
The opposite of top-down methodology is bottom-up methodology, wherein individual functions are designed 

first and finally the structure of the program is made. 
 
Top-Down  Structured  Design 
 
One of the earliest methodologies for software analysis and design is top-down structured design. 
This is the method promoted by the early high-level languages, 

 

4.12  SUMMARY 

 
�  A computer cannot operate without any instructions and is based on a logical sequence of 

instructions in order to perform a function. These instructions are   
known as computer programs and constitute computer software. 

 
�  On the basis of functionalities, software may be categorized as: system software, 

programming software and application software.  
 

�  Types of computer software are: system software, real-time software, business software, 
engineering and scientific software, artificial intelligence software, Web-based software, 
PC software, etc.  

 

�  System software constitutes all the programs, languages and documentation provided by 
the manufacturer in the computer. These programs provide the user with an access to the 
system so that he can communicate with the computer and write or develop his own 
programs.  

 

�  There are a number of operating systems. These are: UNIX, LINUX, Mac OS, MS DOS, 
IBM OS/2, Windows 98, Windows 98 E, Windows Millennium Edition, etc.  

 

�  Application software maybe licensed or free domain. A few widely used applications are: 
Word processing, Spreadsheet, Presentation graphics, etc.  

 

�  An operating system is defined as a program that is running at all times on the computer 
(usually called the kernel). It is a program that acts as an interface between the computer 
users and the computer hardware.  
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�  An operating system is designed in such a way that it makes the computer system more 
convenient to use and allows the system to use its resources in an efficient manner.  

 

�  There are two viewpoints from which we can understand the role of an operating system: 
the user point of view and the system point of view.  

 

�  In case of a stand-alone environment, where a single user sits in front of a personal 
computer, an operating system is designed basically for the ease of use and some attention 
is also paid to system performance.  

 

�  In case of a networked environment, where multiple users share resources and may exchange information, an 

operating system is designed for resource utilization.  
 

�  In case of handheld systems, an operating system is basically designed for individual 
usability as these systems are mostly stand-alone units for individual users.  

 

�  From the system’s point of view, the operating system primarily acts as a resource 
allocator.  

 

�  An operating system also acts as a control program that manages the execution of user programs to 
avoid errors and improper use of computer system.  

�  These days a computer system basically consists of one or more processors (CPUs), several device 
controllers, and the memory. All these components are connected through a common bus that 
provides access to shared memory   

�  When the system boots up, the initial program that runs on the system is known as 
bootstrap program.  

�  The event notification is done with the help of an interrupt that is fired either by the 
hardware or the software.  

�  Whenever, a program needs to be executed, it must be first loaded into the main memory 
(called Random-Access Memory or RAM).  

�  The two instructions, namely, load and store are used to interact with the memory.  

�  The execution of the program instructions takes place in the CPU registers, which are used as 
temporary storage areas, and have limited storage space.  

�  RAM is expensive, offers limited storage capacity, and is volatile in nature, that is, it loses 
its contents when power supply is switched off.  

�  Secondary storage is non-volatile in nature, that is, the data is permanently stored and 
survives power failure and system crashes.  

�  Magnetic disk (generally called disk) is the primary form of secondary storage that enables 
storage of enormous amount of data.  

 

�  A significant portion of code of an operating system is dedicated to manage I/ O. One reason 
for this is the varying nature of I/O devices.  

 

�  Each device controller controls a specific type of device and depending on the type of device 
controller one or more devices may be attached to it.  

 

�  Interrupt-driven I/O wastes CPU’s time because CPU requests data from the device controller 
one byte at a time. To solve this problem, another scheme, that is, Direct Memory Access 
(DMA) is commonly used.  

 

�  Depending on the number of processors used in the system, a computer system can be 
categorized mainly into one of the two types: single-processor system or multiprocessor 
system.  

 

�  Single-processor systems consist of one main CPU that can execute a general-purpose 
instruction set, which includes instructions from user processes. Other than the one main CPU, 
most systems also have some special-purpose processors.  
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�  The multiprocessor systems (also known as parallel systems or tightly coupled systems) 
consist of multiple processors in close communication in a sense that they share the computer 
bus and even the system clock, memory and peripheral devices.  

 

�  Multiprocessor systems are of two types, namely, symmetric and asymmetric.  
 

�  One of the most common features of an operating systems is that they support multiprogramming. The 
execution of multiple jobs in an interleaved manner is   
known as multiprogramming. 

 
�  In case of multiprogrammed systems, the jobs are organized in such a way that the CPU 

always has one to execute. This increases the CPU utilization by minimizing the CPU idle 
time.  

 

�  The number of processes competing to get the system resources in multiprogramming 
environment is known as degree of multiprogramming.  

 
�  When a job enters into the system, it is kept in the job pool on the disk which contains all those 

jobs that are waiting for the allocation of main memory.  
 

�  An extension of multiprogrammed systems is time-sharing systems (or multitasking) in 
which multiple users are allowed to interact with the system through their individual 
terminals.  

 

�  The CPU in time-sharing systems switches so rapidly from one user to another that each user 
gets the impression that only he or she is working on the system, even though the system is 
being shared among multiple users.  

 

�  Time-sharing provides a mechanism for concurrent execution, which requires CPU 
scheduling to be more sophisticated.  

 

�  In order to ensure the proper functioning of the computer system, an operating system and all other 

programs, and their data must be protected against the incorrect programs. To achieve this 

protection, two modes of operations, namely, user mode and monitor mode (also known as 

supervisor mode, system mode, kernel mode, or privileged mode) are specified.  
 

�  Some of the machine instructions that may cause harm are designated as privileged 
instructions. These privileged instructions are allowed to be executed only in the monitor 
mode.  

 

�  It is necessary to prevent a user program from gaining the control of the system for an 
infinite time. For this, a timer is maintained, which interrupts the system after a specified 
period.  

 

�  Providing the environment in which programs can be executed and the set of services to user 
programs are the operating system responsibilities. One set of operating-system services 
provides functions to help the user.  

 

�  Another set of services that helps allocating resources to programs in some order is necessary for 

an operating system. These services exist not for helping user, instead to ensure the efficient and 

secure execution of programs.  
 

�  The command-line interface enables users to interact with an operating system by entering 
commands to which it responds.  

 

4.13  KEY  TERMS 
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• Multitasking: A type of OS that permits multiple programs to be run simultaneously by 
the same computer  

�  Multithreading: A form of multitasking that permits multiple parts of a software program 
to be run simultaneously  

 
�  Multiprocessing: This concerns the use of multiple processors (more than one CPU) to 

simultaneously execute multiple programs  
 

�  Single user: This category of OS does not permit multiple users to use the computer and 
run programs at the same time  

 

�  Multiuser: This class of OS permits multiple users to use the computer and run programs 
at the same time, e.g., UNIX, Linux, Windows NT  

 

�  File management: The OS is responsible for the creation and deletion of files/ directories and the 

mapping of these files/directories on to the secondary storage  
 

�  Security management: The OS is responsible for protecting the resources and information of 
a computer system from destruction and misuse  

 

�  PowerPoint: A presentation tool that helps create eye-catching and effective presentations 
in a matter of minutes  

 

�  Operating system: The most essential and indispensable program that is running at all times on the 

computer (usually called the kernel). It is a program that acts as an interface between the computer users 

and the computer hardware  
 

�  Bootstrap program: A well defined set of initial programs  
 

�  Single-processor system: System one main CPU that can execute a general-purpose instruction 
set, which includes instructions from user processes  

 

�  Multiprocessor system: A system with multiple processors in close communication in a 
sense that they share the computer bus and even the system clock, memory, and peripheral 
devices  

 

�  Master processor: A processor that controls the entire system  
 

�  Timer: Interrupts the system after a specified period and checks the sequence of events  

 

 

4.14  QUESTIONS  
 
Short-Answer Questions 
 

1. What is a computer software and why is it required?  
 

2. Name the types of computer software.  
 

3. What are loaders and linkers?  
 

4. Define the database management software.  
 

5. Write short notes on each of the following:  
 

(a) Direct memory access  
 

(b) Multiprogramming  
 

(c) Time-sharing systems  
 

(d) Dual-mode operation  
 

(e) Command-line interface   
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(f) System calls  
 

6. Why is it important to maintain a timer?  
 
Long-Answer Questions 
 

1. Describe any three computer software and their uses.  
 

2. Briefly describe the various components of an operating system with suitable examples.  
 

3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of Hypertext preprocessor.  
 

4. Describe the two viewpoints from which we can understand the role of an operating 
system.  

 
5. How does a computer system handle interrupts? Also, discuss how interrupts can be 

handled quickly?  
 

6. Discuss the storage structure of a computer system with the help of a diagram.  
 

7. Describe how an I/O operation is handled by the system with the help of a diagram.  
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5. 0  INTRODUCTION  
 
In this unit, you will learn about the basic computer applications. An app is a type of software that allows you 
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to perform specific tasks. Applications for desktop or laptop computers are sometimes called desktop 

applications, and those for mobile devices are called mobile apps. When you open an application, it runs inside 

the operating system until you close it. Most of the time, you will have more than one application open at the 

same time, and this is known as multitasking. You will learn about concepts of open source software. Open-

Source Software (OSS) is computer software with its source code made available with a license in which the 

copyright holder provides the rights to study change and distribute the software to anyone and for any purpose. 

Open-source software is often developed in a public, collaborative manner. Moreover, you will learn about 

project management software. Project management software has the capacity to help plan, organize, and 

manage resource pools and develop resource estimates. Depending on the sophistication of the software, it can 

manage estimation and planning, scheduling, cost control and budget management, resource allocation, 

collaboration software, communication, decision-making, quality management and documentation or 

administration systems. In this unit, you will also learn about timesheet system and finally, you will learn 

about office application software. Application software is a set of one or more programs designed to carry out 

operations for a specific Application software cannot run on itself but is dependent on system software 

to execute. Examples of application software include MS Word, MS Excel, a console game, a library 

management system, a spreadsheet system, etc. The term is used to distinguish such software from 

another type of computer program referred to as system software, which manages and integrates a 

computer’s capabilities but does not directly perform tasks that benefit the user. The system software 

serves the application, which in turn serves the user. 

 

5.1  UNIT  OBJECTIVES 
 
After going through this unit you will be able to: 
 

�  Understand the basic concept of open source software  
 

�  Discuss the significant features of project management software  
 

�  Describe the timesheet system  
 

�  Understand the significance of office application software  

 

5. 2  CONCEPTS  OF  OPEN  SOURCE  SOFTWARE  
 
Open-Source Software (OSS) is computer software with its source code made available with a license in which 

the copyright holder provides the rights to study, change and distribute the software to anyone and for any 

purpose. Open-source software is often developed in a public, collaborative manner. Open-source software is 

the most prominent example of open-source development and often compared to (technically defined) user-

generated content or (legally defined) open-content movements. 
 

The Open Source Initiative’s (OSI) definition is recognized as the standard or de facto definition. 

Eric S. Raymond and Bruce Perens formed the organization in February 1998. With about 20 years of 

evidence from case histories of closed and open development already provided by the Internet, OSI 

continued to present the “open source” case to commercial businesses. They sought to bring a higher 

profile to the practical benefits of freely available source code, and wanted to bring major software 

businesses and other high-tech industries into open source. 
 

OSI uses the open source definition to determine whether it considers a software license 
open source. The definition was based on the Debian Free Software Guidelines, written and 
adapted primarily by Perens. Perens did not base his writing on the “four freedoms” of Free 
Software from the Free Software Foundation (FSF), which were only widely available later. 
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Under Perens’ definition, open source describes a broad general type of software license that makes source 
code available to the general public with relaxed or non-existent copyright restrictions. The principles, as 
stated, say absolutely nothing about trademark or patent use and require absolutely no cooperation to ensure 

that any common audit or release regime applies to any derived works. It is an explicit “feature” of open 

source that it may put no restrictions on the use or distribution by any organization or user. 

It forbids this, in principle, to guarantee continued access to derived works even by the 

major original contributors. Despite initially accepting it, Richard Stallman of the FSF now 

flatly opposes the term “Open Source” being applied to what they refer to as “free software”. 

Although it is clear that legally free software does qualify as open source, Stallman considers 

that the category is abusive. Critics also oppose the professed pragmatism of the Open 

Source Initiative, as they fear that the free software ideals of freedom and community are 

threatened by compromising on the FSF’s idealistic standards for software freedom. 

Increasingly the consensus term “free and open source software” is used by the communities at 

large to describe the common ground between free software and open source software. 

 
Extension of the Term 

While the term “open source” applied originally only to the source code of software, it is now being 

applied to many other areas, such as Open source ecology, a movement to decentralize technologies 

so that any human can use them. However, it is often misapplied to other areas which have different 

and competing principles, which overlap only partially. 

Open Software Licensing 

A license defines the rights and obligations that a licensor grants to a licensee. Open source licenses 

grant licensees the right to copy, modify and redistribute source code (or content). These licenses may 

also impose obligations (e.g., modifications to the code that are distributed must be made available 

in source code form, an author attribution must be placed in a program/ documentation using that 

open source). Authors initially derive a right to grant a license to their work based on the legal theory 

that upon creation of a work the author owns the copyright in that work. What the author/licensor is 

granting when they grant a license to copy, modify and redistribute their work is the right to use the 

author’s copyrights. The author still retains ownership of those copyrights; the licensee simply is allowed 

to use those rights, as granted in the license, so long as they maintain the obligations of the license. The 

author does have the option to sell/assign, versus license, their exclusive right to the copyrights to their 

work; whereupon the new owner/assignee controls the copyrights. The ownership of the copyright (the 

“rights”) is separate and distinct from the ownership of the work (the “thing”) – a person can own a 

copy of a piece of code (or a copy of a book) without the rights to copy, modify or redistribute copies 

of it. When an author contributes code to an open source project (e.g., Apache.org) they do so under an 

explicit license (e.g., the Apache Contributor License Agreement) or an implicit license (e.g., the 

open source license under which the project is already licensing code). Some open source projects 

do not take contributed code under a license, but actually require (joint) assignment of the author’s 

copyright in order to accept code contributions into the project (e.g., OpenOffice.org and its Joint 

Copyright Assignment agreement). 

Placing code (or content) in the public domain is a way of waiving an author’s (or owner’s) 

copyrights in that work. No license is granted, and none is needed, to copy, modify or redistribute a 

work in the public domain. Examples of free software license / open source licenses include Apache 

License, BSD license, GNU General Public License, GNU Lesser General Public License, MIT 

License, Eclipse Public License and Mozilla Public License. 
 

The proliferation of open-source licenses is one of the few negative aspects of the open-source 
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movement because it is often difficult to understand the legal implications of the differences between licenses. 

With more than 180,000 open source projects available and its more than 1400 unique licenses, the complexity 

of deciding how to manage open-source usage within “closed-source” commercial enterprises have 

dramatically increased. Some are home-grown while others are modeled after mainstream FOSS licenses such 

as Berkeley Software Distribution (“BSD”), Apache, MIT-style (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), or 

GNU General Public License (“GPL”). In view of this, open source practitioners are starting to use 

classification schemes in which FOSS licenses are grouped (typically based on the existence and obligations 

imposed by the copyleft provision; the strength of the copyleft provision). An important legal milestone for the 

open source / free software movement was passed in 2008, when the US federal appeals court ruled that free 

software licences definitely do set legally binding conditions on the use of copyrighted work, and they are 

therefore enforceable under existing copyright law. As a result, if end-users do violate the licensing conditions, 

their license disappears, meaning they are infringing copyright. 
 
Certifications 
 
Certification can help to build higher user confidence. Certification could be applied to the simplest 

component that can be used by developers to build the simplest module to a whole software system. There 

have been numerous institutions involving in this area of the open source software including The 

International Institute of Software Technology / United Nations University. UNU/IIST is a non-profit 

research and education institution of The United Nations. It is currently involved in a project known as 

“The Global Desktop Project”. This project aims to build a desktop interface that every end-user is able to 

understand and interact with, thus crossing the language and cultural barriers. It is drawing huge attention 

from parties involved in areas ranging from application development to localization. Furthermore, this 

project will improve developing nations’ access to information systems. UNU/IIST aims to achieve this 

without any compromise in the quality of the software. It believes a global standard can be maintained by 

introducing certifications and is currently organizing conferences in order to explore frontiers in the field. 
 

Alternatively, assurance models (such as, DO178B) have already solved the “certification” 
approach for software. This approach is tailorable and can be applied to OSS, but only if the 
requisite planning and execution, design, test and traceability artifacts are generated. 
 
5.2.1 Open-Source Software Development 
 
Development Model 
 
In his 1997 essay The Cathedral and the Bazaar, open-source evangelist Eric S. Raymond suggests a model for 

developing OSS known as the bazaar model. Raymond likens the development of software by traditional 

methodologies to building a cathedral, “carefully crafted by individual wizards or small bands of mages 

working in splendid isolation”. He suggests that all software should be developed using the bazaar style, which 

he described as “a great babbling bazaar of differing agendas and approaches.” 
 

In the traditional model of development, which he called the cathedral model; development takes 

place in a centralized way. Roles are clearly defined. Roles include people dedicated to designing (the 

architects), people responsible for managing the project, and people responsible for implementation. 

Traditional software engineering follows the cathedral model. The bazaar model, however, is different. In 

this model, roles are not clearly defined. Gregorio Robles suggests that software developed using the 

bazaar model should exhibit the following patterns: 
 

�  Users should be Treated as Co-Developers  
 

The users are treated like co-developers and so they should have access to the source code of 

the software. Furthermore users are encouraged to submit additions to the software, code fixes 

for the software, bug reports, documentation etc. Having more co-developers increases the rate 

at which the software evolves. Linus’s law states, “Given enough eyeballs all bugs are 
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shallow.” This means that if many users view the source code, they will eventually find all 

bugs and suggest how to fix them. Note that some users have advanced programming skills, 

and furthermore, each user’s machine provides an additional testing environment. This new 

testing environment offers that ability to find and fix a new bug.  
 

�  Early Releases  
 

The first version of the software should be released as early as possible so as to increase 
one’s chances of finding co-developers early.  

 

�  Frequent Integration  
 

Code changes should be integrated (merged into a shared code base) as often as possible so 
as to avoid the overhead of fixing a large number of bugs at the end of the project life 
cycle. Some open source projects have nightly builds where integration is done 
automatically on a daily basis.  

 

�  Several Versions  
 

There should be at least two versions of the software. There should be a buggier version with 

more features and a more stable version with fewer features. The buggy version (also called 

the development version) is for users who want the immediate use of the latest features, and 

are willing to accept the risk of using code that is not yet thoroughly tested. The users can then 

act as co-developers, reporting bugs and providing bug fixes.  

�  High Modularization  
 

The general structure of the software should be modular allowing for parallel development 
on independent components.  

 

�  Dynamic Decision Making Structure  
 

There is a need for a decision making structure, whether formal or informal, that makes 
strategic decisions depending on changing user requirements and other factors. Cf. 
Extreme programming.  

 
5.2.2 Advantages and Disadvantages 
 
Software experts and researchers on open source software have identified several advantages and 

disadvantages. The main advantage for business is that open source is a good way for business to achieve 

greater penetration of the market. Companies that offer open source software are able to establish an 

industry standard and, thus, gain competitive advantage. It has also helped build developer loyalty as 

developers feel empowered and have a sense of ownership of the end product. Moreover, lower costs of 

marketing and logistical services are needed for OSS. OSS also helps companies keep abreast of 

technology developments. It is a good tool to promote a company’s image, including its commercial 

products. The OSS development approach has helped produce reliable, high quality software quickly and 

inexpensively. 
 

The term “open source” was originally intended to be trademark able; however, the term was deemed 

too descriptive, so no trademark exists. Besides, it offers the potential for a more flexible technology and 

quicker innovation. It is said to be more reliable since it typically has thousands of independent programmers 

testing and fixing bugs of the software. It is flexible because modular systems allow programmers to build 

custom interfaces, or add new abilities to it and it is innovative since open source programs are the product of 

collaboration among a large number of different programmers. The mix of divergent perspectives, corporate 

objectives, and personal goals speeds up innovation. Moreover, free software can be developed in accord with 

purely technical requirements. It does not require thinking about commercial pressure that often degrades the 

quality of the software. Commercial pressures make traditional software developers pay more attention to 
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customers’ requirements than to security requirements, since such features are somewhat invisible to the 

customer. It is sometimes said that the open source development process may not be well defined and the 

stages in the development process, such as system testing and documentation may be ignored. However this is 

only true for small (mostly single programmer) projects. Larger, successful projects do define and enforce at 

least some rules as they need them to make the teamwork possible. In the most complex projects these rules 

may be as strict as reviewing even minor change by two independent developers. 
 

Not all OSS initiatives have been successful, for example Source Exchange and Eazel. Software experts 

and researchers who are not convinced by open source’s ability to produce quality systems identify the unclear 

process, the late defect discovery and the lack of any empirical evidence as the most important problems 

(collected data concerning productivity and quality). It is also difficult to design a commercially 

sound business model around the open source paradigm. Consequently, only technical 

requirements may be satisfied and not the ones of the market. In terms of security, open source 

may allow hackers to know about the weaknesses or loopholes of the software more easily than 

closed-source software. It depends on control mechanisms in order to create effective 

performance of autonomous agents who participate in virtual organizations. 
 
5.2.3 Development Tools 
 
In OSS development, the participants, who are mostly volunteers, are distributed among different geographic 

regions, so there is need for tools to aid participants to collaborate in source code development. Often, these 

tools are also available as OSS. Revision control systems, such as Concurrent Versions System (CVS) and 

later Subversion (SVN) and Git, and the GNU Compiler Collection are examples of tools that help centrally 

manage the source code files and the changes to those files for a software project. These tools are themselves 

OSS. Utilities that automate testing, compiling, and bug reporting help preserve stability and support of 

software projects that have numerous developers but no managers, quality controller, or technical support. 

Building systems that report compilation errors among different platforms include Tinderbox. Commonly used 

bugtrackers include Bugzilla and GNATS. Tools, such as, mailing lists, IRC, and instant messaging provide 

means of Internet communication between developers. The Web is also a core feature of all of the above 

systems. Some sites centralize all the features of these tools as a software development management system, 

including GNU Savannah, SourceForge, and BountySource 

 

5.3  PROJECT  MANAGEMENT  SOFTWARE 

 
Project management software has the capacity to help plan, organize, and manage resource pools and 

develop resource estimates. Depending on the sophistication of the software, it can manage estimation 

and planning, scheduling, cost control and budget management, resource allocation, collaboration 

software, communication, decision-making, quality management and documentation or administration 

systems. Today, numerous PC & browser based project management software solutions exist and they are 

finding their way into almost every type of business. The origins of project management software are 

rooted in the 1950s when Dupont Chemical collaborated with mainframe computer maker Remington 

Rand (Univac) to devise the Critical Path Method of network scheduling (CPM). This method was tested 

in 1958 with the construction of a major new chemical plant. In parallel, the US Navy working together 

with Lockheed Aerospace devised the automated Project Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) for the 

Polaris Missile program that ran on the IBM mainframe. Mainframe and Mini computers dominated the 

project management software arena until the early 1980s when PC computers began to proliferate across 

business and government circles alike. 
 
5.3.1 Tasks and Activities 
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One of the most common project management software tool types is scheduling tools. 
Scheduling tools are used to sequence project activities and assign dates and resources to them. 
The detail and sophistication of a schedule produced by a scheduling tool can vary considerably 
with the project management methodology used, the features provided and the scheduling 
methods supported. Scheduling tools may include support for: 
 

�  Multiple dependency relationship types between activities  
 

�  Resource assignment and levelling  
 

�  Critical path  
 

�  Activity duration estimation and probability-based simulation  
 

�  Activity cost accounting  
 
Providing Information 
 
Project planning software can be expected to provide information to various people or 
stakeholders, and can be used to measure and justify the level of effort required to complete the 
project(s). Typical requirements might include: 
 

�  Overview information on how long tasks will take to complete.  
 

�  Early warning of any risks to the project.  
 

�  Information on workload, for planning holidays.  
 

�  Evidence.  
 

�  Historical information on how projects have progressed, and in particular, how actual and 
planned performance is related.  

 

�  Optimum utilization of available resource.  
 

�  Cost maintenance.  
 

�  Collaboration with each teammates and customers.  
 

�  Instant communication to collaborators and customers.  
 
5.3.2 Types of Project Management Software’s 
 
Desktop 
 
Project management software has been implemented as a program that runs on the desktop of 
each user. Project management tools that are implemented as desktop software are typically 
single-user applications used by the project manager or another subject matter expert, such as a 
scheduler or risk manager. 
 
Web-Based 
 
Project management software has been implemented as a Web application to be accessed using a Web 

browser. This may also include the ability to use a smartphone or tablet to gain access to the application. 

Software as a Service (SaaS) is also Web- 
 
based and has become a common delivery model for many business applications, including 
Project Management, Project Management Information System (PMIS) and Project Portfolio 
Management (PPM). SaaS is typically accessed by users using a thin client via a Web browser. 
 
Personal 
 
A personal project management application is one used at home, typically to manage lifestyle or home 

projects. There is considerable overlap with single user systems, although personal project management 
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software typically involves simpler interfaces. 
 
Single User 
 
A single-user system is programmed with the assumption that only one person will ever need to 
edit the project plan at once. This may be used in small companies or ones where only a few 
people are involved in top-down project planning. Desktop applications generally fall into this 
category. 
 
Collaborative 
 
A collaborative system is designed to support multiple users modifying different sections of the plan at once; 

for example, updating the areas they personally are responsible for such that those estimates get integrated into 

the overall plan. Web-based tools, including extranets, generally fall into this category, but have the limitation 

that they can only be used when the user has live Internet access. To address this limitation, some software 

tools using client–server architecture provide a rich client that runs on users’ desktop computer and replicate 

project and task information to other project team members through a central server when users connect 

periodically to the network. Some tools allow team members to check out their schedules (and others’ as read 

only) to work on them while not on the network. When reconnecting to the database, all changes are 

synchronized with the other schedules. 
 
Integrated 
 
An integrated system combines project management or project planning, with many other aspects of 

company life. For example, projects can have bug tracking issues assigned to each project, the list of 

project customers becomes a customer relationship management module, and each person on the project 

plan has their own task lists, calendars, and messaging functionality associated with their projects. 
 

Similarly, specialized tools like SourceForge integrate project management software with 
source control (CVS) software and bug-tracking software, so that each piece of information can be 
integrated into the same system. 
 
Non-Specialized Tools 
 
While specialized software is common, software that is not project management-specific is often 
used in the management of projects. In particular, office productivity tools are used by most 
project managers.  
 
 
5.4  TIMESHEET  SYSTEM 
 
Time-tracking software is a category of computer software that allows its users to 
record time spent on tasks. This software is used in many industries, including those 
 
employing hourly workers and those professionals who bill their customers by the hour, such as lawyers 

and accountants. It represents an electronic version of the traditional paper timesheet. Tracking time can 

enable increased productivity, as businesses better understand what business practices lead to wasted 

time. This type of software encourages accountability for large businesses, and allows business owners to 

keep all time data in a central location. Many such packages allow the automatic generation of invoices to 

the professional’s clients or customers based on the time spent and the hourly fee, and allow for the 

additional billing of related costs to each client or file. Many time-tracking software companies offer 

workforce management packages that include time and attendance, scheduling, absence management, 

human resources, payroll, talent management, and labor analytics. 
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5.4.1 Types of Time-Tracking Software 
 

Timesheet 
 

For entering time spent performing different tasks while working. 
 

Time-Tracking/Recording 
 

Automatically records activities performed on a computer. 
 

Time-tracking software can be: 
 

�  Standalone (used only to record timesheets, and generate reports);  
 

�  Integrated as part of:  
 

o Accounting systems (e.g. timesheet data fed directly to company accounts);  
 

o Billing systems (e.g. to generate invoices, especially for 
contractors, lawyers, etc.);  

 
o Project management systems (e.g. timesheet data used by project 

management software to visualize the effort being spent on 
projects or tasks);  

 
o Payroll systems (e.g. to pay employees based on time worked);  

 
o Resource scheduling (e.g. bi-directional integration allows 

schedulers to schedule staff on jobs, which, once complete, can be 
confirmed and converted to timesheets).  

 
5.4.2 Timesheet Software  

 
Timesheet software is accounting software used to maintain timesheets. This was the 

first wave of time-tracking software when computers came to many offices, with the 

goal of replacing all heavy paperwork for greater organization. Timesheet software 
allows entering time spent performing different tasks while working. When used 

within companies, employees enter their time into an electronic timesheet which can 

then be approved or rejected by supervisors or project managers. Since, 2006, 

timesheet software has been moving to mobile platforms (smart phones, tablets, etc) 

enabling better tracking for employees whose work involves multiple locations. 
 
5.4.3 Time-Tracking/Recording Software 
 
Time-tracking/recording software automates time-tracking process by recording when, for how long 

and what activities are performed on a computer. This was the second wave of the time-tracking 

software. The idea is to get the actual picture about computer usage. Automatic time-

tracking/recording software shows applications, documents, games, Websites usage. 
 

When used within companies, this software allows monitoring employees’ productivity by 
recording computer and Internet usage. Also, it can be used to help to complete timesheets. The 
American Payroll Association estimates that companies can save 2% of gross payroll costs each 
year by automating time tracking. When used by freelancers, this software helps to create reports 
for clients (e.g. timesheets and invoices) or to prove work. 
 
5.4.4 Time-Tracking Methods 
 
There are several ways companies track employee time using time tracking software.  

�  Durational  
 

Employee enters the duration for the task regardless what time was it worked on.  
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�  Chronological  
 

Employee enters actual start and end time for the task.  
 

�  Exception-Based  
 

System automatically records standard work hours except for approved time off or LOA.  
 

�  Clock-in Clock-out  
 

Employee manually records arrival and departure to and from work.  
 

�  Monitoring  
 

System records active and idle time of employee using a computer.  
 

�  Location-Based  
 

System determines working status of an employee based on his/her location.  
 

�  Resource Scheduling: By scheduling resources in advance, employee schedules can be 
easily converted to timesheets.  

 
 
5.5  OFFICE  APPLICATION 
 
Application software is a set of one or more programs designed to carry out operations for a specific 
application. Application software cannot run on itself but is dependent on system software to execute. 
Examples of application software include MS Word, MS Excel, a console game, a library management 
system, a spreadsheet system, etc. The term is used to distinguish such software from another type of 
computer program referred to as system software, which manages and integrates a computer’s capabilities 
but does not directly perform tasks that benefit the user. The system software serves the application, 
which in turn serves the user. 
 

Examples of types of application software may include accounting software, media players, and 

office suites. Many application programs deal principally with documents. Applications may be bundled 

with the computer and its system software or published separately, and may be coded as e.g. proprietary, 

open-source or university projects. In information technology, an application is a computer program 

designed to help people perform an activity. An application thus differs from an operating system (which 

runs a computer), a utility (which performs maintenance or general-purpose chores), and a programming 

tool (with which computer programs are created). Depending on the activity for which it was designed, an 

application can manipulate text, numbers, graphics, or a combination of these elements. Some application 

packages focus on a single task, such as word processing; others, called integrated software include 

several applications. User-written software tailors systems to meet the user’s specific needs. User-written 

software includes spreadsheet templates, word processor macros, scientific simulations, graphics and 

animation scripts. Even email filters are a kind of user software. Users create this software themselves and 

often overlook how important it is. 
 

The delineation between system software such as operating systems and application software is not 

exact, however, and is occasionally the object of controversy. For example, one of the key questions in the 

United States v. Microsoft antitrust trial was whether Microsoft’s Internet Explorer Web browser was part of 

its Windows operating system or a separable piece of application software. As another example, the 

GNU/Linux naming controversy is, in part, due to disagreement about the relationship between the Linux 

kernel and the operating systems built over this kernel. In some types of embedded systems, the application 

software and the operating system software may be indistinguishable to the user, as in the case of software 

used to control a VCR, DVD player or microwave oven. The above definitions may exclude some applications 

that may exist on some computers in large organizations. 
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Apps and Killer Apps 
 
Some applications are available in versions for several different platforms; others have narrower requirements 

and are thus called, for example, a Geography application for Windows, an Android application for education, 

or Linux gaming. Sometimes a new and popular application arises which only runs on one platform, increasing 

the desirability of that platform. This is called a killer application or killer app. In recent years, the 

shortened term “app” (coined in 1981 or earlier) has become popular to refer to applications for 

mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, the shortened form matching their typically smaller 

scope compared to applications on PCs. 
 
Application Software Classification 
 
There are many different ways to divide up different types of application software, and several are explained 

here. Since, the development and near-universal adoption of the Web, an important distinction that has 

emerged has been between Web applications 
 
— written with HTML, JavaScript and other Web-native technologies and typically requiring one to 

be online and running a Web browser, and the more traditional native applications written in 

whatever languages are available for one’s particular type of computer. There has been contentious 

debate in the computing community regarding Web applications replacing native applications for 

many purposes, especially on mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets. Web apps have 

indeed greatly increased in popularity for some uses, but the advantages of applications make them 

unlikely to disappear soon, if ever. Furthermore, the two can be complementary, and even integrated. 
 

Application software can also be seen as being either horizontal or vertical. Horizontal 
applications are more popular and widespread, because they are general purpose, for example 
word processors or databases. Vertical applications are niche products, designed for a particular 
type of industry or business, or department within an organization. Integrated suites of software 
will try to handle every specific aspect possible of, for example, manufacturing or banking 
systems, or accounting, or customer service. 
 
There are many types of application software: 
 

�  An application suite consists of multiple applications bundled together. They usually have 

related functions, features and user interfaces, and may be able to interact with each other, e.g. 

open each other’s files. Business applications often come in suites, e.g. Microsoft Office, 

LibreOffice and iWork, which bundle together a word processor, a spreadsheet, etc.; but suites 

exist for other purposes, e.g. graphics or music.  
 

�  Enterprise software addresses the needs of an entire organization’s processes and data flows, across 

several departments, often in a large distributed environment. Examples include enterprise resource 

planning systems, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems and supply chain management 

software. Departmental Software is a sub-type of enterprise software with a focus on smaller 

organizations and/or groups within a large organization. (Examples include travel expense management 

and IT Helpdesk.)  
 

�  Enterprise infrastructure software provides common capabilities needed to support 
enterprise software systems. (Examples include databases, email servers, and systems for 
managing networks and security.)  

 

�  Information worker software lets users create and manage information, often for individual 

projects within a department, in contrast to enterprise management. Examples include time 

management, resource management, analytical, collaborative and documentation tools. Word 

processors, spreadsheets, email and blog clients, personal information system, and individual 
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media editors may aid in multiple information worker tasks.  
 

�  Content access software is used primarily to access content without editing, but may 
include software that allows for content editing. Such software addresses the needs of 
individuals and groups to consume digital entertainment and published digital content. 
(Examples include media players, Web browsers, and help browsers.)  

 

�  Educational software is related to content access software, but has the content and/or 
features adapted for use in by educators or students. For example, it may deliver 
evaluations (tests), track progress through material, or include collaborative capabilities.  

 

�  Simulation software simulates physical or abstract systems for research, training or 
entertainment purposes.  

 

�  Media development software generates print and electronic media for others to consume, 
most often in a commercial or educational setting. This includes graphic-art software, 
desktop publishing software, multimedia development software, HTML editors, digital-
animation editors, digital audio and video composition, and many others.  

 

�  Product engineering software is used in developing hardware and software products. This includes 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE), computer language editing 

and compiling tools, integrated development environments, and application programmer interfaces.  
 

�  Entertainment Software can refer to video games, screen savers, programs to display motion 
pictures or play recorded music, and other forms of entertainment which can be experienced 

through use of a computing device.  
 

Applications can also be classified by computing platform such as a particular operating system, 

delivery network such as in cloud computing and Web 2.0 applications, or delivery devices, such as 

mobile apps for mobile devices. 
 

The operating system itself can be considered application software when performing 
simple calculating, measuring, rendering, and word processing tasks not used to control 
hardware via command-line interface or graphical user interface. This does not include 
application software bundled within operating systems, such as a software calculator or text 
editor. 

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

1. Define the term open-source software.   
2. State the role of open software license.  
3. State the significance of certification in open source software.  

 
4. What is project management software?  

 
5. Define the term time-tracking software.  
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5. 6  SUMMARY  
 

�  Open-Source Software (OSS) is computer software with its source code made available with a 
license in which the copyright holder provides the rights to study change and distribute the 

software to anyone and for any purpose.  
 

�  Open-source software is often developed in a public, collaborative manner. Open-source 
software is the most prominent example of open-source development and often compared 
to (technically defined) user-generated content or (legally defined) open-content 
movements.  

 

�  A license defines the rights and obligations that a licensor grants to a licensee. Open source 
licenses grant licensees the right to copy, modify and redistribute source code (or content).  

 

�  These licenses may also impose obligations (e.g., modifications to the code that are distributed must be 

made available in source code form, an author attribution must be placed in a program/ documentation 

using that open source).  
 

�  Placing code (or content) in the public domain is a way of waiving an author’s (or owner’s) 
copyrights in that work. No license is granted, and none is needed, to copy, modify or redistribute a 

work in the public domain.  
 

�  The proliferation of open-source licenses is one of the few negative aspects of the open-
source movement because it is often difficult to understand the legal implications of the 
differences between licenses.  

 

�  Certification can help to build higher user confidence. Certification could be applied to the 
simplest component that can be used by developers to build the simplest module to a 
whole software system.  

 

�  Software experts and researchers on open source software have identified several 
advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage for business is that open source is a 
good way for business to achieve greater penetration of the market.  

 

• The term “open source” was originally intended to be trademark able; however, the term was deemed 

too descriptive, so no trademark exists. Besides, it offers the potential for a more flexible technology 

and quicker innovation.  

 
�  Not all OSS initiatives have been successful, for example Source Exchange and Eazel. Software 

experts and researchers who are not convinced by open source’s ability to produce quality systems 

identify the unclear process, the late defect discovery and the lack of any empirical evidence as the 

most important problems (collected data concerning productivity and quality).  
 
�  In OSS development, the participants, who are mostly volunteers, are distributed among 

different geographic regions, so there is need for tools to aid participants to collaborate in 
source code development.  

 

�  Project management software has the capacity to help plan, organize, and manage resource 
pools and develop resource estimates. Depending on the sophistication of the software, it can 
manage estimation and planning, scheduling, cost control and budget management, resource 
allocation, collaboration software, communication, decision-making, quality management and 
documentation or administration systems.  

 

�  One of the most common project management software tool types is scheduling tools. 
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Scheduling tools are used to sequence project activities and assign dates and resources to them.  
 

�  Project planning software can be expected to provide information to various people or 
stakeholders, and can be used to measure and justify the level of effort required to complete 
the project(s).  

 

�  Project management software has been implemented as a program that runs on the desktop of 
each user.  

 

�  Project management tools that are implemented as desktop software are typically single-user 
applications used by the project manager or another subject matter expert, such as a scheduler 
or risk manager.  

 

�  Project management software has been implemented as a Web application to be accessed 
using a Web browser.  

 

�  A personal project management application is one used at home, typically to manage lifestyle 
or home projects. There is considerable overlap with single user systems, although personal 
project management software typically involves simpler interfaces.  

 

�  A single-user system is programmed with the assumption that only one person will ever need 
to edit the project plan at once. This may be used in small companies or ones where only a few 
people are involved in top-down project planning.  

 

�  A collaborative system is designed to support multiple users modifying different sections of the plan at 

once; for example, updating the areas they personally are responsible for such that those estimates get 

integrated into the overall plan.  
 

• An integrated system combines project management or project planning, with many other 
aspects of company life.  

 
�  Time-tracking software is a category of computer software that allows its users to record time spent 

on tasks. This software is used in many industries, including those employing hourly workers and 

those professionals who bill their customers by the hour, such as lawyers and accountants.  
 

�  Timesheet software is accounting software used to maintain timesheets. This was the first wave of time-

tracking software when computers came to many offices, with the goal of replacing all heavy 

paperwork for greater organization.  
 

�  Timesheet software allows entering time spent performing different tasks while working. 
When used within companies, employees enter their time into an electronic timesheet 
which can then be approved or rejected by supervisors or project managers.  

 

�  Time-tracking/recording software automates time-tracking process by recording when, for 
how long and what activities are performed on a computer. This was the second wave of 
the time-tracking software.  

 

�  Application software is a set of one or more programs designed to carry out operations for 
a specific application. Application software cannot run on itself but is dependent on system 
software to execute.  

 

�  Application software can also be seen as being either horizontal or vertical. Horizontal 
applications are more popular and widespread, because they are general purpose, for example 
word processors or databases.  

 

�  Applications can also be classified by computing platform such as a particular operating system, 
delivery network such as in cloud computing and Web 2.0 applications, or delivery devices, such 

as mobile apps for mobile devices.  
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�  The operating system itself can be considered application software when performing 
simple calculating, measuring, rendering, and word processing tasks not used to control 
hardware via command-line interface or graphical user interface.  

 

5. 7  KEY  TERMS  
 

�  Open-Source Software (OSS): It is computer software with its source code made available with a 

license in which the copyright holder provides the rights to study change and distribute the 

software to anyone and for any purpose  
 

�  Project management software: It has the capacity to help plan, organize, and manage 
resource pools and develop resource estimates  

 

�  Project planning software: It can be expected to provide information to various people or 
stakeholders, and can be used to measure and justify the level of effort required to 
complete the project(s)  

 

• A collaborative system: It is designed to support multiple users modifying different sections 
of the plan at once; for example, updating the areas they personally are responsible for such 
that those estimates get integrated into the overall plan 

 
�  Time-tracking software: It is a category of computer software that allows its users to 

record time spent on tasks  
 

�  Application software: It is a set of one or more programs designed to carry out operations 
for a specific application  

 

5. 8  QUESTIONS  
 
Short-Answer Questions 
 

1. What is the basic concept of open source software?  
2. Define the term open source licensing  
3. Define the role of certification in open source software.  
4  What is project management software? What is timesheet system?  
5.  List the types of time-tracking software.  

 
Long-Answer Questions 
 

1. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of open source software. 
 

2. Discuss the OSS development tools with the help of examples.  
 

3. Explain the types of project management software with the help of examples.  
 

4. Describe the office application software with the help of examples.  

 

5.9  FURTHER  READING 
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6. 0  INTRODUCTION  
 
In this unit, you will learn about the basic concepts of computer networks. In the mainframe and 

minicomputer environment, each user is connected to the main system through a dumb terminal that is 

unable to perform any of its own processing tasks. In this computing environment, processing and 

memory are centralized. However, this type of computerization has its merits but the major 

disadvantage is that the system could get easily overloaded as the number of users, and consequently, 

terminals increase. Second, most of the information is centralized to one group of people, the systems 

professionals rather than the end-users. This type of centralized processing system differs from the 

distributed processing system used by LANs. In a distributed processing system, most of the processing 

is done in the memory of the individual PCs or workstations besides sharing expensive computer 

resources like software, disk files, printers and plotters, etc. You will also learn about the network 

topologies. Moreover, you will learn about the categories of network. Switching includes ‘plug and 

play’ element. Nowadays, a fibre optic switch is used in switching technology because it allows 
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harnessing of all available bandwidth. Use of an optical switch allows users on a network to send more 

information. It also provides huge advantage as immunity to EMI (Electro Magnetic Interference) 

disturbance and lighting strike which assures network security. You will learn about TCP/IP. The 

TCP/IP model is considered the oldest protocol of all computer networks like the ARPANET and its 

successor, the Internet. It contains two protocols TCP and IP. TCP stands for Transmission Control 

Protocol and IP for Internet Protocol. 

 

6.1  UNIT  OBJECTIVE 
 
Discuss the basic concepts of computer networks 
 

�  Understand the basic concept of topologies  
 

�  Discuss the various categories of networks  
 

�  Describe the various network models  
 

�  Explain about OSI reference model  
 

�  Discuss what transmission media is  
 

�  Understand the switching techniques  

 

6. 2  INTRODUCTION  TO  DATA  COMMUNICATION  
 
A data communication system is made up of the message, the source, the destination, the medium and 

the protocol. Message is the information needs to be communicated. Source is the device that sends the 

message to the destination. Destination is a device to receive the message. Medium is the physical path 

through which the message is transmitted for the destination. Protocol defines a set of rules for 

communication. Figure 6.1 shows a simple data communication system. 

 

Input        
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Fig. 6.1  Simple Data Communication System 
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A network is a connection of independent computers to communicate with one another over a 

shared network medium. The physical layer deals with transmission medium to transport information in 

the form of bits between different computers on the network. The physical layer is responsible for 

communicating 0s and 1s across a medium. It does so through the variation of some physical property, 

such as current or voltage. This layer also ensures the reliable delivery of bits. It means that when the 

sending side sends 1 bit, it is received by the receiving side as 1 bit, not as 0 bit. Hence, it defines the 

mechanical and electrical aspects of interfacing to a physical medium for disconnecting, maintaining and 

setting up physical links as well as for transmitting data. It is primarily concerned with moving bits from 

one node to the next over the physical link. The issues concerning the physical layer involve amplitude of 

the pulses to define 1 and 0 level, width of the pulse in microseconds, types and modes of 

communication, establishment and breaking of connections at the time of communication, types of 

connectors, etc. 
 

A physical layer of a network accepts data from the data link layer in bit streams for subsequent 

transmission over the physical medium. At this layer, the mechanical (connector type), electrical (voltage 

levels), functional (ping assignments), and procedural (handshake) characteristics are defined. RS-232C/D is 

an example of a physical layer definition. The bit stream is represented as a function of time and can be 

analysed mathematically. Analysis is required to know the physical characteristics of a signal as it travels 

across some physical media. Even if there are some changes in the properties of the signal, it is important to 

know how it can be reproduced in its original form, so that the receiver receives it as sent by the sender. 

 

6.3  INTRODUCTION  TO  COMPUTER  NETWORKS 

 
A network is a connection of independent computers to communicate with one another over a shared network 

medium. The physical layer deals with transmission medium to transport information in the form of bits 

between different computers on the network. The physical layer is responsible for communicating 0s and 1s 

across a medium. It does so through the variation of some physical property, such as current or voltage. This 

layer also ensures the reliable delivery of bits. It means that when the sending side sends 1 bit, it is received by 

the receiving side as 1 bit and not as 0 bit. Hence, it defines the mechanical and electrical aspects of interfacing 

to a physical medium for disconnecting, maintaining and setting up physical links as well as for transmitting 

data. It is primarily concerned with moving bits from one node to the next over the physical link. The issues 

concerning the physical layer involve amplitude of the pulses to define 1 and 0 level, width of the pulse in 

microseconds, types and modes of communication, establishment and breaking of connections at 

the time of communication, types of connectors, etc. 
 

Networks that are privately owned offer consistent fast paced communication channels which are 

optimized to connect information processing tools in a restricted geographical area. These are known as 

Local Area Networks (LANs). 
 

A shared, local (restricted-distance) packet network for computer communication is a form 
of LAN. A common medium is used by LAN to link peripherals and computers so that the user 
can share access to databases, files, host computers, peripherals and applications. 
 

LANs in addition to linking the computer equipment available in a particular premises also 

provides a connection to other networks either through a computer, which is attached to both networks, or 

through a dedicated device called a gateway. The main users of LANs include business organizations, 

research and development groups in science and engineering, industry and educational institution. 
 

LANs offer raw bandwidth of 1 Mbps to 100 Mbps or more, although actual throughput often 

is much less. LANs are limited to a maximum distance of only a few miles or kilometers, although 
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they may be extended through the use of bridges, routers, and other devices. Data is transmitted in 

packet format, with packet sizes ranging up to 1500 bytes and more. Mostly, IEEE develops LAN 

specifications, although ANSI and other standards bodies are also involved. 
 
6.3.1 Advantages of Networks 
 
LANs are used almost exclusively for data communication over relatively short distances, such as within 

an office, office building or campus environment. LANs allow multiple workstations to share access to 

multiple host computers, other workstations, printers and other peripherals, and connections to other 

networks. LANs are also being utilized for imaging applications. They are being used for video and voice 

communication as well, although currently on a very limited basis. 
 

LAN applications include communication between the workstation and host computers, 
other workstations and servers. The servers may allow sharing of resources. Resources could be 
information, data files, e-mail, voice mail, software, hardware (hard disk, printer, fax, etc.) and 
other networks. 
 

LAN benefits include the fact that a high-speed transmission system can be shared among 

multiple devices in support of large number of active terminals and a large number of active 

applications in the form of a multi-user, multi-tasking computer network. LAN connected 

workstations realize the benefit of decentralized access to very substantial centralized processors, 

perhaps in the form of mainframe host computer and storage capabilities (information repositories). 

Additionally, the current technology allows multiple LANs to be inter-networked through the use of 

LAN switches, routers, etc. 
 

Disadvantages of LANs include concern for security of files and accounts. 
6.3.2 Network  Devices 
 
In general, a computer network is composed of one or more servers, workstations, network interface 

cards, active and passive hub, routers, bridges, gateways, modem, software components like network 

operating systems and other application software. The following components are widely used for the 

construction of networks: 
 
Server 
 
It is the most powerful computer of the network. In a local area network, usually a powerful 

microcomputer or a super microcomputer with the power of a minicomputer is used as a server. There are 

two types of servers normally employed in a local area network. They are dedicated servers and non-

dedicated servers. 
 

In a dedicated server, the server computer performs functions and services of the whole network. It 

helps to efficiently run user applications and increases the overall system cost. Users cannot run their 

applications directly in a dedicated server. It provides e-mail service, sharing of multiple hard disks and other 

resources and faster response time. For larger networks with heavy load, dedicated servers are usually 

employed. 
 

In a non-dedicated server, apart from the role of a network controller, a server also acts as an 

individual workstation. The server is equipped with large memory. Network operations demand only 

a portion of server memory. The remaining portion of the memory may be used for the user 

applications. Under light load conditions, it is advisable to use a non-dedicated server. Some servers 

can operate on both modes, according to the requirement of the user. 
 
File  Server 
 
The primary goal of a computer network is to share data among several users. They also make their 

attached disk drives, printers, modems and unique communication links available to the various client 
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stations. Providing one computer with one or more hard disks facilitates this. All client stations share 

these hard disks. Clients can make their requests to access any of the shared facility to the server. The file 

server is a powerful computer, which runs special software. It provides the files and other shared 

resources to different users in the network. It provides facilities like user authentication, security to 

various user programs, and data integrity. It can be accessed through Network Operating System (NOS). 

Typical configurations of a server are Pentium 4 machine with 128 MB or higher capacity RAM, 40 GB 

or higher capacity hard disk, to serve upto 10 nodes or workstations. 
 

All activities of a file server can be monitored and controlled from the monitor called console. The 

network administrators are given special privileges. They are given supervisory passwords. They perform 

the network administration operation for the entire network. Any user of the network needs to get a new 

network service, they have to contact the network administrator and make a request for the specific 

service they need. The file server has a large memory, which is used for caching directories and files, and 

hashing directories. Novell Netware and Windows NT are the two network operating systems that run on 

a server machine. 

 
Workstation 
 
Another important component of a network is the workstation or a client. A workstation is an individual 

computer with capabilities to communicate with other machines. It must be equipped with the hardware 

and software necessary to connect to a LAN. Usually a Network Interface Card (NIC) or an Ethernet card 

or an Arcnet card is used for this purpose. Part of the network operating system is also available in the 

workstation. A workstation can communicate with other workstations or to the server. The hardware 

requirement for a workstation depends on the application and the size of the network. In a typical LAN of 

a university computer center, a Pentium III system with 64 MB RAM and 4 to 8 GB hard disk capacity, 

with necessary network interface card can be used for a typical workstation. In general, the memory and 

hard disk capacity of a workstation is much less than that of the server. 
 
Network  Interface  Unit 
 
Every computer on the network needs one add on card called Network Interface Card (NIC) or Ethernet 

Adapter or Network Interface Adapter. The role of NIC is to move the serial signals on the network cables, or 

media into parallel data stream inside the PC. In some cases, two or more such NICs are used in the server to 

split the load. These interface units also have the important jobs of controlling access to the media. This 

includes activities known as carrier sense (listen before transmit), sequential station number, and token 

passing. All these activities are known as Media Access Control. 
 
Transmission Media 
 
The data signal travels through this medium. There are two general categories. They are bounded 
(guided) and unbounded (unguided) medium. Twisted pair, coaxial cable and fibre optic cables 
are all bounded media. The data signals travel within the boundaries of the transmission media. 
On the other hand, microwave and satellite transmissions, both travel through the air, which has 
no boundaries, hence called unbounded transmission. 
 
 
Hub 
 
The network hub is a centralized distribution point for all data transmission in a network. Hub may 

also be referred to as a concentrator. Data packet from a NIC arrives at the hub. The hub receives and 

rebroadcasts them to other computers connected to it. In general, the hub network is a passive device. 

It does not know the destination of a received data packet. Hence, it is required to send copies to all 

the hub connections. Hubs can be classified into the following three categories: 
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�  Stackable and non-stackable hubs  
 

�  Active and passive hubs  
 

�  Intelligent and non-intelligent hubs  
 

Stackable hubs are hubs that can be stacked or interconnected to make a single hub 
appearance. They are useful for vendors to make hubs of size suitable to customer requirement. 
Non-stackable hubs cannot be interconnected. They are always provided only a fixed number of 
connections. 

 
The hubs that connect to the network backbone are known as active hubs. The hubs, which 

connect only to active hubs, are known as passive hubs. 
 

Intelligent hubs contain a special firmware that can be accessed by remote workstations. The 
firmware is known as Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). Network performance and 
network status data are read from SNMP. 
 
Repeater 
 
A repeater is a communication device that connects between two segments of the network cable. 
It retimes, regenerates, strengthens the digital data, and sends them on their way again. Repeaters 
are often used to extend the cable length to enlarge LANs. Wide area network contain many 
repeaters. Ethernet also frequently uses repeaters to extend the length of the bus. 
 
Bridge 
 
A bridge interconnects two networks using same technology, such as Ethernet or Arcnet. Bridge is more 

sophisticated than a repeater. A modern bridge reads the destination address of the received packet and 

determines whether the address is on the same segment of the network cables of the originating station. If 

the destination is on the other side of the bridge, the bridge transmits the packet into the traffic on that 

cable segment. Local bridges are used to connect two segments of a same LAN. Remote bridges are used 

to link local LAN cables to long distance cables, to link two physically separated networks. Network 

administrators often use bridges to split the big networks into number of small networks. Bridges are easy 

to install. They provide an easy way to perform network management functions. 
 
Router 
 
A router transfers data between networks. It is also possible for a router to transfer data between different 

compatible network technologies, such as Ethernet and IBM token ring. Since, Internet consists of 

thousands of different network technologies, routers are an integral part of the Internet. A router has the 

address on the network. A bridge does not have an address. Hence, a router can act as an intermediate 

destination. In other words, a computer can send a data packet to the router of another network. The 

router will transfer the packet to the other network. On the other hand, the bridge must examine all the 

packets to determine which packets to transmit between networks. As such, computers never send packets 

directly to a bridge. A router examines a packet only if it contains the router’s address. 
 

A router also can act as a bridge. Such a router is known as a brouter. The brouter receives 
the packet and examines whether it supports the protocol used by the packet. If not, it simply 
drops the packet. The packet is bridged using the physical address information. 
 
Gateway 
 
Two dissimilar networks can be connected by means of a gateway. For example, a mainframe can be 

connected and accessible to a PC network by means of a gateway. Unlike routers, a gateway converts the 

format of the data sent between two networks. 
A router adds only addressing information to the data packet. Routers never change the content of the 
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message. But a gateway has to identify the protocols used in the networks, and recognize the data format 

and convert the message format into suitable format to be accepted by the other network. Wide area 

networks often use gateways because there is a large number of dissimilar networks present in a WAN. 

Gateways provide good connectivity to different kinds of networks on the Internet. 
 
Modem 
 
Another significant network component is modem. The term Modem is the shortened version of the 

name modulator–demodulator. Modem provides two-way communication facility between a 

computer network and telephone network. As Wide Area Network (WAN) uses the existing 

telephone network to connect to a distant network, it always uses a modem to dial-up the telephone 

network. Modem converts the digital data from the computer into useful analog signals that can be 

transmitted through a telephone network. Similarly, signals from the telephone channels are 

converted back into digital data suitable for a computer. 
 
6.3.3 Communication Protocols 
 
In telecommunications, a communication protocol is a system of digital rules for data exchange within or 

between Computers. Communicating systems use well-defined formats (protocol) for exchanging 

messages. Each message has an exact meaning intended to elicit a response from a range of possible 

responses pre-determined for that particular situation. Thus, a protocol must define the syntax, semantics, 

and synchronization of communication; the specified behavior is typically independent of how it is to be 

implemented. A protocol can therefore be implemented as hardware, software, or both. Communication 

protocols have to be agreed upon by the parties involved. To reach agreement, a protocol may be 

developed into a technical standard. A programming language describes the same for computations, so 

there is a close analogy between protocols and programming languages: protocols are to communications 

as programming languages are to computations. 
 

Messages are sent and received on communicating systems to establish communications. 
Protocols should therefore specify rules governing the transmission. In general, much of the 
following should be addressed: 
 

�  Data formats for data exchange: Digital message bitstrings are exchanged. The bitstrings are 

divided in fields and each field carries information relevant to the protocol. Conceptually the 

bitstring is divided into two parts called the header area and the data area. The actual message 

is stored in the data area, so the header area contains the fields with more relevance to the 

protocol. Bitstrings longer than the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) are divided in pieces 

of appropriate size.  
 

• Address formats for data exchange: Addresses are used to identify both the sender and the 

intended receiver(s). The addresses are stored in the header area of the bitstrings, allowing the 

receivers to determine whether the bit strings  

 
are intended for themselves and should be processed or should be ignored. A connection between a 

sender and a receiver can be identified using an address pair (sender address, receiver address). 

Usually some address values have special meanings. An all-1s address could be taken to mean an 

addressing of all stations on the network, so sending to this address would result in a broadcast on 

the local network. The rules describing the meanings of the address value are collectively called an 

addressing scheme. 
 
�  Address mapping: Sometimes protocols need to map addresses of one scheme on addresses 

of another scheme. For instance, to translate a logical IP address specified by the application to 
an Ethernet hardware address. This is referred to as address mapping.  
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�  Routing: When systems are not directly connected, intermediary systems along the route to the 
intended receiver(s) need to forward messages on behalf of the sender. On the Internet, the 
networks are connected using routers. This way of connecting networks is called internetworking.  

 

Detection of transmission errors is necessary on networks which cannot guarantee error-free 
operation. In a common approach, CRCs of the data area are added to the end of packets, 
making it possible for the receiver to detect differences caused by errors. The receiver rejects 
the packets on CRC differences and arranges somehow for retransmission.  

 

�  Acknowledgements of correct reception of packets: It is required for connection-oriented 
communication. Acknowledgements are sent from receivers back to their respective senders.  

 

�  Loss of information - timeouts and retries: Packets may be lost on the network or suffer from 

long delays. To cope with this, under some protocols, a sender may expect an acknowledgement of 

correct reception from the receiver within a certain amount of time. On timeouts, the sender must 

assume the packet was not received and retransmit it. In case of a permanently broken link, the 

retransmission has no effect so the number of retransmissions is limited. Exceeding the retry limit 

is considered an error.  
 

Direction of information flow needs to be addressed if transmissions can only occur in one 
direction at a time as on half-duplex links. This is known as Media Access Control. Arrangements 

have to be made to accommodate the case when two parties want to gain control at the same time.  
 

• Sequence control: We have seen that long bitstrings are divided in pieces, and then sent on the 

network individually. The pieces may get lost or delayed or take different routes to their destination on 

some types of networks. As a result pieces may arrive out of sequence. Retransmissions can result in 

duplicate pieces. By marking the pieces with sequence information at the sender, the receiver can 

determine what was lost or duplicated, ask for necessary retransmissions and reassemble the original 

message. Flow control is needed when the sender transmits faster than the receiver or intermediate 

network equipment can process the transmissions. Flow control can be implemented by messaging 

from receiver to sender. 
 

Getting the data across a network is only part of the problem for a protocol. The data received has 

to be evaluated in the context of the progress of the conversation, so a protocol has to specify rules 

describing the context. These kind of rules are said to express the syntax of the communications. Other 

rules determine whether the data is meaningful for the context in which the exchange takes place. These 

kind of rules are said to express the semantics of the communications. 

 

6.4  TOPOLOGY 

 
LANs are classified depending on the topology, access methods, signalling methods, 
transmission medium and transmission mode. 
 

The control of the network is of two types, viz., centralized and distributed. With centralized 

control, access to the network and allocation of channel is controlled by one node, such as a 

dedicated communications processor or switch. When control is distributed, nodes have the ability to 

establish connections and access the network channel independently, according to an accepted set of 

rules. 
 

Most LANs are based on simple structured topologies, like the ring, bus or star. Some of the 
basic characteristics of these topologies are outlined as follows: 
 
Hierarchical  Topology 
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A hierarchical topology connects multiple star networks to other star networks. This type of 
topology contains a central root node that is top-level hierarchy which is connected to one level 
lower in the hierarchy. It maintains a point-to-point link at the end of the previous level node. 
The total number of point-to-point links in a network is based on the physical hierarchical 
topology. Figure 6.2 shows the setting of nodes in hierarchical topology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.2  Nodes Setting in Hierarchical Topology 

 
Advantages 
 

�   It supports point-to-point connections and wiring for individual segments. 

�  Systems access immediate and larger networks.  
 

�  It is supported by several hardware and software vendors.  
 
Disadvantages 
 

�  The whole network depends on the type of cable.  
 

�  It depends on the root trunk which is the backbone of the network.  
 

�  If a root network fails, the entire network will fail.  
 

�  It is difficult to configure.  
 
Features 
 

�  This topology will have at least three hierarchies in the hierarchy network, all based on the 
root mode (refer Figure 6.3).  

 

�  It supports two networks, the star and the linear topology, which connect the node.  
 

�  Nodes can be added at any level of hierarchy.  
 

�  The higher level in the hierarchy performs more functions than the lower level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.3  Hierarchical Topology 

 
Horizontal  Topology  (Bus) 
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Bus topologies are multipoint electrical circuits that can be implemented using coaxial cable, 
Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) or Shielded Twisted Pair (STP). Data transmission is 
bidirectional, with the attached devices transmitting in both directions. While generally operating 
at a raw data rate of 10 Mbps, actual throughput is much less. 
 

This is employed frequently in the LANs with distributed control in all nodes, as shown in Figure 6.4, 

share the common bus. Messages placed on the bus are transmitted to all nodes. Nodes must be able to 

recognize their own address in order to receive messages. However, unlike nodes in a ring, they do not have to 

repeat and forward messages intended for other nodes. As a result, there is no delay and overhead associated 

with retransmitting messages at each intervening node. Because of the passive role node play in transmission 

on the bus, network operation will continue in the event of node failures. This makes distributed BUS 

network’s inherently resistive to single point failures. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.4  Bus Topology 

 
Bus networks employ a decentralized method of media access control known as 

CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access), that allows the attached devices to make 

independent decisions relative to media access and initiation of transmission. This 

approach results in data collisions and requires frequent retransmission. Bus networks 

are specified in the IEEE 802.3 standard, and generally have a maximum specified 

length of 1.5 miles (2.5 Km). Ethernet is based on a bus topology. A tree topology is a 

variation on the bus topology, with multiple branches off the trunk of the central bus. 

Bus networks also suffer from the vulnerability of the bus, as if, one node is down, all 

nodes in the bus will be down. Similarly, tree networks are dependent on the integrity 

of the root bus. 
 

Examples of Bus Topology 
 

Ethernet: The best alternative to high-speed and cost effective LAN is called Ethernet. 

Data is transmitted and received at the rate of 10 million bits per second. Heavy coaxial 

cable (thick net) or fibre optic cable are used for transferring data between wiring 

closets. Thick net coaxial is used for medium-long distances where the level of 

reliability needed is medium. At an upper cost, the fibre has higher reliability and 

beyond. A light duty coaxial cable known as thin net is normally used to connect 

workstations within the same room. These mirror a bigger picture of the workstations 

in a laboratory surroundings. Figure 6.5 shows the scheme of Ethernet where a sender 

transmits a modulated carrier wave that propagates from the sender towards both ends 

of the cable. 
 

Ethernet was first designed and installed by Xerox Corporation at its Palo 
Atto Research Center (PARC) in the mid-1970. In the year 1980, DEC Intel and 
Xerox came out with a joint specification which has become the de facto standard. 
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Ethernet was named DIX from this period onwards. It gained this name after its 
business sponsors Digital, Intel and Xerox. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.5  Signal Flow Across an Ethernet 

 
Star  Topology 
 
The distinguishing feature of star topology is that all nodes are joined at a single point, as shown in 

Figure 6.6. This single point is called as a central node, hub, or switch, to which all other devices are 

attached directly, generally via UTP or STP. This topology is frequently used for networks in which 

control of the network is located in the central node. This method is optimal when the bulk of 

communication is between the central and outlying nodes. If traffic is high between outlying nodes, 

an undue switching burden is placed on the central node. 
 

Transmission rates vary with AT&T’s Star LAN operating system at 1 to 10 Mbps, and both 100 

Base-T and 100VG-AnyLAN at 100 Mbps. The primary advantage of a star is that a disruptive or failed 

station can be isolated, thereby eliminating any negative effect it may have on LAN performance. 

Additionally, each node has access to the full bandwidth of the LAN, at least in a LAN switch 

environment. The primary disadvantage is that a hub failure is catastrophic as all connectivity is provided 

through the central hub, its failure affects the entire LAN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.6  Star Topology 
 
 
Example of  Star Network 
 
Asynchronous Transmission Mode (ATM): Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is an International 

Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a standard for cell 

relay. Here, information about video, data, or voice and other service types is communicated in tiny, 

fixed-size cells. Networks of ATM’s are connection-oriented. In communication, ATM has emerged as a 

standard. It provides medium to high bandwidth and a virtual link between the delivery of real-time data, 
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video and voice. Separate networks carry data, video and voice information because these traffic types 

have diverse traits. For example, data traffic is likely to be ‘bursty’. It means that data traffic need not 

communicated for a long time and whenever it does, large amounts of information is communicated 

instantly. 
 

Video and voice are sensitive to when and in what order the information arrives in one 
hand and on the other hand, it is likely to be even in the quantity of information needed. Seperate 
networks are not needed with ATM’s. It is a standards-based technology designed to contain the 
transmission of voice, video and data, all at the same time. 
 

Information needed to be delivered is segmented into fixed length calls and then transported and 

reassembles ones it reaches its destination. The length of the ATM is fixed at 53 bytes. This allows the 

information to travel in an expected manner, thus, holding various types of traffic on the same network. The 

cell is divided into the header (5 bytes) and the payload (48 bytes).The payload carries the authentic 

information, i.e., data, video or voice, while the header addresses the mechanism. 
 
Ring  Topology 
 
The ring architecture is a distributed architecture, with minimal connectivity and a topology of 
two links connected to every node as shown in Figure 6.7 and forms unbroken circular 
configuration. Figure 6.7 shows a network laid out in a physical ring or closed loop, 
configuration. Transmitted messages travel from node to node around the ring. Each node must 
be able to recognize its own address in order to accept messages. 
 

Information travels around the ring in only one direction, with each attached station or 
node serving as a repeater. Rings generally are coaxial cable or fibre in nature, operating at raw 
transmission rates of 4, 16, 20 or 100 Mbps or more. Rings are deterministic in nature, 
employing token passing as the method of media access control to ensure the ability of all nodes 
to access the network within a predetermined time interval. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.7  Token Ring Topology 
 

Ring networks with centralized control are known as loops. When ring networks with 

distributed control are used, some form of control strategies must be used to avoid conflicting 
demands for the shared channel. The popular control strategies are token passing, circulating slot, 
register insertion techniques. 
 

Priority access is recognized. A master control station is responsible for controlling access to 

the transmission medium. Backup control stations assume responsibility in the event of a failure of 

the master. Throughput is very close to raw bandwidth, as data collisions do not occur in such a 

carefully controlled environment. On the negative side, the failure of a single node can compromise 

the entire network. Ring networks are specified in the IEEE 802.5 standard. Token-Passing Ring, 

IBM Token Ring and FDDI all are based on ring topologies. 
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Example of Ring Topology 
 
Token Ring: IBM Token Ring specifies a local area network access protocol and topology. In 
IBM token ring topology, all computers or stations are actively attached to the bus in ring 
structure and uses a broadcast token or supervisory frame to obtain access to the communication 
channel. The computer or node that wants to transmit data must obtain the circulating token 
before doing so. When a node finishes its transmission, the token is released to the next node in 
the ring. In this manner the token is passed from one node to another node to provide a fair 
chance to each node to transmit. 
 

It operates at 16 Mbps and can be used with computers from IBM, computers from other 
vendors and peripheral devices, such as printers. The IEEE published its standard as IEEE 802.5 
for token ring in 1984 after IBM Token Ring specifications. Therefore, most of the IEEE 802.5 
specifications are similar to and completely compatible with IBM Token Ring network. The 
objective of token ring is to provide reliability at all functional levels of LAN. This topology 
intends to address features like systematic wiring, simple configuration, easy maintenance, fault 
tolerance and redundancy. 
 
Fibre Distributed Data Interface (FDDI): FDDI is developed as a reliable, high-speed network to handle 

voluminous traffic. It provides data speed at a rate of 100 Mbps and is capable of supporting 500 
stations on a single network. FDDI operates on fibre cables through the transmission of light pulses 
for conveying information back and forth between nodes. In some case, it may also operate on 
copper using electrical signals. A related technology, Copper Distributed Data Interface (CDDI) 
works like FDDI using copper cables instead of fibre cables. 
 

FDDI is able to maintain high reliability because of the provision of two counter-rotating rings as 

shown in Figure 6.8(a) in FDDI networks. These rings provide a backup to each other by providing an 

alternate way to get the data, if something goes wrong on the network. Figure 6.8(b) illustrates the data 

flow when one station fails. When a node fails, the adjoining node uses the reverse path to form a closed 

ring. FDDI provides reliability because of its ability to fix its own problems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.8 (a) FDDI Network with Counter Ring (b) The Same Network after a Station has 
Failed 

 
Mesh Topology 
 
In a mesh network, each pair of nodes is connected by means of an exclusive point-to-point link. 
Each node requires a separate interface to connect with the other device. Mesh networks are 
seldom constructed in practice. They are useful in situations, where one node or station 
frequently sends messages to all other nodes. Otherwise, a considerable amount of network 
bandwidth is wasted. The advantages are excessive amount of bandwidth and inherent fault 
tolerance. The structure of a mesh network is shown in Figure 6.9. 
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Fig. 6.9  Mesh Network 
LAN Systems 
 
The features of various IEEE standards are as follows: 
 
Standard 802.1: This standard represents the documentation of the whole set of IEEE standards. It 
also contains the relationships among the various IEEE standards and the comparison of IEEE 
standards with the OSI reference model. 
 
Standard 802.2: This standard defines the functions of the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer. The 802.2 

compatible interfaces provide two major types of services which are unacknowledged and connectionless they 

let the user transmit and receive information without establishing a confirmed link between the source and the 

destination. No acknowledgment is passed back to ensure the receipt of messages. The second type of service 

is a connection-oriented service. This service enables the network users to establish, use and terminate a virtual 

connection between users. Since LLC lies above the MAC and physical layer, it provides good interaction to 

application programs that have no knowledge about the physical transmission media (hardware independence). 
 
Standard 802.3: The 802.3 protocol specification defines the CSMA/CD protocol. There are 
several variations of 802.3 standards that exist. 
 
Token  Ring 
 
A ring topology is a collection of point-to-point links that may form a circle. The LAN of IBM follows the ring 

topology. The IEEE 802.5 standard committee, along with a substantial number of representatives from IBM, 

has developed a standard called token ring. In a token ring, stations are connected to the logical ring. Each 

station in the logical ring transmits the received data to the next station on the ring, until the addressed 

destination station receives it. When the transmitted data circulates around the ring and returns to the sending 

station, it removes it from the ring. 
 
Token  Bus 
 
The format of the token bus protocol is shown in Figure 6.10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.10  IEEE 802.4 Frame Format 

 
�  Preamble: A one-byte preamble is used to synchronize the receiver’s clock.  

 

�  Start of Frame and End of Frame: These are used to mark the frame boundaries. Symbols other 
than 0s and 1s are used to avoid the occurrence of these in the transmitted data. Hence, no length 

field is required.  
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�  Frame Control: This frame is used to identify the data frames from the control frames. It 
can also carry an indicator, requiring the destination station to acknowledge the correct or 
incorrect receipt of a frame. It is also used to specify the frame type.  

�  Destination Address and Source Address: This is used for identification of the source and the 
destination. This field is similar to IEEE 802.3 protocol. It is also possible to connect the 
networks operating with these two standards. 

 
�  Info Field: This field is used to send data. The maximum length of this field is 8182 

when the address is 2 bytes and 8174 bytes when a 6 byte address is used.  
�  Check Sum: This field is used for error detection. 

 
Maintaining  the  Ring 
 
Control frames are frames used for controlling and maintaining the logical ring. There are different bit patterns 

used in the frame control field to define different types of control frames. Some important ring-maintaining 

activities are discussed as follows: 
 

�  Adding a New Station: To add a new station to the logical ring, the station which currently 
holds the token broadcasts periodically sends a special control frame called a solicit-successor 
frame. This frame contains the address of the sending station and its successor. This intimates 
the stations within the specified range to join the ring. Hence, the ring remains sorted.  

 

�  Leaving the Logical Ring: A station can simply leave the ring by sending its successor 
address to its predecessor and asking it to set this as its successor. To perform this, it 
passes a special control frame called set successor. The frame contains the address of 
predecessor as destination address and the address of the successor as sending address.  

 

�  Ring Initialization: When the network is powered on, initially, all the stations are off. As soon as the 

first station is initiated, it checks the channel for the presence of any contenders, by sending a special 

control frame called claim-token. If there is no response, it generates a new token; thereby, creating a 

new logical ring with a single station. Periodically, it transmits solicit-successor tokens. Hence, new 

stations are added frequently, making the logical ring grow.  
 

�  Failure of a Successor Station: When a station finishes the transmission, it passes the token to the 

next station (successor). If the successor station fails to claim the token, then other stations in the 

network may not be able to claim the token. Allowing stations to watch their successor’s activity, 

after passing the token to them, can rectify this problem. If nothing takes place, until a 

predetermined time, it retransmits the token. If again there is no response, the successor station is 

disconnected from the logical ring and a new control frame set-successor is sent to the successor of 

the failed station.  
 

�  Failure of Multiple Successors: If a station is not able to pass the token to its successor, or if 
the successor of its successor also failed, then it sends a special control frame called solicit 
successor-2, to check the availability of other stations on the network. The network is then 
relatively established, by running the contention algorithm for the second time.  

 

• Failure of Token Holder: If the token holder fails, none of the other stations can get the token. 

Each station in the ring has an internal timer. They wait until the timer expires and transmits a 
claim-token frame, and the network is re-established. 

 
�  Multiple Tokens: If the token holder detects the transmission of frames from some other station, it 

discards its token. If multiple tokens are present in the   
network, the above process is repeated until only one token is present in the network. If all the 
tokens in the network are discarded, then one or more stations transmit claim-token frame, and 
restart the network activity. 
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6.5  SWITCHING  NETWORKS 

 
Switching includes ‘plug and play’ element. It determines Ethernet addresses which are used on each segment 

and creates a table of signal packets. This feature connects different network types together just like Ethernet 

and fast Ethernet of the same types. The main advantage of switching is that there are no protocol issues with 

switching. Nowadays, a fibre optic switch is used in switching technology because it allows harnessing of all 

available bandwidth. Use of an optical switch allows users on a network to send more information. It also 

provides huge advantage as immunity to EMI (Electro Magnetic Interference) disturbance and lighting strike 

which assures network security. 
 

Switching provides gigabit speeds and several management options. Basic management 
includes as follows: 
 

�  General: Switching manages location, system name, reboot on error, statistics collection, 
Telnet login, and so on.  

 

�  LAN Port: Switching configures speed and flow control, link type and physical address, to 
change configuration on each port.  

 

�  Console: Switching at this stage changes flow control method, baud rate, modern control, 
set-up string, enable or disable SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol), configure SLIP, SLIP 
subnet masking.  

 
In switching, file transfer packets allow you to identify the port which is up and the port which is 

down. The bandwidth option is increased through the trunk technique. Basically, it is the process of 

hooking one switch to another in full duplex. 
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Fig. 6.11  Switch Network 

Figure 6.11 shows that in a switched network, a network switch which is also called Ethernet 

switching, is used in segmenting to reduce network loading. It blocks some data from branches of the 

network which basically do not require the data. 
 

Advance switching includes many tasks for setting up networking design including the 
following: 
 

�  L2 Switching Database  
 

�  L3 IP Networking  
 

�  Bridging  
 

�  Static Filtering  
 

�  Spanning Tree  
 

�  SNMP(Simple Network Management Protocol)  
 

�  Port Trunking  
 

�  Port Mirroring  
 
Non-Switching  Options 
 
Non-switching option is used by small organizations. The computer network consists of only one 
segment to which all workstation computers are connected by a network hub. 
 

Figure 6.12 shows how a segment is connected over a network by non-switching options to 
access router/gateway/firewall device. The TrafMeter is connected to a hub carrying all traffic to 
and from the next gateway for non-switching network configurations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.12  Simple Network Configuration 
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In a non-switched network environment, the network segment concept is followed. 

Segment is a network architecture in which router, bridge and hub are directly addressable from 
each node. The main advantage is that frames are handled in a broadcast manner. Each node 
examines the frame to see if it is addressed to them. Take a look at the Figure 6.13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.13  Pluggable Thermal Circuit Breaker used in Non-Switching Set-Up 
 

Figure 6.14 shows how non-switched network works. Here, Node B is designed as the host 
which is used as a sniffing agent. Nodes A and C represent the innocent who try to communicate 
with each other. The normal flow of traffic in a non-switched network is as follows: 
 

�  Node A transmits a frame to node C.  
 

�  The hub broadcasts the frame to each active port.  
 

�  Node B receives the frame and examines the address in the frame after determining that it 
is not a host. So, it discards the frame.  

 

�  Node C also receives the frames and examines the address. If it is the intended host, the 
further frame process is done in the same way.  

 

�  Then, network frames are passed to other hosts as well as higher network layers where it is 
processed step-by-step.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.14  Non- Switching Set-Up  
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6.6  NETWORK  MODELS 

 
A network is designed to provide reliable transmission of packets from one end of the network to 

other remote parts of the network. A network consists of several components including the hardware 

and software devices. However, a simplified network model may be considered as having switching 

nodes and source and destination ends. At the source end of the switching nodes, packets of different 

messages reach at the switching node at different times and they are queued up according to their 

time of arrival at the switching node. After their traversal through the network, it becomes the 

responsibility of the switching node at the destination end to put back all packets of the same 

message in sequence to reconstruct the original message. Figure 6.15 shows a simplified network 

model. 
 

X X Y Y Y X      X  X X  X X X X X 
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Packets at Switching node    Packets at Switching node 
 

  Source       Destination 
 

          

Switching nodes 

 

          
 

                     
 

 
 

Fig. 6.15  Simplified Network Model 
 
6.6.1 Classification of Networks: LAN, MAN, WAN and the Internet 
 
Computers are connected by many different technologies. An interconnection between more than one 

computer, over a virtual and shared connection, in a client-to-server or peer-to-peer manner is called a 

network. That is to say, so that the flow of information is accommodated, computer resources are connected 

using networks. This is just the opposite of the old terminal-to-host hardwired connection. Although a network 

can support terminal-to-host connections through terminal emulators or a terminal server, it offers a lot more 

flexibility in switching connections. The disadvantage of this explosion in terms of sharing information arises 

when one computer wishes to share its information system with another which has different network protocols 

and different network technology. As a result, even if you could agree on a type of network technology to 

physically interconnect the two computers at different locations, your applications still would not be able to 

communicate with each other because of the different protocols. 
 

A very basic question arises about the requirement of networks. This may be justified with 
the help of the following points:  

�  Sharing of resources can be easily done.  
 

�  Reliability: There is no central computer, so if one breaks down you can use others.  
 

• Networks allow you to be mobile.  
The term networking applies to:  

�  The exchange of information among institutions, groups or individuals.  
 

�  The process of data communications or electronic voice.  
 

Communication networks are broadly categorized into three categories as follows: 
 
Local Area  Network 
 
The Local Area Network (LAN) technology connects machines and people within a site. LAN is a 

network that is restricted to a relatively small area as shown in Figure 6.16. LANs can be defined as 
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privately-owned networks offering reliable high speed communication channels that are optimized to 

connect information processing equipment in a small and restricted geographical area, namely, an 

office, a building, a complex of buildings, a school or a campus. 
 

A LAN is a form of local (limited-distance), shared packet network for computer 
communications. LANs interconnect peripherals and computers over a common medium so that 
users are able to share access to peripherals, files, databases, applications and host computers. 
They can also provide a connection to other networks either through a computer, which is 
attached to both networks, or through a dedicated device called a gateway. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.16  Local Area Network (LAN) 
 

The components used by LANs can be categorized into hardware, cabling protocols and 
standards. Various LAN protocols are Ethernet, Token Ring: Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM), NetBIOS and NetBeui, TCP/IP, Fibre Distributed Data Interchange (FDDI), SMB and 
IPX/SPX. 
 
Metropolitan Area  Network 
 
Such large geographic areas as districts, towns and cities are covered by a Metropolitan Area Network 

(MAN). By linking or interconnecting smaller networks within a large geographic area, information is 

conveniently distributed throughout the network. Local libraries and government agencies often use a 

MAN to establish a link with private industries and citizens. It may also connect MANs together within a 

larger area than a LAN. The geographical limit of a MAN may span a city. Figure 6.17 depicts how a 

MAN may be available within a city. 

 
 

Fig. 6.17  Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) 
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In a MAN, different LANs are connected through a local telephone 

exchange. Some of the widely used protocols for MAN are ATM RS-232, 
OC-3 lines X.25, Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL), Frame 
Relay, Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) and (155 Mbps), etc. 
These protocols are quite different from those used for LANs. 

 
Wide Area Network 

 
This technology connects sites that are in diverse locations. Wide Area 
Networks (WANs) connect such large geographic areas, as the world, India or 
New Delhi. There is no geographical limit of WAN. This kind of network can 
be connected by using satellite uplinks or dedicated transoceanic. Hence, a 
WAN may be defined as a data communications network covering a relatively 
broad geographical area to connect LANs together between different cities 
with the help of transmission facilities provided by common carriers, such as 
telephone companies. WAN technologies operate at the lower three layers of 
the OSI reference model. These are the physical data link and network layers. 

 
Figure 6.18 explains the WAN, which connects many LAN together. It also 

uses switching technology provided by local exchange and long distance carrier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.18  Wide Area Network (WAN) 
 

Packet switching technologies, such as Frame Relay, SMDS, ATM and 
X.25 are used to implement WAN along with statistical multiplexing to allow 
devices to use and share these circuits. 

 
 

 

6.7  OSI  REFERENCE  MODEL 

 
Computers in the early networks could typically communicate only with computers from the same 

manufacturer. For example, not possible to run both IBM solution and DECnet solution 

simultaneously. These could only be run one at a time. At the end of the 1970s, the Open System 

Interconnection (OSI) model was developed by the International Organization for Standardization 

(ISO) to break this barrier. The OSI model was designed to help the vendors create the standard 

network devices and is considered the primary architectural model for networks. It tends to describe 

the manner in which network and data information are communicated through the network media 

between applications of two computers. The OSI reference model breaks this approach into layers. 
 

ISO developed the OSI model to help facilitate data transfer between network nodes. It is a conceptual 

blueprint of how communication should take place and addresses all the processes required for effective 

communication and divides these processes into logical groupings called layers. The concept of the OSI model 
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is to separate networking operations into distinct levels in which each layer is responsible for performing a 

specific task or set of tasks, in addition to dealing with the layers above and below it. The OSI specifications 

attempt to assist the data transfer between disparate hosts, for example, data can be transferred between a 

UNIX host and a PC. OSI specifies a seven-layer model. In addition to forming the basis of the ongoing 

development of OSI’s own protocols, it is used by the industry as the frame of reference when describing 

protocol architectures and functional characteristics. The ISO, in an effort to encourage open networks, 

developed an open systems interconnect reference model. The model logically groups the functions and sets 

rules, called protocols, necessary to establish and conduct communication between two or more parties. The 

model consists of seven functions, often referred to as seven conceptual layers, each assigned a ranking 

number from one to seven as shown in Figure 6.19. 
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Fig. 6.19  The OSI Model 

 
The first and lowest layer is called the physical layer, supporting rules for low-level signalling and 

hardware implementation. The seventh and highest layer is the application layer, dealing with user 

interface and applications. In moving from Layer 1 to Layer 7, the level of abstraction increases. This 

means, if the level of a layer is higher in the stack, it deals more with logical concepts and software, and 

less with the hardware of a network. The first layer deals with the actual hardware of networks and the 

specific methods of sending bits from one device to another. The second layer also deals with signalling 

and hardware. The remaining layers from three to seven are increasingly abstract in nature. The last three 

layers are mainly concerned with the organization of terminal software and are not directly the concern of 

communications engineers. The transport layer is the one, which links the communication processes to 

this software-oriented protocol. The transmitting device uses the top layer, at which point the data is 

placed into a packet, prepended by a header. The data and header, known collectively as a Protocol Data 

Unit (PDU), are handled by each successively lower layer as the data works its way across the network to 

the receiving node. At the receiving node, the data works its way up the layered model, successively 

higher layers strip off the header information. The seventh layer does not deal with hardware or even 

operating system concepts very much. 
 

OSI is a set of guidelines for application developers to create and implement applications for 

computer networks. It thus provides a framework for creating and implementing networking standards, 

devices and internetworking schemes. The basic philosophy of the seven-layer model is that each layer 

may be defined independently of every other layer. Thus, from the user’s point of view, interchange takes 

effect across each operation and passes down through the layers of the model until data interchange is 

affected through the physical connection. The underlying principles and guidelines that were applied to 

arrive at the seven layers are given as follows: 
 

1. Layers are created at different levels of abstraction.  
 

2. Each layer is assigned to perform well-defined functions.  
 

3. The function of each layer is based on internationally standardized protocols.  
 

4. Layer boundaries are chosen to minimize the information flow across the interfaces.  
 

5. The number of layers is kept large enough so that distinct functions have different layers. 
They are also kept small enough so that the architecture does not become unwieldy.  
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6.7.1 Layer Groupings  
 
The seven layers of the OSI Model are categorized into two-layer groupings. The lower layers are Layers 1, 2, 

3, and 4 and the upper layers are Layers 5, 6 and 7. The physical, data link, network and transport layers, 

which are the lower layers of the OSI model primarily deal with the formatting, encoding and transmission of 

data over the network without caring to know much about the data, its usage, etc. They define how data is 

transferred through a physical wire or through switches and routers and how to rebuild a data stream from a 

transmitting host to a destination host’s application. The lower layers are implemented using both 

hardware and software with the incidence of hardware reducing to software from Layer 1 to Layer 4. 
 

The top three layers define the way the applications within the end stations will communicate with 

each other and with users while the bottom four layers define how data is transmitted end-to-end. The 

higher layers of the model—the session, presentation and application layers primarily deal with user 

interface and implement the applications that run over the network irrespective of knowing how data is 

delivered from one place to another by the low-level layers. These layers are almost always implemented 

using software running on a computer or other hardware devices like routers, gateways, etc. The 

application layer along with other upper layers provides the user interface and applications 

communicating between hosts. The upper layers are not expected to know anything about networking or 

network addresses. The bottom four layers take the responsibility of networking and network addresses. 

Figure 6.20 shows the two groups of OSI layers. 
 

Upper 3 Layers   Bottom 4 Layers 
Application   Transport 

    

Presentation   Network 
    

Session   Data link 
    

   Physical 
    

Fig. 6.20 Upper and Bottom Layers 
 

Some layers, like data and physical layers, are further divided into sublayers. These 
sublayers precisely define the internal details of technologies and protocols at those layers. Some 
OSI layers are related to each other. The data and physical link layers are considered closely 
related, and so are the network and transport layers, within the lower-level grouping. In case of 
the upper layers, the line dividing each layer from the other is so blurred that many technologies 
implement two or even all three of these layers. 
 
6.7.2 Key Concepts of OSI Models 
 
In this section, we will discuss the various concepts related to OSI models. 
 

�  OSI Interfaces: The OSI interface is a process of communication between adjacent layers 
in which data is passed between layer N of the model and layer N-1 or layer N+1. The 
layer 3/4 interface is used by a Layer 3 and Layer 4 protocol to pass control and data 
information.  

 

• Vertical Communication: This refers to communication up and down the protocol stack every time 

any data is sent or received across the network. This is because there exits only logical connections 

between corresponding layers of the OSI models of hosts machines, not actual physical connections. At 

the sending end, data passes through the higher layer to the physical layer so that it may be transmitted 

across the network to the receiving end. At the receiving end, the process is reversed so that the 

data can travel back up to the higher layers of the receiving device and to the user 

interface. 
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�  Modularity and Inter-Layer Interactions: The OSI model supports the interconnection of different 

implementations of various autonomous layers. This   
is done through interfaces in which each layer should provide a consistent, well-
documented interface to the layers above it so that any upper layer implementation can use 
the lower layer properly. 

 
�  Protocols: These are sets of agreed rules, procedures, instructions and/or functions 

describing one type of communication between specific software and hardware elements 
running at the same layer on different machines within a network. They have their own 
language. Some of them are similar to each other while others are quite unique.  

 

�  Horizontal Communication: Each layer in the OSI model has been assigned a set of tasks for 

which it is responsible and these tasks usually come under protocols defined for that particular 

layer. Horizontal communication defines that a process running at a particular layer on one host 

machine can accomplish logical communication with a similar process running at the same layer on 

another host machine. As both the host machines are only physically connected at the physical 

layer, therefore the data on the sending host machine needs to pass down through the layers 

between the higher layers to the physical layer. Thereafter, the data is transmitted through the 

transmission media to the physical layer of the other host machine and pushed up to the similar 

layer of the receiving host machine. In this manner, the two communicating hosts are logically 

connected at that particular layer.  
 

For example, a protocol running at Layer 6 in the sending host machine passes down to Layer 1 of the 

same machine and is then transmitted over the transmission media to the Layer 1 of the receiving host 

machine. It is then pushed up to Layer 6 of the receiving host machine where a logical connection is 

established between Layer 6 of the sending host machine and Layer 6 of the receiving host machine. Thus, a 

protocol running at a particular layer in a host machine establishes a logical connection with a similar layer in 

another host machine. In fact, they have no physical connection at that layer. This is the horizontal connection 

that enables a protocol at a particular layer to perform its assigned job by creating a logical communication 

with the corresponding layer at the other side of the communicating host machine. However, the horizontal 

communication between similar layers also requires vertical communication, except in case of communication 

between Layers 6 and 1. The interface between layers and vertical and horizontal communicators between 

layers is shown in the Figure 6.21. 

 

 7 Application    Application 7 
        

  Layer 6/7 interface    Layer 6/7 interface  
       

 6 Presentation    Presentation 6 
        

  Layer 5/6 interface    Layer 5/6 interface  
       

 5 Session    Session 5 
        

  Layer 4/5 interface    Layer 4/5 interface  
       

 4 Transport    Transport 4 
        

  Layer 3/4 interface    Layer 3/4 interface  
       

 3 Network    Network 3 
        

  Layer 2/3 interface    Layer 2/3 interface  
       

 2 Data link    Data link 2 
        

  Layer 1/2 interface    Layer 1/2 interface  
       

 1 Physical    Physical 1 
        

 
Fig. 6.21 The Interface between Layers and Vertical and Horizontal Communications between Layers 
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Protocol Data Units (PDUs): Protocols describe the rules to control horizontal communication for 

exchanging data between processes running at corresponding layers within the OSI model. Except Layer 

1, all layers include their data in the message that is exchanged between corresponding software elements 

on two or more than two devices in the network. This additional data appended at each layer, except 

Layer 1, is mechanism for communicating information between protocols and is known as PDUs or 

Protocol Data Units. Each PDU is specified by a specific format that implements the requirements and 

features of the protocol. 
 
Service Data Units (SDUs): The communication between corresponding layers except Layer 1 is 

logical communication. Here, a protocol communicates by passing down its PDU to the next lower 

layer for transmission. On the other hand, the lower layers provide services to the layers immediately 

above them. One example of such a service is to manage and handle data received from the layer 

above. A PDU is considered in itself as a complete message at a particular layer, say N. When this 

layer N PDU is passed down to layer N-1, it becomes the data for the layer N-1 and the protocol for 

layer N-1 is expected to provide service. Thus, the layer N PDU becomes the Service Data Unit 

(SDU) for the layer N-1. Sometimes, SDU is also called or the message body or payload. 
 
Data Encapsulation: N PDU, when transported to the N-1 layer, becomes N SDU for the N-1 
layer. The layer N-1 transports N SDU to the next lower layer by placing the layer N SDU into 
its own PDU format. This process is known as data encapsulation in which the entire message 
including SDUs of higher layers are encapsulated as the data payload of the message at the lower 
layer. This process continues till the message reaches the physical layer. 
 

6.7.3 Layers in OSI Model 
 
The OSI reference model has the following seven layers: 
 

1. Application layer 5. Network layer 

2. Presentation layer 6. Data link layer 

3. Session layer 7. Physical layer 

4. Transport layer   
 
Their functions are given as below: 
 
 Layers Functions 
   

1 Application It aims to provide a user interface like file, print, message, 
  database, and application services. 
   

2 Presentation It provides rules to present data, handle processing like encryption, 
  compression and translation services. 
   

3 Session It aims to keep different applications data separately and provides 
  dialog control. 
   

4 Transport It  provides  reliable  or  unreliable  delivery  and  performs  error 
  correction before retransmit. It is also responsible for end-to-end 
  connection. 
   

5 Network It is responsible for providing logical addressing which routers use 
  for path determination and routing. 
   

6 Data link It tends to assemble packets into bytes and bytes into frames and 
  provides access to media using MAC address. 
   

7 Physical It moves bits between devices using media. 
    
Physical Layer (Layer 1) 
 
Layer 1 of the OSI model is a physical layer and it supports serialization of the frame in which the frames 

are converted into a series of bits so that they may be transmitted across a transmission media to the 
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destination or towards destination through an intermediate system. A number of transmission media exist. 

Some of the popular transmission media are: open wire circuits, twisted pair cables, coaxial cables, fiber 

optic cables, wireless, etc. The physical layer specifies the representation of each bit as a voltage, current, 

phase or frequency. It basically uses four types of bit signalling approaches. They are RZ (Return to Zero) 

using pulse signaling, NRZ (Non Return to Zero) transmission using level signaling and Manchester 

encoding using phase signalling. The series of bits are reassembled at the receiving end to form a frame, 

which is forwarded to the data link layer for further processing. This is performed with the help of a clock 

to generate bit-timing signal. The timing signal identifies the boundaries between the bits. Asynchronous 

communication and synchronous communication are two types of systems used to provide timing signal. 
 

Briefly, the physical layer describes the physical media or communication channel over which the bit 

stream is to be transmitted with the objective that when the sending side sends 1 bit, it is received by the 

receiving side as 1 bit, not as 0 bit. Hence, it defines the electrical and mechanical aspects of interfacing to a 

physical medium for transmitting data, as well as setting up, maintaining, and disconnecting physical links. It 

is primarily concerned with moving bits from one node to the next over the physical link. The issues 

concerned with the physical layer involve amplitude of the pulses to define 1 and 0 level, width of the 

pulse in microseconds, types and mode of communication, establishment and breaking of connections at 

the time of communication, types of connectors, etc. Basically, the physical layer transforms bits in a 

computer system into electromagnetic signals for a particular transmission medium like wire, fibre, etc. 

The physical layer functions are as follows: 
 

�  Describing Hardware Specifications: It includes specifications of cables, connectors, 
radio transceivers, network interface cards, etc.  

 

�  Encoding and Signalling: The physical layer supports various encoding and signalling 
functions to convert data, from bit stream to frame and vice versa, to send across the 
network.  

 

�  Data Transmission and Reception: It is responsible for transmitting and receiving data 
over the physical media.  

 
The physical layer accepts data from the Data Link layer in bit streams for the subsequent 

transmission over the physical medium. At this layer, the mechanical (connector type), electrical 
(voltage levels), functional (ping assignments), and procedural (handshake) characteristics are 
defined. RS-232C/D is an example of a physical layer definition. 
 
Data Link Layer (Layer 2) 
 
The data link layer is Layer 2 of the OSI model and provides functional and procedural means to 

exchange data between network entities. The set of devices functioning at the data link layer simply 

supports the functionalities of networking instead of internetworking. Sometimes, the data link layer is 

also known as the link layer because it provides links to many wireless and wired Local Area Networking 

(LAN) technologies like Ethernet, FDDI, IEEE 802.11, etc., to function. It tends to correct transmission 

errors and support the deactivation, maintenance and activation of data link connections. It also groups 

bits into message frames and characters, and provides character and flow control, frame synchronization, 

media access control and error control. Some of the examples of data link layers are HDLC and Ethernet. 
 

It takes the bits received by the physical layers; detects error; ensures that messages are delivered to the 

proper devices; and translates messages from the network layer into bits for the physical layer to transmit. The 

data link layer transforms a stream of raw bits (0s and 1s) into a data frame and provides an error-free transfer 

from one host to another and allows the layers above it to assume virtually error-free transmission. This 

establishes an error-free communication path between network nodes over the physical channel, frames 

messages for transmission, checks the integrity of received messages, manages access to and use of the 
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channel and ensures proper sequence of transmitted data. Hence, this layer is responsible for the reliable 

transfer of data across the physical link. Its responsibilities include functions, such as data flow control, 

breaking the input data, frame formatting, transmission of the frames sequentially, error detection, and link 

management, etc. In order to provide a reliable service, it also offers processing of the acknowledgement 

frames, retransmitting of lost or damaged frames, etc. The data link layer is conceptually 

subdivided into the Logical Link Control and Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayers to deal 

with the access control over the shared channel in broadcast networks. The key functions of the 

data link layer are summarized as follows: 
 

�  Logical Link Control (LLC): LLC refers to one of the sublayers of the data link layer and deals 

with the functions that enable control and establishment of logical links between local devices on a 

computer network. LLC has also been given the responsibility to provide services to the network 

layer above it and hides the rest of the details of the data link layer to allow different technologies 

to work seamlessly with the higher layers. Most of the local area networking technologies use the 

IEEE 802.2 LLC protocol.     
    

�  Media Access Control (MAC): MAC refers to one of the sublayers of the data link layer 
and specifies the procedures used by devices to control access to the network medium. Its 
role is to control and manage the medium to avoid conflicts because the design of a 
computer network is based on the shared medium that may be composed of a single 
network cable or a series of cables that are electrically connected to a single virtual 
medium. Some of the examples of MAC are CSMA/CD for Ethernet and token passing for 
the Token Ring network.     

    

�  Data Framing: Messages of higher layer are encapsulated at this layer into frames so that they 
may be sent across the network at the physical layer.     

    

�  Addressing: The data link layer also deals with the issue of addressing which is popularly 

known as hardware address or MAC address in which the information is labelled with a 

particular destination location. Each device on a network is provided with a unique number 

called a hardware address or MAC address, which is used by the data link layer protocol to 

ensure that the data intended for a specific machine gets to it properly.     
    

�  Error Detection and Handling: The data link layer also deals with errors that occur at the 
lower levels of the network stack. For example, a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) field is 
often used to allow the host receiving data to detect if it was received correctly.     

 
Network Layer (Layer 3) 
 
If the data link layer intends to define specifications for the computer networking network, then it is the 

network layer that specifies how internetworks (Internet) function. The network layer is the first layer in 

the OSI model that deals with the actual obtaining of data from computers even if they are on a remote 

network. While the data link layer is only concerned with devices that are situated on the same network or 

local to each other. The key functions of the network layer are as follows: 
 

• Logical Addressing: The devices communicating across a network have logical addresses which 
are known as layer three addresses. Internet Protocol  

 
(IP) is an example of Layer 3 addressing. Unlike, data link addressing that deals only with local 

physical devices, the logical addresses at Layer 3 are independent of particular hardware and 

unique across an entire internetwork. 
 

�  Routing: It is the key function of Layer 3 in which data is routed across interconnected 
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networks to deliver finally at the host destination. This is accomplished with the help of 
devices like routers and software routines that function at the network layer to handle 
incoming packets from various sources and determine routes for their final destination so 
that they could be delivered reliably there.     

 
�  Datagram Encapsulation: The network layer functions to encapsulate messages received 

from higher layers by placing them into datagrams with a network layer header. Datagrams 
are also referred to as packets.     

    

�  Fragmentation and Reassembly: The network layer passes down messages to the data link layer for 

transmission through the physical layer over the transmission media to other networks or the local 

network. The network layer also splits large packets into smaller packets according to the limits 

imposed on the length of the packet by the data link layer. This process is called fragmentation. Thus, 

the fragmented pieces are put together at the network layer of the destination machine. This process is 

called the reassembly of packets.     
 

The function of the network layer may be summarized as follows: The main role of the network layer is 

to accept packets from a source and deliver them to a destination machine. The network layer provides services 

that should be independent of the router technology. It shields the transport layer from the router network 

details and facilitates consistent network addressing-across networks. Services of the network layer are 

available in connection oriented and connectionless modes. Connection-oriented services are useful only when 

the user wants to send a constant stream of data down the line. The routing algorithms that require selection of 

a path or route from many possible routes in the network are part of the router software. The network layer 

comprises of software that addresses the PDUs and transports them to the ultimate destination, setting up the 

appropriate paths between the various nodes. The network layer provides routing based on network addressing, 

and thus it is responsible for transporting traffic between devices that are not locally attached. If a packet is 

received on a router interface, the destination IP address is examined. When the packet is not destined for the 

router, the router will look up in the routing table for the destination network address. When an interface exists, 

the packet will be sent to the interface so that it can be sent out on the local network. When the entry for the 

destination network is not found in the routing table, the router drops the packet. Therefore, the main objective 

of this layer is to control the operation of the subnet. It is the layer, which provides Internet Protocol (IP) to use 

it. It is mainly responsible for providing routing services from the source to the destination across the Internet. 

In doing so, it allows internetworking among heterogeneous networks using different addressing, lengths of 

packet, protocols, etc. The routing may be static or dynamic. The network layer also plays an important role 

in congestion control. It uses connection-oriented or connectionless services for delivering 

packets across the network. 
 

It also shields the above layers from details about the underlying network (the network 

topology and road map) and the routing technology that might have been deployed to connect 

different networks together. In addition to routing, this layer is responsible for establishing and 

maintaining the connection. In broadcast networks, the routing problem is simple, so the network 

layer is often thin or even nonexistent. The next three layers are task-oriented and are concerned with 

the operations performed by the user rather than with the network. 
 
Transport Layer (Layer 4) 
 
The basic role of the transport layer is to transport data but involves high-level functions as 
compared to the same functions delivered by the lower layers. The Layers 1, 2 and 3 primarily 
deal with the packaging, addressing, routing and delivery of data; and the Layer 4 acts as an 
interface between the applications at the higher layers and the functions of Layers 1 to 3. Thus, 
the transport layer provides the necessary functions to enable communication between software 
application processes on different computers. 
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The transport layer accepts data from the session layer and splits it up into smaller units so that it can be 

passed to the network layer; and ensures that the all pieces arrive correctly at the other end. Thus, this layer 

guarantees the orderly and reliable delivery of data between end systems after accepting data from the session 

layer. Data is accepted from the session layer and split up into smaller units, if needed. The session layer 

passes the data to the network layer and ensures that the packets arrive correctly at the receiving side. The 

transport layer establishes a distinct network connection for each transport connection required by the session 

layer. Basically, it performs connection management based upon throughput conditions. In normal condition, 

one network connection corresponds to multiple transport connections. In high throughput condition, one 

transport connection corresponds to multiple network connections. The most popular protocol suite TCP/IP 

uses this layer. The transport layer also performs additional functions, such as data multiplexing and de-

multiplexing. This layer divides up a transmitting message into packets and reassembles it at the receiving end. 

Service offered at this layer includes an error-free point-to-point channel to deliver messages in the order in 

which they were sent. The transport layer is a true source-to-destination or end-to-end layer. Flow control 

between hosts is also needed but is different from the flow control between routers (similar principles will 

apply to both). Some important functions of the transport layer are as follows: 
 

• Process-Level Addressing: Like Layers 2 and 3, the transport layer also deals with the 
addressing issue but quite differently in which it is used to differentiate between software 
programs or different applications. This function of the transport layer enables many different 
software programs or applications to use a network layer protocol simultaneously.  

 
�  Multiplexing and Demultiplexing: It enables a sending device to multiplex the data received 

from many application programs for transport, and demultiplex the data received while acting 
as the receiving side.     

    

�  Segmentation, Packaging and Reassembly: According to the specified limit on the 
length of the data packet at the network layer, the transport layer (like network layer) 
segments the large amounts of data into smaller pieces on the source machine to transmit 
across the network and then reassemble them on the destination machine.     

 
�  Connection Establishment, Management and Termination: The connection-oriented 

protocols at the transport layer establish a connection, maintain it as data is sent over it and 
then terminate the connection when it is no longer required for the series of communications.     

    

�  Acknowledgments and Retransmissions: The transport layer ensures guaranteed delivery of data 

reliably which is accomplished by using a variety of techniques, most commonly the combination 

of acknowledgments and retransmission of data if data is not delivered successfully.     
    

�  Flow Control: It refers to the process of specifying that the data rate of the sending device should 

not be prohibitively excessive so that the receiver could be saved from being bogged down with 

data. In other words, this function manages mismatches in speed between the sender and the 

receiver.     
 
Session Layer (Layer 5) 
 
The session layer is the lowest of the three upper layers and deals mainly with software application issues 

only. It helps enable devices to establish and manage sessions. Primarily, a session is a persistent logical 

linking of two software application processes to exchange data over a specified period of time. The 

session layer is responsible for establishing, maintaining, and arbitrating the dialogs between 

communicating applications. It also provides enhanced services useful in some applications, for example, 

remote login, remote file transfer, etc. It is also responsible for orderly recovery from failures by 

implementing appropriate checkpointing mechanisms. The applications on either side of the session can 
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exchange data or send packets to another for as long as the session lasts. The session layer handles session 

setup, message exchanges and it terminates when the session ends. It also coordinates and monitors 

session identification so that only designated parties can participate. It also provides security services to 

control access to session information. The session layer allows hosts to establish session between them in 

which ordinary data transport is allowed. The session layer also manages dialogue control. 
 

Establish, Manage and Terminate Sessions: The primary task of session layer protocols is to 

provide the necessary ways to establish, manage and terminate sessions. These session layer protocols are 

usually provided to higher layer protocols through command sets often known as the application program 

interfaces or APIs. 
 

 
Some of the common examples of APIs are NetBIOS, TCP/IP sockets, Remote Procedure Calls 
(RPCs), etc. The APIs enable an application to complete specified high-level communications 
over the network successfully and easily with the help of a standardized set of services. 
 
Presentation Layer (Layer 6) 
 
The presentation layer is concerned with the presentation of data where it supports any special processing 

on the data from the time an application attempts to send it till the time it is sent over the network. Thus, 

it is responsible for any issues that may arise where data sent from one system needs to be viewed in a 

different way by the other system. The presentation layer performs functions related to the syntax and 

semantics of the information transmitted. This includes formatting and displaying of received data by 

terminals and printers. It is concerned with differences in the data syntax used by communicating 

applications. This layer is responsible for remedying those differences by resorting to mechanisms that 

transform the local syntax (specific to the platform in question) to a common one for the purpose of data 

exchange. For example, it performs encoding of data in a standard, agreed-upon way to facilitate 

information exchange among heterogeneous systems using different codes for strings, for example, 

conversion between ASCII and EBCDIC character codes. It facilitates data compression for reducing the 

number of bits to be transmitted and encrypts data for privacy and authentication, if necessary. Some of 

the specific types of data handling issues that the presentation layer provides are as follows: 
 

�  Translation: Different types of computers like PCs, Macintoshes, UNIX systems, AS/400 servers, 

etc., in an internetwork have many distinct characteristics and represent data in different ways. It is 

the responsibility of the presentation layer to hide these differences between different machines for 

seamless and easy exchange of data between two hosts working on different machines. The 

translation function is sometimes not needed.     
    

�  Compression: Compression and decompression are also carried out at the presentation 
layer to improve the throughput of data. However, these functions are optional.     

    

�  Encryption: Some types of encryption and decryption are performed at the presentation 
layer to ensure the security of the data as it passes down the protocol stack. These are also 
optional.     

 
Sometimes, the presentation layer functions are taken care of by the application layer and the 

functions like translation, compression/decompression and encryption/ decryption are not always 

required. Due to these facts, the presentation layer is often skipped in actual protocol stack 

implementations; and it is possible for Layer 7 to directly talk to layer 5 in the OSI model. 
 
Application Layer (Layer 7) 
 
The application layer provides support services for user and application tasks which are programs that 
actually implement the functions performed by users to accomplish various tasks over the network. It 
determines how the user will use the data network. It allows the user to use the network. For example, it 
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provides network-based services to the end-user. Examples of network services are distributed databases, 
electronic mail, resource sharing, file transfers, remote file access and network management. This layer 
defines the nature of the task to be performed. The application layer provides user interface to 
communicate with the computer. It identifies and establishes the availability of the intended 
communicating host and determines if sufficient resources for the intended communication exist. The 
application layer provides a variety of protocols that are commonly needed. Some of the characteristics of 
the application layer are to provide an end-user interface for human machine interface so that the 
necessary commands may be entered to obtain the necessary application. Some of the most popular 
application layer protocols are HTTP, FTP, SMTP, DHCP, NFS, Telnet, SNMP, POP3, NNTP and IRC. 

 

6.8  TCP/IP  REFERENCE  MODEL 

 
The TCP/IP model is considered the oldest protocol of all computer networks like the ARPANET and its 

successor, the Internet. It contains two protocols TCP and IP. TCP stands for Transmission Control Protocol 

and IP for Internet Protocol. The OSI reference model encompasses seven layers to support a functional 

division of the jobs needed to implement a network. The TCP/IP protocol suite that came before the OSI 

reference model is another layered networking model attempts to divide jobs into layers and components. It 

was developed with the objective to specify a suite of protocols capable of providing transparent 

communications interoperability services between computers of all sizes, regardless of the hardware or 

operating system platforms supporting them. Over the years, TCP/IP has become the most widespread of 

protocols. One reason for TCP/IP’s popularity is the public availability of its protocols’ specifications. In this 

sense, TCP/IP can justifiably be considered an open system. Most users rely on TCP/IP for the purpose of file 

transfers, electronic mail (e-mail), and remote login services. The TCP/IP model was aimed to connect 

multiple networks together in a seamless way even in case of breakdown of the subnet hardware. They not 

only provide seamless communication, but also provide a flexible architecture that should support applications 

with divergent requirements, ranging from transferring files to real-time speech transmission. These objectives 

could be achieved because of the inclusion of the research work on packet-switching network to the 

ARPANET. 
 
Correspondence Between the OSI and TCP/IP Models 
 
The TCP/IP and the OSI models are quite similar even if they do not exhibit network 
functionality in precisely the same way. 
 
TCP/IP Model Layers 
 
The TCP/IP model is composed of four layers which are logically considered equivalent to the 
top six layers of the OSI reference model. Figure 6.22 shows the layers of TCP/ IP and OSI 
reference models. 
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Fig. 6.22  Correspondence between OSI and TCP/IP Models 

 
The TCP/IP model does specify the physical layer because the data link layer acts as the point at 

which the interface occurs between the TCP/IP stack and the underlying networking hardware. Host-to-

host interface using TCP corresponds to the fourth layer of OSI reference model. IP corresponds to the 

third layer of the same model. TCP provides a connection type service. That is, a logical connection must 

be established prior to communication to continuously transmit large amount of data with 

acknowledgement. IP is a connectionless type service and prior to transmission of data, no logical 

connection is needed. TCP/IP defines a suite of communication and application protocols in layer 

structure, with each layer handling distinct communication services. TCP/IP defines a four-layer model 

consisting of the Internet layer, the transport layer, the application layer and the network interface layer. 

This architecture is based on three sets of interdependent processes, namely, application-specific 

processes, host-specific processes and network-specific processes. 
 
1. Network Interface Layer 
 
This layer is controversial and some people do not consider it as the part of the TCP/ IP suite because 

none of the core IP protocols run at this layer. Therefore, this layer below the Internet layer is not defined 

and varies from host to host and network to network. The TCP/IP model suggests that the host has to 

connect to the network using some protocol so it can send IP packets over it. This layer enables the 

TCP/IP protocols running at higher layers to get interfaced to the local network. This layer corresponds to 

the data link layer of the OSI model and is also sometimes known as the link layer. The TCP/IP standards 

like Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) and the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) define protocols for 

TCP/IP networks for Layer 2 implementation, to fill the gap between the network layer and the physical 

layer. 

 

2. Internet Layer 
 
This layer matches with the network layer of the OSI model and supports layer three jobs like logical 

device addressing, data packaging, manipulation and delivery, routing, etc. The packet format and 

protocol at this layer is called Internet Protocol (IP). IP is a connectionless type service that introduces IP 

packets into any network. The packets travel independently to the destination. Prior to transmission of 

data, no logical connection is needed. The TCP/IP Internet layer corresponds to the network layer of the 
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OSI reference model. Other support protocols like ICMP or Internet Control Message Protocol and the 

routing protocols, such as RIP, OSFP, BGP, etc., are found at this layer. 
  
 
 
3. Transport Layer (Host-to-Host) 
 
The transport layer of the TCP/IP model corresponds to the transport layer of the OSI reference 
model as shown in Figure 6.22. The primary job of this layer is to support end-to-end 
communication over an internetwork. It is represented by two end-to-end protocols namely, TCP 
(Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol) and therefore allows logical 
connections to be made between communicating devices to enable data to be transmitted either 
unreliably or reliably. TCP is a reliable connection-oriented protocol and UDP is an unreliable 
connectionless protocol. 
 
4. Application  Layer 
 
The TCP/IP model was the first of its kind, and therefore, did not contain session or presentation layers 

because of its little use to most of the applications. This layer has all the higher-level protocols, as shown 

in Figures 6.22. Numerous protocols are found at the application layer. They are application 

protocols like HTTP, FTP, SMTP, etc., for providing end-user services, as well as administrative 

protocols like SNMP, DHCP, DNS, etc. 
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6.9  TRANSMISSION  MEDIA 
 
This section will discuss the types of transmission media over network. 
 
Bounded Media 
 
Bounded media or wired transmission systems employ physical media which are tangible. Also known as 

conducted systems, wired media generally employ a metallic or glass conductor which serves to conduct a few 

types of electromagnetic energy. For example, a copper medium is employed to conduct electrical energy by a 

twisted pair and coaxial cable system. Fibre optic systems conduct light or optical energy, generally using a 

glass conductor. The term bounded or guided media refers to the fact that the signal is contained within an 

enclosed physical path. Finally, bounded media refers to the fact that some form of shield, cladding, and/or 

insulation is employed to bind the signal within the core medium, thereby improving signal strength over a 

distance and enhancing the performance of the transmission system in the process. Twisted pair (both 

unshielded and shielded), coaxial and fibre optic cable systems fall into this category. 
 
6.9.1 Twisted Pair (Copper Conductors) 
 
Figure 6.27 shows a pair of copper wires which is twisted together and wrapped with a plastic 
coating as a twisted pair and which has a diameter of 0.4-0.8.The error rate of transmission and 
the electrical noise is reduced by the twisting. Each conductor is separately insulated by some 
low-smoke and fires retardant substance. Polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, fluoropolymer resin 
and Teflon(r) are some of the substances that are used for insulation purposes. 
 
 

Fig. 6.27  Two Wires Open Lines 
 
 

Twisting process serves to improve the performance of the medium by containing the 

electromagnetic field within the pair. Thereby, the radiation of electromagnetic energy is reduced and the 

strength of the signal within the wire is improved over a distance. This reduction of radiated energy also 

serves to minimize the impact on adjacent pairs in a multiple cable configuration. This is especially 

important in high-bandwidth applications as higher frequency signals tend to lose power more rapidly 

over distance. Additionally, the radiated electromagnetic field tends to be greater at higher frequencies, 

impacting adjacent pairs to a greater extent. Generally, the more the twists per foot, the better the 

performance of the wire. 
 

These are popular for telephone network. The energy flow is in guided media. Metallic wires were used 

almost exclusively in telecommunication networks for the last 80 years, until the development of microwave 

and satellite radio communications systems. The copper wire has developed into an established technology 

which is strong and cost effective. In certain applications, copper-covered steel, copper alloy, nickel-and/(or) 

gold-plated copper and even aluminum metallic conductors are employed. 
 

The maximum transmission speed is limited in this case. The copper conductor that carries analog 

data can be used to carry digital data also in association with modem. Modem is a device that changes 

analog signals into digital signals and vice versa. In this category, data rate is restricted to approximately 

28Kbps.The use of better modulation and coding schemes led to the introduction of Integrated Services 

Digital Network (ISDN) along with an increased data rate of 128Kbps. Local Area Networks (LANs) also 

use twisted pairs. These networks also upgraded to support for high bit rate real time multimedia. In 
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Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (ADSL) technology, there has been a new progress which intended 

to use two cooper loops at a data rate of 1.544Mbps. This data rate is developed towards the user direction 

in the network and data rates upto 600Kbps from the user to network. 
 

The twisted pair cable may be defined in two categories based upon the shielding and 
without shielding. 
 

In Figure 6.28, Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) is shown as a copper medium which has come 

from telephony which is being utilized more and more for data rates. It is fast becoming a practice for 

horizontal wiring. It states the link between the end in the communication closet and the outlet which 

is further restricted to 90 metres. Communication closet is universal to every application working 

over the media and is independent of the type of media. 
 

Additionally, in the work area, there is a grant for 3 meters and for cross connecting in the 
closet for a whole of 99 metres, it is 6 metres. 
 

The suggested connectors and media for horizontal wiring are discussed as follows: 
 

�  150-Ohms Shielded Twisted Pair (STP) contains 2 pairs (IBM connector or RJ45).  
 

�  100-Ohm UTP contains 4 pairs and 8-pin modular connector (ISDN).  
 

�  62.5/125 contains multi-mode fibre.  
 

�  50-Ohm coax (thin)-IEEE10BASE2, standard BNC connector.  
 

A UTP cable contains 2 to 4200 twisted pairs. Flexibility, cost-effective media and usability of 

both data communications and voice are the biggest advantages of UTP. On the other hand, the major 

disadvantage of UTP is the fact that the bandwidth is limited. This limits long distance transmission with 

low error rates. 
 
 
 

 
Single pair 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.28  Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) 
 
Shielded Copper or STP 
 
Shielded Twisted Pair (STP) differs from UTP in the metallic shield or screen which surrounds the pairs, 

which may or may not be twisted. As illustrated in Figure 6.29, the pairs can be individually shielded. A 

single shield can surround a cable containing multiple pairs or both techniques can be employed in 

tandem. The shield itself is made of aluminium, steel, or copper. The shield is in the form of a metallic 

foil or woven meshes and is electrically grounded. Although less effective, the shield sometimes is in the 

form of nickel and/(or) gold plating of the individual conductors. 
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Fig. 6.29  Shielded Twisted Pair (STP) Configuration 

 
Shielded copper offers the advantage of enhanced performance for reasons of 

reduced emissions and reduction of electromagnetic interference. Reduction of emissions 

offers the advantage of maintaining the strength of the signal through the confinement of 

the electromagnetic field within the conductor. In other words, signal loss is reduced. An 

additional benefit of this reduction of emissions is that high-frequency signals do not 

cause interference in adjacent pairs or cables. Immunity from interference is realized 

through the shielding process, which reflects electromagnetic noise from outside sources, 

such as electric motors, other cables and wires and radio systems. 
 

Shielded twisted pair, on the other hand, has several disadvantages. 
First, the raw cost of acquisition is greater as the medium is more expensive to 
produce. Second, the cost of deployment is greater as the additional weight of 
the shield makes it more difficult to deploy. Additionally, the electrical 
grounding of the shield requires more time and effort. 
 
6.9.2 Coaxial Cable 
 
The core factor that limits a twisted pair cable is due to the skin effect. The flow 

of the current in the wires is likely to flow only on the wire's outer surface as the 

frequency of the transmitted signal raises, thus, less of the available cross-section 

is used. The electrical resistance of the wires is increased for signals of higher 

frequency which leads to higher attenuation. Further, significant signal power is 

lost due to the effects of radiation at higher frequencies. Thus, another kind of 

transmission medium can be used for applications that require higher frequencies. 

Both these effects are minimized by coaxial cable. 
 

Coaxial cable as shown in Figure 6.30 is a robust shielded copper wire two-

conductor cable in which a solid center conductor runs concentrically (coaxial) 

inside a solid outer circular conductor. This forms an electromagnetic shield 

around the former that serves to greatly improve signal strength and integrity. The 

two conductors are separated by insulation. A layer of dielectric (nonconductive) 

material, such as PVC or Teflon, protects the entire cable. 
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Fig. 6.30  Coaxial Cable Configuration 

 
The coaxial cable comes under the category of a bounded media and is still an 

effective medium to use in data communication. For better performance, coaxial 

cable contains shields which make it costly. Cable television uses coaxial cables. 

LANs functions over coaxial cable to the 10BASE5, 10BASE2 and 10BASET 

specifications. Generally, coaxial cable allows longer distance transmission instead of 

twisted pair cable at a higher data rate. This is however, costly. 
 

There are two types of coaxial cables. 
 

�  Baseband: It transmits a single signal at a time at very high speed. The 
signal on baseband cable must be amplified at a specified distances. It is 
used for local area networks.  

 

�  Broadband: It can transmit many simultaneous signals using different frequencies.  
 

6.9.3 Optical Fibre  
 

We have seen in the previous section that the geometry of coaxial cable significantly 

reduces the various limiting effects, the maximum signal frequency, and hence the 

information rate that can be transmitted using a solid conductor, although very high, 

is limited. This is also the case for twisted lines. Optical fibre is different from the 

other transmission media. The transmitted information is carried through a beam of 

light which is fluctuating in a glass fibre instead of a wire or an electrical signal. This 

type of transmission has become strong support for digital network owing to its high 

capacity and other factors favourable for digital communication (refer Figure 6.31). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.31  Fibre Optic Cable — General View 

 
Fibre optic transmission systems are opto-electric in nature. In other words, a 

combination of optical and electrical electromagnetic energy is involved. The signal 

originates as an electrical signal, which is translated into an optical signal, the optical 

signal subsequently is reconverted into an electrical signal at the receiving end. Figure 

6.30 shows a clean, thin glass fibre reflecting light internally as the transmission carries 

light with encoded data. Fibres can bend without breaking with the help of plastic jacket. 

Light Emitting Diode (LED) or laser injected light for transmission into the fibre. 

Receivers that are light sensitive translate light back into data at the other end. 
 

The optical fibre consists of a number of substructures as shown in Figure 6.32. In this 
case, a core made of glass, In this case, the glass core carrying the light is encircled by a glass 
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cladding which has lower refractive index. Thus, blending the light and confining it to the core. 
A substrate layer of glass encircled the core thus, adding to the diameter and the power of the 
fibre. This layer of glass, however, does not carry light. The mechanical protections cover the 
secondary buffer coating and primary buffer coating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.32  Glass Fibre Optic Cable, Side View, and Cross-Section 

 
The light pulse travels down the center core of the glass fibre. Surrounding the inner core is a layer 

of glass cladding, with a slightly different refractive index. The cladding serves to reflect the light waves 

back into the inner core. Surrounding the cladding is a layer of protective plastic coating that seals the 

cable and provides mechanical protection. This is shown in Figure 6.32. Typically, multiple fibres are 

housed in a single sheath, which may be heavily armored. 
 

Light propagates along the optical fibre core in one of the following ways as given below 
depending on the type and width of core material used. 
 
Multimode Fibre: Compared to the wavelength of light, the diameter of the core is relatively 
large. This is known as multimode fibre. In comparison to the wavelength of light, which is 
about 1 µm, core diameter ranges from 50 micrometers (µm) to 1,000 µm. It is therefore, called 
multimode, because light can travel through the fibres in various ray paths. In multimode, light 
spreads through the fibre in various modes or paths of rays. 
 

Multimode fibre is less expensive to produce and inferior in performance because of the larger diameter 

of the inner core. When the light rays travel down the fibre, they spread out due to a phenomenon known as 

modal dispersion. Although reflected back into the inner core by the cladding, they travel different distances 

and, therefore, arrive at different times. The received signal thus has a wider pulse width than the input signal 

with a corresponding decrease in the speed of transmission. As a result, multimode 

 
fibre is relegated to applications involving relatively short distances and lower speeds of 
transmission, for example, LANs and campus environments. 
 

Two types of multimode fibres exist. The old and simple sort is the ‘step index’ fibre. 
Here, the refraction index, which is the capability of an object to bend light, is similar across the 
fibre core. 
 
Step Index Multimode Fibre 
 
Step index multimode fibre is shown in Figure 6.33. With various means of propagation or ray paths, 

diverse rays traverse various distances, and varied periods of time for the fibre length to transit are taken. 

Therefore, in a fibre, if a small pulse of light is infused, the different rays that emanate from the short 

pulse will come at the other side of the fibre at various times, and the input pulse will be of a shorter 

period of time than the output pulse. This is known as ‘modal dispersion’ (pulse spreading) which 

restricts the amount of pulses per second that transmits down the fibre and is recognized as separate 

pulses at the different end. Therefore, a bandwidth or bit rate of a multimode fibre is limited. When a 
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bandwidth is around 20 to 30 MHz over one kilometer of a fibre, stated as ‘MHz - km’, there is no effort 

to compensate for modal dispersion in case of step index fibres. 
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Fig. 6.33  Step Index Multimode Fibre 

 
Graded Index Multimode Fibre 
 
The refraction index across the core is altered slowly from the highest at the center to the lowest near the 

edges; therefore, it is termed as the graded index. This proves the fact that light passes through rapidly in 

a low-index-of-refraction material than a high-index material. In the graded index fibre, a short pulse of 

light is launched which spreads during its transit of the fibre. Therefore, dispersion can be reduced using a 

core material that has a variable refractive index. In such multimode graded index fibre light is refracted 

by an increasing amount as it moves away from the core as shown in Figure 6.34. This results in the 

narrowing of the pulse width of the received signal in comparison with stepped index fibre. This enables a 

corresponding increase in the transmission speed. Therefore, they are capable of supporting a much 

higher bandwidth or bit rate. Usually, bandwidths of graded index fibres are between 100 MHz-km to 

well over 1 GHz-km. The bandwidth is dependant on two things. One on the extent a specific index 

profile of the fibre reduces modal dispersion, and on the light's wavelength introduced into the fibre.  
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Fig. 6.34  Light Propagation in Graded Index Multimode Fibre 
 

�  Monomode/Singlemode Fibre: This has a thinner inner core. The core 

diameter which is approximately 9 µm is much nearer in size to the light's 

wavelength which is spread by around 1.3 µm. The transmission of light is 

thus, limited to one ray or mode of light which propagates down the fibre 

core as shown in Figure 6.35. Hence, effects of multimode or a multiple-

mode are reduced. However, the mechanism of one pulse-spreading 

continues. ‘Chromatic dispersion’ is a phenomenon where many 

wavelengths of light move at various speeds. This causes small pulses of 

light, like in the case of multimode fibres, to spread as they travel.  
 

At higher transmission rates, single mode fibre is a better performer in case of 

long distances, than multimode fibre. All the light that is emitted is propagated along 

a single path, because of the core diameter which is reduced. The input signal is of a 
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comparable width to the received signal. Though it proves to be more expensive, 

monomode fibre has its advantages especially in applications with high bandwidth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.35  Light Propagation in Single Mode Step Index Fibre 

 
Single-mode fibres have broad bandwidth, cost-effective and low 

reduction of strength of any existing optical fibre. They are commonly used in 
cable television applications and long-distance telephony. 
 

The advantages of optical fibres are as follows:  
�  Weight is light and the size is small.  

 

�  Immunity to crosstalk and electromagnetic interference.  
 

�  Bandwidth is large.  
 

�  No problems of short circuit or electrical ground loop.  
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 �  It is safe in combustible areas (no arching).  

  

�  It is immune to lightning and electrical discharges.   

�  Long cables run between repeaters.   

 �   High strength and flexibility. 
 

 
 

�  Potential high temperature operation.   

�  It is safe and secure against signal leakage and interference.  
 

�  When cut or damaged, there is no electrical hazard.  

 

6.10 TRANSMISSION  MODES  

Transmission mode means transferring of data between two devices. It is also 

called communication mode. These modes direct the direction of flow of 

information. There are three types of transmission mode. They are : 

• Simplex Mode 

• Half duplex Mode 

• Full duplex Mode 

 

 

SIMPLEX Mode 

In this type of transmission mode data can be sent only through one direction i.e. 
communication is unidirectional. We cannot send a message back to the sender. 
Unidirectional communication is done in Simplex Systems. 

Examples of simplex Mode is loudspeaker, television broadcasting, television and 
remote, keyboard and monitor etc. 
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HALF DUPLEX Mode 

In half duplex system we can send data in both directions but it is done one at a time 
that is when the sender is sending the data then at that time we can’t send the sender 
our message. The data is sent in one direction. 

Example of half duplex is a walkie- talkie in which message is sent one at a time and 
messages are sent in both the directions. 

 

 

FULL DUPLEX Mode 

In full duplex system we can send data in both directions as it is bidirectional. Data 
can be sent in both directions simultaneously. We can send as well as we receive the 
data. 

Example of Full Duplex is a Telephone Network in which there is communication 
between two persons by a telephone line, through which both can talk and listen at the 
same time. 

 

In full duplex system there can be two lines one for sending the data and the other for 
receiving data. 
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6.11  SWITCHING  TECHNIQUES 

 

Switching Techniques - In large networks there might be multiple paths linking 

sender and receiver. Information may be switched as it travels through various 

communication channels. There are four typical switching techniques available for 

digital traffic. 

  

    * Circuit Switching 

    * Packet Switching 

    * Message Switching 

    * Cell Switching 

  

Circuit Switching 

  

•   Circuit switching is a technique that directly connects the sender and the receiver 

in an unbroken path. 

•   Telephone switching equipment, for example, establishes a path that connects the 

caller's telephone to the receiver's telephone by making a physical connection. 

•    With this type of switching technique, once a connection is established, a dedicated 

path exists between both ends until the connection is terminated. 

•    Routing decisions must be made when the circuit is first established, but there 

are no decisions made after that time 

•   Circuit switching in a network operates almost the same way as the telephone 

system works. 

•    A complete end-to-end path must exist before communication can take place. 

•    The computer initiating the data transfer must ask for a connection to the 

destination. 

•    Once the connection has been initiated and completed to the destination device, the 

destination device must acknowledge that it is ready and willing to carry on a transfer. 
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Advantages: 

  

•    The communication channel (once established) is dedicated. 

  

Disadvantages: 

  

•   Possible long wait to establish a connection, (10 seconds, more on  long- 

distance or international calls.) during which no data can be transmitted. 

•    More expensive than any other switching techniques, because a dedicated 

path is required for each connection. 

•   Inefficient use of the communication channel, because the channel is not used when 

the connected systems are not using it. 

  

Packet Switching 

  

* Packet switching can be seen as a solution that tries to combine the advantages 

of message and circuit switchingand to minimize the disadvantages of both.  

* There are two methods of packet switching: Datagram and virtual circuit. 

* In both packet switching methods, a message is broken into small parts, 

called packets. 

* Each packet is tagged with appropriate source and destination addresses. 

* Since packets have a strictly defined maximum length, they can be stored in 

main memory instead of disk; therefore access delay and cost are minimized. 

* Also the transmission speeds, between nodes, are optimized. 

* With current technology, packets are generally accepted onto the network on a first-

come, first-served basis. If the network becomes overloaded, packets are delayed or 

discarded (``dropped''). 

The size of the packet can vary from 180 bits, the size for the Data kit virtual circuit 

switch designed by Bell Labsfor communications and business applications; to 1,024 

or 2,048 bits for the 1PSS switch, also designed by Bell Labs for public data 

networking; to 53 bytes for ATM switching, such as Lucent Technologies' 

packet switches 

* In packet switching, the analog signal from your phone is converted into a 

digital data stream. That series of digital bits is then divided into relatively tiny 
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clusters of bits, called packets. Each packet has at its beginning the digital address -- a 

long number -- to which it is being sent. The system blasts out all those tiny packets, as 

fast as it can, and they travel across the nation's digital backbone systems to their 

destination: the telephone, or rather the telephone system, of the person you're calling. 

* They do not necessarily travel together; they do not travel sequentially. 

They don't even all travel via the same route. 

But eventually they arrive at the right point -- that digital address added to the 

front of each string of digital data -- and at their destination are reassembled into the 

correct order, then converted to analog form, so your friend can understand what you're 

saying. 

* Datagram packet switching is similar to message switching in that each 

packet is a self-contained unit with complete addressing information attached. 

* This fact allows packets to take a variety of possible paths through the network. 

* So the packets, each with the same destination address, do not follow the 

same route, and they may arrive out of sequence at the exit point node (or the 

destination). 

* Reordering is done at the destination point based on the sequence number 

of the packets. 

* It is possible for a packet to be destroyed if one of the nodes on its way is 

crashed momentarily. Thus all its queued packets may be lost. 

* In the virtual circuit approach, a preplanned route is established before any data 

packets are sent. 

* A logical connection is established when a sender send a "call request packet" to the 

receiver and the receiver send back an acknowledge packet "call accepted packet" to the 

sender if the receiver agrees on conversational parameters. 

• The conversational parameters can be maximum packet sizes, path to be taken, and 

other variables necessary to establish and maintain the conversation. 

• Virtual circuits imply acknowledgements, flow control, and error control, so virtual 

circuits are reliable. That is, they have the capability to inform upper-protocol layers if a 

transmission problem occurs 

• In virtual circuit, the route between stations does not mean that this is a dedicated 

path, as in circuit switching. 

* A packet is still buffered at each node and queued for output over a line. 

• The difference between virtual circuit and datagram approaches: 

* With virtual circuit, the node does not need to make a routing decision for each packet. 

* It is made only once for all packets using that virtual circuit. VC's offer guarantees that 

the packets sent arrive in the order sent with no duplicates or omissions with no errors 

(with high probability) regardless of how they are implemented internally 
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Advantages: 

  

• Packet switching is cost effective, because switching devices do not need massive 

amount of secondary storage. 

• Packet switching offers improved delay characteristics, because there are no    long 

messages in the queue (maximum packet size is fixed). 

• Packet can be rerouted if there is any problem, such as, busy or disabled links. 

* The advantage of packet switching is that many network users can share the same 

channel at the same time. Packet switching  can maximize link efficiency by making 

optimal use of link bandwidth. 

  

Disadvantages: 

  

• Protocols for packet switching are typically more complex. 

• It can add some initial costs in implementation. 

• If packet is lost, sender needs to retransmit the data. Another disadvantage is that 

packet-switched systems still can’t deliver the same quality as dedicated circuits in 

applications requiring very little delay - like voice conversations or   moving images. 

  

Message Switching 

  

•      With message switching there is no need to establish a dedicated path between two 

stations. 

•      When a station sends a message, the destination address is appended to the 

message. 

•     The message is then transmitted through the network, in its entirety, from node to 

node. 

•     Each node receives the entire message, stores it in its entirety on disk, and then 

transmits the message to the next node. 

•      This type of network is called a store-and-forward network. 

A message-switching node is typically a general-purpose computer. The device needs 

sufficient secondary-storage capacity to store the incoming messages, which could be 

long. A time delay is introduced using this type of scheme due to store- and-forward 

time, plus the time required to find the next node in the transmission path. 
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Advantages: 

  

•     Channel efficiency can be greater compared to circuit-switched systems, because 

more devices are sharing the channel. 

•     Traffic congestion can be reduced, because messages may be temporarily stored in 

route. 

•     Message priorities can be established due to store-and-forward technique. 

•     Message broadcasting can be achieved with the use of broadcast address appended 

in the message 

  

Disadvantages 

  

•     Message switching is not compatible with interactive applications. 

•      Store-and-forward devices are expensive, because they must have large disks to hold 

potentially long messages 

  

Cell Switching 

  

Cell Switching is similar to packet switching, except that the switching does not 

necessarily occur on packet boundaries. This is ideal for an integrated environment and 

is found within Cell-based networks, such as ATM. Cell-switching can handle both 

digital voice and data signals. 

 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

1. Define the term network.  
 

2. State the importance of hierarchical topology.  
 

3. What does switching includes?  
 

4. Define a TCP/IP model.  
 

5. What is circuit switching?  
 
 

6.12  SUMMARY 

 
�  Networks that are privately owned offer consistent fast paced communication channels 

which are optimized to connect information processing tools in a restricted geographical 
area.  
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�  The network hub is a centralized distribution point for all data transmission in a network. 
Hub may also be referred to as a concentrator data packet from a NIC arrives at the hub.  

 
�  Stackable hubs are hubs that can be stacked or interconnected to make a single hub 

appearance. They are useful for venders to make hubs of size suitable to customer requirement.  
 

�  A repeater is a communication device that connects between two segments of the network 
cable. It retimes, regenerates, strengthens the digital data and sends them on their way again.  

 
�  A bridge interconnects two networks using same technology (such as Ethernet or Arcnet). 

Bridge is more sophisticated than a repeater.  
 

�  Local Area Networks or LANs are classified depending on the topology, access methods, signalling 

methods, transmission medium and transmission mode.  
 

�  A hierarchical topology connects multiple star networks to other star networks. This type of 
topology contains a central root node that is top-level hierarchy which is connected to one 
level lower in the hierarchy.  

 

�  Bus networks employ a decentralized method of media access control known as CSMA (Carrier Sense 

Multiple Access) that allows the attached devices to make independent decisions relative to media access 

and initiation of transmission.  
 
 

�  In a mesh network, each pair of nodes is connected by means of an exclusive point-to-point 
link. Each node requires a separate interface to connect with the other device.  

 

�  Mesh networks are seldom constructed in practice. They are useful in situations, where one node or station 

frequently sends messages to all other nodes.  
 

�  A ring topology is a collection of point-to-point links that may form a circle. The LAN of IBM 
follows the ring topology. The IEEE 802.5 standard committee, along with a substantial 
number of representatives from IBM, has developed a standard called token ring.  

 

�  Switching includes ‘plug and play’ element. It determines Ethernet addresses which are used 
on each segment and creates a table of signal packets. This feature connects different network 
types together just like Ethernet and fast Ethernet of the same types.  

 

�  A popular utility provided by TCP/IP is the Telnet. Telnet is a virtual terminal emulation 
facility that allows a user to connect to a remote system as if the user’s terminal was hard 
wired to that remote system. This works on client server architecture.  

 
�  IRC is the Internet Relay Chat service in which participants around the world can ‘talk’ to 

each other by typing in real time on hundreds of channels. These channels are usually 
based on a particular topic.  

 

�  A network is designed to provide reliable transmission of packets from one end of the network 
to other remote parts of the network. A network consists of several components including the 
hardware and software devices.  

 

�  Computers in the early networks could typically communicate only with computers from 
the same manufacturer.  

 

�  The seven layers of the OSI Model are categorized into two-layer groupings. The lower 
layers are Layers 1, 2, 3 and 4 and the upper layers are Layers 5, 6 and 7.  

 

�  The top three layers define the way the applications within the end stations will 
communicate with each other and with users while the bottom four layers define how data 
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is transmitted end-to-end.  
 

�  The data link layer is Layer 2 of the OSI model and provides functional and procedural 
means to exchange data between network entities. The set of devices functioning at the 
data link layer simply supports the functionalities of networking instead of 
internetworking.  

 

�  The session layer is the lowest of the three upper layers and deals mainly with software 
application issues only. It helps enable devices to establish and manage sessions.  

 

6.13  KEY  TERMS 

 
�  Server: It is the most powerful computer of the network, usually a powerful 

microcomputer or a super microcomputer with the power of a minicomputer is used as a 
server  

 

�  Workstation: An individual computer with capabilities to communicate with other 
machines  

 

�  Network interface unit: The role of Network Interface Unit or NIU is to move the serial 
signals on the network cables or media into parallel data stream inside the PC  

 

�  Control frames: Control frames are frames used for controlling and maintaining the 
logical ring  

 

 

 

6.14  QUESTIONS  
 
Short-Answer  Questions 
 

1. Define the term computer networks.  
 

2. List the components of a network.  
 

3. What is the difference between LAN, Man and WAN.  
 

4. Define the term switching techniques.  
 

5. List the transmission modes.  
 
Long-Answer  Questions 
 

1. Discuss the various LAN topologies with the help of an example of each type.  
 

2. Describe the OSI reference model with the help of a diagram.  
 

3. Explain the significance of TCP layer with the help of a diagram.  
 

4. Discuss the switching techniques with the help of examples.  

 

6.15  Further  Reading 

 
ITL Education Solutions Limited. 2011. Introduction to Computer Science, 2nd edition. United 

Kingdom: Pearson. 
 
Jaiswal, A. 2003. Fundamentals of Computer and Information Technology. New Delhi: 

Dreamtech Press. 
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7.0 INTRODUCTION  

 
In this unit, you will learn about basics of the Internet. The Internet is a global system of interconnected 

computer networks that use the standard Internet Protocol Suite to serve billions of users worldwide. It is 

a network of networks that consists of millions of private and public, academic, business, and government 

networks of local to global scope that are linked by a broad array of electronic and optical networking 

technologies. The Internet carries a vast array of information resources and services, most notably the 

inter-linked hypertext documents of the World Wide Web (WWW) and the infrastructure to support 

electronic mail. In this unit, you will also learn about the various aspects of the Internet like Telnet, 

operating an e-mail account, reading and writing e-mails, file transfer protocol, uniform resource locator, 

surfing the Internet, search engines, and uploading and downloading. 
 
 
 

 

7.1  UNIT  OBJECTIVES 
 
After going through this unit, you will be able to: 
 

�  Analyse the history of the Internet  
 

�  Describe various Internet services  
 

�  Understand the functioning of Telnet  
 

�  Explain the equipments required for an Internet connection  
 

�  Understand the concept and significance of e-mail  
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�  Open an e-mail account  
 

�  Read and send an e-mail  
 

�  Describe the importance of file transfer protocol  
 

�  Understand the importance of the World Wide Web  
 

�  Understand the functioning of a Web page  
 

�  Understand the concept of uniform resource locator and its encoding  
 

�  Do Internet surfing  
 

�  Understand the significance of search engine  
 

�  Understand the nitty-gritty of uploading and downloading  

 

7. 2  HISTORY  OF  INTERNET  
 
The Internet, World Wide Web and Information Super Highway are terms which are used by 

millions of people all over the world. The widespread impact of Internet across the globe could not 

be possible without the development of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). 

This protocol suite is developed specifically for the Internet. The Information Technology revolution 

could not have been achieved without this boundless chain of networks. It has become a fundamental 

part of the lives of millions of people all over the world. All the aforesaid services provide us the 

necessary backbone for information sharing in organizations and within common interest groups. 

That information may be in several forms. It can be notes and documents, data to be processed by 

another computer, files sent to colleagues, and even more exotic forms of data. 
 

During late 1960s and 70s, organizations were inundated with many different LAN and WAN 

technologies such as packet switching technology, collision-detection local area networks, hierarchical 

enterprise networks, and many others. The major drawbacks of all these technologies were that they could not 

communicate with each other without expensive deployment of communications devices. These were not only 

expensive but also put users at the mercy of the monopoly of the vendor they were dealing with. 

Consequently, multiple networking models were available as a result of the research and development 

efforts made by many interest groups. This paved the way for development of another aspect of 

networking known as protocol layering. This allows applications to communicate with each other. A 

complete range of architectural models were proposed and implemented by various research teams and 

computer manufacturers. The result of this know-how is that today any group of users can find a physical 

network and an architectural model suitable for their specific needs. This includes cheap asynchronous 

lines with no other error recovery than a bit-per-bit parity function, through full-function wide area 

networks (public or private) with reliable protocols such as public packet switching networks or private 

SNA networks, to high-speed but limited-distance local area networks. 
 

It is now evident that organizations or users are using different network technologies to connect 

computers over the network. The desire of sharing more and more information among homogeneous or 

heterogeneous interest groups motivated the researcher to device a technology whereby one group of users 

could extend its information system to another group who had a different network technology and different 

network protocols. This necessity was recognized in the early 70s by a group of researchers in the United 

States of America (USA) who hit upon a new principle popularly known as Internetworking. Other 

organizations also became involved in this area of interconnecting networks, such as ITU-T (formerly CCITT) 

and ISO. All were trying to define a set of protocols, layered in a well-defined suite, so that applications would 
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be able to communicate with each other, regardless of the underlying network technology and the operating 

systems where those applications run. 
 
Internetworks 
 
The availability of different operating systems, hardware platforms and the geographical dispersion of 

computing resources necessitated the need of networking in such a manner that computers of all sizes could 

communicate with each other, regardless of the vendor, the operating system, the hardware platform, or 

geographical proximity. Therefore, we may say that Internetworking is a scheme for interconnecting multiple 

networks of dissimilar technologies. To interconnect multiple networks of dissimilar technologies use both 

additional hardware and software. This additional hardware is positioned between networks and software on 

each attached computer. This system of interconnected networks is called an Internetwork or an Internet. 
 

To develop standards for Internetworking, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 

funded research projects. ARPAnet, a project of DARPA, introduced the world of networking with 

protocol suite concepts such as layering, well before ISO’s initiative in this direction. DARPA continued 

its research for an Internetworking protocol suite. This may be seen in the early NCP (Network Control 

Program) host-to-host protocol to the TCP/IP protocol suite, which took its current form around 1978. 

DARPA was well known for its pioneering of packet switching over radio networks and satellite 

channels and ARPAnet was declared an operational network with responsibility of administering 

it to Defense Communications Agency (DCA) in 1975. TCP/IP had not yet been developed. 
 

ARPA net was basically a network based on leased lines connected by special switching 

nodes, known as Internet Message Processors (IMP). Many researchers were involved in TCP/IP 

research by 1979. This motivated DARPA to form an informal committee to coordinate and 

guide the design of the communication protocols and architecture. The committee was called the 

Internet Control and Configuration Board (ICCB). 
 

The first real implementation of the Internet was when DARPA converted the machines of its 

research network ARPAnet to use the new TCP/IP protocols. After this transition, which started in 

1980 and finished in 1983, DARPA demanded that all computers willing to connect to its ARPAnet 

must use TCP/IP. The US military adopted TCP/IP as standard protocol in 1983 and recommended 

that all networks connected to the ARPAnet conform to the new standards. 
 

The success of ARPAnet was more than the expectations of its own founders and TCP/IP 

Internetworking became widespread. As a result, new wide area networks (WAN) were created in the 

USA and connected to ARPAnet using TCP/IP protocol. In turn, other networks in the rest of the 

world, not necessarily based on the TCP/IP protocols, were added to the set of interconnected 

networks. Computing facilities all over North America, Europe, Japan, and other parts of the world 

are currently connected to the Internet via their own sub-networks, constituting the world’s largest 

network. In 1990, ARPAnet was eliminated, and the Internet was declared as the formal global 

network. 
 

DARPA also funded a project to develop TCP/IP protocols for Berkeley UNIX on the VAX 

and to distribute the developed codes free of charge with their UNIX operating system. The first 

release of the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) to include the TCP/IP protocol set was made 

available in 1983 (4.2BSD). This led to the spread of TCP/IP among universities and research centers 

and has become the standard communications subsystem for all UNIX connectivity. There are many 

updated versions of BSD code available. These are 4.3BSD (1986), 4.3BSD Tahoe (1988), 4.3BSD 

Reno (1990) and 4.4BSD (1993). 
 

Some examples of the different networks that have played key roles in this development 
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are described below: 
 
The  Internet 
 
The word Internet is a short form of a complete word Internetwork or interconnected network. Therefore, 

it can be said that the Internet is not a single network, but a collection of networks. The commonality 

between them in order to communicate with each other is TCP/IP. The Internet consists of the following 

groups of networks: 

�  Backbones: These are large networks that exist primarily to interconnect other networks. 
Some examples of backbones are NSFNET in the USA, EBONE in Europe and large 
commercial backbones.  

 

�  Regional networks: These connect, for example, universities and colleges. ERNET (Education and 

Research Network) is an example in the Indian context.  
 

�  Commercial networks: They provide access to the backbones to subscribers, and 
networks owned by commercial organizations for internal use and also have connections to 
the Internet. Mainly, Internet Service Providers come into this category.  

 

�  Local networks: These are campus-wide university networks.  
 

The networks connect users to the Internet using special devices that are called gateways or 

routers. These devices provide connection and protocol conversion of dissimilar networks to the 

Internet. Gateways or routers are responsible for routing data around the global network until 

they reach their ultimate destination as shown in Figure 3.1. The delivery of data to its final 

destination takes place based on some routing table maintained by router or gateways. These are 

mentioned at various places in this book as these are the fundamental devices to connect similar 

or dissimilar networks together. 
 

Over time, TCP/IP defined several protocol sets for the exchange of routing information. 
Each set pertains to a different historic phase in the evolution of architecture of the Internet 
backbone. 
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Fig. 7.1  Local Area Networks Connected to the Internet via Gateways or Routers 
 
ARPA net 
 
ARPAnet was built by DARPA as described earlier. This initiated the packet switching technology in the 

world of networking and therefore is sometimes referred to as the ‘grand-daddy of packet networks’. The 

ARPAnet was established in the late 60s for the US Department of Defense to accommodate research 

equipment on packet switching technology besides allowing resource sharing for the Department’s 
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contractors. This network includes research centres, some military bases and government locations. It 

soon became popular with researchers for collaboration through electronic mail and other services. 

ARPAnet marks the beginning of Internet. 
 

ARPAnet provided interconnection of various packet-switching nodes (PSN) located across 

continental USA and Western Europe using 56 Kbps leased lines. ARPAnet provided connection to 

minicomputers running a protocol known as 1822 (after the number of a report describing it) and 

dedicated it to the packet-switching task. Each PSN had at least two connections to other PSNs (to 

allow alternate routing in case of circuit failure) and up to 22 ports for user computer connections. 

Later on, DARPA replaced the 1822 packet switching technology with the CCITT X.25 standard. 

The increase in data traffic made 56 Kbps capacity of the lines insufficient. ARPAnet has now been 

replaced with new technologies as backbone for the research side of the connected Internet. 
 
 
7. 3 INTERNET SERVICES: TELNET, E-MAIL, FTP, WWW  
 
The Internet is known as ‘the Network of Networks’. It is like a phone system that connects almost 

anywhere around the world. It exchanges information and acts as a global link between small regional 

networks. Internet services offer a gateway to a myriad of online databases, library catalogues and 

collections, and software and document archives, in addition to frequently used store-and-forward 

services, such as UserNet News and e-mail. The widely used Internet services are as follows: 
 
E-mail 
 
E-mail is the prime Internet service that facilitates services to people or users across the world. 
Full Internet connectivity is not required for this. For example, an electronic address provides 
these services to FTP sites through which mail can be exchanged. Other Internet services, such 
as IP address resolver, Archie lookup, WHOIS service are done via e-mail. 
 

The header and body of the message make an e-mail message. The header contains the information 

where the message is to be sent and the complete path for reaching the destination, date and return path. The 

body of the message is the actual message that has to be sent. The syntax of an e-mail address is user@ 

subdomain.subdomain.domain, e.g., abc@gmail.com. A service provider must be connected with leased line, 

dial-up or connection with any network for sending e-mail. 
 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 
 
FTP is also prime Internet service that acts as protocol and transfers files over TCP/IP network (Internet, 

UNIT, etc.). Once HTML page is developed on a local machine for a website, it is first uploaded to the Web 

server through FTP. Local machine is the machine on which you are initially logged into. It includes 

functions to log on to the network, gives a list of directories and copies files. FTP transfer is possible by 

entering URL preceded with ftp:// within address bar of a web browser. The FTP operations can be 

performed by issuing FTP commands at the command prompt or by using FTP utility running under a 

graphical user interface on Windows OS. FTP tasks can be performed through a browser. For example, 

type an IE address bar URL as ftp:// to get ftp services. For example, ftp://YourLoginName@IPaddress. 
 

The required steps used in connecting with FTP operations are as follows: 
 

The local machine is connected with remote machine by typing ‘ftp machinename’. The machinename 

is the full name, written as aaa.cs.state.edu, of the remote machine to which the local machine is to be 

connected. Basically, the machine name is the remote machine’s full name. If the machine name is not 

available other option is taken as to type the ‘ftp machinenumber’ that demands the Net address of the remote 

machine, e.g., 129.15.0.11. The FTP responds to the users to enter their loginname and password. The 

anonymous ftp is used widely these days. Many computer systems provide this facility so that you can access 
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the information of specific machine without creating an account on that particular machine. These types of 

services are provided by anonymous FTP. You need not be a registered user of the system. The anonymous 

FTP server contains relevant software, documents and files used to configure networks, graphics, images, 

songs, lyrics and other useful information. An electronic e-mail can be archived through the anonymous FTP. 

The ready information is stored in machines for any user across the Net who wants to get the required 

information. 
 
Telnet 
 
Telnet is used to connect remote network computers. It is the Internet service that executes 
commands on remote host as if you are going to log in locally. For this, the machine name and 
valid user name are required to be connected. The commands that are issued on Telnet are as 
follows: 
 

Telnet hostname: A connection to the host name is opened by this command. For example, issuing 

the command as ‘Telnet abc.maths.edu’ with that machine which keeps the required information of 

abc.maths.edu site can connect you. 
 

Telnet address: It gives the IP address of the connected host. 
 
Archie 
 
If some programs are installed in a system unit and you want to know the availability of the program on the 

Internet, you can get to know the machine along with such programs via Archie. Basically, Archie is a program 

that searches files anywhere on the Net by filename. This facility is maintained by a database with the Internet 

sites accessible via anonymous ftp. The following table shows the various types of Archie servers: 
 
Table 7.1  Various Types of Archie Servers 

 

Name IP Address 
archie.rutgers.edu 128.6.18.15 
archie.cs.mcgill.ca 132.206.51.250 
archie.funet.fi 128.214.6.102 
archie.rediris.es 130.206.1.2 
archie.sura.net 192.239.16.13 
archie.doc.ic.ac.uk 146.169.16.11 

 
The Archie server can be accessed via Telnet, for example, ‘Telnet archie.rutgers.edu’. For getting Archie 

server login to ‘Archie’. It requires no password. You can look for files by its full name. For this, either ‘set 

type exact’ syntax is used or you can use ‘set type sub’ syntax. The ‘set type sub’ syntax is used if the required 

name of the file is known. The ‘find file-name’ syntax is also used to find the required file name. 
 
Gopher 
 
The Gopher protocol supports client–server software that searches files on the Internet. A Gopher client is 

required for validating and testing of Gopher publishing service. For example, WS Gopher 1.2 is available on 

the Internet as shareware. The server based text files are hierarchically organized and viewed by end-users. 

These end-users access the server by using Gopher applications of remote computers. Gopher browsers 

initially display the text-based files. Most of the files along with database are available on Gopher that converts 

HTTP compatible formats and makes them available on the net. 
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In the preceding screen, the Internet service manager displays the services that are installed on 
the server to which the Internet service manager is attached. 
 
Finger 
 
Finger service gives information about users, for example, username, person’s first name and last 
name, information about recently logged in and also where they logged in. But the users must 
enter the required information where they get registration for particular e-mail services. Finger is 
also used to get a list of users who are currently logged into the host. In fact, the Finger program 
accepts input as an e-mail address that returns information of user. In some systems, Finger gives 
the information about the currently logged on users. 
 
World Wide Web (WWW) 
 
WWW provides hypertext access to documents located anywhere on the Internet. It is a very 

successful distributed information system. It is basically client–server data transfer protocol that 

communicates via application level protocol. Its structural components are clients–browsers, servers 

and caches. The Internet and semantic components include hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), 

hypertext markup language (HTML) extensible markup language (XML) and uniform resource 

identifiers (URIs). The clients who get various sites requested to the server via HTTP determine the 

structure of WWW. Then web pages constructs HTML consisting of graphics and sound embedded 

files. For running the complete system, TCP/IP, DNS networking protocols are required. 
 

The reason behind the evolution of Java programming language is to develop distributed 

application. Distributed application means many CPUs are inter-connected through different network 

topology so that each CPU can communicate with one another. Java introduced the remote method 

invocation technique to implement distributed application. The java.net package provides classes and 

methods to develop networking-applications through different network protocols. 
 

A group of computers connected by cable to share information is popularly known as network. A 

network is a set of computers and peripherals that are physically connected. Networking enables sharing 

of resources and communication. Java applets can be downloaded from a website. This is one of the main 

attractions of Java. Networking in Java is possible through the use of java.net package. The classes 

within this package encapsulate the socket model developed by Berkeley software division. The network 
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requires some components, such as: 
 

�  server  
 

�  client  
 

�  peer  
 

�  protocol  
 

�  physical media  
 

�  physical devices  
 
Servers provide services to the client. If a server provides application services, then it is treated 
as an application server. The client accesses services from the server. Peer is a computer that 
works as a server as well as a client. 
 
Clients 
 
A computer, which requests for some service from another computer, is called a client. The one that 

processes the request is called a server. A server waits till one of its clients makes a request. It can accept 

multiple connections at a time to the same port number. Multithreading is used to serve multiple users at 

the same time. 
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

 
1. What do you understand by Internetworking? How does it work?   
2. What is Internet?  
3. Define ARPAnet.  

 
4. What is an e-mail? How is an e-mail composed and sent?  

 
5. How are FTP operations performed?  

 
6. Why is telnet used?  

 
7. What is Gopher? Which files does it support?  

 
8. What is finger service? What it its use?  

  
 
 

7. 4 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR AN INTERNET 
CONNECTION  

 
Surfing the Internet is quite similar to scuba diving, with regard to the sophisticated 

equipments deployed to access Internet. Just as we need certain equipments to dive in 

the deep ocean for scuba diving, we require adequate paraphernalia to successfully 

plunge into the huge ocean of interconnected computers and networks. 
 

Now-a-days, Internet access necessitates a broadband connection, which is, 

a high data rate Internet access. The dial-up access deploys a 56K dial up modem, 

which uses a dedicated telephone line and is limited to the bit rate of less than 56 

Kbps. In contrast to this is the broadband technology, which provides more than 

double the dial up bit rate and that too without intervening with the telephone use. 

In other words, it means that Internet access and voice call can be carried out 

simultaneously. The broadband connections are characterized by various 

minimum bandwidths ranging from 64 Kbps up to 2.0 Mbps. Some standards 

define the broadband connection as having download data transfer rates equal to 

or faster than 256 Kbps, whereas others define it as having data transmission 

speed exceeding 768 Kbps in either downstream or upstream direction. In 

general, any connection of 256 Kbps or greater comes under broadband Internet. 
 

Certain equipments which are required to access the Internet are as 
follows. Amongst these, some of them are mandatory and some are optional: 

 
�  Computer: A computer which is used to browse the Internet may either be a 

personal computer with Pentium processor or a Macintosh. It should have enough 

power and memory concomitant with multimedia features. Though 128 MB  

RAM is sufficient to have access to Internet, 512 MB RAM or more is recommended. Now-a-
days, devices like smart phones, mobile phones, Pocket PCs, etc. are also used to browse the 
Internet. 

 
�  Modem: It stands for Modulator/Demodulator. This may either be internally built in or 

externally connected. The modem is a device that converts data in binary code used by the 
computer, to an analog signal that can be transmitted over the telephone network and vice 
versa.  

 

With the help of telephone lines, millions of computers worldwide are connected with one 
another, either directly or indirectly. In order to connect with the Internet Service Provider 
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(ISP), these connections require the regular dial up telephone lines or dedicated higher 
capacity telephone lines like leased lines, ISDN lines, etc.  

 
�  Internet account with a service provider: An account with a service provider is essential to create a link 

between the user’s computer and the Internet. A service provider, which is popularly referred to as ISP 

(Internet Service Provider), signifies phone or cable companies that provide last mile connectivity. It may 

also refer to a cable line from the subscriber’s home to his office and also to an exchange for long distance 

connectivity based on monthly or annual charges.  
 

�  Widely used current standard broadband technologies: These technologies are DSLs, that is, 

Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable modems. However, recent technologies like VDSL and 

optical fiber connections are also gradually becoming popular in providing Internet access in a 

much more cost-effective way than copper wire technology. Wi-Fi networks are also used to 

provide Internet connections. However, these are not served in the areas by cable or ADSL. 

WiMAX has been gaining popularity with regard to mobile and stationary broadband access.  
 

�  Internet browser software: It is the software tool which enables a user to browse the Internet 
with the help of web addresses or URLs. A few of the widely used browsers are Internet 
Explorer version 7 or 8 (IE), Netscape, Mozilla Firefox, Chrome, AOL, Opera, etc.  

 

�  Anti-virus software: These are used to protect the user from the onslaught of the nasty programs 
that obtain access to the user’s terminal when he is surfing the network or downloading contents 
from there. Some examples of anti-virus software are Symantec, Norton, McAfee, etc.  

 

�  Email software: The email software may be chosen from the Outlook or Outlook Express. Google, Yahoo 

and Hotmail offer free web-mail for the same.  
 

�  Plug-In software: It is considered an add-on to the user terminal. It enables the user to avail 
services like music, video, multimedia, etc. on the Internet. The most popular plug-in-
softwares include Real Audio music player, Macromedia Flash Player, Windows Media 
Player, Apple Quick Time, Java Virtual Machine, etc.  

 
 

 
• Stereo speakers, microphone and webcam: These equipments enable the user to play 

sounds, videos, to conduct Internet telephoning and to send images to other users connected to 
the Internet.  

•  

7.5  E-MAIL 

 
Electronic mail is one of the most popular network services. The use of e-mail is considered the foremost 

reason behind the popularity of Internet. The proliferation of cyber cafés can be attributed to e-mail or World 

Wide Web. E-mail provides an efficient and fast means of communication with relatives, friends or colleagues 

throughout the world. With the help of e-mail, one can not only communicate with myriad people at a time but 

can also receive and send files and other information within a fraction of seconds. The biggest advantage of e-

mail is that the intended receiver of the message does not require to be present at their desktop at the time of 

receiving of the message. 

Definition 
 
The term email connotes the basic communication facility provided by the Internet to its users to 

send and receive messages in any part of the world. It is considered one of the most popular 

applications of the Internet and is accounted for 90 per cent of net traffic. Email facilitates sending of 

messages in the form of a text, audio and video or even a combination of these types. When a 

message is sent from the source user, it reaches the recipient’s mail box. The email message received 
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by the recipient can be opened, discarded, edited, saved, responded back to or can even be forwarded 

to some other recipient. e-mail messages are delivered instantly after the transmission. An e-mail can 

be sent by connecting to the network from any location. An Internet connection usually requires a 

telephone line, a modem and a computer. Wireless connections have also become popular means of 

getting connected to the Internet. This job is accomplished by the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

(SMTP) running over TCP/IP. 
 
Uses of E-mail 
 
Email provides several features that are useful in day-to-day life. It is an efficient and cost-effective way of 

communication across the world. With the help of email, one can send common letters or circulars to several 

recipients. The email messages are delivered instantly, even if they are sent to remote locations worldwide. 

Thus, it saves time as well as money. Whereas the postal messages are time consuming. Email also provides an 

address book facility which keeps a record of the email addresses. This saves the user from the predicament of 

remembering the addresses of the recipients. In addition, a lot of time, energy and money is saved as the user 

creates a mailing list with a group name, so that a letter or a circular can be transmitted by just typing the name 

of the particular group. Another advantage of using email is that provided the email address typed in is correct, 

it enables the sender to know immediately whether the message has been delivered to the recipient,. In case the 

message is not delivered, the sender will receive a return email message to inform him about the failure of the 

particular message. Email goes beyond all time zones and barriers.  
Email also provides the user with a facility of attachment which allows the user to attach any file 

created in any application such as word processors, spread sheet or power point presentations. For 

example, if the total amount of outstanding against a client is computed in a spreadsheet, the client may 

be informed through a letter in email along with an attachment showing his outstanding amount in the 

spreadsheet. The primary advantages of email can be summarized in the following: 

�  It conducts paperless communication of messages quickly.  
 

�  It ensures simultaneous transmission of messages to several users. The messages may comprise of 
pictures, video, film clips, text, animation or even a combination of them. Voice and audio messages 
can also be transmitted this way.   

�  The email messages can also be printed, prioritized, forwarded and stored.  
 

�  Public bulletin boards can be created in which every member of the organization can post 
and view messages. This can also be accomplished in the case of shared text messages and 
application files used widely across computer platforms.  

 

�  It allows delivery and receiving of faxes and meetings can also be scheduled through 
email.  

 

7.5.1 Opening an E-mail Account  
 
Opening an E-mail account is not an issue. Now-a-days, all subscribers get facility to open an email account 

free of cost. A number of web services like Google, Hotmail, Yahoo, etc. are readily available to register a 

user to open an email account and access it from anywhere in the world. However, to avail this facility, the 

user should have access to a computer and an Internet connection. In addition to these web services, 

organizations or ISPs also provide web interfaces to enable the users to open their email accounts, though by 

charging them. In this case, the organization or ISP possesses the personal record of the users and based on 

their personal records and their relationship with them, they open their email accounts and equip them with an 

email address. The email addresses comprise of email ids meant for individual users, which could be their first 

name or a combination of their name and surname or their date of birth, etc. along with the URL of the 

organization. For example, in sanjay0203@teraclean.com, sanjay 0203 signifies email id consisting of the 

name and birth date and month, whereas teraclean.com indicates the URL of the organization. 
 

In case of universally available web services like Google, Hotmail or Yahoo, the user needs to 

open the website of the respective Web service by typing its corresponding URL in the Web browser. For 
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example, if the user wants to open an account in the Google Web service, then he needs to key the Web 

address of Google, that is, www.google.com. Once the Website of Google opens, the user needs to click 

on the Gmail service of Google. The Gmail interface provides the facility for opening of a new account, 

for which it provides a registration form to be filled up by the user. In accordance with the procedure, the 

user mentions his personal information, email id and password in the form. Thereafter, he gets registered 

and obtains an email address. This process of creating an email account is described as follows: 
Type the URL ‘http://www.google.com’ in the address bar of a Web browser such as an Internet 

Explorer, to visit the Google homepage as shown in Figure 7.12. 
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Fig. 7.12  Google Homepage 

 
The page displayed shows an icon namely Gmail as shown in Figure 7.12. 

Once you click on the Gmail icon, it navigates you to another webpage as shown in 
Figure 7.13. If you have an existing account with Gmail, you can type in your 
email id and your password to log on to your account. If you are accessing the 
Gmail for the first time, then you need to create an account for yourself. The 
procedure for the same is as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7.13  Sign-in Page 

Click on the ‘Sign up’ icon as illustrated in Figure 7.13. This will lead you to 
another webpage that contains the registration form as shown in Figure 7.14. Now 
you are required to fill the form that asks for your personal details along with your 
user ID and password to open a new email account for you. 
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Fig. 7.14  Registration Page 

 
Once you are through with the registration process, after accepting the terms and conditions, 

you become a member and thereafter you are able to use your email account to send and receive 

emails. Now all you need is to remember your user ID and your password for future use of your 

email account. In other words, it means that whenever you need to log on to your newly created 

account, you need to simply type your user ID and your password. 
 
7.5.2 Reading and Writing E-mail 
 
Email is extensively used by people across the world. The procedure of reading and writing an email is 
not a very sophisticated one. The steps involved are as follows: 
 
Reading an E-mail message 
 
The email account can be accessed at anytime and from anywhere by logging on to the particular 
email account, as mentioned earlier. To read or write an email, you need to perform the 
following steps: 
 

1. Type the URL ‘http://www.google.com’ in the address bar of a Web browser.  
 

2. Enter your user ID and the password as shown in Figure 7.15.   
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Fig. 7.15  Sign-in Page 

 
Once you have signed in successfully, you can access your email 

account as shown in Figure 7.16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7.16  E-Mail Account 
 

Clicking on the Inbox icon lets you open your Inbox. The Inbox folder contains all 

your previous email messages and also enables you to read the new ones. You also have 

an option of deleting the previous messages or transferring them to some other folders 

also. An email message in the Inbox can be read by clicking on the email subject or any 

other clickable item therein. This displays the contents of the message to be read and 

allows you to take appropriate action accordingly. Some email messages are delivered 

along with attachments. Attachments may comprise of textual messages, 

graphics, pictures, videos, sounds or a combination of these types. The email 

message depicts an attachment button within the message itself, which on 
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being clicked enables you to either open the attachment in relevant 

applications or save it on your computer to be opened separately. 
 
Writing an E-mail message 
 
As mentioned earlier, email account can be accessed by logging on to email account. To write an 
email, you need to perform the following steps: 
 

The Compose option on the left hand side of the screen enables you to write an email 
message. Attachments can also be appended along with the email messages wherever they are 
required. On selection of the compose option, a screen as shown in Figure 6 will appear. The 
following steps are to be followed for writing and sending an email message: 
 

1. To: It is a field in which the valid email address of the recipient like User 
ID@domain.com is typed in, so that the message can be delivered correctly. In case of 
multiple recipients, email address of each recipient is typed in the same box separated by 
comas.  

 
2. Cc: It signifies the email address/(s) of the recipient/(s) to whom a carbon copy of the message is to be 

transmitted. The recipient/(s) specified in To field also receives the email address/(s) of the recipients in 

their messages indicating that email address/(s) in the Cc field also receive/(s) the same message.  
 

3. Bcc: It denotes the email address/(s) of the recipient/(s) to whom a copy of the message is 
transmitted. However, in this case, the recipient/(s) in both To and Cc field remain 
oblivious of the other email addresses, to which the message is sent. Bcc stands for blind 
carbon copy.  

 
4. Subject: This box enables the sender to write the subject of the message, so that 

recipient/(s) on receiving the message, could have a clear idea of what the email message 
is about.  

 
5. Message box: It is the field in which you type your message which is to be transmitted.  

 
An attachment can also be appended to the email message before sending it. There exists an 

Attachment button within the compose mail box. On clicking on the Attachment button, you are 

asked to provide the location of the desired file to be attached. You then click on the Browse button 

which enables you to select the desired file from your computer. Finally, clicking on the Attach or 

OK button attaches the document along with your email message. 
 

Your message with or without attachment is now ready to be transmitted. Now you need to 
follow the following steps: 

 
1. If you want to postpone transmitting of your message, you have another option called Draft in 

which you can save your message to be transmitted later. The message saved in the Draft can 

also be modified before transmission. The Draft webpage provides you a Send button. On 

clicking on it, your message is transmitted and a copy of the message is saved in your Sent 

mailbox, provided the send and save option has been set.  
 

2. If you do not want to postpone the transmission of your message, then just click on the Send 

button. On clicking on it, your message will be transmitted and a copy of the message will be 

saved in your Sent mailbox.  
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

13. What all are required for an Internet connection?  
 

14. What is a MODEM?  
 

15. Define the primary advantages of e-mail.  
 

16. How does G-Mail help in opening an e-mail account?  
 

17. What does an Inbox folder contain?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

7.6  WORLD  WIDE  WEB  (WWW) 
 
The WWW is a distributed client–server service, in which a client using a browser can access a 
service using a server. The service provided is distributed over many locations called sites. 
 

The World Wide Web is a global hypertext system that was initially developed in 1989 by Tim 
Berners Lee at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, CERN, in Switzerland to facilitate an 
easy way of sharing and editing research documents among a geographically dispersed group of 

scientists. 
 

The WWW has a unique combination of flexibility, portability and user friendly features that 
distinguish it from other features provided by the Internet. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Architecture of  WWW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7.27  Architecture of the World Wide Web 
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Functional  components  of  the World Wide Web 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The World Wide Web (WWW) 
 

Fig. 7.28  Components of the World Wide Web 
 
1.  Web browsers 
 
Web browsers are HTTP client software programs that run on TCP/IP client computers to access web 

documents on web servers. These browser programs retrieve hypertext documents and display them, and also 

implement many of the Web’s advanced features, such as caching (Figure 7.29). Browsers used today support 

a wide variety of media, allowing the Web to implement many different functions aside from simply 

hypertext document transfer. Examples include displaying images, playing sounds and 

implementing interactive programs. 
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Fig. 7.29  Architecture of a Web Browser 

 
Each browser usually consists of three parts: a controller, client protocol, and interpreters. The controller 

receives input from the keyboard or the mouse and uses client programs to access the document. After the 

document has been accessed, the controller uses one of the interpreters to display the document on screen. 
 
2.  Web Servers 
 
Web servers are computers that run special server software to allow them to provide hypertext 
documents and other files to clients who request them. Millions of such machines around the 
world now serve as a virtual, distributed repository of the enormous wealth of information that 
the Web represents. 
 
3.  HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 
 
HTML is a text language used to define hypertext documents. The language was designed to add 
simple constructs, called tags, to regular text documents, to enable the linking of one document 
to another, as well as to allow special data formatting and the combining of different types of 
media. HTML has become the standard language for implementing information in hypertext, and 
has spawned the creation of numerous other related languages. 
 
4.  Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 
 
The TCP/IP application-layer protocol that implements the World Wide Web, by enabling the 
transfer of hypertext documents and other files between a client and server. HTTP began as a 
very crude protocol for transferring HTML documents between computers, and has evolved to a 
full-featured and sophisticated messaging protocol. It supports transfers of many different kinds 
of documents, streaming of multiple files on a connection, and various advanced features 
including caching, proxying and authentication. 
 
5.  Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) 
 
URI is a method of defining labels that identify resources on an internet so that they can be easily 
found and referenced. URIs were originally developed to provide a means by which the users of 
the Web could locate hypertext documents so they could be retrieved. URIs are actually not 
specific to the Web, though they are most often associated with the Web and HTTP. 
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Uniform Resource Locators (URL) 
 
An Internet address usually begins with http://. This uniquely identifies a web page (Figure 
7.30). 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7.30  URL 

 
http://www.rediffmail.com/index.html 
 
Where, 
 
http:// – standard protocol (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) 
 
www – world wide web 
 
rediffmail.com – domain name 
 
index.html – file name of the web page 
 

�  Every single document on the web page has its own unique URL.  
 

�  Type the URL in the address box of the browser and the browser is directed to the 
document’s location.  

 
ftp:// – File Transfer Protocol 
 
https:// – Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
 
Working of World Wide Web 
 

�  Viewing a Web page on the World Wide Web normally begins either by typing the URL 
of the page into a web browser, or by following a hyperlink to that page or resource.  

 

�  First, the server-name portion of the URL is resolved into an IP address using the global, 
distributed Internet database known as the domain name system.  

 

�  The browser then requests the resource by sending an HTTP request to the web server at 
that particular address.  

 

�  The HTML text of the page is requested first and parsed immediately by the Web browser, 
which will then make additional requests for images and any other files that form a part of 
the page.  

 

• Having received the required files from the web server, the browser then renders the page onto the 

screen as specified by its HTML, CSS, and other web languages. Any images and other resources 
are incorporated to produce the on-screen web page that the user sees. 

 
Hypertext 
 
Hypertext is the main concept that makes the World Wide Web more than just another message transfer 

system. The prefix ‘hyper’ usually means ‘above’ or ‘beyond’, and thus hypertext is like text, but goes beyond 

it in terms of functionality. The extra information in a hypertext document is used to tell the computer program 

that displays the file to a user how to format it. This information takes the form of special instructions that are 

interspersed with the actual text of the document itself, which are written according to the syntax of a defining 

language. This addition of extra elements to the content of a document is commonly called marking up the 

document. 
 

World Wide Web hypertext documents use Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). HTML 

documents are as ASCII text files, but are arranged using a special structure of HTML elements that 
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define the different parts of the document and how they should be displayed to the user. Each 

element is described using special text tags that define it and its characteristics (Figure 7.31). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7.31  HTML Tag 
 
 
7.7.1 Web Page 
 
The WWW is a subset of the Internet and comprises of a huge collection of documents stored in computers 

across the world. The web encompasses special sites called websites along the Internet, that support web 

browsing. By clicking on the links that appear on the webpage, one can navigate from one place to another. 

Hence, webpage can be defined as a single hypertext document written in Hypertext Markup Language 

(HTML) and described in HTML basics. A webpage normally incorporates the basic information and links to 

navigate in the websites to which it belongs. Documents in the World Wide Web are classified into three 

types, namely static, dynamic and active documents. 
 
Static  web  page 
 
These are fixed content documents which perpetually provide the same information in response to all 

download requests from all web users. Static documents are stored in a web server to be accessed by the 

web client. The web client, on requesting for a web page, gets a copy of the same. The contents of such 

files are not subject to modification on part of the web user as the web user does not have right to alter 

them. However, the web pages can be modified in the server per say. Thus, the static web pages display 

the same information to all the web users and provide hypertext links to perform navigation through static 

documents. Their biggest advantage is that they are cache friendly. This enables the web pages to display 

one copy of the same web page to many people simultaneously. However, it becomes difficult to maintain 

web pages in case of large sites as they demand consistency and updation. 
 
Dynamic web page 
 
These web pages provide interactive web navigation and help modify the content like text, 
images, form fields, etc. on a web page, depending on different contexts or conditions. The 
dynamic web pages make use of two types of inter-activities, which are enlisted in the following: 
 

�  Client side scripting: This is used to modify interface behaviours within a specific web page. This 

modification is based on the mouse or keyboard actions and is conducted at specified time intervals. 

The dynamic behaviour takes place within the presentation. The presentation technologies like 

JavaScript or ActionScript for dynamic HTML (DHTML) and Flash for media types of the presentation 

are used. The client side scripting also facilitates the use of remote scripting in which the DHTML page 

requests for additional information from the server. The content is generated on the web client’s 

machine in which the web browser retrieves a page from the server and processes the code embedded in 

the web page, so that the contents of the retrieved page can be displayed to the web user. Sometimes, 

the web browsers do not support the language and the commands of the scripting language, in the 

client-side dynamic pages.  
 

�  Server side scripting: This is used to modify the requested web page source amongst 
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pages to either adjust the sequence or reload the web pages delivered to the browser. 
Server responses are based on certain conditions like data in a posted HTML form, 
parameters in the URL, the type of browser being used, the passage of time or a database 
or server state. Server side scripting dynamic web pages are designed with the help of 
server-side languages like PHP, Perl, ASP, JSP, etc.  

 
Both the techniques may be used simultaneously to develop the dynamic web pages. The 

advantages of dynamic web pages are that these facilitate easy update of the web pages and faster web 

page loading. In the dynamic web pages, the content and the design are located separately, thereby 

allowing frequent modifications to the web pages including the text and image updates. 
 
Active  documents 
 
The programs that run at the client side are known as the active documents. Whenever a web 
client requests for an active document, the web server provides a copy of the same in the form of 
byte code. The document is now ready to be run at the web client machine. As the active 
document is served in the binary form, compression and decompression can be applied at the 
server and the client side to reduce the bandwidth requirement and throughput. 

 

7.8  UNIFORM  RESOURCE  LOCATOR  (URL) 

 
URL denotes Uniform Resource Locator. It is the address of a document on the World Wide Web. Web 

browsers enable a person to enter either a known address in the web server or a specific document within that 

server. Addresses usually begin with http://, ftp://, gopher://, WAIS://, file://, etc. It is not feasible to maintain 

WWW without using the URLs. These are also used to represent hypermedia links and links to network 

services within the HTML documents. Any file or service on the Internet can be presented with the help of the 

URL. The first part of the URL that comes before the two slashes specifies the method of access or protocol 

being followed for communications between the browser and the web server. The second part coming after two 

slashes represents the address of the host machine, whose data or services are being sought. The remaining 

parts signify the names of the files, the port to connect to or the text to search for in a database. All the parts of 

an address for obtaining a file or service from a host machine in a URL are shown as a single unbroken line 

with no spaces and the locations of the host machines or websites that run www servers are typically named 

with a www at the beginning of the network address. The web browsers enable the users to access web 

services by specifying a URL and connecting to that document or service. Once the user gets connected with 

the web server, the web browsers select the hypertext in an HTML document and send a request to open a 

URL. Thus, hyperlinks are used not only to provide other texts and media in the same document but also to 

facilitate other network services. Web browsers are not simply web clients. They are full-featured FTP, Gopher 

and telnet clients. 
 
7.8.1 URL Encoding 
 
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is a pointer that avails specified resources across the net. A Resource 

simply connotes information containing files or directories. It is referenced with query to available 

databases through search engines, such as Google or Yahoo. An example of URL that appears on the 

address bar is given as follows: 
 
http://aaa.bbb.edu/flower.html 
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Table 7.2 depicts the above given URL details: 
 

Table 7.2  URL Details 
 

URL part Function 
  

http The protocol specifier 
  

  

aaa.bbb.edu The domain name 
  

flower.html The page location 
  

 
The http is used as a protocol in which information resides on the domain called aaa.bbb.edu. The 

information that resides in the host machine is taken as flower.html. The host machine can either be protocol 

dependent or host dependent. A component of URL is known as the path component. Sometimes the URL is 

also referred to as ‘port’, that is, it is a port number by which TCP connection is possible to the remote host 

machine. The default port for protocol is used if port is not specified. For instance, port 80 is known as default 

port for HTTP. The two ports, port 20 and port 21 are used by ftp.  

 

 

7.10  SEARCH  ENGINE 

 
Search engines are the software that enable searching of the content available on Internet. A search engine is 

an information retrieval system which is used to access and retrieve information stored in WWW or a 

computer system attached to the Internet. Search engines also help minimize the time required to find the 

relevant information on the computer system. The computer system could be a standalone system or it could 

also be attached to the Internet. The search engines are popular amongst people as web search engines help 

explore information on the World Wide Web. 
 
Types and  characteristics 
 
Some of the popular search engines with their types and characteristics are following: 
 

�  Google: It is the most widely used search engine. It is also a crawler type and its results 
are based on the number of times, the other sites link to the ranked site.     

    

�  Yahoo: This is also a crawler type search engine and its functions are similar to that of 
Google.     

    

7. 11  UPLOADING AND  DOWNLOADING  
 
Uploading refers to sending of data from a local system to a remote system. like a server to keep a 

copy of the data there for various purposes. Downloading refers to retrieving of data from a remote 

system to a local system. Examples of remote systems include the web server, FTP server, email 

server or other similar systems. Information needs to be digitized for uploading or downloading. 
 

In the case of uploading, the files are generally copied from a smaller peripheral system to a 

larger central system. For example, a mobile phone file can be easily uploaded to a personal 

computer. Similarly, files from personal computer can be uploaded again to a server. Small files take 

only a few seconds in uploading, whereas larger graphic files can take hours in uploading. 
 

Downloading entails transfer of data from a central system to a smaller system. It is quite palpable that 

larger files take more time as compared to smaller files in downloading. Email is an interesting example of 
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downloading and uploading in which emails in Inbox are downloaded from a server, whereas the replies are 

uploaded, so that they may be transmitted to the recipient. File Transfer Protocol (FTP) program is used to 

upload files to servers as well as to download files from remote locations. A number of programs are available 

to assist the users with uploading and downloading. 

 
 
CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

 
22. What is WWW? Who developed it and why?   
23. Name the common components of a web browser.  
24. What is a web page? What are the three types of web documents?  

 
25. What is CGI?  

 
26. What is the significance of URL?  

 
27. Why is Internet surfing required?  

 
28. Why are search engines considered important while surfing the Internet?  

 
29. What is uploading and downloading?  

 

7.12  COMPUTER  VIRUS 

 
A computer virus is a set of executable code that attaches itself to other programs to 

replicate itself without the awareness of a system user. These computer viruses can 

damage the system of a computer. The various types of computer viruses are boot sector 

virus, parasitic virus, multi partite virus, companion virus, link virus and macro virus. 

Every virus first occupies disk space in the main memory and then effects CPU 

processing time. Viruses are frequently transmitted through e-mail attachments, peer-to-

peer downloads, phishing (a fraudulent process to get user’s credentials) and instant 

messages. Among these, e-mail attachments carry and spread virus fast in an address 

book or a random combination of address book. If these viruses are not controlled 

quickly, the servers can disrupt the e-mail services for all systems. Table 7.7 shows the 

types of computer viruses and the years of their emergence. 
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Table 7.4  List of Top Ten Viruses 
 

Computer Viruses Year 
Brain 1986 
Michelangelo 1991 
Mellisa 1999 
ILoveYou 2000 
Code Red 2001 
Nimda 2001 
Klez 2001 
SQL Slammer 2003 
Mydoom 2004 
Storm 2007 

 
The life cycle of a computer virus is as follows:  

Coding →→→→ In this phase, the virus program is coded and developed.  
Releasing →

→→

→ Once the code is ready, it is spread to the system and network.  
Spreading →→→→ It is out forwarded through a simple e-mail. 

 
Quarantining →

→→

→ In this phase, the virus gets quarantined. This phase often happens when it 
validates the signature of the virus and develops an antivirus update. 
 

According to their location, viruses can be of two types, namely non resident virus and 
resident virus. The non resident virus looks for other sources to infect and transfer control to the 
host program whereas the resident virus looks for new host if the infected files are accessed by 
other programs. 
 
7.12.1 Steps to Control and Check Viruses 
 
The following steps are required to control viruses: 
 

�  Keep virus definitions update.  
 

�  Get a sound knowledge of antivirus program subscription.  
 

�  Restrict to open or execute the unexpected attachments.  
 

�  Turn off the preview features in the computer program for added protection.  
 

�  Turn off .vbs (Visual Basic Script) function.  
 

�  Check out sincerely the extension of a file attachment.  
 

�  Do not use pirated system and application software.  
 

�  Secure your system with latest antivirus.  
 

�  Scan your system regularly.  
 

�  Update your antivirus software.  
 
Computer viruses hoax the whole system if the particular system is defectively infected with 
viruses. They generate unnecessary network traffic and can cause damage by instructing the 
users to delete system files. 
 
E-Mail  Viruses 
 
E-mail viruses are spread through sending email. For example, the Mellisa virus was being spread in 

Microsoft Word document via e-mail. Anyone who downloads and opens the document can get infected 

with this virus. This virus contains a friendly note including person’s name and other details so that users 

would think that it asks really for his/her personal details. After entering the required information, the 
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virus creates 50 new mails from the recipient’s device. It is the fastest spreading virus that forces many of 

big organizations to close their e-mail systems. The ‘I Love You’ virus, that appeared on May 2000, 

contains a part of code as an e-mail attachment. After clicking the attachment, it first launches the code 

and then sends the copy to other’s address book and starts corrupting files on other’s systems. It is more 

dangerous than Trojan horse virus distributed via e-mail. 
 
Macro Viruses 
 
A Macro virus is written in a macro language. Macro viruses are spread by various applications which use 

and run created macros, for example, a word processor allows macro programs to be embedded in 

documents so that the program can run automatically when the word document is opened (refer Figure 

7.39). Along with the 

 
embedded macro program the macro virus also get initialized and damages the system files. The 

macro virus is specific to Word 6.0, WordBasic and Excel. A ‘CAP’ macro virus infects macros in 

the Word application attached to Word 6.0 for Windows, Word 6.0.1 for Windows Macintosh and 

Word for 95 Windows. A ‘Concept’ virus only spreads after opening a document containing the 

virus. Modern antivirus software detects macro viruses as well as other types. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7.39  Macro Virus 
 
Figure 7.39 illustrates the macro virus. A macro virus can be spread through e-mail attachments, 
disks, networks, modems and the Internet, and is very difficult to detect. Most malicious macros 
start automatically when a document is opened or closed. The macro virus replaces the regular 
commands with the same name and runs when the command is selected. 
 
Trojan Virus 
 
A Trojan Horse is a virus program which internally works something else then what is specified 
by the user. The Trojan Horses are generally enclosed so that they appear attractive, for example 
a saxophone.wav file is a virus file which draws the attention of a system user interested in 
collecting sound samples of musical instruments. A Trojan Horse is a different from other 
destructive virus because it does not reproduce. It steals the passwords and sends an e-mail to the 
hacker and then the hacker has all your description in his hands. 
 
Signs of  Virus 
 
Any odd behavior of computer system can not be directly related to computer virus, because many 

operating systems and programs sometimes behave in strange manner. When you run antivirus program 

in such cases, it will not detect any virus. 
 

The indication of virus sometimes can be seen as unusual screen displays or messages. A virus 

can slow down the function of the computer. Even longer disk activity or strange hardware behaviour 

can be caused by legitimate software, harmless ‘prank’ programs or by hardware faults. A virus may 

cause a drive to be accessed surprisingly and the drive light to go on. The basic dependable indicator 

of a virus infection is a alteration in the length of executable (*.com/*.exe) files, a modification in 

their content or a change in their file date/time in the Directory listing. Some viruses can hide the 
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changes they have made to files, especially if they are active in RAM memory. Another important 

indication of a virus infection is modification and replacement of system resources. 
 
Antivirus  Software 
 
There are three different classes of antivirus packages, namely, activity monitors, authentication or 

change detection software and scanners. Each type has its own advantages and disadvantages or 

weaknesses. There are many good antivirus programs available. The most popular are Data Fellows 

F-Prot, EliaShim Virusafe, ESaSS ThunderBYTE, IBM Antivirus, McAfee Scan, Microsoft 

Antivirus, Symantec, Norton AntiVirus and S&S Dr Solomon’s AVTK. Scanning of hard drives and 

disks should be performed on a regular basis. 

 

7. 13  SUMMARY  
 

�  The widespread impact of Internet across the globe could not be possible without the development 
of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). This is the protocol suite developed 

specifically for the Internet.  
 

�  The word Internet is a short form of a complete word Internetwork or interconnected 
networks. Therefore, Internet is not a single network, but a collection of multiple networks 
of dissimilar technologies. These networks communicate with each other via TCP/IP.  

 

 
 

�  The widely used Internet services are e-mail, file transfer protocol (FTP), telnet, Archie, Gopher, 

Finger, World Wide Web (WWW) and clients. FTP transfers files over TCP/IP network (Internet, 

UNIT, etc.). Telnet is used to connect remote computers. Telnet address gives the IP address of the 

connected host. Archie is a program that searches files anywhere on the Net by filename. The Gopher 

protocol supports client/server software that searches files on the Internet. Finger service gives 

information about the currently logged on users. WWW provides hypertext access to documents located 

anywhere on the Internet. It is a very successful distributed information system. It is basically 

client/server data transfer protocol that communicates via application level protocol. Its structural 

components are clients – browsers, servers and caches.  
 

�  Telnet is a client/server application that allows a user to log on to a remote machine. It uses 
the network virtual terminal (NVT) system to encode characters on the local system. On 
the server machine, NVT decodes the characters to a form acceptable to the remote 
machine.  

 

�  The equipments and necessary requirements to access the Internet are Computer, Modem, ISDN lines, 

Internet account with a service provider, Widely used current standard broadband technologies (Digital 

Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable modems), Wi-Fi networks, Internet browser software (Internet 

Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla Firefox, Chrome, AOL, Opera, etc.), Anti-virus software,  
 
 
�  The term e-mail connotes the basic communication facility provided by the Internet to its users to 

send and receive messages in any part of the world. It facilitates sending of messages in the form 

of a text, audio and video or even a combination of these types. The email message received by the 

recipient can be opened, discarded, edited, saved, responded back to or can even be forwarded to 

some other recipient. This job is accomplished by the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) 

running over TCP/IP.  
 

�  File transfer protocol (FTP) is a program used for transferring files on the Internet. It requires two 
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connections for data transfer: a control connection and a data connection. FTP is a networked 

application that handles both uploading of data (transfer data from a client to a server) and 

downloading of data (retrieve data from a server to a client). It also renders thorough shielding and 

validation measures to prevent unauthorized approach to data, thereby ensuring more security and 

observation.  
 
 

�  The World Wide Web (WWW) is a distributed client/server service, in which a client using a 
browser can access a service using a server. The service provided is distributed over many 
locations called sites. WWW is repository of information linked together from points all over 
the world. Web browsers interpret and display a web document. A web document is classified 
as static, dynamic and active.  

 

�  Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is the address of a document on the World Wide Web. Addresses 
usually begin with http://, ftp://, gopher://, WAIS://, file:// etc. It is not feasible to maintain WWW 

without using the URLs.  
 

�  Billions of web pages are hooked to the Internet to provide information and knowledge 
pertaining to any subject or topic of your choice. To extract information from the Internet, we 
need to explore the Internet. Surfing the Internet entails searching for two types of materials, 
namely the textual and the non-textual materials.  

 

• Surfing the Internet or World Wide Web with the help of search engines has become an 
integral part of our life. Search engines are the software that helps in searching the content 
available on Internet. These are the interface to a group of contents, which allow the users to 
type in the keywords, so that the engine can find several matching contents to the 
corresponding keywords out of millions of web pages.  

 
�  Uploading refers to sending of data from a local system to a remote system and downloading refers to 

retrieving of data from a remote system to a local system. Information needs to be digitized for 
uploading or downloading.  
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7.14  KEY  TERMS 
 

 
 

    

�   Internetworking: A scheme for interconnecting multiple networks of dissimilar  
 

technologies  
 

�   ARPAnet: Stands for Advanced Research Projects Agency Network and is  
 

based on leased lines connected by special switching nodes, known as Internet  
 

Message Processors (IMP)  
 

�   Telnet: A client/server application that allows a user to log on to a remote  
 

machine  
 

�   Modem: Stands for MOdulator/DEModulator. It converts data in binary code  
 

to an analog signal that can be transmitted over the telephone network  
 

�   Plug-in software: An add-on to the user terminal, which enables the user to  
 

avail services like music, video, etc.  
 

�   E-mail: The communication facility provided by the Internet to its users to send  
 

and receive messages in the form of text, audio and video or even a combination  
 

of these types in any part of the world is called E-mail  
 

�   File transfer protocol (FTP): A program used for transferring files on the  
 

Internet  
 

�   World wide web (WWW): It is a distributed client/server service, in which a  
 

client uses a browser to access a service using a server. The service provided is  
 

distributed over many locations called sites  
 

�   Uniform resource locator (URL): The address of a document on the World  
 

Wide Web. Addresses usually begin with http://, ftp://, gopher://, WAIS://, file://  
 

etc. It is not feasible to maintain WWW without using the URLs  
 

�   Search engines: Software that helps in searching of content available on the  
 

Internet  
 

 

 

7. 16  QUESTIONS 
 
Short-Answer  Questions 
 

1. What is Internet?  
 

2. What is APRAnet? Mention the advantages of ARPAnet 
 
 3. List the widely used Internet services.  

 
 

 4. Why are Gopher and Finger services used? 
 

 5. What is the significance of Telnet protocol? 
 

 6. Why is network virtual terminal used? 
 

 7. What is Modem? 
 

 8. List and define any two prime requisites of an Internet connection. 
 

 9. Write a short note on plug-in software. 
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 10. List any four advantages of e-mail. 
 

 11. What is file transfer protocol? 
 

   
 

 12. What do you understand by a Web browser? 
 

  
 

  
 

 13. Briefly define the Active documents. 
 

 14. What is the importance of URL? 
 

 15. Why is Internet surfing done? 
 

 16. List any two types of search engines along with their salient features. 
 

 17. What is uploading? 
  

Long-Answer  Questions 
 

1. Explain the importance and significance of Internet. How is the standard 
of Internetworking developed?  

 
2. Describe the various types of Internet services.  

 
3. What is Telnet? Describe the basic concepts on which Telnet protocols is based?  

 
 

4. Explain the various hardware and software required for an Internet connection.  
 

5. What is the significance of e-mail? Elucidate the procedure of opening 
an e-mail account.  

 
6. Elaborate upon the procedure of reading and writing an e-mail message.  

 
  
 
   

7. Explain the importance and architecture of World Wide Web.  

 
8. What is the significance of web browser, web server, HTML, HTTP and URL in World 

Wide Web?  
 

9. Discuss the working of World Wide Web.  
 

10. Explain the various types of web documents.  
 

 

11. What is the importance and use of a web page?  
  

 12. Why are search engines used? Describe its type and characteristics.  
 

 13. Write short note on uploading and downloading.  

 

7. 17  FURTHER  READING  
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8.0  INTRODUCTION 

 
In this unit, you will learn about basics of the IP Address. A web browser is a software that interprets the 

coding language of the World Wide Web in graphic form. It also displays the translation rather than the 

coding. It allows users to ‘browse or surf the web’. If you search the information through the browser it 

provides you the complete list of requested information. You will be able to navigate and switch between 

various linked pages. But you should be bypassing the surfing techniques. The role of keyword is very 

important in web surfing because keyword tags contains words and phrases the creator of the page 

considers to be relevant to the document. The words are separated by commas or spaces or ‘+’ sign. 
 

In this unit, you will learn about web servers and the various services provided by them. Web 

services have the capacity to change the applications into web applications. You will learn about the 

two methods for writing web services. You will also learn about the composition of web servers. The 

web server composition can be defined with the help of various system components and alternatives, 

such as hardware alternatives, software alternatives and communication alternatives. The Domain 

Name System (DNS) is a client/server identification application that uniquely identifies each 

individual host on the Internet. All the user names are methodized in a hierarchical fashion in DNS. 

 

8.1  UNIT  OBJECTIVES 
 
After going through this unit, you will be able to:   

�  Understand the significance of IP protocol and addresses  
 

�  Describe how messaging works in DNS  
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�  Know the various domains in the DNS  
 

8.2 IP ADDRESSES  

 

Every computer on network requires an IP address to communicate with other computer. An IP is a 32-bit 

number comprised of a host number and a network prefix, both of which are used to uniquely identify each 

node within a network. 

To make these addresses more readable, they are broken up into 4 bytes, or octets, where any 2 bytes are 

separated by a period. This is commonly referred to as dotted decimal notation. 

The first part of an Internet address identifies the network on which the host resides, while the second part 

identifies the particular host on the given network. This creates the two-level addressing hierarchy. 

All hosts on a given network share the same network prefix but must have a unique host number. Similarly, any 

two hosts on different networks must have different network prefixes but may have the same host number. 

Here is a simple example of an IP address: 192.168.1.1 

An additional value, called a subnet mask, determines the boundary between the network and host 

components of an address. 

Subnet masks are 32 bits long and are typically represented in dotted-decimal (such as 255.255.255.0) or the 

number of networking bits (such as /24). The networking bits in a mask must be contiguous and the host bits in 

the subnet mask must be contiguous. 255.0.255.0 is an invalid mask. A subnet mask is used to mask a portion 

of the IP address, so that TCP/IP can tell the difference between the network ID and the host ID. TCP/IP uses 

the subnet mask to determine whether the destination is on a local or remote network. 

• Class A subnet mask 255.0.0.0 

• Class B subnet mask 255.255.0.0 

• Class C subnet mask 255.255.255.0 

When dealing with IP addresses, the address is broken into two components: 

• Network component Defines on what segment, in the network, a device is located 

• Host component Defines the specific device on a particular network segment 

The network number uniquely identifies a segment in the network and a host number uniquely identifies a 

device on a segment. The combination of these two numbers must be unique throughout the entire network. 

IP addresses are divided in five class. 

Class A addresses range from  1-126 

Class B addresses range from 128-191 

Class C addresses range from 192-223 

Class D addresses range from 224-239 

Class E addresses range from 240-254 

 

0 is reserved and represents all IP addresses; 

127 is a reserved address and is used for loop back tasting: 

255 is a reserved address and is used for broadcasting purposes. 

It is fairly easy to predict what address belongs to what class. Simply look at the first number in the dotted-

decimal notation and see which range it falls into. 

For example 

• IP address 159.123.12.2 belongs to class B because 159 [First number] falls in range 128 - 191 

• IP address 15.12.12.6 belongs to class A because 15 [First number] falls in range 1 - 126 

• IP address 192.168.1.2 belongs to class C because 192 [First number] falls in range 192 - 223 

When you are dealing with IP addresses, two numbers are always reserved for each network number: 

The first address in the network represents the network's address, and the last address in the network 

represents the broadcast address for this network, called directed broadcast. 

When you look at IP itself, two IP addresses are reserved: 0.0.0.0 (the very first address), which represents all 

IP addresses, and 255.255.255.255 (the very last address), which is the local broadcast address. 

As to assigning addresses to devices, two general types of addresses can be used: public and private. 
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Public addresses 

Public addresses are Class A, B, and C addresses that can be used to access devices in other public 

networks, such as the Internet. 

Private Addresses 

Within the range of addresses for Class A, B, and C addresses are some reserved addresses, commonly 

called private addresses. Anyone can use private addresses; however, this creates a problem if you want to 

access the Internet. Remember that each device in the network (in this case, this includes the Internet) must 

have a unique IP address. If two networks are using the same private addresses, you would run into 

reachability issues. To access the Internet, your source IP addresses must have a unique Internet public 

address. This can be accomplished through address translation. Here is a list of private addresses. 

Class A: 10.0.0.0–10.255.255.255 (1 Class A network) 

Class B: 172.16.0.0–172.31.255.255 (16 Class B networks) 

Class C: 192.168.0.0–192.168.255.255 (256 Class C networks) 

IP (Internet Protocol) addressing methods: 

Static /Dynamic 

Each device in an IP network is either assigned a permanent address (static) by the network administrator or is 

assigned a temporary address (dynamic) via DHCP software. Routers, firewalls and proxy servers use static 

addresses as do most servers and printers that serve multiple users. Client machines may use static or 

dynamic IP addresses. The IP address assigned to your service by your cable or DSL Internet provider is 

typically dynamic IP. In routers and operating systems, the default configuration for clients is dynamic IP. 

DHCP 

DHCP stands for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. This protocol assigns network IP addresses to clients 

on the network at startup. With DHCP, each client workstation does not need to be set up with a static IP 

address. DHCP is recommended on large networks. It would be very time consuming to manually assign a 

static IP address to every workstation on your network. With static IP addressing, the IP address that you 

assign to a device never changes. A DHCP server contains a pool of IP addresses that it can draw from to 

assign to devices that are connecting to the network. Other TCP/IP properties, such as default gateways, DNS 

servers, and subnet masks can also be assigned automatically. 

IPv6 

Network industry is moving to adopt new version of IPv6. IPv6 have several new features. 
 

 

8.3 DNS PORTS  

 
 
DNS Ports 
 
A port, in computer networking, is considered as application-specific or process-specific software that 

builds function for a communication endpoint utilized by Transport Layer Protocols (TLP) of the Internet 

Protocol (IP) suite namely Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). A 

specific port is recognized by its number termed as the port number, the associated IP address and the 

communication protocol. DNS helps to look up names and IP addresses. A port number is a 16-bit 

unsigned integer that ranges from 0 to 65535. The port numbers are categorized into the following three 

ranges: 
 

�  Well-known ports  
 

�  Registered ports  
 

�  Dynamic or private ports  
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The port numbers 0 through 1023 are termed as well-known ports. The following are 
important well-known ports: 
 

�  23: Telnet  
 

�  53: Domain Name System  
 

�  80: World Wide Web HTTP  
 

�  119: Network News Transfer Protocol  
 

�  443: HTTP over Transport Layer Security/Secure Sockets Layer  
 

�  445: Microsoft-DS (Microsoft Directory Service), Server Message Block over TCP  
 

The registered ports are from 1024 through 49151. The dynamic or private ports are from 
49152 through 65535. 
 

Generally, the DNS port uses a high port on the client side and port 53 on the server side (see 
Figure). Whenever any two DNS servers send the data from one DNS server to the other, then typically 
both the DNS servers use port 53. For individual queries UDP is used whereas TCP is used to transfer entire 
zones. Zone transferring is done when a secondary name server acquires information from a primary name 
server. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8.42 (a)  Ports between Client and DNS Server 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8.42 (b)  Ports between Two DNS Servers 

 
Whenever a client program sends queries to a name server and the name server in turn has to query 

another name server, then the queries and data are sent with UDP from port 53 to port 53. Both UDP and 

TCP are utilized for transferring zone. First, a small data is sent with UDP to a name server which 

requests another name server for a name or IP address. Then, a TCP connection is created from a high 

port on the secondary name server to port 53 on the primary name server. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8.43  Ports between Secondary DNS Server and Primary DNS Server 
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There are a few versions of Windows which contain programs that sends DNS queries from port 
137. DNS follows rules for both directions via the firewall. 
 

A particular port performs a specific process termed as binding for sending and receiving data. The 

incoming packets are checked for destination port number and IP destination address to match with that port 

and to send outgoing packets by confirming the source port number. Port numbers are defined in the transport 

protocol packet header from where they can be interpreted for sending and receiving data to source computers 

and also via other networking infrastructure components. Basically, the Firewalls are configured to make 

a difference between source and destination packets depending on port numbers. 
 

  
 

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

1.  What are the uses of IPv4 addresses?  
  

2. What is name-address resolution?  

 

8. 4  INTERNET  SECURITY  
 
Network security is a broad topic with a multi-layered approach. It can be addressed at the data 
link, network and the application layers. The issues concerned are packet intrusion and 
encryption, IP packets and routing tables with their update versions, and host-level bugs that 
occur at the data link, network and the application layers respectively. 
 

TCP/IP protocols are used globally irrespective of the nature of the organizations, whether they are 

general category organizations or security-specific sensitive organizations. The news or information about 

hacking of websites or portals by undesired people is very common nowadays. This shows that the 

TCP/IP protocols are susceptible to interception. This generates a need to ensure all round security for the 

network in an organization. The tasks of the network administrator have to be widened to include the 

overall security of the network. He has to ensure that all parts of this network are adequately protected 

and adequate measures of security have been implemented within a TCP/IP network. He should be aware 

of an effective security policy. He should also be able to pinpoint the main areas of risk that the network 

may face. These main areas of risk vary from network to network depending upon the functioning of the 

organization. There are, therefore, various security-related aspects which have direct implications for the 

network administrator alongwith the means to monitor the implemented measures of security effectively 

and to tackle the problem of breach of security if it happens. 

 

Basic  Requirements  of  Network  Security 
 
The main objective of the network is to share information amongst its users situated locally or remotely. 

Therefore, it is possible that undesired users can hack the network and prove to be harmful for the health of the 

network or the user. The network administrator must follow the following points to provide the network 

adequate security other than network-specific security as in the case of e-commerce, etc. 
 

�  Networks are designed to share information. Therefore, the network must be clearly 
configured to identify the shareable information and non-shareable information.  

 

�  The network should also clearly specify with whom the shareable information could be 
shared.  

 

�  An increase in the system security means a corresponding increase in the costs to the 
management. Therefore a compromising level between security and prices should be 
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established as per the requirements of the network security system policy. This will largely 
depend upon the level of security needed for the network, the overall security requirements 
and the effective implementa-tion of the chosen level of security.  

 

�  Division of the responsibilities concerning the network’s security must be clearly defined 
between the users and the system administrator.  

 

�  The requirements for security must be detailed within a network security policy of the 
organization that indicates the valuable data and their associated cost to the business.  

 

�  After defining the detailed network security policy and clearly identifying his responsibilities in the 

organization, the system administrator should be made responsible for ensuring that the security 

policy is effectively applied to the company environment, including the existing networking 

infrastructure.  
 
Levels of  Security 
 
The US Department of Defense has listed different steps in the evolution of security levels. The first step 

in this direction was the trusted computer system evaluation criteria in December 1985, popularly termed 

as the Orange Book. In continuation with this level, another security level known as the trusted network 

interpretation of the trusted computer system evaluation criteria or the Red Book was described in July 

1987. These security levels contain the security-related problems in the component or the modular form. 

Each level contains the specific security problem which is broken down into different divisions. Each of 

the divisions or classifications represents a security level defined in terms of the following general 

categories: 
 

�  User identification and authentication.  
 

�  The capability to monitor and audit system activity.  
 

�  Provision of discretionary access.  
 

• Control of the reuse of resources.  

�   Identifying specific areas of possible attack.  
�  Provision of suitable counter measures.  

 

�  The level of system trusts, including systems architecture, design, implementation,   
transport, and trust of other hosts. 

 
Data  Security 
 
Data security is concerned with the protection of data contained in a file or many files in a computer 
either as a standalone or on a network, from unauthorized interception. 
 

In case of a postal system, a postcard as a carrier of information is open to all. It does not have any 

sort of security measures. An envelope is used to hide information from other people. An envelope acts as 

a means for security. Therefore, postcard and envelope have different purposes with respect to security. 

These two particular cases initiated similar actions to solve the security-related issues in case of data 

communication. E-mails are open to all as post cards. Following the envelope example in the postal 

system will enable users to secure at least some of their data. 
 

The access protection provided by log on passwords is not a foolproof system and these may 

easily be bypassed. The bypassing can be done by booting from a diskette or connecting the stolen 

hard drive as a secondary one to another computer. In this manner, any vital data might easily be 

accessed. Consequently, encryption of the information seems to be the only effective way to protect 

data from being intercepted by unauthorized persons. The encryption must be developed to ensure 

reliable data security and that data is not decrypted without the right password or the right user. The 

main drawback of the password-based encryption includes the loss of password or registration of 
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wrong passwords due to wrong spelling or some other human mistakes. In this case, it becomes 

impossible to restore the data. There are other rules to avoid in such situations. 
 

The invalid access to the host can be prevented to a certain extent in the case of conventional 

host-to-terminal as the number of terminals connected is limited. The situation is entirely different in 

the case of Internet where access is allowed from any terminal connecting on a network. Therefore, 

this requires proper security measures. The following are the three types of security measures: 
 

�  Invalid access/Possibility of eavesdropping  
 

�  Firewall security  
 

�  Encryption (VPN Function)  
 

8.4.1 Basic Techniques  
 
Firewalls 
 
The Internet provides a two-way flow of traffic that may be undesirable in many organizations where 

some information is needed exclusively for the organization or for the Intranet. The Intranet is a 

TCP/IP network that is modelled after the Internet that only works within the organization. In order 

to delineate information meant only for the benefit of the organization or its Intranet and the other 

open to all or meant for the Internet, some sort of security measures are needed to control the two-

way flow of traffic. A measure known as firewall is used for this purpose. 
 

A firewall is a combination of software and hardware components that controls the traffic between a 

secure network (usually an office LAN) and an insecure network (usually the Internet), using rules defined by 

the system administrator. The firewall sits at the gateway of a network or sits at a connection between the two 

networks, and the entire traffic between two or more networks has to traverse the firewall. The firewall stops 

or allows the traffic based on the security policy as defined in rules’ table. 
 

The secure trusted network is said to be ‘inside’ the firewall. The insecure untrusted network is said to 

be ‘outside’ the firewall. The firewall’s architecture has to be such that it would permit a certain amount 

of traffic to get through, otherwise it would be more of a ‘stonewall’, preventing access to the 

Internet, or sending of e-mails or any other information from either side of the firewall, thus 

turning into a self-defeating exercise. 
 

The fact that it allows some traffic through provides a channel that could potentially be 
exploited, and could carry viruses. 
 
However, principally, the philosophy behind firewall is: 
 

�  It exists to block traffic.  
 

�  It exists to permit traffic.  
 

In brief, the basic aim of firewall is to provide only one entrance and exit to the network. 
There are two firewalls. One blocks the undesirable traffic, while the other allows traffic. 
 
8.4.2 Data Encryption 
 
Encryption hides your data from curious eyes. This is a method of encoding data to prevent 
unauthorized persons from viewing or modifying it. The main features of data encryption are:  

�  Prevents unwanted access to documents and e-mail messages.  
 

�  Even the strongest levels of encryption are very difficult to break.  
 
Processes and Types of Encryption 
 
The process of data encryption consists of certain steps. The data passes through a mathematical 
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formula called an algorithm, which converts it into encrypted data called ciphertext. These 
algorithms create a key and then encapsulate the message with this key. 
 

There are two types of encryptions – asymmetric and symmetric. 
 
Asymmetric  Encryption 
 
In public key (asymmetric) encryption, two mathematically-related keys are used – one to encrypt the 

message and the other to decrypt it. These two keys combine to form a key pair. Asymmetric 

encryption provides both data encryption and validation of the communicating parties’ identities and 

is considered more secure than symmetric encryption, but is computationally slower. 
 

A public key encryption scheme has following six major parts: 
 

(i) Plaintext: This is the text message to which an algorithm is applied.  
 

(ii) Encryption Algorithm: It performs mathematical operations to conduct substitutions 
and transformations to the plaintext.  

 
(iii) Public and Private Keys: These are a pair of keys where one is used for encryption 

and the other for decryption.  
 

(iv) Ciphertext: This is the encrypted or scrambled message produced by applying the 
algorithm to the plaintext message using keys.  

(v) Decryption Algorithm: This algorithm generates the ciphertext and the matching 
key to produce the plaintext.  
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Encryption  Process 
 
 The asymmetric data encryption process has the following steps: 
 

�  The process of encryption begins by converting the text to a pre-hash code. 
This code is generated using a mathematical formula.  

 

�  This pre-hash code is encrypted by the software using the sender’s private key.  
 

�  The private key is generated using the algorithm used by the software.  
 

�  The encrypted pre-hash code and the message are encrypted again using the 
sender’s private key.  

 

�  The next step is for the sender of the message to retrieve the public key of the 
person for whom this information is intended.  

 

�  The sender encrypts the secret key with the recipient’s public key, so that only 
the recipient can decrypt it with his/her private key, thus concluding the 
encryption process.  

 
Decryption  Process 

 
The asymmetric data decryption process has the following steps: 

 
�  The recipient uses his/her private key to decrypt the secret key.  

 

�  The recipient uses his/her private key along with the secret key to decipher the 
encrypted pre-hash code and the encrypted message.  

 

�  The recipient then retrieves the sender’s public key. This public key is used to 
decrypt the pre-hash code and to verify the sender’s identity.  

 

�  The recipient generates a post-hash code from the message. If the post-hash 
code equals the pre-hash code, then this verifies that the message has not been 
changed enroute.  

 
Symmetric  Encryption 

 
Private key encryption (symmetric) – also known as conventional or single-key encryption – 

is founded on a secret key shared by two communicating parties. It requires all parties that 

are communicating to share a common key. The secret key is used by the sending party to 

convert simple text to encrypted text, i.e., text that is enciphered using the secret key as the 

security component of the mathematical process. The receiving party then proceeds to 

decipher the encrypted material, using the same secret key that it shares. Examples of 

symmetric encryption systems would include the RSA RC4 algorithm (that furnishes the 

basis for Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption (MPPE), Data Encryption Standard (DES), 

International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA), and the procedure now put forward by the 

US Government called ‘Skipjack’ Encryption Technology already utilized in the clipper chip. 
  

An encryption scheme has five major parts: 
 

(i) Plaintext: This is the text message to which an algorithm is applied.  
 

(ii) Encryption Algorithm: It performs mathematical operations to conduct substitutions 
and transformations to the plaintext.  

 
(iii) Secret Key: This is the input for the algorithm as the key dictates the encrypted 

outcome.  
 

(iv) Ciphertext: This is the encrypted or scrambled message produced by applying the 
algorithm to the plaintext message using the secret key.  
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(v) Decryption Algorithm: This is the encryption algorithm in reverse. It uses the ciphertext and 

the secret key to derive the plaintext message.  
 

When using this form of encryption, it is essential that the sender and the receiver have a way to 

exchange secret keys in a secure manner. If someone knows the secret key and can figure out the algorithm, 

communications will be insecure. There is also the need for a strong encryption algorithm. What this means 

is that if someone were to have a ciphertext and a corresponding plaintext message, they would be unable to 

determine the encryption algorithm. There are two methods of attacking conventional encryption – brute 

force and cryptanalysis. Brute force is just as it sounds; using a method (computer) to find all possible 

combinations and eventually determining the plaintext message. Cryptanalysis is a form of attack that 

strikes the characteristics of the algorithm to deduce a specific plaintext or the key used. One would then be 

able to figure out the plaintext for all past and future messages that continue to use this compromised setup. 
 
8.4.3 Authentication 
 
A user remotely located must be first authenticated before accessing the network or Intranet of an organization. 

The authentication procedures must be built into the firewall applied to the network or Intranet for security 

measures. The following are the procedures to validate remote login or access along with their comparisons and 

features. 
 

1. Using UNIX Password for Authentication: The password without encryption is open to all over the 

network or the Internet. Hence, authentication practicing UNIX password may most likely lead to 

eavesdropping of the password over the network or the Internet because the password is not encrypted 

before being sent. This type of system is not suitable for authentication of remote login.  
 

2. Using IP Address for Authentication: Packet-filtering types of firewalls commonly use IP 

addresses for authentication of data. They apply a set of already-defined procedures over each 

received packet before routing to the desired destination. Each packet received is examined for 

the pre-established rules to determine the access validity to the requested network or only for 

some available services on the network.  
 

An authorized user, for example, may log into the network. However, he may be allowed to use only 

certain services or server on the destination network. This is achieved by filtering the packet for certain 

addresses or packet types. 

The major disadvantage of this type of authentication procedure is that the IP address 
authenticated by firewall system or network to be accessed may fall into wrong hands. 
Consequently, undesirable users or hackers may hack the network by getting access through 
the authenticated IP address hacked as explained above. 

 
Packet-filtering technique enables the network to determine the type, protocol, source 

and destination addresses for unauthorized access. This is a major advantage of this 
technique. 

 
3. Using One-Time Password for Authentication: In the above two procedures, we have witnessed 

some loose ends which need to be looked into. In case of password authentication, the password 

remains unencrypted and therefore susceptible to be hacked. Access to a network by some 

undesirable person may be avoided if the password is validated only once to login to remote network. 

Different passwords are transferred over the network for each and every login. The authentication 

system involving this feature can assure the highest security of all types. It is evident that even if a 

hacker acquires the password, he cannot login to the network with that password.  
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8.4.4 Network and Web Security  

 
Managing Windows security is required to manage the complete system for running the applications, 

downloading the update features for Windows, runtime programs, etc. For this, installing and downloading 

the updated antivirus, spyware protection, installing the firewall software, spamming and filtering the 

emails, accessing the damaged files, setting the permission level, removing network access for unauthorized 

users, setting the group policy for users and workgroups, securing virtual private network, configuring the 

wireless security features, creating back-up and restoring the essential files are essential. These tasks are 

essential to determine the Windows security. The Windows security policy is essential for programs and 

documents. It supports remote accessing of data, server security, e-mail accessing policy, anti-virus policy. 

It also permits the monitoring traffic too that is applied to handle the data transaction. The security setting 

for windows are basically managed by the network administrator because it is a part of the domain. Domain 

represents here a group of computers on a network. To help protect your computer, the administrator of this 

computer should do the following tasks: 
 

�  Install and use a firewall, such as Windows Firewall in Microsoft Windows XP or any other 
enhanced firewall.  

 

�  Set up Automatic Updates to download and install critical updates automatically. Install 
antivirus software keep it turns on and up to date.  

 
The Windows can be secured by the implementation of following tasks: 
 
Group  Policy 
 
Group Policy Objects (GPO) are linked to active directory containers. These containers are sites, domains, 

organizational units. GPOs cannot be linked directly to users, computers or security groups. GPOs can be 

linked to multiple sites, domains, or organizational units. In addition, a site, domain, or organizational 

unit can be linked to several GPOs. When you link with multiple GPOs to a single container, such as 

domain, site, OU, etc. you need to specify the order in which the GPO are processed. The lowest link 

order GPO in the list has the highest precedence and overwrites the settings of all other GPOs. Group 

Policy is processed in this order: 
 
Antivirus  Software(s) 
 
Now you know the concept of worms, spyware and viruses. You need to install and run the antivirus 
programs to clean the virus and provides the security for Windows. It helps in protecting Windows 
from crashing. The antivirus software available in the market to deal with virus-related issues are as 

follows: 
 

�  Symantec Antivirus that is used to check the security of foreign programs and applications.  
 

�  Windows 8/ Windows 10 AntivirusSpyware, AntivirusNorton Antivirus that is used to catch 
worms, rootkits, spywares, viruses, etc..  

 

�  Avast Antivirus.  
 

�  Kaspersky Antivirus that is used for HTTP traffic-checking and for providing a security 
wizard.  

 
These antiviruses are useful for those types of viruses that are downloaded from the net or from 

email attachments. The most popular antivirus programs are Data Fellows F-Prot, EliaShim ViruSafe, 

ESaSS ThunderBYTE, IBM Antivirus, McAfee Scan, Microsoft Anti Virus, Symantec Norton 

Antivirus and S&S Dr Solomon’s AVTK. The hard disks and drives must be scanned on a daily basis. 

Every week, hackers and malicious programmers release their virus programs across the Internet so it is 

better to keep the system updated with the latest antivirus software and programs. The updated user 
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manual and help files must be provided to the users during the installation of expensive applications 

and the operating system. In fact, automatic updates to the list of antivirus and multithread detection are 

the standard features of an antivirus program. 

 

8.5  INTERNET  SERVICES 
 
The following are the various services provided by the Internet: 
 
8.5.1 Blogging 
 
Blog is short for Web log, a form of online journal. The best known services are offered by: 
 

�  WordPress  
 

�  Blogger  
 

�  Typepad  

�  Live Journal  
 

�  Squarespace  
 

A blog can have a single author or several. Most blogs allow readers to post comments in 

response to an article or post. Bloglines is an RSS reader—a service that collects updates from your 

favourite blogs so that you can read them in one place. Microblogs is a cross between instant 

messaging and blogging. Twitter is a microblogging system that allows a user to send short, 140-

character informational updates. Users can also follow the updates of selected friends. 
 

Blogs are online journals that have come to be the most popular form of social media. Entries appear in 

reverse chronological order, that is, the most recent appears first. Microblogging can be best described as a 

combination of social networking and small-scale blogging. It is different from traditional blogging in that its 

content is smaller in size. Content or updates in small, limited amounts are distributed online and through the 

mobile phone network. The users exchange small bytes of content, images or video links, which are often 

referred to as microposts. The topics may vary from mundane to intellectual or spiritual. The most popular 

microblogging medium is Twitter. 
 

The term ‘Web log’ or ‘blog’, was coined by Jorn Barger in 1997. It is simply a Web page 

comprising brief entries or content in the form of opinions, information, personal diary entries, or links, 

known as posts. These posts are organized in a chronological manner with the most recent coming first, 

just like in an online journal. Most blogs permit visitors to add a comment below an entry. Blogs are 

unique and different from other Websites due to several characteristics: 
 

�  Tone: Blogs are written in a personal, conversational style. They are written by identified 
authors or groups of authors.  

 

�  Topic: Blogs actually define what they write. They can be specific or very wide in scope. 
They could talk specifically about a certain book or reflect on life itself.  

 

�  Links: It is very easy to insert links and trackbacks to other Websites in blogs. These links 
are inserted in reference to an article or post or lead to additional information on the subject 
being written about.  

 

�  Comments: Each blog post has a section on comments, which acts as a message board for 
that article. On popular blogs, depending on the size of the audience, there could be 
prolonged debates in these sections.  

 

�  Subscription: RSS technology makes it easy to subscribe to blogs. The free blogger service 
offered by Google makes it extremely easy to set up blogs. Others like WordPress and 
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Typepad offer more features. Some offer these features for a fee.  
 
Types of Blogs 
 
Bloggers are of different genders and come from different backgrounds, age groups and ethnicity. They 
cannot be generalized. Blogs can be personal or political. 

 
Personal blogs are written by people who are in the habit of writing personal diaries. Sometimes, such 

personal blogs become very popular. In fact the very popular ones are usually anonymous. There is a recent trend 

of writing blogs about politics. These political blogs voice their opinions in response to media bias. They 

comment on the news, analysing misrepresented issues or misreporting by by mainstream media. 
 

In the US, presidential candidates are known to employ bloggers who advise on the ways to reach out 

to political bloggers and their readers. In India too, political bloggers have begun playing a significant role 

in the political scenario, and some politicians are using them to making their presence felt in the mainstream 

media. 
 

Business blogs, maintained by professionals and businesses allow companies to communicate in an 

informal sort of way unlike traditional in newsletters, brochures and press releases. These lend a human face and 

voice to the organization. For individuals in business, a blog can become an effective way of building a network 

of like-minded individuals and raising their own profiles. Some blogs operate as proper media businesses 

carrying advertisements and employing fulltime bloggers. They are the ones who benefit from new blogging 

technologies and opportunities with which communities can be built. Such blogs cover news and opinions in the 

technology and media industries. Such blogs are referred to as ‘Almost media’ blogs. 
 

Most national and international newspapers including BBC have blogs for some of their reporters 

and editors. These are mainstream media blogs. These provide insights into the news-gathering and 

reporting process and also reveal the personal views of journalist which would otherwise never have 

been revealed. While several journalist blogs are hosted on newspaper sites themselves, several are 

independent, personal blogs focussed on specific professional interests. 
 
8.5.2 Social Networking 
 
Social media has not been properly defined. It cannot be called media in the true sense because social 

media Websites like Facebook, Twitter and others are merely platforms for interaction and 

collaboration. They are not really media. In fact, the traditional media like print and broadcast provide 

platforms for delivery of content and also advertisements. Social media is a place for collaboration and 

interaction and not advertisements and content. Social media is defined by some as a media for social 

interaction, which uses highly accessible and scalable communication methods. It uses mobile as well 

as Web-based technologies to transform communication into interactive dialogue. 
 

Generally, social media comprises the applications used by people and communities to 
exchange and collectively generate information. Specifically, social media has all the real time 
communication tools for sharing. The main characteristics are as follows: 
 

Participation: It allows people to contribute and give feedback. The difference between 
audience and media is very thin. 

 

�  Collaboration: The audience is encouraged to interact and contribute. The applications 
make it possible for the audience to comment, share information and also give feedback. 
Opinion polls are encouraged. Nothing hampers accessibility or usage of content.  

 
�  Conversation: Traditional media focusses on transmission or distribution of content to the user. 

Social media, on the other hand, encourages twoway conversation. Not only can communities be 

created quickly, it is possible to share content effectively. Web-based communities are formed 
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around common interests or goals. Social media also supports the basis for collaboration among 

the already present communities.  
 

�  Connectivity: Almost all social media thrive on connectivity. They help connect people and 

information in one place. They make use of external hyperlinks to other Websites, resources and 

people. Although social media can be defined in many different ways, one thing is very clear. It 

will continue to evolve and its use will expand in the coming days. It will soon integrate itself 

more into our personal lives and also in a commercial way.  
 

CompuServe was the first major commercial Internet service provider for the public in the United States. 

It used a technology, which was then known as dialup. It dominated through the 1980s and remained a major 

player till the mid- 1990s. The first e-mail was delivered in 1971. However, the history of social media can be 

traced back to the late 1970s when computer enthusiasts Ward Christensen and Randy Suess invented the 

Bulletin Board System (BBS). Usenet was an early bulletin board that connected Duke University and the 

University of North Carolina. In 1992, Tripod was founded as an online community for college students. Beverly 

Hills Internet (BHI) began Geocities in 1994, which allowed people to create their own content. GeoCities 

crossed one million members in 1997 but was soon shut down in 2009 when it had around 38 million users. By 

1997, the Internet had crossed one million sites. Blogging, alongwith online chat began for the first time. 

SixDegrees.com helped users to create profiles and list friends. AOL (America On-Line) Instant Messenger 

opened the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) system. Next came the online Content Management System for Teachers 

and Students called Blackboard. Friends Reunited, was founded in 1999 in UK to trace old school friends. It is 

regarded as the first online social network, which gained importance. In 2001, the world’s largest wiki known as 

the Wikipedia, an online encyclopedia was started and Apple launched iPods. In 2002, Friendster, a social 

networking site, was opened to the general public in the US. It became hugely popular and grew to 3 million 

users in just three months. 
 

The clone of Friendster known as MySpace was launched in 2003 while Linden Lab created the 

Second Life, the next generation virtual world. LinkedIn was the next which started as a work-related social 

networking site for professionals. 
 

The revolutionary social networking site, Facebook, was launched in 2004 for students at Harvard 

College. Podcasting was started on the Web and Flickr was founded as a site, which allowed people to 

upload pictures.  
Bebo (Blog Early, Blog Often) was started as another social networking Website while YouTube 

began storing and retrieving videos. By 2006, Twitter opened as a microblogging site, allowing 

members to send and receive 140-character messages named tweets. Geocities and Blogger started in 

the late 1990s and continued to progress with Friendster and MySpace in the new millennium to the 

new social media giants like Facebook, Twitter,Google+ and Pinterest. 
 
8.5.3 E-Commerce 
 
Electronic commerce or e-commerce is a business activity that occurs over telecommunication networks. E-

commerce is a process of buying and selling products, services and information over computer networks. 

Electronic commerce has begun to address the needs of consumers, organizations, and vendors resulting in 

cost effectiveness and improved quality of goods and services. Another outcome of e-commerce is the 

increased pace of service delivery. E-commerce is a term that also relates to the application of computer 

networks to search and retrieve information over the Internet for decision-making. Electronic commerce 

makes use of various technologies, such as electronics, commerce, the Internet marketing, Supply Chain 

Management (SCM), Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), inventory management systems, automated data 

collection systems and online transaction processing. Modern electronic commerce will deal with the World 

Wide Web (WWW) at one point or the other in the life-cycle of every transaction. Apart from the World 

Wide Web, e-commerce may also incorporate a larger arena of technologies like social media, mobile 
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devices, e-mail and telephones as well. 
 

E-commerce is related to buying as well as selling of information, products including services over 

computer networks. This activity occurs via a variety of networks that make up the Information 

superhighway (I-Way). A principal element of e-commerce is the processing of information and it is usually 

considered from the sales perspective of e-business. E-commerce also comprises the exchange of data to 

promote the payment and financing perspectives of business transactions. 
 

The different levels of commerce, other than production, distribution, and the delivery of 
goods, are forms of information gathering, processing and manipulation. Distribution of 
information occurs over computer networks that are perfectly befitted to handle this operation. 
 

Transactions between a company and its consumers happen over public networks for various 
purposes such as home banking and home shopping. Such critical operations use encryption for 
security and, credit, electronic cash, or debit tokens for payment. 
 

Some of the e-commerce transactions include: 
 

�  Trade transactions.  
 

�  Payment transactions.  
 

�  Buying and selling transactions.  
 

• Data transfer.  
Using e-commerce, transactions can be done very effectively and quickly as there is no human 

intervention involved in carrying out these transactions. 
 
8.5.4 E-Learning 
 
E-learning (or eLearning) is the use of electronic educational technology in learning and teaching. 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in education, EdTech, learning technology, multimedia 

learning, Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL), Computer-Based Instruction (CBI), Computer Managed 

Instruction, Computer-Based Training (CBT), Computer-Assisted Instruction or Computer-Aided 

Instruction (CAI), Internet-Based Training (IBT), flexible learning, Web-Based Training (WBT), online 

education, virtual education, Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) (which are also called learning 

platforms), m-learning, and digital education. In usage, all of these terms appear in articles and reviews; the 

term “e-learning” is used frequently, but is variously and imprecisely defined and applied. 
 

These alternative terms are all linguistically more restrictive than ‘educational technology’ in that they 

refer to the use of modern tools, such as computers, digital technology, electronic media, networked digital 

devices and associated software and courseware with learning scenarios, worksheets and interactive exercises 

that facilitate learning. However, these alternative names individually emphasize a particular digitization 

approach, component or delivery method. Accordingly, each conflates to the broad domain of educational 

technology. For example, m-learning emphasizes mobility, but is otherwise indistinguishable in principle from 

educational technology. 
 

The origin or etymology of e-learning is contested, with the e- part not necessarily meaning electronic as 

per e-mail or e-commerce. Coined between 1997 and 1999, e-learning became first attached to either a distance 

learning service or it was used for the first time at the CBT systems seminar.[6] Since then the term has been 

used extensively to describe the use of online, personalised, interactive or virtual education. 
 

Bernard Luskin, an educational technology pioneer, advocated that the “e” of e-learning should 

be interpreted to mean “exciting, energetic, enthusiastic, emotional, extended, excellent, and 

educational” in addition to “electronic.” Eric Parks suggested that the “e” should refer to “everything, 

everyone, engaging, easy”. These broad interpretations focus on new applications and developments, as 

well as learning theory and media psychology. 
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Moore et al. found “significant variation in the understanding and usage of terms used in this 
field” and pointed to “implications for the referencing, sharing and collaboration of results.” In 
usage, e-learning is an extremely significant (but incomplete) subset of educational technology. 
 
8.5.5 Digital Signature and Smart Card 
 
Digital signatures are not the literal digital images of a typical handwritten signature. Digital 
signatures are a form of encryption that provide authentication. They are gainingmuch popularity 
and have been touted as a way to move into a completely paperless environment. 

 
Digital signatures are not the typical digitized image of a handwritten signature put on an electronic 

document. It is a method of authenticating information electronically by using encryption. Therefore, we know 

that the information will have to be authentic and secure if the decryption of the information works properly with 

the sender’s public key. If the decryption works properly, we have some integrity protection as well and also 

know that the information did not change during transmission. With a digital signature, we want to take this 

protection one step further and protect the information from modification after it has been received and 

decrypted. 
 

Figure 8.45 shows how this may be done. First, information is put through a message digest or 

hash function. The hash function creates a checksum of the information. This checksum is then 

encrypted by the user’s private key. The encrypted checksum and the information are then sent to the 

receiver of the information. When the receiver gets the information, she can also put it through the 

same hash function. She decrypts the checksum that came with the message and compares the two 

checksums. If they match, the information has not changed. By keeping the original encrypted 

checksum with the information, the information can always be checked for modifications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8.45  Secure Hash Functions 
 

The security and usefulness of a digital signature depends upon two critical elements:  
�  Protection of the user’s private key  

 

�  A secure hash function  
 

A user must protect his private key. If the private key is lost/stolen, then he cannot be sure that only 

he is using it. If someone else is also using his private key, there is no guarantee that only the correct user 
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could have signed the information in Question. Secure hash functions are necessary for digital 

signatures. A hash function can be called secure if: 
 

�  The function is one-way. In other words, the function creates a checksum from the information but 
you cannot create the information from the checksum.  

 
�  It is very difficult to construct two pieces of information that provide the same checksum 

when run through the function.  
 

The second condition is not as easy to satisfy. The checksums should also be smaller than the 

information so as to make it easier to sign, store, and transmit. If this is the case, then it must also be 

true that a large number of different pieces of information will correspond with the same checksum. 

What makes the functions secure is the manner in which all the bits in the original information 

correspond with all the bits in the checksum. Thus, if a single bit in the information is changed, a large 

number of bits in the checksum will automatically change. Secure hash functions should create a 

checksum of at least 128 bits. 
 

The two most common secure hash functions are: 
 

�  MD5, which produces a 128-bit checksum  
 

�  SHA, which produces a 160-bit checksum  
 

There are many other hash functions but most of them have been proven insecure. MD5 has 
been identified as having weaknesses that may allow a computational attack. This attack may allow 
a second piece of information to be created that will result in the same checksum. SHA was 
developed by the United States government and is currently believed to be secure. Most security 
software offers both MD5 and SHA as available options. 
 
Smart Card 
 
A smart card, chip card or Integrated Circuit Card (ICC) is any pocket-sized card with embedded 
integrated circuits. Smart cards are made of plastic, generally polyvinyl chloride, but sometimes 
polyethylene terephthalate based polyesters, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene or polycarbonate. 
Smart cards can provide identification, authentication, data storage and application processing 
 

Thus a smart card is a plastic card with a microprocessor and memory embedded in it. These cards are 

available in various sizes and are of different types. They can be as big as a credit card or as small as SIM cards. 

Some cards have only non-programmable memory in them. These cards are read-only and the information on 

them cannot be changed or manipulated. The smart cards with a microprocessor in them have various 

functionalities. Smart cards are defined based on, (i) How the card data is read and written; and (ii) The type of 

chip implanted within the card and its capabilities. Mostly all chip cards are built from layers of differing 

materials, or substrates, that when brought together properly gives the card a specific life and functionality. The 

card layers are printed first and then laminated in a large press. Smart-cards can authenticate identity. Usually, 

they employ a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The card stores an encrypteddigital certificate issued from 

the PKI provider along with other relevant information. 
 
Classification  of  Smart  Cards 
 
The smart cards are classified as follows: 
 
On the basis of the capabilities they are classified as: 
 

�  Microprocessor Based Cards: These have greater memory storage as compared to the cards without 

a microprocessor. The security of data on the microprocessor cards is greater than any other storage 

device because it has the microprocessor embedded in the plastic card along with the memory.  
 

�  Memory Based Cards: These are used for applications in which the function of the card is 
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fixed. These cards need a card reader to manipulate the data on the card. These cards 
communicate to the reader using some synchronous proto cols .Memory based smart cards 
have no processing power and cannot manage the data stored in them. These cards are 
widely used as prepaid phone cards.  

 
On the basis of the mechanism they are classified as: 
 

�  Contact Cards: As the name suggests, they come in contact with the reader.  
 

These are the size of a credit card. A metallic chip is embedded inside the plasticcard with a 
microprocessor and a memory or only with a memory. They arewidely used in network 
security, access control, e-commerce, electronic cashand as health cards.  

 

�  Contactless Cards: The contactless cards do not directly come in contact with the card. These 

cards have an antenna built in the card. The antenna of the contactless cards is used to 

communicate to the card reader for reading and writing data on the card. The working of these 

cards is based on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. These cards are used as 

parking cards, student identification and electronics passports.  
 

�  Combination Cards: These are a combination of the contact and contact less smart cards. 
These cards can be read and written with contact or without contact with the reader. The 
antenna of the card is used or the contact pads are used to manipulate data. These are used as 
vending passes, meal passes, access control and network security.  

 

�  Proximity Cards: The proximity cards are contactless cards and they have an antenna embedded 
in the card. However, the proximity cards are read only card sand the information on these cards 
cannot be manipulated. The proximity cards also use the RFID technology. The applications of 
these cards include access control, identification and security.  

 

�  Hybrid Cards: These have more than two technologies embedded inside a single card. These cards 
use any two of the above mentioned types in a single chip. Some applications of smart card require 

more than two technologies like   
The proximity card and the contact card integrated in a single chip. 

 

8. 8  SUMMARY  
 
 
 

�  The IP protocol operates as the third level of the in the OSI reference model. The DNS is a 
client/server identification application that identifies each individual host on the Internet with a 
unique user friendly name. All the user names are methodized in a hierarchical fashion in the 
DNS.  

�  Electronic commerce or e-commerce is a business activity that occurs over telecommunication 
networks. E-commerce is a process of buying and selling products, services and information over 
computer networks 

�  E-learning (or eLearning) is the use of electronic educational technology in learning and teaching. 

�  A smart card, chip card or Integrated Circuit Card (ICC) is any pocket-sized card with 
embedded integrated circuits. 

 

8. 9  KEY  TERMS  
 

�  Home page: The first file or Uniform Resource Locator (URL) that automatically loads 
when a web browser starts or when the browser’s ‘Home’ button is pressed.     

    

�  Bookmark: A saved link to a web page. If a user visits a particular website or home page 
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and want to be able to quickly get back to it later, you can create a bookmark for it.     
    

�  Web server: The computer program or virtual machine which serves web pages utilizing the 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) across the World Wide Web (WWW).  

 

�  IP protocol: A connectionless type service which operates at the third layer of OSI reference 
model.  

 
�  Domain name system (DNS): A TCP/IP application service that converts user-friendly 

names to IP addresses.  
 

�  DNS server: A computer that holds information about name space.  

 

 

8.10  QUESTIONS  
 
Short-Answer  Questions 
 

1. What is the importance of address bar in web browser?  
 

2. What are web services? Name the elements for its platform.  
  

3. What is an IP address?  
 

4. What is domain name system?  
  

5. What is DNS port? How is it classified?  
 
Long-Answer  Questions 
 
 

1. Describe the tools used for various web services.  
  

2. How are web services managed? Describe with the help of an example.  
 

3. Why is IP address configured? What is IPv4 addressing and how is it classified?  
  

4. What is the significance of DNS ports? Discuss its various types.  
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